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Preface
 

Some good initiatives have come about in the last decade and are well
placed to make valued contributions to the management of the design
and construction of mechanical and electrical services in the post-
Latham era. One example is guidance such as the Building Services
Research and Information Association’s (BSRIA) The Allocation of
Design Responsibilities TN 8/94—a code of conduct to avoid conflict—
with its objective of sharpening the fuzzy edges between the design
responsibilities of designers and installers. The Chartered Institute of
Building (CIOB) Code of Practice for Project Management has been
well received. In recognition of clients and the need to be politically
correct, the Association of Consulting Engineers (ACE) has revised and
opened up its fee scales to enable its members to provide a more
bespoke service. Not only have these leading research and professional
bodies made worthwhile contributions, but contracting and
manufacturing organizations such as the Electrical Contractors
Association (ECA), with its Lean Construction Report, and the
National Association of Lift Makers (NALM), with the launch of new
guidance documents in 1994, have been major playmakers.

The embracing of quality management systems has brought some
improvement to the industry and although it still has far to go now
travels in company with the Construction Design and Management
Regulations 1994 (CDM) and the uptake of Environmental
Management Systems BS7750. These will have a great impact on
building design, construction, operation and maintenance.

By virtue of their uniqueness, in that every one is a prototype, the
constructing of buildings will never hold the promise of an easy
vocation for building site managers. They will continue to strive to
deliver the specified products on time and to cost against a background
of increasing legislation, and under the critical stare of the client and
the professional team. Nowhere is the critical stare longer or harder
than at building services, as they remain on the critical path to
completion for a longer period than any other element.

The most successful jobs will always be those where building site
managers have first built teams focused on achieving a successful
project. In doing this they must manage the building services elements
with the same skills they bring to the foundations, frame, envelope and



finishes. In improving project performance in the management of
mechanical and electrical (M & E) work, a most difficult area, the
builder may bring about, from site level up, a reduction in adversarial
attitudes, improved profitability, and happier clients paying less for the
product they want. By their efforts, encapsulating the spirit and intent
of the Latham Report, site managers can do a great deal for their
industry. More importantly for the site managers themselves, they will
advance their careers and ensure that they will be of the longest possible
duration. Those in training to become site managers, or already running
their own sites and seeking continuing professional development (CPD),
will derive most benefit from this book. It will also be of benefit to
building contracts managers and all those who have a direct and
indirect contractual responsibility for building services, such as services
engineers working for contractors, services contractors, architects,
consulting engineers, project and facilities managers and quantity
surveyors.
 

Preface xvii
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1

Introduction
 

‘M & E’ is still the term most commonly used to describe what has
become an increasingly sophisticated and widening range of building
engineering services elements. They account for a growing proportion
of overall contract values. Given their system based characteristics of
being constructed by placing on, threading through, and fixing to the
building structure and fabric, a bit here and a bit there, they lack the
apparent growth and order of the gridline dominated, surface covering,
building work. When completed, their ability to sustain a specified
internal environment and protect the occupants through guardian
systems, must be proven, documented and witnessed, to the satisfaction
of the client, designers, authorities, utilities providers and insurers, all
within the contract period.

Most books and papers on the management of construction
projects—and there are many—have approached the theory and
practice of the subject from the company or project corporate
viewpoint, the apex of the triangle. These approaches may well have
been suited to the static, stage defined, single or limited trade elements
of foundations, structure and envelope. However, the documented
history of the industry records that many of the management methods it
has used were far from adequate. Nowhere are management difficulties
more apparent than with building services.

The book’s objective is to improve the competence of site managers
to manage building services contractors, sub-traders and specialists.
Taken in dosage appropriate to project size, services complexity and
contract status, the advice is intended to make effective the seemingly
30% of the site manager’s time spent dealing with, on average, 20% of
the overall project value. The key aspects of building services project
plans—programming, including information flow and installation
sequence, inspection and testing, commissioning and handover with its
training, manuals and record drawing requirements—are dealt with. A
framework for competency is provided; the more it is understood
through experience and application the more sinewy will it become.
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As there is much overlap with the management of any other building
work subcontract, emphasis is given to the differences between the
construction, commissioning and preparation for the handover of
building services systems and the elements of foundations, structure,
envelope and finishes. It is assumed the site manager is trained or
supported in financial management and less will be said about this in
general terms, although specifics will be dealt with.

The book is arranged in two parts. After an overview of building
services, Part I looks at how risk is created for the site manager through
the parties involved, from the client and professional team to
constructors and suppliers, along the chosen contractual route. Risk, in
terms of those areas that cause conflict, is examined together with the
aspects of services technology that always seem difficult to deliver. The
first part puts into context the book’s purpose. Part II takes the
management of building services contracts from award to handover,
and positions it for the building site manager.

There is intended immediacy of application in the structure of the
book. In taking the reader step by step through all stages of a building
services contract from pre-award to post-handover, help is available at
any point.

A common management approach is unfolded that can be applied to
building services jobs of all sizes and complexity, irrespective of main
and subcontract forms. However, the book covers the key influences of
the contractual arrangement upon the way in which building services
are managed. From application of the knowledge gained the site
manager will be able to work more comfortably with the services
contractors through:
 
• understanding what they have to do;
• helping them organize to do it;
• receiving the evidence (records) that they are doing it to the specified

requirements;
• knowledge of its status relative to the programme.
 



Part One
 

Building Services
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An overview of building
services

Building services are engineering systems. They are placed on, threaded
through, and fixed to the structure and fabric of a building.

Any building services (BS) system comprises three elements:
 
• plant
• distribution
• terminals.
 
Even the most basic building requires six or seven separately identifiable
systems to make it work. The building’s form and function affect the
complexity of building services.

Building engineering services are generally referred to by builders as
M & E, mechanical and electrical services. This broad grouping can
include public health, fire and security systems. Lifts and escalators are
usually referred to under those names and carried out by specialist
firms. Other associated but specialist building services systems which
may be carried out under separate contracts are:
 
• sub stations
• high voltage switch gear
• data and telecommunications services
• generators
• uninterrupted power systems (UPS)
• kitchens and cold rooms
• medical gases
• process services.
 
These services may also be found within M & E contracts as specialist
subtraders. We can understand why they are necessary by glancing at
Table 1.1.

To support and operate the BS there are the essential utilities:
 
• gas
• water
• electricity
• drainage
• telecommunications.  

1

1.1 What are building
services?
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Building services enable buildings to be used for their designated
purpose. This they do within a framework of enabling and controlling
legislation:
 
• by creating an internal environment—heating, ventilation, air

conditioning, lighting and acoustics;
• by defending the building from the external environment—lightning,

rain, wind, noise, heat and cold;
• by providing protection—against fire and for security;
• by enabling communication—through voice, vision and data systems;
• by providing welfare—with toilet and first aid facilities (including

those for the disabled), and vending/catering;
• by disposal of waste—through plumbing, recycling and refuse

collection systems and services.
 
Through services systems buildings are made to function safely and
healthily.

During building occupation the environmental, power and public
health services are dynamic, while those of fire fighting and security are
generally passive. The passive systems becoming dynamic only upon
activation, which may be by human intervention or automatic sensing.
Outside periods of building occupancy the systems are in dormant and
passive sensing modes, or in the case of environmental systems
maintaining a predetermined lower level of internal climate that can be
raised quickly to occupancy standard.

1.2 Why are building
services necessary?

Table 1.1 The generic families of building services
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1.3.1 CLIMATE

Geographically designated as a temperate climatic zone, the weather
patterns of the British Isles pose problems for the BS designer. By
comparison Scandinavian countries have much lower external ambient
temperatures, but the temperature tends to go down and stay down for
long periods. This gives an external environmental stability to which
internal climates can be matched. But in the British Isles we can be
subjected to considerable unpredictable changes in temperature; rain and
wind in a 12 hour daytime period. Designing for the ‘average’ often catches
out the ability of internal climate systems to cope with such changes.

13.2 ESSENTIAL SERVICES

It is mandatory for all occupied buildings in the UK to have:
 
• heating
• ventilation
• plumbing
• hot and cold water
• power
• lighting.
 
and supporting utilities. Certainly the ventilation may be by natural
means, via openable windows; it is nevertheless essential in providing
the oxygen we breathe.

1.3.3 THE EFFECT OF FUNCTION AND FORM

Services designs are affected by building function, which dictates
building form and layout. These latter have an impact on the
complexity of the engineering services to be provided and the way they
are integrated with the structure, and interface with the buildings fabric
and finishes. Some examples of the effect of these aspects on different
buildings are as follows:
 
• A modern hospital of ‘nucleus’ cruciform design has service streets

meeting at intersections where operating theatres, laboratories and
toilet facilities increase the density of services provision.

• Manufacturing facilities with process equipment and machinery
bring demands for spaces varying from large open production lines
with exposed services, to small clean/sterile atmosphere rooms and
enclosed services. In either, the mix of process related services may
include steam and condense, compressed air, vacuum, cooling water

1.3 Matters of design
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and drainage lines, clean electrical supplies, high grade lighting, and
volatile gases requiring state of the art leak detection.

• The acoustics of theatres and concert halls will make demands on
the careful application of the heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems serving auditoria and rehearsal
rooms, etc. The rotating machinery of fans and pumps will be of
slow speed and isolated from the ducting and pipework systems. Air
distribution terminals must be selected to give adequate throw of air
without generating noise at the outlet.

• Leisure centres with swimming pools and ice rinks bring specialist
complexity to engineering services. Flumes, diving tanks, underwater
lighting effects, lighting to avoid spectral glare, water filtration and
treatment are all requirements additional to the general services. For
an ice rink the integration of the ice pad with the building structure
and foundations is an interface requiring particular care.

• For offices the depth of floor plan (shallow or deep), relationship to
an atrium, false ceiling and floor depths and the number of service
cores will determine the layout of engineering services. Whether it is
to be speculative, a prestigious headquarters or a local authority
building will determine the standards.

1.3.4 LEGISLATION, CODES AND STANDARDS

The legislated requirements for buildings and their services are very
extensive and are treated here in the context of scene setting. Buildings
first require planning approval and must be further designed and
constructed in compliance with the Building Regulations. Approval to
the latter is through local authority building control departments; these
may also carry the responsibility for fire approval. Alternatively, fire
approval may be delegated to the local brigade. Whatever patterns of
controlling organization apply, matters of public and environmental
health will be generally embraced by the local authorities. If the
building is being procured on behalf of the state e.g. as a prison,
government laboratory or defence establishment some ‘normal’ building
regulations may be set aside. But, be assured, they are nearly always
replaced by a higher, more onerous level of requirement.

As befits a developed society there is no shortfall, locally or
nationally, in the requirements for providing safe and healthy buildings.
The overall architecture of relative legislation is framed in the Health
and Safety at Work Act etc. 1974. Under this Act, regulations covering
premises, plant and machinery, substances, procedures and people have
been introduced. One of the most far reaching regulations for the site
manager are the recently introduced Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations 1994.
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For the services designer, compliance with legislation means the
acquisition of knowledge so that the system selected to meet the brief
are as strong, safe and simple as they can be. Fortunately there is much
guidance by way of Approved Codes of Practice (ACoP), Codes of
Practice (CoPs) and of course British Standards. The last named are
generally recognized as being the minimum standards for components,
equipment and system designs. Some also cover system management.
Further help is on hand for the designer through membership of
professional institutions, with their guides, codes, manuals, standards,
technical notes and memoranda. Support can be procured from a wide
range of government and industry research organizations:
 
• the Energy Efficiency Office (EEO)
• the Building Research Establishment (BRE)
• the Fire Research Station (FRS)
• the Building Services Research and Information Association (BSRIA)
• the Construction Industry Research and Information Association

(CIRIA).
 
BSRIA’s Reading Guide 14/95 Building Services Legislation [1] is a
good starting point for any investigation into discovering whether, or
what, legislation applies to a subject. For standards, codes, guides and
other information available from most of the professional institutions,
consultancy associations and learned societies (see Appendix M). Much
of the information is available to non-members.

All buildings have to meet minimum standards in the provision of fire
detection and prevention systems. Determined by law according to the
function of the building they may be enhanced, thereby attracting lower
insurance premiums, or backed up because the building must operate at
the highest level of availability. Security systems are not required by law
but may be provided to enhanced levels for the same reasons as fire
systems.

1.3.5 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Clients, particularly those that trade their products to the general
public, are concerned with image and the environmental impact of their
buildings. Environmental impact may be looked at on three levels:
 
• global
• neighbourhood
• internal.
 
These factors do not always appear in harmony. A new building on a
greenfield site may require infrastructure development in the road and
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public utility demands that it makes. Yet it may be a very good
neighbour, being sensitively landscaped and providing jobs. Its location
may mean that it can possibly manage without air conditioning. In the
case of an office building, the greenfield site may be no better than the
town or city centre. The central location and the need to keep out noise,
dirt and heat usually make the provision of mechanically refrigerated
air conditioning essential; but such a development does not require new
roads or services mains. Fortunately the Building Research
Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) schemes
allow comparison of buildings employing differing BS technologies.
Additionally, the EEO offers much good guidance on energy targeting
and usage to clients in all sectors of commerce and industry.

It is in the provision of new commercial building stock that we are
seeing a greater integration of building services. The orientation of a
building, application of shading overhangs and vertical screens, taller,
narrower windows with deep reveals, trickle vents, and internally, mass
concrete thermal sinks, are all important. They can be used in a variety
of combinations to mitigate the need for comfort cooling or full air
conditioning.

Building structure and fabric and building services are thus becoming
more closely entwined. In such facilities it will no longer be possible to
test and prove the building climate services independently of structure
and fabric.

13.6 SCHEMATICS

The visualization of BS systems first takes place through the designer’s
production of schematics. Issued to the builder at tender enquiry stage
they can be the source of much valuable information. Whether it is
generic or specific, a system schematic will show the essential three
elements of plant, distribution and terminals. A generic schematic, e.g.
Fig. 1.1, will simply show the relationship of the parts for that type of
system. Job specific schematics will diagrammatically relate the system
selected by the designer to the building’s basic geography; Fig. 1.2 shows
a small bore heating system for a bungalow and indicates the piping
routes from the boiler to the radiators, and names the rooms served.

1.3.7 SYSTEM SELECTION

The generic families of building services (see Table 1.1) do not define
the type of lighting, security or air conditioning systems. The designer
decides these for the building under consideration and takes into
account:
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Figure 1.1 Generic schematic of a low pressure hot water heating system.
(Source: BSRIA TN 17/92, Design Information Flow.)

 
• capital cost
• running cost
• ease of maintenance
• flexibility (change of layout)
• noise
• appearance of terminals
• space requirements (plant and distribution)
• ease of control
• incursion into usable space
• user acceptability.
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This random listing will vary in hierarchy of importance for each
building type and the services within it.

To give an indication of the wide range of building services systems
and their subsystems the Co-ordinating Committee for Project
Information (CCPI), Common Arrangement Work Section (CAWS)
listings R-X are included in Appendix A. The listing takes the form of
an alphanumeric reference for each work section. The CAWS are the
basis for the Standard Method of Measurement 7 (SMM 7). An
indication of the wide choice of systems from which the designer can
make selection can be seen under U, ventilation/air conditioning
systems, and V, electrical supply/power/lighting systems.

Laid out in a three-level hierarchy from generic to specific type even
these are not exhaustive listings. For V 21 general lighting could be
provided by tungsten, fluorescent and halogen lamps combined in a
similar seemingly bewildering choice of luminaires.

1.3.8 SYSTEM LAYOUT

The design engineer lays out the terminal positions on general
arrangement drawings perhaps using computer aided design (CAD). For

Figure 1.2 A small bore heating system. (Reproduced from F.Hall, Building Services
and Equipment, Vol. 1, 3rd edn, Longman Scientific and Technical.)



those terminals on a common system, interconnecting distribution lines
will be drawn from the source plant room along distribution routes. The
designer will seek, in discussion with the other design team (DT)
members, to locate the thermal and electrical power plant in positions
which will keep distribution routes as short as possible, while remaining
convenient for the connection of utilities.

1.4.1 GENERAL

Having given the site manager a basic insight into some aspects of
design for M & E we can enhance his (or her) understanding of where
they can be expected to be found on the project. A building’s function,
form and required levels of fire, safety, security, internal climate
and reliability, determine the complexity and density of services to be
provided. This in turn affects the spaces services occupy and
ultimately the size of the building and its overall cost. It is these
aspects rather than the sheer size of building served that determine the
space given over to BS.

1.4.2 PLANT ROOMS

The size of plant rooms examples the last point. The greater the boiler,
chiller, diesel generator required, the more cost efficient they become on
a weight and volume occupied basis compared pro rata with units of
smaller capacity. In addition the space required around plant items for
construction, repair and maintenance seemingly differ very little
between the smallest and largest units in a catalogue.

Table 1.2 takes the generic listing of BS and expands it to indicate
where the location of major items of plant and equipment are most
commonly found.

Figure 1.3 shows (a) the basement plant areas and (b) a section
through a prestigious building in which the financial services functions
require a high degree of reliability from their services support. The
section shows best the take up of space for air conditioning in the
general offices and a closer controlled climate for the computer suite.
Generator, UPS and Private Automatic Branch Exchange (PABX) make
their claim for space. At roof level there is equipment to reject heat from
the air conditioning systems, water storage and air handling unit plant
rooms, lift motor room, aerial and satellite arrays. The plan depicts the
loss of floor area due to vertical transport systems and inter-connection
between chillers and condensers; with these we are starting to move
away into the general distribution routes.
 

1.4 Where do they go?
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Table 1.2 Location of plant and equipment



1.4.3 UTILITIES

Before considering internal distribution let us go back to Table 1.2 and
unravel the space and location requirements for the utilities. Following
the privatization of water, gas and electricity, supply companies are now
happier to contract for providing a service into a building. Whereas
previously, even for sites with no more than a few metres from
boundary to building, the utility service would be terminated and
metered at the boundary, now privatized companies are not only happy
to come into the building but may seek to contract for carrying out
internal services. Nevertheless, gas, water and electricity metering and
intake rooms are best provided near to ground level, preferably with
controlled access from the external face of the building. This is
particularly so with respect to electrical supplies where, in the case of
sharing an area substation or a dedicated low voltage supply, permanent

Table 1.2 Continued
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Figure 1.3(a) Prestigious commercial offices, basement plant areas.
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access to the intake room must be granted with wayleaves to the supply
company. If the size of building warrants it, and a more preferential
tariff is available, electrical supply may be at high voltage. Here the
substation and its maintenance becomes the responsibility of the
building owner. The requirements for access to the high voltage meter
and switch remain with the supply company, as with low voltage.

Water supplies for fire, e.g. hydrant main, sprinklers and hosereels,
may be unmetered. The supply for all other services usually designated
‘domestic’ will be metered. Many supply companies now require the
hosereel service to be metered as it has been known to be subject to
abuse in cleaning vehicles and watering landscapes.

Most gas companies are only interested in a single metered supply.
The building services designer may be briefed to provide submetering
for individual tenancies and kitchens.

The deregulation of communications has also increased demand on

Figure 1.3(b) Prestigious commercial offices, section A-A and plant and risers.



building space for engineering services. Previously one only had to
consider British Telecom; now we have Mercury and others.

It is usually possible to design the rainwater and foul drainage
installations to gravitate from the building. Where this is not possible,
soil and surface water drainage can be collected in chambers and
discharged through pumped mains into the local authority systems.
Normally, sewage pumps are duplicate sets arranged for cascade back
up operation.

1.4.4 DISTRIBUTION ROUTES

We return to consider the distribution of services between and through
buildings. There is a hierarchy of level to be considered. Primary
distribution takes place from plant areas both horizontally and
vertically. Common route types are, horizontal—crawlways, ducts and
trenches and the corridor ceiling void—and vertical—risers
(multistorey).

As Fig. 1.4 shows, within a heirarchy of primary and secondary
distribution routes there can be considerable geometrical variation. The
example could apply to ventilation distribution from an air handling
unit, heating pipework from a roof level boiler plant, or water
distribution to laboratory benches.

Figure 1.5 is an example of vertical primary distribution within a city
centre air conditioned office building. Homing in on the toilet block
core in Fig. 1.6, it is seen to be encased by the vertical distribution of
nearly every conceivable service system for a building of that type.

Secondary distribution in most types of buildings is arranged
horizontally. In some buildings such as hotels and vertically stacked
toilet blocks, the connections between risers and terminals are short.
Here the concept of secondary and tertiary distribution becomes
blurred, but in many buildings, particularly offices, secondary
distribution takes place in either floor and ceiling or in both. Figures 1.7
and 1.8 show secondary distribution taking place mainly in the ceiling
and floor respectively. In these examples of secondary distribution
through floor and ceiling voids it is seen that the terminals are located
on the surface of the false floor and ceiling, i.e. the tertiary distribution
takes place in the same space. This occurs most commonly with
lighting, ventilation or air conditioning systems and to a lesser degree
with sprinklers and fire detection heads.

Tertiary distribution is defined as a situation where services are taken
from either the secondary distribution or boundary of the serviced space
to some point within it. The method of distribution such as dado or
skirting trunking, service poles and rails usually takes up some room
space. In highly serviced buildings or for aesthetic reasons this final
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Figure 1.4 Primary and secondary distribution routes— geometrical variation.
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Figure 1.6 Toilet block core —vertical services distribution spaces.

Figure 1.7 Secondary distribution in ceiling: steel frame metal deck, small raised floor,
full access false ceiling, recessed light fittings. (Source: J.Berry, Ove Arup and
Partners.)



services distribution can be integrated by designers into the furniture
and partitioning. Figure 1.9 shows servicing at the perimeter and screen
wall, and Fig. 1.10 workstation servicing in lay-in ducts and hollow
section risers.  

Where do they go? 21

Figure 1.8 Secondary distribution in floor: false floor depth increased, services
removed from ceiling, zone-transferred to floor zone. (Source: J.Berry, Ove Arup and
Partners.)

Figure 1.9 Tertiary distribution— servicing at perimeter and screen wall. (Source:
DEGW.)
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Terminals

The terminals of M & E systems are therefore to be found in walls,
floors and ceilings, and the fit out furniture of e.g. offices, laboratories
and hotels. They may be surface mounted, semi- or fully recessed.

Industrial buildings

In the large open space of factories, warehouses and DIY superstores
the distribution of building services is generally exposed. The main
distribution takes place parallel to eaves and valleys from which there
are a variety of routes to the terminals. Where required by legislation or
insurance, sprinklers may run parallel to the pitch of the roof. At
intervals electrical power will follow this slope to smoke vents and
openable roof lights. Both of these may alternatively be activated by
compressed air. Depending on the form of structural frame, truss or
portal, secondary support grids may be required from which will be
suspended ducting, piping and power and lighting distribution to
fittings suspended to create a notional horizontal plane at eaves and
valley level.

Piped services to process machinery featuring steam and condense,
compressed air, vacuum, gas, treated and chilled water, can be run in
various ways. Commonly, they will drop adjacent to structural columns

Figure 1.10 Tertiary distribution— workstation servicing in lay-in ducts and hollow
section risers. (Source: DEGW.)



and run in floor ducts to the production lines. For steam or water ‘used
once’, or even where process heating or cooling water is closed circuit,
sumps, possibly with pumps, will be provided with an underslab gravity
drainage system. The piped services may also be provided via overhead
tracks with drops to the machines. These may be encased in service poles.

1.4.5 FIRE SERVICES TO BUILDING CORES

As with the plumbing and water services obviously associated with
toilet areas, there are other services to be found in building core areas.
For economy of building layout enabling common use of circulation
space, toilets in multistorey buildings are found arranged with lift
lobbies, disabled refuge areas and staircases. Contained in an
appropriately fire rated compartment, it is here that we will find break
glass unit fire alarms and hosereels, wet and dry fire risers. The
staircases and lift lobbies are increasingly being required to be
pressurized against smoke ingress.

Fire and acoustic transmission paths

Wherever building services pass through an element of structure or
building fabric there is a risk of creating a fire and noise transmission
path. Should any of those penetrations occur in a fire rated element it
must be sealed to maintain the integrity of the fire compartmentation.

Both the requirements for fire compartmentation and the methods
for compliant ‘fire stopping’, where services pass from one fire
compartment to another, are given in the Building Regulations. Many of
the methods available to satisfy these regulations will also be effective
in preventing or minimizing noise transmission.

1.5.1 GENERAL

From the trunk of generic families of BS listed in Table 1.1 there are
many branches. There are literally hundreds of different types of BS
systems. There are forty to fifty derivations under air conditioning. The
constant churn of technological advancement in lighting, voice, vision
and data services seems exponential in its progression curve.
Everywhere the application of microprocessor technology aids these
advancements. What does all this mean for the BS designer? The need to
acquire, disseminate and apply this knowledge means there are few BS
consultancies or designer contractors with capabilities to design every
building service in house.

1.5 Who designs them?

Who designs them? 23
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1.5.2 CONSULTANTS

Consultants do not design lifts, escalators, transformers or generators,
equipment or terminals. However, from their knowledge of the function
of these components they are able to select and integrate them into
services systems for incorporation into buildings. The situation is
similar with respect to sprinkler installations: few consultants have the
capability or, more importantly, are certified to carry out the complex
hydraulic calculations in compliance with the 29th edition Loss
Prevention Council (LPC) Rules for Automatic Sprinkler Installations
(now concomitant with, BS 5306) [2].

For all services, the consultant engineer must be capable of defining
the performance criteria and giving weight, and spatial requirements to
the structural and architectural members of the design team. To do this
it may be necessary for the consultant to obtain information and take
advice from the plant and equipment manufacturers.

Prior to 1995 most engineering services design appointments were
made under, or derived from the Association of Consulting Engineers
three Schedules of Duties. Known as Appendices 1, 2 and 3, they rose in
levels of responsibility from ‘Performance’, through ‘Abridged’ to ‘Full
duties’ respectively. Building services technology, limits of harmonization
with the RIBA Plan of Work, the use of a wider choice of contractual
routes and politics outpaced the usefulness of these schedules. The hard
market conditions of the early 1990s and political calls for fee
competition increasingly exposed their limitations. They have now been
replaced by the Association of Consulting Engineers (ACE) Conditions of
Engagement 1995, Agreements A(2), B(2) and C(2) [4]. These allow the
knowledgeable client to list those duties he wishes the designer to carry
out. In other cases, and these may include fee bids, the designer will list
duties and a fee for their discharge. In both cases you get what you pay
for and there is an onus on the design procurer knowing what is needed;
see section 2.2.3, ‘Terms of engagement’.

There is an aid to the assignment of duties. The BSRIA has published
Technical Note TN8/94, The Allocation of Design Responsibilities for
Building Engineering Services—a code of conduct to avoid conflict  [5].
This provides pro formas for more closely defining those areas of design
responsibility that, through differing interpretation, regularly lead to
dispute between the designer and the installer (see section 2.2.4,
‘Division of responsibilities’).

1.5.3 THE DESIGNER—CONTRACTOR

The reader will have noticed the use of both terms ‘consultant’ and
‘designer’. Not all design is carried out by consultants or specialists



under their control. A considerable number of BS contractors undertake
design in a variety of ways:
 
• as designer installers working for design-and-build main contractors;
• appointed by developers and other end user clients to work with the

separately appointed professional design team;
• appointed by the lead professional designer, usually the architect;
• appointed by project managers to work with the professional team.
 
There are a number of variations, but all have some direct line design
warranty to the end client.

1.5.4 NOVATED DESIGN

A further design procurement variant quite frequently used is that of
novation, often found in the main contract design-and-build route. Here
a consultant may produce a performance or abridged duties design
which is passed via the design and build (D & B) contractor to the
services designer-installer. These may be novated with a requirement to
accept full responsibility for the design and its further development.
Sometimes the employer’s requirements ask for the D & B main
contractor to take the consultant under contract. In turn this leads to
the main contractor seeking to mitigate his design responsibility by
bringing the consultant and designer-installer together with a form of
‘back to back’ design warranty.

1.5.5 THE INSTALLER

Historically, the greatest percentage of BS design work has been
undertaken by consultants working to the ACE ‘Abridged duties’.
Reduced to its simplest terms this comprised a specification and set of
drawings. These last named took the form of general arrangement
drawings at 1:100 scale. Some plant room layouts were to larger scale—
1:50; for toilet block layouts, 1:20 and perhaps a few sections depicting
the preferred arrangement of services in risers, crawlways, ducts,
trenches, ceiling and floor voids. Some consultants enlightened as to
where ‘pinch points’ would occur at congested intersections along the
distribution routes would produce better details to show the viability of
installation. At best these schemes on ‘Abridged duties’ were only
numerical solutions. Through the development of working drawings and
at the workface of construction the installer proved whether they would
work.

That now defunct major client, the Property Services Agency (PSA),

Who designs them? 25
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under the spotlight of scrutiny in spending public money, could not be
seen even via its agents, the design consultants, to bestow favour upon
one manufacturer or supplier in preference to another. The PSA’s
consultants were not allowed to obtain competitive quotations, or to
preselect plant, equipment or terminals. This led to a certain
imprecision in designs for the PSA. There are still many clients
appointing consultants who will not let them preselect on ‘Abridged
duties’. The installer—and remember he is not seeking to trade on his
design knowledge—bids the material content for the contract by
preparing estimates for plant, equipment and terminals, scheduled by
capacity/performance only. Having won the contract the installer sets
about producing working drawings. Working with better detail than the
consultant on structure, cladding, brickwork, floors and ceilings, etc.,
the installer will naturally seek economical routing and fixings.
Notwithstanding that reasonable objective he will find the need for
more bends and sets in his distribution systems than the consultant
envisaged, when working with less detail. The consultant, being aware
of this, would have called upon the installer to calculate the final air
and water circuit resistances to flow, for sizing fans and pumps. The
picture is emerging of the extent of ‘design’ knowledge that the installer
must have. More than in any other construction trade the installer’s
working drawings, offsite construction and work face practices can
affect the consultant’s ‘Abridged duties’ design intentions, via:
 
• fixings;
• anchor points;
• take up of expansion;
• gradient of pipework (venting and draining);
• change sections on ductwork;
• the routeing of electrical conduit;
• the interpretation of earthing and bonding;
• quality of system preparation (cleaning ducts, flushing and chemical

cleaning of pipework);
• offsite validation of software.

1.5.6 THE DESIGN ENGINEER

The designer has been referred to as one person. Obviously, this not the
case. Whether or not it is theoretically possible for one individual to be
capable of designing every building service system, that person has yet
to exist. From an early point in an engineer’s academic and industrial
training, personal preferences come to the fore, and trainees set out to
become a sprinkler, lift, electrical, controls, plumbing or HVAC
engineer. Some engineers encompass a wider range of building services



design than others and go on to be called mechanical or electrical
engineers. Most start from some specialist base. All are BS engineers
and according to their function and status you may find a mechanical,
electrical or public health engineer with overall responsibility for
coordinating the design of a project’s services.

1.6.1 AS A PERCENTAGE OF OVERALL PROJECT VALUE

There are lies, damn lies and statistics and then averages. What follows
is in the last category. The figures in Table 1.3 are averages. Those who
wish to denigrate them by quoting their latest, or most recent project
experience with services values outside these ranges will certainly be
able to do so. It is considered that the percentages may be of use to the
site manager who, by calculating both upper and lower percentages,
will arrive at a capital cost range. If the site manager’s project falls
significantly outside that range he would be advised to seek some
understanding as to why. The percentage figures are to be applied in
calculating the value of services inside the building and must be related
to the overall cost of buildings. A great number of quantity surveying
practices are very skilful at cost planning external works with their
infinite variables for city, out of town, hard and soft landscaping
permutations. But even the most skilful of QSs can fall foul of the
unpatterned costs for utilities connections, mains network
reinforcement costs, and that great catch all, contribution charges. For
all these reasons it is inappropriate to give any worthwhile assessment

1.6 What do building
services cost?

Table 1.3 Building services costs as percentage of overall job value (internal
services only)
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of what external costs may amount to. In defence of the bet hedging
width of the percentage ranges quoted in Table 1.3 note the following
commentary.
 
• Offices. With the increasing use of building design to minimize the

worst effects of our climate, the cost of services in these buildings
may fall to around or below 20% of the project value. But beware,
we are moving into an area where BS and building works can
become blurred. Similar thinking can be applied to air conditioning,
where building structure such as reinforced concrete high mass
thermal sinks, dense building envelope fabric and/or some screening,
reduces the size and cost of air conditioning systems. Some of the
newer variable refrigerant volume (VRV) systems, usually of
Japanese origin, may be applied as comfort cooling systems. Then
the percentage cost for an air conditioned building may fall even
further, from 25% to 20%.

• Warehouses. If they are simple with few workers and the stored
product does not require in-rack sprinkler systems then 15% is
about right. This may also apply to basic services in DIY stores. For
warehouses requiring a more sophisticated environment, high bay
lighting of good colour rendition, fire protection and detection, with
security systems wiring and battery charging for automatic guided
vehicles, 20% is nearer the mark as you approach the bottom level
figure of a working factory.

• Shopping centres. Here 15% will cover the provision of landlord’s
services to the public areas, i.e. malls, toilets, stair and lift lobbies,
and car parks. It will also cover services along trucking routes and
into each unit, for extension and fit out by the tenant. The 15% plus
or minus 5% can also be applied to multistorey car parks.

• Factories. Services to factory shells and small industrial units are
around 7.5%. When you get into working factories the range is quite
wide with the upper figure probably being capable of providing
some services connections to the machinery.

• Leisure centres. At the lower end of the range we have the ‘dry’
leisure centre, i.e. sports hall with a number of smaller multifunction
rooms, gymnasium and snooker rooms. At around the 40% value
mark we are extending from the ‘dry’ into leisure pools with their
flumes, diving tanks, water filtration and treatment requirements
and on into the truly multifunctional leisure centre which also
incorporates an ice rink.

• Hospitals. At around 30% we are covering the provision of major
hospital extensions, while new district general facilities can absorb
towards 50% of the project’s cost.

• Hotels. Motels can be serviced for around 20% of the overall value.
Three- to four-star hotels if out of town will cost about 30%,



possibly up to 40% with conference and leisure facilities. For the
same level of accommodation in town and city centres with
conference and leisure facilities plus a greater variety of speciality
restaurants, etc., costs can rise to 45% and above.

• Computer centres. For those dedicated facilities located out of town
on secure greenfield sites operating possibly as ‘back up’ to the ‘back
up’ centre of financial institutions, services costs can easily account
for 60% plus. This high figure is caused by the need for 100%
reliability involving standby generation, UPS, high security, high fire
safety, duplicate pumps, fans and standby everything.

• Social housing. The wide range is affected by the mix of
accommodation units and whether they are provided with low
capital electric heating or the higher cost wet systems (radiators/fan
convectors).

• Student accommodation. This follows the pattern of social housing
for similar reasons.

 
To all of these cost indicators must be added lifts and escalators,
where the cost varies according to whether the building is low or high
rise.

1.6.2 COST RATIOS

In the same way that averages exist for overall building services costs,
so also there is a crude pattern of cost relationship between the building
services. This applies for a wide variety of buildings, the main affecting
variable being that of air conditioning. These ratios which are most
accurate for office buildings are shown in Table 1.4.

Table 1.4 Approximate cost ratios for offices (internal services, excluding underslab
drainage)
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1.6.3 MATERIAL AND LABOUR RATIOS

The relationship that holds up well is the ratio of material, and here we
are including sublet trades, i.e. ducting, insulation and controls, to the
cost of labour. These ratios are shown in Table 1.5.
 
• Mechanical services. Where these are predominantly piped services

then the ratio of material and labour can be found around 2.5 to 1.
Where there is a greater use of offsite manufacture such as in air
conditioning with its appetite for sheet metal ductwork and large
pieces of plant like chillers, air handling units, etc., then the material
to labour ratio widens steeply.

• Electrical services. The ratios are closer here, increasing at the upper
end due to large pieces of equipment or major sublet items, e.g.
diesel generators and HV substations.

• Public health. An even closer range than for electrical services due to
the high predominance of pipework services. Where the cost of
sanitary fittings is included the materials/labour ratio edges
upwards.

• Sprinklers. The extensive use of labour intensive pipework holds the
ratio at around 1 to 1. The use of prefabricated piping can increase
this ratio.

• Lifts and escalators. The assembly on site of major components
manufactured offsite gives these items the highest ratio of all.

1.6.4 LABOUR RATES

For 10- or 11-man gangs, obviously quite large projects, all inclusive
but unprofited labour rates can be found in the order of:
 
• mechanical services: £8–9 per hour;
• electrician: £9–10 per hour;
• ductworkers: £8–9 per hour.
 

Table 1.5 Building services costs
material/labour ratios



In a period of relatively low inflation (1996) it is impossible to predict
for how long these figures will remain valid. In addition to these there
are of course many specialist trades for which other rates will prevail,
e.g. high voltage electrical workers, controls technicians, commissioning
engineers and data and telecom installers.

1.6.5 M & E SERVICES PRICE BOOKS

A great deal of this information on costs has been gathered over time
and through analysis and application of Spon’s Mechanical and
Electrical Services Price Book [6]. Published annually it is of the
greatest value in acquiring familiarity through regular use. This and
similar works are commended to the site manager so that he can check
the value of services, their cost and material-to-labour ratios on every
job. The site manager who does this will acquire a useful ‘feel’ for the
correct level of project services costs.
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 Risk and its mitigation

2.1.1 GENERAL

More than anyone else the site manager will appreciate just how risky the
construction of a building can be. Every day the site manager picks up and
shoulders the burden of risk, much of it created by the decisions and
actions of others. Many of these risks are passed on by others in mitigation
of risk to themselves or those they represent. In this chapter we will look at
what passes down the funnel of risk that, despite its disposition on site, still
requires the site manager to deliver the project to the specified quality, at
tendered cost, and of course, on time. Specifically we are looking at how
risk affects the ability of the site manager to manage the BS contracts.

In this examination of risk and its mitigation there is much that is, or
should be, understood about the project by the time we are approaching
the granting of the BS contracts. Analysis of the key causes of risk show
that they apply to the project overall and are therefore pertinent to every
building element or package of work placed on order. These common
factors which will be looked at are those born of the client and design
team appointment relationships and the selection of the contractual
route. The particular risks in services lead from the designer’s duties
under the terms of engagement to how appropriate and clearly specified
are the building services systems. It is from technical matters that most
unintentional and therefore unknown risk springs.

The subject of risk and its mitigation is so complex that it is dealt
with here on a ‘need to be aware’ basis.

2.1.2 KEY CAUSES OF RISK

Lack of success in the way all parties involved in a project perceive and
manage risk will manifest itself on site in some level of conflict. Table
2.1 is a simple two source categorization for the key origin of conflict.
The first source column represents the client and design team, the
second column the contractor/subcontractor. Some aspects have their
origins in both columns. There are other aspects that would make this

2

2.1 Overview
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Table 2.1 Causes of conflict
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table even longer, but being of less importance would serve no purpose
in the context of covering the origins of conflict. The categorization of
conflict into two sources may be criticized as being an
oversimplification. Nevertheless it is the framework within which the
detail of risk can be studied further.

A count of the key causes almost shows the same number originating
from client and design team decisions, as from contractor/subcontractor
actions and responses. It is of no comfort to the site manager that both
groups can turn in self-justification of the pain they are causing to the
prevailing pressures of the country’s economic climate. In boom times
contracts are softer, fee and tendering margins comfortable and
generally a more harmonious atmosphere pervades the project. Conflict
still exists but there is more willingness to resolve it without resort to
litigation. In recession survival is everything, contracts are hard and
tendering levels subeconomic, breeding risk which results in company
failure and a high level of litigation. All of this is ‘the norm’—for the
moment, as is any economic climate between those extremes.

2.1.3 TECHNICAL

A project may fail technically in an infinite number of ways. Only the
most common of these can be looked at here by way of offering
guidance to the site manager on the need to understand the building
services technology within his project and points of potential failure.

2.1.4 THE CONSTRUCTION (DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT)
REGULATIONS 1994

Without a doubt the obligation to comply with these regulations adds to
the workload of the site manager and his team. The regulations are
nevertheless brought in to identify, obviate, control and thereby
mitigate risks to the project in matters pertaining to health and safety
under design, construction and management. On completion of the
project the building owner or tenant is given a health and safety file.
Together with the operating and maintenance manuals and ‘as built’
drawings the owners/occupiers have the wherewithal to properly
interface their responsibilities as employers with those of running the
building as a safe place of work.

2.2.1 GENERAL

Every client wants to know as soon as possible what the project out turn
cost will be. It is doubtful whether there has ever been any building

2.2 The client and
design team
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project in which cost has not been important, particularly since the
Industrial Revolution. To the client project cost means viability,
whether it is for constructing a place of worship, a shopping centre, a
hospital or the ubiquitous office block. Since the 1980s through the
impact of privatization and the not unrelated boom in facilities
management, there has been a sea change in perceptions of building
cost. Clients with structured property and services management
departments have become more knowledgeable about influences on
capital and operating costs. For example, in purveying services or goods
to the public a more than superficial image of greenness will count, as
will rising standards and legislation. This all makes life difficult for the
knowledgeable client but impossible for the one who only builds ‘once
in thirty years’. Most major repeat business clients are able to keep
themselves in touch with the complexities of procuring buildings
suitable for their business. They appoint competent professional teams
and agree appropriate procurement routes. For the ‘one-off’ lonely
client the risk is high. The professional practices and research
establishments and associations publish guidance on the appointment of
the design team and alternative contractual routes. It is the difficulty of
getting this advice to the ‘one off’, and that client organization’s lack of
knowledge of what is available, that increases risk in what is a large
percentage of the construction market.

Much of the guidance documentation that the lonely client may be
directed towards or come across by chance will be from the professional
institutions of the architects, quantity surveyor(QS) and Association of
Consulting Engineers (ACE) (the last representing civil, structural and
building services engineers). Naturally this guidance will be biased,
particularly with respect to the architect and QS saying ‘Appoint me and
I’ll do the rest.’ Alternatively, the single source responsibility approach
may have appealed to the lonely client and he may have appointed a
project manager or a chartered builder on a ‘design and construct’ basis.

2.2.2 THE PARTIES

What this implies for the site manager is the need to acquire knowledge
of the background of how the parties came together in order to
understand whether the client is ‘knowledgeable’ or ‘lonely’. Does the
lead come from the architect with subconsultants for structure and
services? Is the project manager from a financial, quantity surveying
base or has he in depth knowledge of construction management? If the
site manager is to succeed he must have a clear understanding of the
strengths and weaknesses of the client and the design team.

Depending on the form of contract the site manager’s key relationship
will be with the client or employer’s representative or the contract
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administrator. This representation may be by the client direct, a project
manager (PM) or the design team leader. The latter is usually the
architect.

The client

Whether it is the ultimate client or his representative, the architect or
project manager who is involved on site does not matter. What matters
to the site manager is the ‘client’s’ ability to be a good decision maker so
that the work, or changes to it, may be planned and abortive work
avoided. There is no doubt that the best jobs are those where the client
is closely involved and makes speedy, well judged decisions.

The project manager

The risk the PM may bring to the site manager’s door is an inability to
obtain client decisions and operate with limited delegated powers. If the
PM is the arm of a quantity surveying practice than there is risk,
particularly from the smaller practices. They may be excellent at
controlling the finances, but even this may go wrong as a result of not
understanding the programming, construction and commissioning of
building services. Truly independent project management firms or those
operating as a business unit of a construction group generally have the
necessary broad based skills that the site manager will recognize.

The architect

As well over 50% of building work is still let on traditional forms of
contract the architect is most likely to be the employer’s representative
and designated as contract administrator. The risk to the site manager’s
project may here be from lack of experience, depth of resource and
conflict of interest. In traditional forms of contract which often have a
number of Provisional Sums and Prime Cost items, it is important for
the site manager to constantly review the need for their removal and
replacement by hard information. The author’s experience with
provisional and prime cost sums is that their impact upon planning and
programming the work and its commissioning is not understood until
too late. Examples of this are to be found in the sums allocated for
decorative light fittings, kitchen and process equipment.

The multidisciplinary design team

A multidisciplinary design team does not always attend site meetings
with the necessary level of representation on building services,
attempting to cover these with the architect and/or structural engineer.
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Single practice disciplines

Whether appointed by the client, the PM, or in the case of structure and
building services, as subconsultants to the architect, the site manager
will need to know the links of allegiance. Too often subconsultants are
overdeferential to the architect. This can lead to situations where BS
consultants crucially delay matters of concern in their specialist area, in
the expectation that they will be brought forward by the architect. Be it
a multidisciplinary or separate discipline design team the site manager
should be constantly aware of the ebb and flow of harmony among the
DT members. By being proactive and understanding the scope, content
and phasing of the project’s building services the site manager can also
ensure that the DT turn in an adequate performance.

2.2.3 TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT

It is imperative that the site manager understands the terms upon which
the BS designer has been engaged. The ACE schedules of duties
previously known as ‘Performance’, ‘Abridged’ and ‘Full’ have now
been replaced (see section 1.5.2, ‘Consultants’), by Agreements A(2),
B(2) and C(2) summarized below:
 
• Agreement A (2)—For use where a consulting engineer is engaged as

lead consultant;
• Agreement B(2)—for use where a consulting engineer is engaged

directly by the client, but not as lead consultant;
• Agreement C(2)—for use where a consulting engineer is engaged to

provide design services for a design and construct contractor.
 
Each ACE Agreement [1] comprises inter alia the following:
 
• Memorandum of Agreement
• Annex to Memorandum—requirements for collateral warranties
• Conditions of engagement
• Appendix I—services of the consulting engineer
• Appendix II—remuneration of the consulting engineer.
 
The list of building services work elements in Appendix I above has
been correlated with those of the CAWS and included in this book as
Appendix B.

Agreement B(2) Appendix I—services of the consulting engineer
under ‘normal services’ describe in clause 2 the service that most closely
parallels the old ‘Abridged’ duties, which are usually discharged
through the provision of a specification and general arrangement
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drawings. Clause 3 ‘Additional services (not included in normal
services)’ provides the listing of duties that could take the service up to
the equivalent of the previously designated ‘Full duties’.

Of all the alternative ranges of duties that a designer may be
appointed for, those defined as ‘Performance’ carry the most risk to the
contract. To discharge performance duties well demands the application
of the design organization’s ‘best brains’. The designer must be very
experienced to be capable of visualizing all the services systems in his
mind in order to describe the requirements for design development well,
with the minimum of documentation.

It is only within Agreement C(2) that any listing akin to the old
‘Performance’ duties can be found. In agreement C(2) where the
consulting engineer is providing the service to a design and construct
contract, this agreement will in many cases only be signed up by the
successful contractor and designer. Therefore prior to contract award
some other simpler short form, or two stage service agreement may
apply with appropriate listing of duties. Such a listing of duties is
suggested in Appendix C.

The duties for tender period would be appropriate for the first stage,
with those for the design, installation and commissioning to handover
phases forming the second stage appointment. These second stage duties
would also be useful in reconciling any differences in the duties of the
novated consultants.

2.2.4 DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITIES

The Latham Report [2] ‘Constructing the Team’ quotes one aspect of
the design process crucial for the success of a project as being ‘the co-
ordination of the Consultants, including an interlocking matrix of their
appointment documents which should also have a clear relationship
with the construction contract’. The site manager should remind his
contracts manager/director of the need of sight of this document and
note any shortfall perceived in the service, for example, what BS
elements place a design responsibility upon the installing contractor or
any of his subtraders (see also clause 1.5.5, ‘The installer’).

Most BS designs will have been tendered on details that are not fully
coordinated, this being left to the installers. The BS designs are
therefore very often not much more than numerical solutions waiting to
be proven through the working drawings, fit at the construction face,
and evaluated post-commissioning. The potential for risk is
considerable. In order to mitigate this risk, particularly at the ‘fuzzy
edges’ of interpretation of consultants’ and installers’ responsibilities,
the BSRIA led the production of their Technical Note TN8/94 The
Allocation of Design Responsibilities for Building Engineering
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Table 2.2 Allocation of design duties: example of general design activities for community centre and sports hall (Based
on BSRIA TN 8/94.)
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Table 2.3 Allocation of design duties: selection of plant and equipment for community centre and sports hall (Based on
BSRIA TN 8/94.)
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Services—a code of conduct to avoid conflict  [3]. As a steering
committee member and chairman of the commissioning activities
subcommittee the author contributed to this document. With its origins
in the 1991 Futures Workshop Adversarial Attitudes Syndicate, to
which the author was a delegate, this technical note came from industry
wide cooperation involving the ACE, the Chartered Institution of
Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) and the Heating and Ventilating
Contractors Association (HVCA). Chaired by BSRIA with
representation also from major contractors, PMs, building services
consultants, designers and installers they identified the problems and
proposed the solutions in the form of responsibility allocation
schedules. Tables 2.2 and 2.3 show completed examples of pro formas
1, ‘General design activities’ and 2, ‘Selection of plant and equipment
for a community centre and sports hall’. Note in this example the
designer has preselected plant makes, models and duties for activity 2.9,
crossing out the second sentence. If the tendering installer were to
submit a compliant tender, but in addition provide alternative plant
selections, this could involve the designer in preparing a report against
activity 2.10, the evaluation of which would involve the client paying
the designer a further fee for this additional duty outside the scope of
the designer’s terms of engagement.

It is hoped that the allocation of design responsibilities for building
engineering services will be encouraged in the following ways:

Table 2.3 Continued



1. By knowledgeable clients when calling for fee bids against defined
ACE terms of engagement, also requesting completion of the
responsibility schedules. This should enable like for like bid
comparisons.

2. By consultants and included in tender enquiry documents for
building services contractors. This will minimize conflict through
misinterpretation.

 
Whether or not the responsibility schedules have been used in the above
way there is no reason why the site manager should not ask the design
team (BS consultant) to complete the schedules. The contractor should
then ensure he has a clear understanding of their compatibility with the
services tender to be awarded. The services contractors agreement to the
scheduled interpretations can then be sought at the pre-award meeting.
If it is presented to the services contractor after the award of the
contract this may create difficulties; but these should at least be
resolved before start on site.

No apology is made for the extensive treatment of the need to remind
site managers of the variety of design duties of which they require
knowledge. Suffice to quote from the Latham Report [2]: ‘It is vital that
the Contractor knows who is responsible for which elements of the
design and when they will be available.’

2.3.1 GENERAL

The chosen route is very rarely best for the building services technology, but
for the project overall. Contractual routes do seem to have something of a
cyclical nature about them. After a run between the mid-1960s to the mid-
1970s there has been a resurgence of the design and construct contract for
small to medium size projects. These run in the shadow of project
management, the other single point responsibility format. They have gained
in popularity along with construction management from the demise of the
management contract prevalent throughout the 1980s. These contractual
arrangements bring risk in varying ways and degrees for the site manager.
While the contractual route should always be that which is in the client’s best
interests, regrettably this has not always been the case. Knowledgeable
clients have always sought to improve on the current choices. Despite the
odd disappointment, looking back over time most clients will feel that their
present routes are currently best for them. Some routes determined by QSs
and architects have been made from a limited knowledge base and thereby
serve the practice rather than the client. Figure 2.1 shows the apportionment
of client/contractor risk for the common contractual routes.

Whatever the route the chances of achieving success are greatest, and
risk to the site manager’s company the least, on contracts where the

2.3 The impact of the
chosen contractual route
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client is his own representative. These provide the site manager with the
shortest communication line, and should ensure there are no
ambiguities through messages degraded at the interface of many links.
Short links are strong. The client will demand ‘Why?’, and the site agent
can satisfactorily demonstrate with greatest effect, in real time, at the
work face.

Clause 2.3.2, ‘Traditional and management contracts’

At the beginning of the 1980s traditional standard form JCT 80
contracts were termed ‘hard’ and compared with ‘soft’ management
contracts (MCs). By the end of that decade as the industry collapsed
into recession the fee MC had become as hard and risky as the
traditional. The reason for the degradation of the MC had a number of
contributing factors. Many major contractors seized the opportunity of
softer contracts and set up management business units. Often these
units were inadequately resourced by staff who had only experienced
working on traditional ‘adversarial contracts’. They brought the wrong
attitudes and felt exposed by the essential openness of managed
contracts. Secondly, the QS or cost consultant also steeped in experience
of traditional contracts had to learn the principles of management
contracting without a standard contract as a guide. This scene was also
new ground for design professionals. They had to learn how to define

Figure 2.1 The apportionment of risk between client and contractor for the common
contractual routes.



the scope of a package of work in sequential order, e.g. groundworks,
frame and cladding and prepare the relevant tendering information of
specification and drawings, without the benefit of understanding the
full impact that elements such as false floors and ceilings, partitions and
building services would have. This failure to understand the need for
enabling information and inability to visualize the effect of yet to be
designed elements caused many problems. In short, the skills were not
there. As claims flooded in from package contractors and the nature of
later elements of work became defined, the management contractors
requested reimbursement for the assignment of more staff resources.
Many clients could do no more than watch helplessly as the theory of
having a professional team of which the builder was part, closely
controlling all aspects of time, cost and quality, disintegrated behind a
weekly supported facade of monthly reports. All parties learned the new
politics quickly and found these had much in common with hard
traditional contracts. Thirdly, the client’s contractual adviser, usually
QS cost consultant, and on some management projects designated the
PM in order to wrest not only control of the cost plan but of the fee,
determined the latter should be fixed. As fee—read profit—was earned
by the management contractor in relation to the deployed staff
resources, a fixed fee determined staff levels—not the best way to run a
job yet to be designed. By the time the standard management contract
came along in 1987, the contract advisers had decided that staffing
levels proposed by management contractors at contract award would be
fixed. Many projects were in the situation where fee and staffing costs
were fixed irrespective of how the latter might be affected by the
ultimate number of packages of work to be managed or the work
content. Every management contractor has some horror story to tell of
this period of having bid a 20 package contract with 10 staff, ending up
with 40 or more packages and 25 plus staff. But still the management
contractors bid for the jobs. These were often major projects bringing
important cash flows through the books.

If this appears to be a tirade against management contracting, the
appearance is deceptive. Many jobs were completed to time, cost and
quality. But the reader is reminded that this section is about risk, and
contract preferences run in cycles. Management contracting is still a
very viable form but the site manager should be aware of its difficulties
for it can suffer from the same painful compression of the BS elements,
particularly their commissioning, that is prevalent in traditional
contracts.

Whether because of designers seeking to pass on design risk or a
desire to embrace the expertise available in the industry, many
traditional JCT 80 contracts are ‘with Contractor’s Design Portion’.
Sometimes as much as two-thirds in value and number of elements may
have their design concepts novated but development controlled by
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selection from lists of preferred contractors and suppliers. For each of
these contractor’s design portions there will be a contractual
requirement for the subcontractor or supplier to enter into a design
warranty with the client/head employer. A line of direct access between
employer and subcontractor or supplier, in the event of design failure, is
not the route of contractual payment. The builder is protected from
design liability but embroiled in any ensuing action, for which the
recovery of costs may be difficult.

Benefits, and there have been many, have flowed from management
contracting into traditional contracts. The pre-qualification of
contractors, placing emphasis on the team led by a proactive site
manager with a high level of communications skill, is good practice.
There is no reason why this should not be carried further down into
even smaller value contracts. The calling up of quality and safety plans,
method statements, activity sequences and detailed programmes find
their best practice origins in the managed contract.

2.3.3 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

Perhaps the removal of cash flow from contracting groups with
construction management (CM) business units will help to distance this
form of contract from too close an association with management
contracting. This has yet to be seen. Certainly the best practice adviser
cum agency role of the construction manager has potential for greater
acceptability by designers, for influencing trade packaging and associated
design information for tender. As a contractual arrangement CM is
‘softer’ than managing contracting. Much of the ability of construction
companies to carry out this and any other form of fee building depends
on how they are perceived by the client and the professional team.

Be it an independent CM firm or arm of a contracting group, the
function of the site manager, or whatever project title that function is
assigned, is still in charge of the site. When the Health and Safety
Inspector visits the site it is the CM firm’s site manager who holds up
his hand in response to the question, ‘Who is in charge at this site?’ This
should cause less of a problem under CM than perhaps any other
contractual arrangement. Although, in order to avoid a conflict of
interests, the CM’s site manager should not have been appointed as the
planning supervisor (PS) under the Construction Design and
Management (CDM) Regulations he will have been closely involved
with the latter before taking possession of the site. This involvement
will arm the site manager with the health and safety issues considered
by the building services designers. From the promulgated staff health
and safety plan for the finished building will come knowledge of risks
that will be the site manager’s responsibility during commissioning and



handover. The site manager is reminded that all of the site’s health and
safety policies will pass to the PS for inclusion in the project’s health
and safety file. This file will form part of project handover
documentation.

2.3.4 PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The PM may be appointed with sole responsibility for procuring the
design, construction, commissioning and handover of a project for
which the choice of contract is for the PM. More usually project
management is carried out either by the ‘in house’ team of a
knowledgeable client who regularly procures buildings, or by the
appointment of an independent firm of PMs. Sometimes these firms are
autonomous units within construction groups. In the commonest
arrangement the PM will represent and act on behalf of the client. In
this executive role and purest form the PM would be responsible for the
selection of the professional team and negotiation of their terms of
engagements and determine the most suitable form of contracts through
which contractors and subcontractors will be appointed.

Project management is therefore not necessarily a construction
contract, but a method of overall project control. Within project
management many forms of construction contracts may be employed; but
most usually these veer towards the traditional. For the site manager
whose firm has contracted to construct ‘the works’ less risk should
emanate from design deficiencies, be they technical or informational.
There is a caveat to this: that the PM has been appointed before the
professional team. If not, the lately appointed PM may be faced with the
impossible task of changing decisions that may bring difficulties for the
construction site manager. An example of such difficulty is the
commitment of funds to achieving a project programme proven to be
impossible by the PM but put to the tendering contractors on the basis of
‘let’s see what industry comes up with’. Depending on the nature of the
project and the tendering contractor’s in house expertise for appraising
building services the project is likely to proceed with a winning
contractor who has committed himself in ignorance. Up at the interview
table prior to award the contractor will answer all questions concerning
programme in the way the PM team would wish to hear them. Good
advise from the second and third lowest tenderers will languish in the
waste-bin, its pleas for ‘discussion on matters of programme’ attenuated
by the euphoria of a tender inside the cost plan. The winning contractor
striving to achieve an impossible programme will certainly degrade the
quality of the product. Be certain that this shortfall in quality will
manifest itself at the interface of services and the building elements
particularly finishes, and the cutting of corners at commissioning.
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2.3.5 DESIGN AND BUILD, AND DESIGN, MANAGE AND
CONSTRUCT

Was the strong cycle of the revival of these forms of contract in the
1990s a reaction to the perceptions of costly layers of management and
client difficulties in achieving financial redress for performance failure?
Or was it lessons learned from the earlier D & B cycle that led to the
present innovative enquiries?

D & B contracts place the greatest risk with the contractor, for he is
responsible for the design. Nowhere is that risk greater than with building
services. In the best organized D & B contractors the site manager may
have lived from enquiry, through tender design up to contract award. If
fortunate enough to have done so he will have acquired an understanding
of the risks devolving from the tightness of the brief and selection of BS
systems. Knowledge will have been gained of the strengths and
weaknesses of ‘in house or brought in’ design services.

Analysis of current D & B enquiries shows that over 80% of them
come with various elements of pre-design. These not only, but mainly,
related to BS, come with conditions requiring confirmation that the
numerical criteria of the brief will be met, particularly concerning the
internal climate, noise and lighting.

Where BS systems have been selected in principle if not in detail, then
the tenderer’s confirmation that their suitability and space allocation is
accepted is sought quickly. A variant woven into this format is the
request or invitation for the concept designs to be novated for
development by the winning contractor. The contractor that markets in
the D & B field without in house building services expertise is courting
grave risk. If the site manager is assigned to the D & B project only at
the time of award he would be wise to seek assurances that the BS
criteria can be achieved by the selected building services systems. With
time the greatest difficulty that the tendering services contractor has to
surmount, designs are most likely to have been developed only in order
to assess costs. These assessment/estimates are easier to calculate for the
building elements than they are for the services. With short tendering
periods very few services schemes are fully designed in the not untypical
three-to six-week bid period. Appraisal of the employer’s requirements,
development of team strategy, use of in house or external services
consultant to customize the building services brief, leaves say two to
four weeks for the M & E contractor, who will go through the same
appraisal. On a multi-service enquiry, documents will be copied to the
four corners of the office—mechanical, electrical, public health and fire
(e.g. sprinklers). Calculations to determine number and size of major
plant and equipment are prepared for boilers, chillers, generators,
switchboards, water storage tanks, pumps and calorifiers, etc.
Telephone enquiries will bring a mix of budget/standard item prices.



Schemes will be laid out (sort the coordination clashes out later), the
quantities taken off and fittings (bends, tees, junction boxes, etc.) are
included in the ‘run’. Is there time to get prices in for the sublets
(ducting, insulation, controls—building management systems (BMS),
fire detection and security)? What about the contractor’s request to put
forward alternatives? What about displacement ventilation and chilled
ceilings? Okay, do it on a cost per square metre?

The chief estimator receives four BS estimates containing varying
degrees of risk. The tender meeting is 5.00 p.m. today. The D & B
contractor receives a fax of the BS tender form with a single lump sum,
but no supporting breakdown. A flurry of faxes provides the breakdown.
A quick comparison across the computerized shreadsheet shows up the
tenderer’s highs and lows. Explanation is sought by fax and phone. The
lowest services price is included with the second lowest alternative. ‘We
still haven’t got the running costs or sample of maintenance contract?’
Hey! I’ve just discovered the lowest alternative we’ve included requires us
to put in double glazing with low emissivity glass—what’s that?’
Somehow it all comes together and is remarkably well presented. The
interview goes well, your services manager was well prepared. You have
got the job, but it’s riddled with risk, has to be designed properly, and
starts on site in four weeks time. ‘Where’s the drainage layout?’ ‘Don’t
forget the earth rod pits!’ ‘Can’t they bring the gas main in at the
weekend? Otherwise I’ll be without site access for twenty-four hours’.

Enough author’s self indulgence, let us return to sanity and consider
design, manage and construct. This is a single point responsibility but
one in which the client usually involves himself in the contractor’s
appointment of designers and package contractors. These may be
reduced in number, packaging the work under a number of prime
contracts. It is usual for the construction cash flow to remain with the
contractor with design fees paid by the client. The contractor will
control his managing staffing levels. Profit will be the fee. This is
perhaps, the most suitable contractual arrangement for giving a client a
guaranteed maximum price (GMP). The contractor may not know the
moment when the client is going to ask for the contract to be converted
into a GMP. The response must be very carefully considered. If earlier in
the contract the risk from the BS angle is less. Before responding the
design can be audited and reassurance sought that it will perform as
required. A GMP requested once commissioning of BS has commenced
is of quite different order. Time is short and the client impatient at the
delay while a belated design audit is carried out. Meanwhile
commissioning is progressing apace and may be showing up some
problems. At the beginning of the job the contractor has all the contract
value to spend and can buy in performance assurance and include it in
the GMP. At the end of the project with most of the value expended and
perhaps only 10% of the project value to come, the contractor has
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difficulty in asking for a further 10% to cover the risk of services failing
in some aspect or other. The site manager who has stayed closely
involved with engineering services has an important part to play in
discussions with the contracts manager/commercial director in capping
the contract value.

2.3.6 SUMMARY

In ascending order, risks arising from the BS element and the chosen
contractual routes are summarized as:
 
• Traditional including those newly derived from the national

engineering contract (NEC): lowest risk if fully designed and installed
by a well procured subcontractor. Rising in risk according to the
amount of undesigned Provisional Sums and Prime Cost items.

• Traditional with contractor’s design portions: risk arising where the
services elements form part of the design portion, or interface with
other design portions such as cladding. In this instance difficulties
have been known to occur with fixings for perimeter heating, HVAC
equipment and permissible levels of air leakage.

• Management contracting: incompatible packaging of work giving rise
to difficult subcontract management.

• Construction management: as for management contracting plus
greater risk due to the monitoring-only role of the construction
manager of the on-site works. To a degree this is compensated for by a
better quality of input to the design appraisal, constructability and
commissionability of the building services.

• Design and build: clients see this as the route with least risk. The D &
B contractor sees it as a business of higher risk with commensurate
reward. A number of D & B contractors provide an excellent product,
but many have a common weakness and expose themselves to
unnecessary risk through an inadequate comprehension of building
services. This risk manifests itself in a number of ways—the lack of in
house building services expertise, and the employment of cheap, lower
division, underresourced consultants with narrow experience. Others
without design expertise, and recognizing the pressures of tendering
time, go to D & B BS contractors. Regrettably many previously
excellent BS firms have been forced to disband their design
departments or operate a shell, buying back agency staff on an as
needed basis. A glossy presentation behind a subeconomic price can,
by its attractiveness, deter an unsuspecting client from probing the
disguise into clutching the single point responsibility. After all, this
principle with speed, low cost and acceptable quality was the reason
for the D & B route.



Project management does not feature in the above contractual order of
risk, being a method for managing a project for which selection of the
building contract route is but one function. Despite finding the addition
of another layer of management irksome the building site manager is to
be encouraged to find out how satisfied the PM is with the building
services design. Questions along the following lines should be asked:
 
• Is this proven technology?
• Are there any aspects that make it difficult on this project?
• What is innovative about it?
• Have the innovative features been tested?
• Were the results satisfactory?
• Can we have copies of the reports?
• What aspects of design most concern you?
 
The best PM will be happy to inform the building site manager.

The site manager is reminded that this is the expected order of risk
arising from building services under the contractual arrangements he
may experience. There is little the site manager can do to mitigate the
impact of the chosen route if the site manager is not part of that process
of choice. Frustrating though it is to be embroiled in difficulties not of
your own making there is much that can be done to assess areas of
known and unknown but potential risk. Fore-armed with this
knowledge the site manager will be able to make a contribution to the
resolution of difficulties and remain in control of his site. Without this
knowledge of contractual route risk the site manager will become no
more than the figurative head as the project becomes swamped with the
opinions of conflicting expertise talking an alien language.

2.4.1 GENERAL

The technical risk of BS is more easily understood from a platform of
basic knowledge. The most basic framework is provided in Chapter 1.
Variously site managers will acquire deeper knowledge through training,
including CPD, and will be able to flesh out the framework with their
understanding of specific types of systems. All those who attain the status
of site manager will have some system-specific experience.

2.4.2 THE WAYS AND MEANS OF SYSTEM FAILURE

Building services systems may fail in any number of ways:
 
1. by component design
2. by manufacturing defect

2.4 Understanding
technical risk
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3. by installation defect
4. at element interface
5. by performance (incorrect system or component selection).
 
These failures are no different from the failure of other building
elements. It is at the moment of discovery of failure that BS differ. This
requires further explanation. Beams deflect, doors and windows open
and whole buildings may settle. The dynamics of other elements of

Figure 2.2 The discovery of risk in relation to building services project stages.



buildings are very limited. It is the dynamic nature of BS and the need
for them to be tested, proven and witnessed to the satisfaction of
designers, authorities, utilities providers and insurers that affects the
moment when a failure is discovered. As systems are built to the stage of
their static completion, quality control and corrective action will
manage the rectification of some types of failure associated with (1), (2)
and (3) and possibly some of (4). Included here are the construction
tests of liquid, air and gas pressure testing, for leakage. In the main
these are the identification and rectification of visual failures of
compliance. They are dealt with progressively along the way. A clear
point when failures manifest themselves is at the time of preparing the
water and air conveying HVAC systems prior to commissioning. Those
apparently well constructed pressure test proven pipework systems may
have, in addition to the millscale of manufacture, excessive welding
slag, hemp and paste and other detritus in them due to leaving open
ends. These unseen defects can be managed away over time, and herein
lies the risk to the site manager’s programme.

Even with a good standard of system preparation, commissioning can
give rise to another set of problems. If design is suspect, ensuing
corrective variation may have a knock-on effect in delaying other trades.
The witnessing of system tests is now upon us. Smoke management tests can
bring out a problem at the interface of services and building elements. With
the right quantity of air pumped into them staircases and lift lobbies
won’t register the necessary pressure differentials. Although ‘approved’
the installed fire alarm system requires the installation of additional
sounders. HVAC performance tests may show an inability of the installed
systems to maintain the specified internal climate. The discovery of risk in
relation to building services project stages is shown in Fig. 2.2.

Occasionally a project may be doubly unfortunate and the site
manager burdened by a poor design installed by a bad contractor.
Larger projects may exhibit some of the failures, but few are
spectacular. Large jobs benefit from better ‘premier’ division designers
and better managed sites, all contributing to the availability of a greater
depth of expertise when things do go wrong.

2.4.3 APPRAISING PROJECT RISK FROM BUILDING SERVICES
DESIGN

The site manager should not feel defenceless to the risk from the BS on his
project. For the same reason that he will have armed himself with the
nature of risk from the type of contract over which he had no choice, the
deeper the knowledge of BS the greater can be his influence. Irrespective
of the contractual arrangement Appendix D is a matrix score sheet
identifying the potential pitfalls arising from the design of building
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services. From this it will be observed that projects with a high value of
building services which include air conditioning within an overall project
value of £2.5–10 million have a high risk. This risk is increased if the air
conditioning criteria call for close tolerance performance with respect to
noise, temperature, and particularly humidity. The site manager should
have a first shot at assessing his project against the matrix. It is strongly
recommended that a second opinion be sought from an experienced BS
engineer. This should provide further confidence to the site manager and
refine the risks for which a strategy can be evolved.

2.4.4 GETTING AND USING EXPERT HELP

If from the first appraisal of the matrix the manager has defined a high
risk content he would be wise to seek expert help. Such help is best
provided from within the site manager’s own organization through the
support of a BS manager (BSM). Over time, through association on a
number projects, a valuable understanding can be established, but only
if the BSM has the necessary breadth of experience and depth of
knowledge of all building services.

A considerable number of major contractors now employ building
services engineers in roles of varying status. The site manager is indeed
fortunate if he works in an organization with those resources.
Increasingly, contractors are realizing the importance of BS staff
resourcing, but as yet are unable to provide this back up to every
construction project. A considerable number of projects, even with values
above £2.5 million, may find the site manager without any structured
building services support from the in-house resource. Finding himself in
this situation it is for the site manager to be proactive in mitigating risk
from building services by requesting assistance. This is not to be seen as
an inability to cope but the sign of a good manager, who from a simplistic
technical appraisal, calls for a deeper verification. It is a very unwise
contracts manager/director who fails to provide requested services
support. The provision of such support may not have been envisaged
when costing the staffing, but quantified expenditure on such support
may save unquantifiable costs in the resolution of problems, as liquidated
and ascertained damages hurtle towards the construction company.

For the smaller project, most likely to be on a traditional contract, the
minimum provision of support should be by a senior BSM who should:
 
1. Visit site before the subcontractor commences and study the

specification and drawings, both design and working, and summarize
the technical risk in discussion with the site manager. It is important
that this is a two-way dialogue. He should also comment on the
services programme.



2. Attend the pre-start site meeting. With the site manager and services
contractor(s) run through the pre-award meeting agreement (see
section 3.1.3).

3. When advised by the site manager that examples of all trades work
are available, visit and inspect. This should be not later than a few
weeks after installation has commenced.

4. When advised of their availability, comment to the site manager on
the subcontractor’s proposed method statements for system
preparation (e.g. flushing and cleaning pipework), and
commissioning (regulation of systems).

5. When called upon to do so, support the site manager in any
difficulties he may be experiencing with the subcontractor’s inability
to prove system performance to the designer.

 
The above is the absolute minimum support, and we are talking of six to
ten days services input for simple services with a value of 15–20% of the
overall cost, on jobs of no more than £2.5 million.

As projects go up to the scale of overall value and technical complexity
the input of the services engineer should be managed to provide visiting
support on a more regular basis. This may rise to two to three days per
week. Above that period it is extremely difficult to split a services
engineer’s time four days to one. The most sensible approach is to provide
the services engineer full time.

Certainly on jobs embracing both contractual and technical
complexity, and these are most likely to be more major projects carried
out on the MC/CM route, then the provision of a full-time BSM is
essential. Since there is full-time services cover the site manager should
keep in close touch with all aspects of BS. The experience gained will
make him more valuable to his company and enhance his own career
prospects. The confident management of BS and their attendant risks
will see the industry provided with site managers competent in all
building elements. As building fabric and structure become more closely
integrated in the way they work to create internal climates, so site
managers will hold the high ground in their industry.

Contractors wishing to employ BS staff in house or review the
capability of their current resources may find the job description for a
BSM included as Appendix E, helpful. The description is in a form that
can be applied to traditional, D & B and fee managed contracts. The
duties of services managers in project management organizations are
shown in column 4.

2.5.1 GENERAL

As we move to the conclusion of this chapter on risk the emphasis is
changing from the site manager’s awareness, to what the construction

2.5 Procuring the
building services tender
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company can do to properly support him. We have a good site manager
with appropriately structured building services support; all that is
needed now is the right BS contractor. It is hoped that by now an
appreciation of the risks that can be attendant on building services will
have created a force for change in their procurement. These elements
that remain on the critical path of production for so long, and at the end
of the project are tested, documented, and users trained in their
operation, unlike any other building work, cannot and should not be
procured through old established routines.

2.5.2 THE WRONG WAY

Commercial managers and contract buyers may shudder at the need for
change, but time and time again contractors burden themselves with the
wrong M & E firms. Tender lists are too long. Forced through slavish
adherence to vendor databases created to service BS5750 registration,
they fall foul of its shortcomings. Unless kept up to date, and this is
costly, through the input of meaningful feedback, vendor databases
quickly become dated. They are weakened by the speed of oscillation of
the economic pendulum, affecting the managerial, technical and labour
resourcing strategies firms have to employ to react to market conditions
and stay financially viable. Enquiries are sent out by the uninformed, who
wonder why the returns are incapable of analysis. Due to the high value
of the services element the inclusion of the wrong services price through
ignorance can be the difference between winning or losing a job. The
worst scenario is to lose the job because too high a price has been
included through fear of the unknown. The reverse also occurs through
over keenness and the telephoned reassurance of a compliant bid. Most of
what has been stated occurs on traditional contracts and to a lesser extent
by D & B contractors trading without their own BS management
resources. There is far less risk in the procurement of services contractors
on fee format contracts. The outburst against procurement methods on
traditional contracts is with the objective of properly procuring building
services tenders. If this is seen as treating them as ‘special’ or ‘elitist’, so
be it, but until changes are made and lessons learned from the best
practice of D & B and fee management, then a large area of risk will
remain with the industry. The post Latham Report [2] improvement in
building contracts for the traditional procurement routes will only serve
to expose even further, risks associated with procuring BS contractors.

2.5.3 A BETTER WAY

What follows is a base line methodology for building contractors in



which they are encouraged to use the designated site manager and
highest available level of their own building services staff:
 
1. Distribute a complete set of the project enquiry information to those

assigned the duty of appraising the BS. How can they judge the inter
relationship of building fabric and frame without the architect’s and
structural engineer’s drawings? What hidden risks to delivering the
technology are there in the contract conditions and specification
preambles? See the chapters on commissioning and handover.

2. Appraise the building services using matrix Appendix D or, as a
minimum, answer the key questions given in Table 2.4. A feeling for
the degree of risk will emerge. A useful overview can be formed by
studying Fig. 2.3, which is based on the analysis of volume business
carried out under various contractual arrangements over 15 years.
Table 1.5, giving building services costs as a percentage of overall
job value, will be of assistance in risk profiling.

3. Check that all information is available for the tenderers to prepare
their quotations. For example, even pre-designed jobs with
sprinklers will usually require the installing contractor, who may be
a specialist trader, to carry out the hydraulic design (pipe sizing) to
the specified requirement of hazard classification. This information
alone may be inadequate. Details of water pressure and integrity of

Table 2.4 Initial appraisal of risk due to building services content of project
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supply will also be required. This information should be obtained
and sent to the tenderers.

4. Prepare a list of enquiry documentation. Table 2.5 is an example of
tender enquiry documentation in the form of a production schedule.
If a breakdown of price is not called for in tender invitation to the
building contractor, it is recommended that one is used to aid the
analysis of the building services tenders.

Appendix F is included as an aid to preparation of a breakdown
of tender. For a great number of projects the summary of headings
on the first page of the appendix will be adequate. From the pages
following the summary greater or lesser detail can be incorporated,
recognizing the scope and content of the services in relation to the
geography of the building and any phased handover requirements.
This search for the most suitable breakdown specific to the project
in question will unavoidably blur the CAWS alphanumeric listing of
services families and system types.

5. Who is to tender the building services? While vendor databases may
be the starting point of the commercial department, with knowledge
gained from the technical appraisal unsuitable services contractors
can be weeded out and only those considered suitable invited.
Depending on the positioning of the pendulum in the swing between

Figure 2.3 Profile of risk associated with building services.



boom and bust the best advice will be to use the fewest number of
contractors who, while knowing they are in competition, will retain
some ‘partnering affinity’.

6. The analysis of the returned tenders will involve removal of
commercial and technical anomalies and present the site manager
with further opportunity to understand potential areas of risk.

Having acquired a reasonable level of knowledge of the BS through the
issue of a sensible enquiry and tender analysis the contractor will have
mitigated a lot of the risk associated with the procurement of a building
services contractor. The award of the overall contract will now allow
the contractor to go forward and successfully manage with the
subcontractor the installation, commissioning and handover of all ‘the
works’.

Table 2.5 Production control of tender enquiry for building services with design development by installer

Note: Technical Brief, Item 2, may comprise employer’s requirements amended to include the following contractors
needs: brief/scope; specification; list of approved suppliers; schedules of duties.
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3.1.1 PROGRAMME AND KEY POINTS

Figure 3.1 depicts a strategic management programme through which
every BS contract must travel. This is followed by a schedule of key
points in Table 3.1. These documents should be the site manager’s home
base—a constant source of reference at which he can remind himself at
any point on his contract as to where his services subcontractors are and
what their next objective should be.

3.1.2 DECLARING A MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

The practices recommended in each chapter of this second part can be
applied immediately. However, overall project benefit can be achieved

3

3.1 Strategic
management

Figure 3.1 Strategic management programme.
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Table 3.1 The management of building services contractors: schedule of key points

Note: Do not expect a services contractor to willingly deliver the methods, management and control documentation
covered above. It is almost certain the site manager will have to ‘extract’ performance from the building services
contractor.



through the declaration of a management strategy for the BS contract.
The employment of such a strategy could be in the form of a simple
procedural statement. Naturally, decisions will need to be made as to
when to declare the policy to the BS contractor.

The management strategy framework, for that is all it needs to be,
can be formulated from the building blocks of Chapters 4 to 11. The
blocks are of different shapes, sizes and materials, and for success they
must be stabilized into a coherent policy. See Appendix G ‘Declaration
of management strategy requirements’ for an example of a BS contract.

3.1.3 THE TIME TO DECLARE

There is an important choice to be made here. The builder will not wish,
or need, to give an impression that compliance with his BS management
strategy is onerous, to such an extent that tenderers increase their
prices. The statement of management strategy to be complied with, if
included in tender enquiry documents, should not be prefaced with
words like, ‘conditions’ or ‘special clauses for building services
contractors’.

Those builders entering into joint ventures, partnering, or preferred
contractor arrangements must look for a meeting of minds on their
proposed management strategy which can be mutually adjusted to suit
any particular project. Others may see the use of management strategy
statements as only differing in detail from the range of subjects they
normally discuss with a contractor at a pre-award meeting. If the
requirements for complying with a BS management strategy are to be
raised for the first time at a pre-award meeting it is most important that
the details are sent to the BS contractor well before the meeting.
Nobody likes to receive this sort of surprise, which although non-
contractual, may at first sight create the wrong impression.

There is a great deal to discuss between the builder and the BS
contractor at pre-award and it would be a good idea to have two
separate meetings. The first meeting would cover the normal subject
matter raised by the builder, common to any contractor, followed by a
session on the BS management strategy requirements.

At the meeting to discuss the strategy the builder must set the tone
and state that his objective is to receive confirming evidence from the BS
contractor that construction, commissioning and the requirements for
handover are proceeding as planned and meeting the specified
standards. The documented assurance of progress should enable the
builder and BS contractor to be mutually supportive when difficulties
arise—as they will—for BS never fails to surprise in the rigidity with
which it adheres to Donald A.Norman’s version of Hofstadter’s Law
[1]:
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• It always takes longer.
• It always costs more.
• It will always be harder.
• There will always be more.
• There will always be less than you expect.
• Even when you take into account Hofstadter’s Law.
 
By the way, Hofstadter’s Law says:
 
• It will always take longer.
• Even when you take into account Hofstadter’s Law.

Up until the arrival of the BS subcontractor, work has been carried out
in construction stages: groundworks, foundations, frame, envelope,
floors, cladding and possibly some brick and block work. This is work
the site manager is most comfortable with. The organic growth to the
specified geography is readily visible, starting with one or two
subcontractors and manageable quantities of drawings and
information. This work will almost certainly have included drainage
under the building and some enabling works associated with services
entries. Enabling works have allowed the pattern of construction stages
to flow. Now, with the arrival of the BS contractor or contractors in
combined or separate elements, mechanical, electrical and public health
starts on site. The information, drawings, specifications, bills and
schedules being referred to seem to quadruple and the pattern of work is
not always obvious to the uninformed. It is this shift in workload that
the site manager must recognize and be geared up to manage. What
follows in fleshing out the strategic management programme and
summary will cover probably 80% of project types and related services
complexities and provide a working platform for the remaining 20% of
even more complex and densely serviced projects.

The site manager’s leadership and interpersonal skills can make the
difference, even under the most difficult contract conditions, between a
project in conflict or harmony. There will be problems for the site
manager creating opportunities to use those skills and ensuring that all
relevant parties involved understand their responsibilities for
contributing to its resolution. In achieving problem resolution there will
be some friction. It is the site manager who must ensure that the
rotating speed of problems does not abrade them, beyond the hoped for
highly polished finish, into senselessly burnt out relationships and on to
the handover of a thinly disguised damage limited project.

Success in implementing the strategic management programme will
depend on the quality of the site manager’s leadership. Management is
POCC—planning, organization, coordination and control. This

3.2 Relationships



definition will stand testing on any building project. Consider that a
project must have a strategy and there must be a plan to meet the
strategic needs. There must be organization to implement the plan. That
organization is contracted to the builder, project and construction
manager and they further subcontract the work to other organizations.
All of these parties require to be coordinated, brought into proper
relationship to combine and create a completed project. The activities of
procurement and construction resourcing of plant, equipment, materials
and labour must be controlled, as must the preparation, commissioning,
testing, documentation, training and handover of BS systems. The site
manager must be strong, and proactive on the basis of knowledge. How
much knowledge? Sufficient to bring negotiating skills into play in the
grey areas and firm up in the fuzzy edges of responsibility. Through the
exercise of such skills problems can be resolved. The best site managers
will recognize that the need for fair treatment of subcontractors can do
much for project harmony and lighten the reins of essential control. The
route for this harmony model must be through:
 
• the selection of suitable subcontractor(s);
• the provision of the attendances contracted for;
• working to agreed programmes;
• teams with appropriate organizational, technical and personal skills

and the flexibility to create harmonious interfaces.
 
This model will not work without equable partnership in the objectives
which must be reflected by the services contractor. Where this is not being
provided as of right it is the site manager’s duty to demonstrate
inadequacies to the provider so that getting the correct performance does
not degenerate into an acrimonious extractive process.

If there is one area above all others in which the site manager can do
most to demonstrate his encouragement of the subcontractor it is to pay
him fairly and promptly.

Having selected the right subcontractors to bid, evaluated their offers,
removed any technical and commercial anomalies and included them in
the winning tender the contractor is now in a position to award a
services subcontract. The site manager who has been involved up to this
point will be far more comfortable at the pre-award meeting than the
site manager who is told ‘This is who you are getting’. Even then all is
not lost. But some situation retrieval may be necessary for it is at the
pre-award meeting that the die of future relationships is cast.

The purpose of the pre-award meeting depends on where you sit
round the table and the industry’s economic health, which may be
anywhere between boom and bust. Wherever the industry is on the arc

3.3 Pre-award meeting
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of that economic pendulum it is important to remind oneself that it is
the norm—for the moment. However, the economic climate may affect
corporate policy and the way in which it is discharged through the
functions represented at the pre-award meeting; it is critical that the site
manager remains aware that it is he and the services subcontractor who
will be managing and constructing those elements of the project. For
this reason there must be a consistency in the site manager’s attitude to
ensure that clearly defined responsibilities are established. It is worth
looking at the scenario of a pre-award meeting taking place in times of
economic difficulty. Depending on the size of the job the contractor may
be represented by the:

Consider the company and individual attitudes that will be brought to the
table. Unfortunately the pre-award meeting has historically been the
forum where final negotiations on price are mixed up with the builder
extracting from the subcontractor promises of unspecified performance,
and withdrawing his own attendances commitments to produce a
situation the subcontractor did not envisage when compiling his tender.
So we have on one side the builder looking for a lower price now that he
has an order to place, and on the other side a subcontractor who has
come for the order at the tendered price and also to talk about the job. It
is in this potentially adversarial situation that the building site manager
must position himself as a key player in ‘constructing the team’ (see the
Latham Report). After all, it is this team who will be building the project.

The commercial members of the builder’s team can do much damage
by taking personal, and company, hard-line attitudes and springing on
the unsuspecting subcontractor requests for further discounts. Tangible
though these sums are, the request for them can produce in the
subcontractor a change in attitude that leads him to seek recovery of
reduced profits through claims, enhanced variation estimates and
inflated dayworks charges. Counterclaims will follow from the builder

and the services subcontractor by:



and the battle lines are then drawn, requiring support forces that
neither party has costed into the job. The design team is unwillingly
drawn into this arena, while the client watches in dismay. Who dares—
to ask for discounts at the pre award meeting—loses, and we have not
yet fixed a length of pipe!

Although more prevalent in difficult economic times, the further
discount—buying gain philosophy—is not uncommon during better
trading conditions. Where and whenever it occurs the practice is to be
abhorred and is not the route to the Latham objective to reduce the cost
of building by 30% by the year 2000.

Dependent on the function, geographical layout and complexity of
services, the builder will have decided in the preparation of his winning
tender what in house building services management and supervisory
expertise is provided. Whether this is to be full-time site support or
visiting, it is strongly recommended that the most senior services
manager/engineer to be involved in the project should attend the pre-
award meeting. A pre-discussion on the meeting’s objectives and the
requirements should take place between the services engineer and the site
manager.

An agenda for the pre-award meeting should be circulated to the
attendees; a typical example is shown in the Table 3.2

Unless the subcontractor is aware of the scope and content of the
meeting he is likely to attend with the wrong representatives. Certainly

Table 3.2 Agenda for pre-award meeting
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subcontractors should bring to the meeting the person who will be
responsible for taking instructions and managing the site. On smaller
jobs where the subcontractor intends to support it by a visiting manager
or engineer on a one-, two- or three-day a week attendance, that person
should also be present. It is with these members of the subcontract team
that the building site manager and his services engineer must establish a
clear understanding of requirements at the interface of the subcontract.
This will be the foundation of their relationship throughout the
subcontract. Minutes of the meeting should be circulated and appended
as one of the subcontract documents attached to the order.

The worst situation is where there is no site management
representation on either side. In these cases, agreements reached tend to
concentrate on the commercial aspects, with the builder negotiating the
provision of fewer attendances and the services contractor ‘happy’ to
give these away providing he is able to return to his office with the
order. Later, when the subcontractor starts on site neither party is aware
of the pre-award meeting agreements. The subcontractor asks for
attendances he considers ‘normal’ only to be told his firm has agreed to
provide these themselves. The seeds of conflict sown at the pre-award
meeting begin to germinate.

It is not intended to go through every item on the agenda in detail.
They will find their natural position as the management of a BS contract
unfolds in later sections. But some key management issues must be
addressed.

3.3.1 OBJECT OF THE MEETING

It is most likely the value of the BS subcontract will represent in
financial terms a large percentage of the project’s overall value. The
pre-award meeting presents the opportunity for the contractor to put in
place a key player in his team. Of course this is subject to the common
desire of both to play on a level pitch, on the right side, with the same
ball. Setting the tone of the meeting is most important: ‘subject to
agreement on the agenda items it is our intention that at the end of the
meeting we will be able to say that you will shortly receive our order for
the works.’ A statement of these intentions will do much to set a
harmonious tone for the meeting which can be closed out with ‘when
we have exchanged confirmation on matters we have just discussed we
look forward to placing our order with you’.

If the meeting has been difficult, but for whatever reason the
contractor is committed to securing that particular building services
subcontractor, then a relationship has been established that may
jeopardize the success of the project. In constructing a team all parties
must want success.



3.3.2 ORGANIZATION

On- and off-site organization is something which must be addressed at
the pre-award meeting. Some indication of this may have been called for
and responded to in the subcontractor’s tender submission. Beware the
standard organograms of rigid company structure and standard site
management team. The tasks to be carried out in discharging the
subcontract responsibilities determine the organization that is necessary.
The offsite office back up must be tailored to support the on-site tasks.
Let us look at influences upon a project’s organizational tasks.

It is generally true that building form follows its function, varied by
geographical location, e.g. town/city as against a greenfield out of town
site where the latter are further influenced by their ability to impact the
internal environment via a building structure and fabric designed to
integrate with the environmental services. This can mitigate—obviate—
the need for mechanical ventilation/air conditioning. Other examples of
building differences are:
 
• pharmaceutical manufacturing requiring segregation of highly

serviced sterile/clean areas;
• hospitals with wards ‘streets’ and operating/treatment areas at the

cruciform of ‘nucleus’ construction;
• shopping centres, highly serviced public areas, low grade services in

associated car parks and services connections for tenants in the units
and cornerstone development;

• prisons with their highly secure, multiple buildings;
• offices now with structured voice, vision and data cabling;
• leisure centres with wet areas of pools and ice rinks and dry function

halls, gyms, snooker rooms, etc.
 
Add to these the further complexity of the requirement of a phased
handover and we have increased management challenge.

Take the prison as a detailed example. It will be low rise, probably of
concrete and steel structure, brick clad. There will be a number of prison
blocks, bare but highly serviced with toilet, wash handbasins and
lighting, all vandal proof with fire, general and security alarms linked to a
central control room. There will be reception and discharge blocks,
medical, administration and recreational facilities. To manage and record
progress the building services contractor will need a flat organogram
similar to that shown in Fig. 3.2. For a shopping centre using a multi-
service building services contractor the on-site management requirement
would look like Fig. 3.3. Not forgetting the smaller jobs such as social
housing, with individual small value subcontracts, one for heating, one
for plumbing and another for electrics. Then the organogram simplifies to
Fig. 3.4.
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Clearly the effect of building type and its building services content
should be reflected in the required management, not all of which is
needed until later in the job when specialist subsub contractors on BMS,
fire and security, testing and commissioning engineers become critical.
These tasks do not involve the heaviest of engineering but are perhaps the
most sophisticated. The integration, commissioning and testing of wires,
boxes and panels are perhaps the most difficult for a builder to grasp.
Paralleled with the need to understand flushing, cleaning, balancing and
system proving, earthing and bonding we have jobs that appear to be
finished but we are told that that date is still a long way off.

3.3.3 INFORMATION AND DECISION FLOW

Through the on- and offsite management organogram will flow from the
client and design team decisions and consequential output in the form of
information and instruction to the building constructors. Flowing in the
reverse direction will be requests for information, clarification and
instruction, and all manner of information in the form of design
development, working drawings, programme, samples and mock-ups.
The two-way highways will vary in length of physical linkage and use
multi-media format—computer disk, fax, hard copy and telephone, etc.
All of this the site manager and BS subcontractor must manage and
ensure that the correct information is in a digestible form at the work

Figure 3.4 Building services contractors’ organization for a social housing project.
Note: The project engineer may be supported by a visiting supervisor. Whatever line
management exists divisions of responsibility must be assigned for inspection, testing
and commissioning.



Figure 3.5 Information, decision and instruction flow paths.
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face. Figure 3.5 is a reminder of the information, decision and instruction
flow paths. The key and specific policy requirements of these must be
understood and agreed upon at the pre-award meeting. Details of
procedures can follow later.

3.3.4 QUALITY, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANS

The pre-award meeting presents the opportunity for the site manager to
question the services subcontractor on these matters. It is important to
find out whether the subcontractor is playing the ‘paperwork game’ or
has a real commitment and understanding of the contractor’s, design
teams and client’s ethos on these matters. The subcontractor should be
reminded that what is required are appropriate project specific plans, not
churned out standard company material. Ask for the subcontractor’s
proposals for informing and training his site staff and operatives on the
particular quality, safety and environmental issues of the project.

3.3.5 ATTENDANCES

Review the attendances the subcontractor is given and ask what else
they will be providing themselves. Asking this question should elicit a
response that indicates whether they have looked at the job in sufficient
detail. For example, do they understand what fixings they have to
provide themselves? This can then be followed through when the
subcontractor submits his methods statements for approval.

References

[1] Norman, Donald A. (1992) Turn Signals are facial Expressions of
Automobiles, Addison Wesley, Reading, MA.
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environmental plans

 

Up to this point we have been ‘constructing the team’ and will shortly
be joined on site by the BS contractor for the remainder of the contract
journey. For the journey to be successful all the way it is essential that
the services contractor is properly prepared. The request by the site
manager to the services contractor for the preparation of quality, safety
and environmental project plans presents an opportunity to make sure
that the earlier promises secured at pre-award/management strategy
meetings now start to be delivered. It is a very unwise site manager who
lightly passes up the opportunity of creating a personal confidence level
in the services contractor before that firm has commenced work. Any
queries concerning anticipated levels of performance can be dealt with
now to avoid facing a retrieval situation soon after site work
commences. A shortfall in initial performance by the services contractor
is just as much the site manager’s responsibility for not expressing
doubts when commenting on quality, safety and environmental plans.
For clarity the three plans are dealt with separately, although in practice
they are more closely entwined.

4.2.1 PURPOSE, PITFALLS AND CONFUSION

Either through market forces or choice most companies have been
driven into setting up a quality management system (QMS). Those
companies that chose to most fully embrace BS5750 Quality Systems [1]
saw the attainment of registered firm status as an integral part of their
business plan. Others attained the status but with an ambivalent
attitude, waving the certificates wildly until the job was secured, its
importance fading during the project. A number of these latter firms
received a rude awakening during the surveillance visits of the
registering body. For whatever reason and in whatever way and at
whatever level quality management systems have been implemented,
they are useful, and being useful they are important.

BS4778 Part I 1987, The Quality Vocabulary Standard [2], defines a

4

4.1 General

4.2 Quality plans (QPs)
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quality plan (QP) as ‘a document setting out the specific Quality
Practices, Resources, and Sequences of Activities relevant to a particular
product, service, contract, or project’. In those 22 words there are a
number that are commonly used on a building site. To a site manager
they should mean that in calling for a QP he is seeking evidence that the
BS contractor will manage the work to a documented system.

The biggest pitfall of QPs is that they are produced, submitted and
approved or commented upon, then locked away and ignored. The
greatest confusion with project QPs is that they are issued as method
statements and vice versa. Look again at the British Standard definition
and it is easy to see how the confusion arises for ‘setting out the specific
…resources and sequence of activities’ is relevant to a method statement.
Contractors’ familiarity with those words and an insufficient
understanding of what is meant by ‘a QP’ gives rise to the confusion in
the minds of both the producer and receiver.

QPs are required to demonstrate that the work to be carried out by
the BS contractor will be controlled by the firm’s own management
system. The site manager, on behalf of his company, needs to be
satisfied that the services contractor’s QP can be integrated with those
of other contractors and that of the project overall.

The site manager should be looking for a QP that gives confidence
through its promise of performance. The site manager should use the
QP as a tool for monitoring performance and thereby maintaining
confidence in the building services contractor.

4.2.2 GETTING APPROPRIATE QPs

For QPs to be useful they must be specific; if they are they will be
relevant and appropriate. Figure 4.1 shows the factors influencing QP
content. The arrows biasing the content towards greater or lesser detail
seem founded in sound logic, but knowledge as to whether the BS are
simple or complex has great effect. Look at Fig. 4.2 and take two jobs
of the same overall project value, one for social housing, the other a
community centre. Both jobs had internal services valued at 20% of the
overall project cost. The difference in engineering was extreme. The
social housing had domestic-scale plumbing and electrics, with
individual low pressure hot water gas fired boilers. The community
centre was of squarish deep plan footprint. It comprised a main hall,
secondary halls, meeting rooms, creche, kitchen, toilets and staff
offices, etc. Many spaces required mechanical ventilation. Heating and
hot water was provided from a central gas fired boiler plant. Being a
building open to the public it had to comply with far more legislation
than the domestic-scale social housing. Fire and security systems were
extensive. The main contractor’s staffing levels were the same for both
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Figure 4.1 Factors influencing quality plan content.

Figure 4.2 Assessing the required level of quality plan detail.
Note: Poor indicator— job size; good indicators— jb type, services, content; best
indicator— job complexity.
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jobs and yet the community centre was far more complex. Through its
more sophisticated engineering services systems with traditional sublets
to specialist traders for insulation, controls, sheet metal ducting, fire
and security systems it meant that not only was an all embracing head
QP required from the BS contractor, but that he in turn had to obtain
QPs from the subtraders.

The above example leads to a hierarchy of indicators in assessing the
level of detail that the site manager would expect to see in a QP submitted
for his approval or comment. Job size can be a poor indicator. Better
indicators are the job type and content of services, while the best
indicator of all is born out of an understanding of technical content and
number of subtraders involved. It is the number of sublets and specialists
that indicates the extent of the organizational and work face
interdependencies that the BS contractor has to manage. For an
understanding of technical complexity look again at the CAWS in
Appendix A and tick how many apply to a project of your own recent
experience. Next reconsider the risk profile against Appendix D and
finally think of the first two in the context of how many services
contractors and subtraders there will be. For simple building services the
usual sublets are shown in Table 4.1. The BS contracts may be separate
mechanical (M), electrical (E), public health, including sanitation and
water (P), sprinklers (F-Fire), and lifts/escalators (L). QPs from each of
the above are not too difficult to digest. Complications set in where, as is
not uncommon, combined M, E, P and F services are let as one contract.
Throw in the utilities and we start to doubt whether it is still correct to
talk about basic QPs.

Complex jobs are those wherever, in addition to the basic sublets of
Table 4.1, one or more of the services listed in Table 4.2, specialist

Table 4.1 Building services contractors’ typical sublets



services work elements, form part of the jobs content. The designers
may have covered the provision of this work as part of the BS without
seeking to influence the contractual route by which it should be carried
out. If, as is not uncommon, the designer sees these specialist services
areas being carried out directly under the main contract the end result
as far as QPs are concerned differs only in a little detail. Whether the
services are simple or complex what the site manager needs from each
BS contractor, be he general or specialist, is a head QP within which are
listed all of the QPs the services contractor intends to obtain from his
subtraders.

It is unreasonable and not necessary for all of the sub QPs to be
submitted at the same time as the directly contracted BS QP. What is
important is that the sublet QPs are obtained and approved before work
starts on site. It is proving extremely difficult for contractors to obtain
appropriate QPs from the utilities companies. This is particularly so
with the gas, water and electricity companies. Now in the private
domain, they regrettably retain their public utility attitude. One
wonders what will happen when a contractor, subject to a BS5750
surveillance visit from the registering authority, is faced with a
corrective action because his own QMS states that a QP or quality
statement shall be obtained from each subcontractor. Will the utility
company still refuse to provide one, putting the contractor’s registration
in jeopardy, or will some document be produced that will allow the
corrective action to be closed out?

4.2.3 SCOPE AND CONTENT

The project QP is a management tool that should be used for the benefit
of both building and services contractors. The site manager should be

Table 4.2 Specialist sublets
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proactive in determining what its contents should cover. The first
opportunity to do this would have been at the pre-award or
management strategy meeting (see section 3.3). If, as is good practice,
the site manager holds a pre-site start meeting, that would have been the
second opportunity, providing it was held sufficiently in advance of
work commencement. If not, the last opportunity is in comment and
approval of the QP submitted. Unfortunately if the views on the
document are divergent the seeds of discord are sown. The ‘This is
inadequate’ and ‘this is what we usually provide and no one has
complained before’ phraseology appears. How much better it would
have been if both parties had discussed the requirements and provisions.
The proactive site manager will have set out his company’s
requirements with a list of subjects to be addressed along the lines of
Table 4.3. For BS the list most closely aligns with the requirements of
BS5750, Part 2. What will be received in response will vary in its
alignment depending on the value and complexity of the building
services content of the project, the size of the BS contractor and their

Table 4.3 Scope and content of building services QP



QMS status, i.e. registered or not. The site manager now has to approve
the document. He may be assisted in this task according to his own site
organizational set up, by visiting or resident quality management and
BS staff. Whatever others do for him in approving the QP he should
certainly fully understand the reasons for their commentary.

Two examples of quality plans are provided in Appendix H:
 
1. N.G.Bailey and Co Ltd, quality control plan for the electrical

installation at Kingspool development, York (value approximately
£1.25 million at 1993) reproduced with kind permission of
N.G.Bailey and Co Ltd. This is a good example of the schedule format
popular in the industry.

2. Suggested QP for small unregistered services contractors, prepared in
descriptive form.

 
The industry is peppered with many small BS contractors that come
between self-employed 714s and those firms of a size that have
embraced QMSs and documented them. For the firms below that level
many who are competent are seen to be in need of help so that their
skills are not forced out of the industry by any incompatible burden of
QMS documentation. The QP in Appendix H is therefore an attempt at
supporting the small organization by drafting a QP that they can
complete, amend and adopt as their own. This last point is extremely
important. It must be made clear to the services contractor that the
adoption of the QP does not relieve them of their contractual
responsibilities.

For an example of a specialist engineering contractors QP refer to the
one in the National Association of Lift Makers document Principles of
Planning and Programming a Lift Installation [3].

4.2.4 A MANAGEMENT TOOL

The site manager who puts the QP away in a file to gather dust has
either approved a document that was inappropriate or was unaware of
how valuable a management tool a good QP can be. The services
contractor has made a statement, and been examined through the
approval process, as to how his works will be managed to achieve the
specified requirements. Just consider some of the questions that the site
manager can raise either to bring a drifting performance back on line,
or to be reassured that the journey to completion is going to be a
successful one.
 
• ‘I see you were internally audited here last week. Can I have a copy

of the corrective actions?’
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• ‘Why haven’t you got a plumbing supervisor as shown on your
organization chart?’

• ‘I haven’t met your safety adviser yet.’
• ‘Why was the ductwork delivered last week only found to be

damaged in transit two days after it was offloaded?’
• ‘Show me that you’re keeping a set of marked up drawings.‘
• ‘Show me the calibration for the pressure test gauges.’
• ‘I hear your kitchen equipment installer starts in two weeks. Can I

see his quality plan?’
 
A QP is the framework established at the beginning of the job in an
appropriate degree of detail that should be filled out as the job unfolds
through planning and programming, installation, commissioning and
handover. The message is not to reinvent the wheel at each step, but to
use the vehicle already created.

4.3.1 GENERAL

Brought into force on 31 March 1995 the Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations (CDM) [4] were far reaching, bringing a
coordinated ‘cradle to grave’ approach to health and safety on all but
the smallest construction projects. The regulations should be welcomed
by every site manager, for no longer is he wholly responsible for
constructing someone else’s design safely. The CDM Regulations also
provide support at the handover stage and beyond. The support comes
in the form of a PS appointed by the client, possibly upon the advice of
the lead professional or PM.

How well the project is supported by the PS will depend on his or her
experience, training and personal characteristics. As this far reaching
piece of legislation shakes down and becomes a well rounded modus
operandi for all parties, we can expect to see some fuzzy edges and sharp
corners at the role interfaces of the PS with the DT and site manager.

Most, but not all, of the Factories Act 1961 and Offices, Shops and
Railway Premises Act 1963 has been replaced by the Health and Safety at
Work etc. Act 1974 (HSW). The Acts form part of criminal law. Under
these Acts and common law, employers must have regard to the health
and safety of their employees and conduct their business to ensure, so far
as is reasonably practical, that contractors, visitors and members of the
public are not exposed to personal health and safety risks. The HSW also
requires employees to take reasonable care for their own health and
safety and of others who may be affected by their acts (or failure to act)
at work. To discharge their responsibilities employers must ensure that
site managers are competent, i.e. trained in health and safety matters and
are provided with a safe place of work. The anomaly here is that it falls to

4.3 Safety plans (SPs)



the site manager to provide the safe place of work for his staff and the
contractors employed by his company. We will therefore assume that the
principal contractor (PC) with overall responsibility for the site under
whatever form of contract the project is being constructed has appointed
a site manager who has been properly trained. The site manager who has
run a number of jobs will have proven his competence. If undertaking his
first site manger’s assignment then he has his employer’s confidence that
he will perform competently.

4.3.2 RISKS, HAZARDS AND COMPETENCY

Site manager, were we right to assume your competence above? You are
only as competent as the last day of accident free work on your site. If
that sounds an unfair statement because others, by their action or
inaction, put your project at risk; remember that the accident inspector
starts with the person in charge of the site and is reluctant to move down
the line of command until he is sure the person in charge is clear of
responsibility.

At the beginning of a contract, better still at the beginning of each
day, remind yourself of the definitions of risks, hazards and competency.
Without a clear understanding of these you are putting yourself at risk.
Worse still, you may put others at avoidable risk.
 
• Hazard: A hazard is anything that can cause harm, e.g. chemicals,

electricity, working from ladders, etc.
• Risk is the chance (big or small) of harm actually being done.
• Competent person: In the context of the law requiring some

inspection or examination of work to be carried out by a specially
appointed person, a competent person is someone who has the
necessary technical expertise, training and experience to carry out
the examination or test. This could be an outside organization such
as an insurance company or other inspecting organization, a self-
employed person or one of your own staff who is capable of doing
the task. (NB—this is not a legal definition.)

 
These three definitions were taken from the Health and Safety
Executive’s (HSE) Essentials of Health and Safety at Work [5]. Aimed
more at the smaller business the clarity with which it deals with the
subject must commend it to every business. Within its 60 pages (the
contents list is included in Table 4.4) it creates a framework that can be
infilled by the specialist knowledge available from the construction
industry, the HSE and British Safety Council. At such a modest cost for
its outstanding guidance The Essentials of Safety at Work should be on
the desk of every project DT Leader, PS and site manager.
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Table 4.4 Contents of The Essentials of Health and Safety at Work (Source: HSE (HMSO).)



4.3.3 RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT

Comprehension of the definitions of risk and hazard presents no
problem; assessing them is different and requires further help. This help
is drawn from Laurence Waterman’s article ‘What is a “Risk
Assessment” Anyway?’ [6], in which it is stated:

There are three processes which health and safety law requires:
 
• Hazard analysis—identifying the hazards in the workplace
• Risk assessment—evaluating the degree of risk, in order to judge what

it is reasonably practicable to do
• Risk management—the process by which risks to health and safety are

effectively controlled.
 
Waterman goes on to define three levels of risk:
 
• The risk is so great or the outcome so serious that it cannot be

justified, and therefore the working conditions giving rise to that risk
are unacceptable.

• The risk is so small, or can be made so small, that as long as this is
maintained, no further action is required.

• The risk lies between these levels, and controls are required to reduce
the risk to as low a level as is deemed reasonably practicable. This is
where most attention is focused, demanding the intervention of the
safety manager, the occupational hygienist, the designer, ergonomist,
trainer and a host more. The work represents a risk to health or safety,
but the risk is neither negligible nor accepted within the bounds that it
be reduced ‘so far as is reasonable practicable’.

 
For the management of risk Waterman advises that the starting point is
the following sequence of question and response.

‘What are the hazards in the workplace?’ Draw up an inventory of
challenges to health and risks of accidents. This should encompass not
only normal working activities, but also the unusual, contingency
arrangements such as breakdowns, maintenance activities, etc. Draw up a
checklist for the hazards, using ‘brainstorming’ and also walk-through
surveys. These checklists may then be used periodically by local line
managers to check if matters have altered, and new hazards have arisen.

‘Are there procedures in place which ensure that the hazards identified
do not create unmanaged, uncontrolled risks? Can any risks be
eliminated?’ If the answer is ‘no’, then the immediate task of managers is
to ensure that the procedures are followed, that staff are informed of the
risks and trained to be competent in following the safety instructions. If
the answer is ‘Yes’, then a risk assessment is required—to evaluate what
controls are needed.
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• Avoid the risks—don’t use the dangerous machine or the hazardous
substance.

• Combat the risks at source—provide a non-slip flooring in the kitchen.
• Adapt work to the workers—don’t expect staff to get used to stretching

to reach the controls.
• Use technology—from sound insulation to ventilation.
• Have a coherent policy—don’t make ad hoc judgements—be organized.
• Protect the workplace—don’t rely at all times on personal protective

equipment.
• Inform staff—so that everyone understands what s/he must do and why.
• Lead from the top—develop a safety culture from directors to cleaners.

4.3.4 THE CDM REGULATIONS

For a full understanding of the regulations and the responsibilities they
place upon the parties involved in a project the Approved Code of
Practice (ACoP) Managing Construction for Health and Safety [7]
would seem to be mandatory reading for the site manager. This ACoP
contains good guidance and any failure in compliance might be used as
evidence in the event of prosecution. Its sister document Designing for
Health and Safety in Construction [8] provides advice for designers but
the site manager should be aware of its content.

The regulations apply to all but the smallest jobs. By the time the site
manager is appointed others in the project team will have decided
whether or not the job is of sufficient size for the Regulations to apply.
In simple terms for the context of this book the regulations place legal
responsibilities on the parties in the following way:
 
1. The client (including client’ agents and developers) must:

(a) appoint a PS at the concept and feasibility stage;
(b) appoint a PC.
The client must ensure the PS, DT and PC are competent and
sufficient resources, including time, are allowed for the project to be
carried out in compliance with H & S law. For the one-off lonely
client discharging this obligation is onerous.

2. The PS must:
(a) notify the HSE of the project at the concept and feasibility stage;
(b) report to the client in the concept and feasibility stage on all

matters concerning the provision for H & S to be considered
during design and construction phases;

(c) prepare an initial H & S plan during design and planning stage;
(d) commence the preparation of the H & S file during the design

and planning stage;



(e) confirm to the client that the allocation of resources for H & S
are satisfactory;

(f) at handover pass to the client the project’s H & S file.
3. Designers must design in a way which avoids, reduces, or controls

risks to H & S as far as is reasonably practicable so that projects they
design can be constructed and maintained safely. Where risks remain
they have to be stated to the extent necessary to enable reliable
performance by a competent contractor.

4. The PC shall:
(a) manage the project and supervise the activities of other

contractors. The PC must ensure that the activities of all
contractors are coordinated and that they cooperate each with
the other and share relevant H & S information;

(b) take over, develop and operate the H & S plan;
(c) ensure contractors they employ are competent and have made

adequate provision for H & S requirements;
(d) set up a procedure so that the views of the workforce can be

made known;
(e) implement site safety training for their employees including the

self-employed;
(f) monitor H & S performance;
(g) provide the PS with information for the project’s H & S file.

5. Contractors shall:
(a) inform the PC of the hazards of their work and associated risks

with assessments and proposals for their control;
(b) comply with the directions of the PC for the discharge of their

responsibilities under the CDM regulations;
(c) via the PC provide information for inclusion in the project’s H

& S file.
 
The object of the CDM regulations is to ensure the safety of a project at
all stages in its life as a new, amended, extended, repaired or refurbished
construction, including its maintenance. The H & S duties the
regulations place on clients, designers and contractors are markedly
different from their roles before CDM. A new role is created in the PS,
and a PC is defined. They carry the responsibility for the planning,
organization, coordination and control of H & S in construction from
conception to handover, and beyond with respect to maintenance.

While there can only be one PC his role varies according to the type
of contract. Under CM and management contracting the trade and
works contractors will operate in the same way as the PC. The CM/MC
contractor as PC must have arrangements requesting the trade and
works contractors to ensure they appoint subcontractors who are
competent. On JCT lump sum it is down to the main contractor as the
PC to ensure that his subcontractors are competent.
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Table 4.5 Contents of the health and safety file and the health and safety plan from a BS viewpoint

Note: In Clause 2 of the CDM Regulations entitled ‘interpretation’, ‘construction work’ is defined in subclause (1):
‘The Installation, Commissioning, Maintenance, Repair or Removal of Mechanical, Electrical, Gas, Compressed Air,
Hydraulic, Telecommunications, Computer or similar services which are normally fixed within or to a structure’ and
goes on to define ‘Structure’ as ‘any fixed plant in respect of work which is installation, commissioning, de-
commissioning or dismantling and where any such work involves a risk of a person falling more than two metres’.
Building services clearly come within these definitions.



In operation the contractual arrangement should have little effect
upon what is included in the H & S file. All H & S plans and method
statements should be offered up the contractual route for the PS
decision on inclusion in the file.

The CDM regulations bring two major documentation changes to the
H & S records of a project. The document changes are the creation of
the H & S plan, and the H & S file. Both documents are initiated by the
PS and remain in that person’s control until handed over to the client on
project completion.

Table 4.5 summarizes from a BS viewpoint the typical range of
contents for (1) the H & S file and (2) the H & S plan.

All parties in the project team comprising, client, designers, PS, PC
and contractors will have an input to these documents. The enlightened
site manager groaning at the establishment of another channel of
communication with a thirst for consuming paper, will feel compensated
by the sharing of responsibility. No longer will he have a contracted
responsibility for constructing designs that are unsafe in their mutation
under construction, from temporary to permanent works. The site
manager is now in a more powerful position to obtain safety plans and
worthwhile method statements from contractors, which must include
the utilities companies.

4.3.5 LEGISLATION IN CONNECTION WITH BUILDING SERVICES

From the ‘catch all’ of the CDM legislation we will look at the Acts and
enabling Regulations that affect the designer and the installing
contractor. The design will be dealt with in general terms and
construction in some detail.

The services designer is responsible for the building services
complying with the current Building Regulations, Fire Regulations and
the Regulations of the HSW. In addition there will be requirements of
the client’s insurance company to be complied with. To guide the
designer the CIBSE has published a Technical Memorandum (TM 20)
Health, Safety and Welfare—Guidance for Building Services Engineers
[9]. Whether they are engaged in the design, construction, installation,
commissioning, operation or maintenance of building services systems
the guide makes them aware of their professional responsibilities under
the HSW and other relevant legislation. ‘This publication offers
guidance on the legislation which applies in particular circumstances,
illustrates the risk to which persons at work may be exposed and
identifies authoritative sources of information to enable adequate
standards of Health and Safety to be maintained.’ It is an important
reference as it brings together all stages in a project’s lifecycle. For our
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simple purpose design responsibility is separated from construction. For
D & B contractors this will never be the case.

Many PCs have, for a number of years, implemented the preparation
of a project safety plan that is put in place before work commences on
site. BS contractors trading as PCs, particularly on refurbishment
projects (due to the high value—up to 70% or more, of building
services), will find it essential to produce a project safety plan.

Table 4.6 has been compiled from the Heating and Ventilating Joint
Safety Committee 1994 Document, Site Safety: A Guide to Legal
Responsibilities for Health, Safety and Welfare [10]; it is another

Table 4.6 Health and Safety legislation related to the installation of building services

Note: The list is not intended to be exhaustive but indicative of the legislation applicable
on most BS projects. Work in the agricultural, pharmaceutical, health care, food
processing and any of the special industries would add further legislation to the list.
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excellent source of reference from the BS industry. The site manager’s
own company may have procedures in their H & S manual for all of this
legislation. It will be noted how much common ground there is between
the builder and the services contractor. Where the services contractor is
working under a CM or MC contractual arrangement and providing
much of his own attendances and builders work, the similarity in safety
responsibilities is even closer.

4.3.6 SCOPE AND CONTENT OF BS SAFETY PLANS

The CDM regulations have established a communications highway with
respect to H & S information. The PC will have received information to
be taken into account when tendering and producing his project safety

Table 4.7 Suggested project safety plan contents list for a building services subcontract
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plan. Similarly it is essential for the communication route to be extended
to all contractors. It is not unreasonable for the BS contractor to receive
information and respond to it in the same way, and so on down the line to
subtraders and specialists. There are strong analogies here to the
provision of QPs, one being ‘buttoned in’ to the one above from the
bottom (least significant contractor) to the top, the client. Table 4.7
suggests a BS SP contents list.

Safety plans, like QPs, are dynamic documents subject to amendment.
Changes in practice arising from reviews and audits will create
amendments, as will the introduction on to site of every sublet or
specialist having been enabled by an appropriate QP, safety plan and
work method statement. As for QPs, the chain of interlinked SPs will be
reflected in its complexity by the subcontract grouping of M, E, P, F and
L and the sublets involved. Where the building services work is carried
out by a multi-services contractor some of the onus passes from the site
manager to that leading services contractor. In the role of employer the
multi-services contractor assumes many of the responsibilities of the PC.
As it was with QPs so it is with safety plans. The multi-services
contractor will identify the particular H & S risk for the general BS work,
pointing up that initial information which will be updated as each
subtrader comes on board. For the multi-services contractor what we
then have is a general safety plan which by the end of a project has been
expanded into a detailed plan. A general safety plan will refer to general
method statements where the requirements for further risk assessment
proposals, precautions and monitoring procedures should be found.
Having noted the areas of legislation they have in common (see Table 4.6)
we will concentrate on the differences between the services and building
work elements.

4.3.7 GUIDANCE TO UNDERSTANDING AND COMMENTING ON BS
SAFETY PLANS

For the large range of activities that are common to both building and
services work check that the services contractor’s safety arrangement
procedures are as good as your own company’s. If the services
contractor’s information is inadequate recommend that they adopt your
company’s, but advise them that they do so without changing their
contractual and legal responsibilities.

If the safety plan has been submitted with method statements, ask the
services subcontractor to confirm what risks have been identified and
assessed. The site manager should be responsible for carrying out his
own risk assessments. This can only be done with job knowledge. In
doing this consider the following:
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• The relationship of an activity to its location defines the risk.
• All risks should be managed through proper supervision of a trained

workforce.
• Each activity of constructing a building services system has its own

range of risk (see Table 4.8).
 
The major building services contracting associations give guidance to
their members on risk assessment. The HVCA brought in consultants to

Table 4.8 Key risks and controls required for building services activities at different
stages of the construction process

Note: All activities should be carried out to approved methods in which hazard and
risk have been identified and a safe system of working agreed upon. The Key Risks
and Controls are those for which Building Services are recognized as being
different from the main stream of other building activities.
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produce its Risk Assessment Manual [11]. The Electrical Contractors
Association (ECA) found Hascom Network Ltd with a ready made
system which over a few weeks was tailored to the requirements of
electrical contracting. The ECA recommends its members use the Hascom
Manual [12]. The objective of both associations is to help their
membership comply with the requirements of the Management of Health
and Safety of Work etc. Regulations 1992. The Hascom Manual proved
so successful that the ECA were requested to provide more risk
assessments so that it could be used by the construction industry
generally. The Hascom/ECA approach has been to produce a generic risk
assessment form on the reverse of which is the site-specific assessment.
Table 4.9 lists generic risk assessments for electrical contracts. The

Table 4.9 Generic risk assessments for electrical contractors (ECA Risk Assessment
Manual and Supplement) (Copyright 1996 Hascom Network Limited.)
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Table 4.9 Continued



Figure 4.3 Generic risk assessment form by Hascom Network Ltd for electrical work
up to 415 volts.



Figure 4.4 Site-specific assessment form by Hascom Network Ltd for electrical work
up to 415 volts.
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assessment sheets for electrical work up to 415 volts are included as
Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 by kind permission of Hascom.

The National Association of Plumbers provide information to their
members through Health and Safety Sheets No. 1 and 2 which include
the well known ‘Sharps’ procedures.

The BS professional institutions, research organizations and trade
associations take safety matters seriously and have created appropriate
guidance for their members. Throughout the range of building services
risks to be assessed there are a plethora of substances whose use is
hazardous to health. For example, in preparing and jointing pipework
of all materials the preparation and bonding involves the use of
chemicals in the form of pastes, solvents and welding rods. Many are
dangerous when applied in free air conditions, becoming lethal when
used in confined spaces of ducts, crawlways and corners of plant rooms,
which are the ‘normal’ places of work for building services operatives.
All materials used on site can, according to their composition and
method of use, be subject to the Control of Substances Hazardous to
Health Regulations (COSHH) 1994 [13]. As a piece of legislation
COSHH stands alongside the CDM regulations in importance to the
construction industry. The HVCA responded to this legislation with the
production of its COSHH Manual Volumes 1 and 2 [14], running to
nearly five hundred pages and covering two hundred materials. Volume
1 contains information on implementing the regulations, obtaining
information from suppliers, main and subcontractors and guidance on
site supervision.

There is no shortage of published information from authoritative
sources that can aid the site manager in assessing a services contractor’s
safety plan. Of course, it is not intended that the site manager should
take responsibility away from the services contractor, but he may wish
to spot check a few items, or at least see the light of recognition in the
eyes of the contractor when asked if any of the trade association
documents mentioned have been referred to. Having catalogued very
broadly the range of risks in building services these will be returned to
in the contexts of other chapters, particularly Chapter 7 on supervision
and inspection, and Chapter 9 on commissioning and its management.

4.3.8 TRAINING

Under Regulations 17 and 18 of CDM it is a requirement of the PC to
provide training and guidance to all employees with regard to H & S.
This refers specifically to the PC’s own employees, but it is the wise
contractor who has made it a requirement of his enquiry to the building
services contractors that they also shall provide training and education
for their employees. The building services contractor is usually required
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to attend regular site safety meetings with other contractors. The
recognition and willingness to attend the PC’s meetings and provide on-
site training and education should be in the BS safety plan.

The Heating and Ventilating Joint Safety Committee has produced
the 24 toolbox talks listed in Table 4.10. These talks are intended to be
of 10–15 minutes duration, and presented without specialist knowledge
on the part of the speaker. They cover the most basic of H & S points
concerning topics, activities and locations. By way of example, toolbox
talk No. 20. ‘Permit to work systems’ is reproduced as Table 4.11 with
kind permission of the HVJSC.

NALM provide a distance learning course, Unit 9, Safety and health:
managing safely. Aimed at all from directors to fitters and testers a
synopsis of the course is shown in Table 4.12. Training along these lines
provided through trade associations will meet the requirements of
CDM. The site manager might also enquire of the services contractor
what personal safety guides are issued to employees; one example of
these is the HVJSC’s H & V Safety Guide [15].

It should boost the site manager’s confidence if the services
contractor is a member of the appropriate trade association and all
individual operatives are accredited by the same organization. Both
ECA and HVCA are pushing hard for the accreditation of individuals,
an attitude that has the implied approval of the Latham Report [16].
The HVCA register of operatives in the heating, ventilating, air
conditioning and refrigeration industry certifies qualifications and
training. It should be noted that operatives with welding competency
may be HVCA registered while holding the competency certificates of
other authorities such as the Heating, Ventilating and Domestic Joint
Industrial Council.

Table 4.10 Toolbox talks 1–24 (Source: HVJSC.)
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Table 4.11 Toolbox talk No. 20 (Source: Heating and Ventilating Joint Safety Committee.)
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All who work on gas installations, whether firms or individuals, must
be registered by the Confederation of Registered Gas Installers
(CORGI).

Competent electricians may be able to demonstrate that they are on
the voluntary register of the Joint Industry Board’s List.

If the site manager is in any doubt about competency of a building
services operative he should call for evidence of that person’s
registration.

4.3.9 SITE MANAGER’S RESPONSIBILITIES FOR
SUBCONTRACTORS ON SITE

The CDM regulations have done little to change the responsibilities of a
building contractor for his subcontractors. The openness of the
communications highway down which the evidence of discharging this
responsibility will pass on its way to the PS is doing much to enhance a
previous area of weakness. In October 1984 the Building Employers
Confederation published A Guidance Note on Safety Responsibilities
for Sub-Contractors on Site [17]. The author believes that the CDM
Regulations override the BEC document in the following two ways:
 
1. making the contractor’s role more onerous by changing from

‘assisting subcontractors to work safely’ (Clause 1.1) to ensuring
they comply with relevant Health and Safety legislation;

2. ‘subcontractors should ask to see the main contractor’s statement
(H & S policy issued to employees) and those of other relevant
contractors on site, so that each will know the other’s organization
and arrangements for the H & S of employees.’ (Clause 2.1) It will
be difficult for PCs to come to terms with this long dormant
recommendation from their own organization. Openness and
compatibility between organizations should make steps towards

Table 4.11 Continued
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Table 4.12 NALM distance learning, Unit 9: Safety and health—managing safely



improved harmony thereby reducing risk to personal safety on site.
The CDM Regulations are a commendable route to the achievement
of this objective.

4.4.1 GENERAL

A considerable amount, perhaps the larger part, of construction work
carried out in the mid-1990s, has been with some QMS in place. Even if
not going all the way to BS5750 registration a great number of builders,
trade contractors and specialists have taken quality building into their
business ethos. If QMS is not mandatory CDM certainly is. Together
these two influences have made an important impact upon the industry.
Now they are being joined by environmental management systems as
serious consideration is given to the effect upon the environment of
constructing buildings. As with QMS there is the same push and pull in
businesses putting in place environmental management systems.

This is not the place to expand the issues and ride personal hobby
horses. It is sufficient to say that from the 1992 Rio de Janeiro
International Conference on the Environment, pressures for better care
of the environment have increased from European down to local
community levels. The European Community does seem to have
toughened up agreements reached internationally. An example of this is
demonstrated in the phase out of refrigerant hydrochlorofluorocarbons
set at 2030 in Copenhagen in December 1992, being tightened in the EC
to 2015. That is the date for the ban on HCFC production; but even
within that there are tighter sector timescales. From the beginning of

4.4 Environmental
plans (EPs)

Table 4.12 Continued
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1996 HCFCs are banned in domestic refrigerators and car air
conditioners. In 1998 the ban extends to refrigerants in rail air
conditioning systems; and for large cold stores and warehouses the ban
takes place in the year 2000. Even before these bans take effect and a
new crop of replacement refrigerants (hydrofluorcarbons—HFCs) come
to maturity, some, like R134a, although ozone free, are coming under
pressure to be banned for their global warming potential.

If the drive for quality and safety has received its greatest directional
force from industry and government there can be no doubt that the force
affecting what we build, what we build it with and how much energy it
consumes, receives its greatest power from public opinion. As more and
more parts of the construction industry seek to avoid being accused of
putting up buildings that send out the wrong environmental impact
signals, so they will wish to be seen doing the right thing. At worst clients
will have ‘the best possible solutions in the circumstances’ even in those
instances where with commendable honesty ‘to make a profit’ is one of
the deciding circumstances.

Builders have a tremendous record for doing good in the communities
they serve and will not be left behind in their efforts to do well environmentally.
They have a high class act in place with the Construction Industry
Environmental Forum comprising the BRE, CIRIA and BSRIA.
Representing membership drawn from clients, designers, constructors,
operators, materials producers, service industries, property owners,
including central and local government, financial and legal interest,
CIRIA and BSRIA published the following documents in 1994:
 
• CIRIA Environmental Handbooks for Building and Civil

Engineering Projects; Design and Specification Special Publication
97 [18]; Construction Phase, Special Publication 98 [19].

• BSRIA: Environmental Code of Practice for Buildings and Their
Services [20].

 
The author acknowledges the support of both organizations in granting
their permission to use extracts from their documents.

To complete the circle of primary guidance, in 1995 CIRIA issued
Special Publication 120, ‘A Client’s Guide to Greener Construction’ [21].

4.4.2 THE CIRIA HANDBOOKS

The handbooks form ‘a useful checklist and inventory of possible
impacts, and good practice for organizations considering setting up
formal environmental management systems at a corporate or project
level’. The composition of the contents and the issues covered are listed
in Table 4.13 and Table 4.14.
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Table 4.13 CIRIA Environmental Handbook: Design & Specification, contents and
issues covered

Table 4.14 CIRIA Environmental Handbook: Construction Phase, contents and issues
covered
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4.4.3 THE BSRIA CoP

Targeted at a similar audience to that of the CIRIA handbooks the
BSRIA code proved complex to develop, due to a number of factors, one
of which was ‘the interdependency of all parties involved in determining
the appropriate strategy for a given building’. It defined a role for
‘Contractors, Manufacturers and Suppliers by meeting the requirements
in an environmentally sound way; by minimising any wastage,
pollution, hazards and risks associated with their products, services and
working practices; and by providing occupiers with better training,
information and support’.

The code is in parts related to a project’s lifecycle stages from
concept to redevelopment, reproduced here as Table 4.15. The use of
the parts are shown in typical sequences of work stages for traditional,
D & B and management procurement methods; see Fig. 4.5.

4.4.4 BREEAM

BREEAM stands for the Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment Method [22]; and sooner or later the site
manager will be involved in a project that has been through this

Table 4.15 Parts of BSRIA environmental CoP related to
project lifecycle stages (read with Figure 4.5)



Figure 4.5 Typical sequences of work stages. (Source: BSRIA Environmental Code of
Practice.)
Note: Sequences of work stages are not time dependent.
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process. The BREEAM scheme is available for a variety of building
types. The buildings are awarded credits for environmental features that
are considered in the way a building makes an impact under three
environmental headings:
 
• global
• neighbourhood
• internal
 
The building is scored through recognizing the features of its
architecture, structure and BS that interact to provide an assessable
rating system. The higher the score the lower the environmental impact.

4.4.5 ROLE OF THE PC

The role of the site manager in relation to the BS contractor will depend on:
 
1. Whether the contract is being conducted under the PC’s own

environmental policy or
2. an environmental policy that forms part of the employer’s

requirements.
 
In both situations there will be requirements which can be expected to
be passed on to the BS contractor. In the case of (1), particularly where
it is part of the PC’s policy to select subcontractors with similar
environmental attitudes to their own, compatibility should not be
difficult. For (2), where the client has a higher environment profile
requirement for the procurement of buildings, and where the site
location makes further demands, there will be a contractual need for
project specific environmental plans. These requirements will have
already been met by the PC, and BS contractor, the latter through
prequalification, tender evaluation and pre-award examination. The BS
contractor’s environmental policy statement and possibly outline
proposals, perhaps no more than a table of contents for his proposed
environmental plan, will have been accepted. Alternatively, the PC, as
part of the employer’s or his own requirements, may have listed the
scope and content for the BS contractor’s environmental plan
compliance at the enquiry stage.

4.4.6 SCOPE AND CONTENT OF BS CONTRACTOR’S
ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN

In the absence of any specified requirements from the employer to the
BS contractor, via the PC, Table 4.16 may be of help. Where there are
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specified employer’s requirements for an environmental plan the BS
contractor’s proposals could be checked by the site manager against
those of his company, which by this time can be expected to have been
approved. Where requirements to be complied with affect both
contractors those from the BS firm should at least match those of the

Table 4.16 Suggested scope and content of BS contractor’s environmental plan
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PC. If the PC’s environmental plan has been drawn up using the CIRIA
handbook, the site manager may reasonably expect the BS contractor’s
plan to comply with guidance in these documents:
 
• Stage C.3, Site Set up and Management, which covers site specific

planning plus general guidance on environmental management of the
site on a day-to-day basis. Sub Stage C.3.9, ‘Environment in the site
offices’ is particularly relevant.

• Stage C.9, Mechanical and Electrical Installations and Their
Interface with Civil and Building Work ‘covers briefly the interface
between the different disciplines and the special steps they need to
take to ensure that their independent actions do not jeopardise the
environmental performance of the project.’ Sub-stages C.9.1,
‘Legislation and policy’ and C.9.2, ‘Co-ordination between
structural, civil and service contractors and the use of BSRIA
environmental code of practice’ are also relevant.

4.4.7 MANAGEMENT OF BS CONTRACTOR’S ENVIRONMENTAL
PLANS

Table 4.17 has been taken from the CIRIA handbook, ‘Construction
phase’, C.9.2; it provides a six-point framework for site management

Table 4.17 Good practice for site management between BS and other contractors
(Source: CIRIA Environmental Handbook Publication No. 98.)
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when dealing with interfaces between the main civil or building
contractors and the services contractors’.

For the site manager to ensure that the BS contractor is aware of the
strategy and guidance contained in BSRIA’s Environmental Code of
Practice for Buildings and Their Services, means that he too must have
knowledge of its contents. This is not such an onerous task, as can be seen
from Table 4.18 BSRIA CoP Part K, construction notes: ‘On site good
practice, and on site waste minimisation’. The level of guidance is very
basic and should allow the site manager to return to the comfort of the
CIRIA handbook where in stage C.3.9, ‘Site set up and management’,
more extensive advice will be found; see Table 4.19.

This comfort of a common approach to all the general matters that
will concern every site should allow the site manager to concentrate on
understanding those environmental issues which are particular to the
construction and commissioning of building services on his project.

Environmental management should be an item on the agenda of
every site progress meeting. Its position in the order of play should be
near the top so that it is never submerged by pressures of time and cost
that ebb and flow with varying intensity. The treatment of the site’s
environmental issued should never be relegated to the ‘if we’ve got time,
we’ll do something about it’ attitude. Those of relaxed, unwary or

Table 4.18 (a) On-site good practice and (b) waste minimization (Source: BSRIA
environmental CoP Part K, construction notes.)
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dismissive approach are reminded of their liabilities under the
Environmental Protection Act 1990 [23], its subsidiary regulations, and
EC directives, the main legislation of which is listed in the CIRIA
handbooks.
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Planning and programming
 

Planning is strategic, while programming is the organization of events
by which strategy will be implemented. For a small, simple, single
building with an uncomplicated internal layout, strategy is
straightforward. The programming activities automatically come to
mind. They are foundations, frame, envelope, internal divisions, finishes
and building services. Even the degree of overlap of one stage starting
before another finishes, and how early can we start the building
services, are perhaps not difficult to solve. On jobs of greater
constructional and building services complexity the overall planning
and programming is developed and tested through a number of
substrategies implemented through logical sequences of activities. But
we are running ahead of ourselves, for once again we must consider the
form of the contractual arrangement.

Traditional JCT lump sum tendering is still the most favoured form of
contract; sharing a close affinity is D & B. Some of the better lessons
learned from managed contracts are being applied to the enquiries for
these lump sum type tenders, in the demand for more sophisticated
programming. The managed contracts benefited from tendering
contractors seeking an input for their bids from BS contractors and
specialists. This help from the engineering industry was proffered on the
basis of securing a place on the works or trade contractor bid list. The
traditional tendering contractor has not been so fortunate. Tendering
periods are short, shackling the planning manager. Even if he wants to
seek advice from industry, who does he speak to? The BS contractor to be
used in the main contractor’s bid is probably not known to the planner
until, if he is lucky, 24 hours before the main tender is due in. If, as is not
unusual, proposal documentation forms part of the contractor’s tender
submission, and a not unreasonable level of programming information
has been requested, e.g. overall, construction and finishes programmes,
then the planner’s work will have been finished long before he knows the
name of the services contractor. In these most common of circumstances
the planning manager is left to his own skill and resources.

Many planning managers have quite rightly risen to seniority on the
back of good performances on MC and CM projects on which they

5

5.1 General
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controlled the flow of all information other than financial. Supported by
on-site staff and banks of computers they have juggled numerous works/
trade contractors and all the information they generate and request, into
logical predictions, reasonably accurate progress records, and completion
date forecasts. Promoted with the friction generated warmth of major
projects behind them some planning managers are submerged by the
sheer volume of traditional type work that lacks the excitement of the
major project. They have to handle this workload without the back up
they enjoyed from construction and building services managers on site.
Of course this is not the only reason why services are ill considered in the
planning and programming of traditional building work. The intensity
and complexity (and these usually infer risk) from building services are
not appreciated. Fear of failure inhibits ‘traditional’ contract builders
from showing BS activities too closely coordinated with construction
work. Should they not be able to make an area, floor or ceiling, or other
work face available to the BS contractor at a programmed time the
builder is afraid of creating a ‘claim for delay’ situation. These are the key
reasons why we have too many jobs with overambitious, simplistic
programmes that are drawn to show building services as a stage whose
start and finish is related to other more easily defined construction stages.
But we know that BS are really not like that. Plant, equipment and
components are combined to form systems which are threaded through,
fixed to and placed on the structure and fabric of the other work. They
are dependent on those works and as every apprentice or trainee who was
sent to the stores for some ‘sky hooks’ or ‘box of assorted holes’ has
found out, cannot be fixed before the building work exists. Even then
some of that building work has to have particular activities carried out to
facilitate the construction of BS. These works are known as ‘builder’s
work in connection’ (BWIC) with building services. Information is
required for that preparatory BWIC, but it is far from being the only
piece of information that is required on site, before BS work can
commence.

5.2.1 GENERAL

We commenced this information delivery process in the previous chapter
by dealing with the preparation of quality, safety and environmental
plans and will continue with planning for BWIC, working drawings,
method statements, sample approval, test and inspection plans and
procurement schedules. The programming of the delivery of these
provides the site manager with a tool for monitoring the construction
progress. The site manager’s views of the BS contractor’s performance at
information delivery stage will be his marker for how carefully he looks
at the early installation activities.

5.2 Delivery of
information
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The importance of understanding what information has to be
planned before construction should be allowed to commence on site can
be seen from Table 3.1. Out of the 18 items 6 are dealt with here. No
work should commence without knowing what has to be done, where,
in what way and by whom. The status of pre-installation information
provides early assurance of the BS contractor’s intention that the work
will be to the specified requirements, which will be met safely and with
minimum impact on the environment—see Chapter 4.

The wise site manager will not leave the delivery of pre-construction
information to hoped for action by the BS contractor on the filed away
minutes of the pre-award/management strategy meeting (see Table 3.2).
Nor will he leave it to the pre-start site meeting. For if he does, regrettably,
he will find that little or inadequate progress has been made by the BS
contractor. Depending on his judgement of the size and complexity of the
building services the site manager should call for an information
production planning meeting between 4 and 12 weeks before start on site.
At that meeting the site manager should go over the scope and content of
the information that is required and agree an early date for the issue of an
information release programme. Table 5.1 lists the main areas to be
covered. Prior to the meeting the site manager should refresh his memory
of the BS content by flipping through the particular requirements of the
specification and turning over the BS general arrangement (GA) drawings.
It is also worth remembering that the BS contractor will not be able to
provide all the information prior to construction. A number of influences,
depending on how many specialist sublet contracts there are, will
determine the availability of information. But planning for the delivery of
information in this way should ensure that the orders for these specialist
sublets are placed in time. On large jobs the site manager may be supported
by a resident or visiting planning manager and it is not uncommon for this
manager to control the receipt, logging and distribution of project
documentation. Numerically, the greater number of jobs are those where
the office based planning manager hands tender proposal programmes to
the site manager and leaves the rest to him.

Table 5.1 Agenda for an information production planning meeting
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5.2.2 BWIC BUILDING SERVICES

Table 5.2 will certainly need the site manager’s agreement, possibly in
consultation with the general foreman on the subject of holes and
chases in brick and blockwork. It is bad management to ask a BS
contractor to produce drawings for these, only to be told at the work
face, ‘We don’t want drawings—we want you to mark it out.’ On MC
and CM projects where many of the BWIC holes, chases and fixings are
down to the BS contractor, it is sensible for the site manager to agree the
principles and detail of this work.

Penetrations through the structural frame, walls and floors may have
been indicated on the structural engineer’s drawings. Quite often the
structural engineer is only interested in holes over say, 150 mm×150
mm, and the site manager should not be surprised when the services
contractor asks for a number of smaller holes to be provided that are
not shown on the structural engineer’s drawings. The ingress and egress
of utilities may also require the building in of multi-way pitch fibre or
earthenware ducts, and steel/cast iron puddle flanges, usually through
the walls of basements or foundations.

A word about secondary steelwork. This can be required for
trimming roof ventilation openings, plant room air intakes and
discharges, and supports for services suspended between the spans of

Table 5.2 General range of builders’ work for building services
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the building’s structural frame. The connection the primary support can
take the form of building in, bolting, clearing and welding.

The BWIC provisions for lightning protection due to its earthing
function and association with the groundworks requires the provision
of early information, sometimes immediately followed by the provision
of enabling works in the form of earth rod pits. This can make it good
sense to have the lightning protection specialist employed direct by the
builder rather than waiting for an appointment via the electrical
contractor.

In addition to these general considerations there are a whole host of
particular requirements of which templates for casting in holding-down
bolts for free standing or guyed flues, is but one. It is not unusual for the
BS contractor to have to provide BWIC information soon after his own
appointment but before orders can be placed and information sought
from his specialist subtraders. The BS contractor is at risk in providing
such information when the ‘intelligent guess’ derived from catalogue
information happens to turn out as incorrect when the manufacturer’s
‘certified’ drawings come along. The PC can do much to help himself
and mitigate this potential cause of conflict by recognizing the
complexity of BS and placing the order as quickly as possible. By doing
this the contractor is providing sufficient time for the BWIC and all
other pre-construction information to be properly managed.

The site manager is recommended to study the interface between in
situ reinforced concrete and electrical services in areas such as
staircases. Here surface mounted light fittings may be fed by wires
running in embedded conduits. It is not general industry practice for the
designer or installer to produce conduit layouts. They are, however,
necessary where they are embedded in concrete so that the shuttering
formwork can be designed and the prefabricated conduits fixed (with
protected ends) by the formwork carpenters.

At this stage the site manager should take the opportunity to increase
his understanding of whose responsibility, and by what method, holes
will be made good following the installation of building services. Holes
are required to be made good to prevent air leakage, heat loss or gain,
and as magnetic field barriers, but most importantly for fire stopping
and acoustical reasons. BS penetrations occurring through fire
compartmentation walls and floors must be made good to the
mandatory requirements of the Building Regulations. In cases where the
designer has not detailed methods the contractors must determine the
ways of achieving fire stopping. Table 5.3 gives the considerations for
selecting the appropriate method. Table 5.4 (a) and (b) list some of dry
and wet methods in use. The planning and programming of BWIC
drawings will be similar to that described next, for working drawings.
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5.2.3 WORKING DRAWINGS

The submission of a list of working drawings to be produced by the BS
contractor should be called for. The list can be offered to the design
engineer for comment on its likely adequacy. This has a twofold benefit.
The site manager gets an expert’s opinion on the adequacy of the
numbers of drawings intended to be produced and the designer is made
aware of his future commentary/approval work load.

The working drawing list will only be provisional and the BS
contractor should not be held to providing exactly the number of what
are, after all, his first thoughts for general arrangement and main

Table 5.3 Fire stopping—selection considerations

Table 5.4 Fire stopping: (a) dry methods; (b) wet methods
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coordination details. In reality more drawings will be required as
specialists are brought on board by the BS contractor. These will produce
function diagrams, schematics, wiring diagrams, shop drawings and
manufacturers’ certified drawings, etc., etc. When calling for the
preparation of a working drawing list, which takes very little time
produce, the site manager should ask for the list to be supported by a
programme of drawing production. This is a not too difficult task,
produced in hours rather than days. So far the BS contractor has had no
difficulty in meeting the site manager’s request. The next question is the
real test. Ask the BS contractor to turn the production programme into
one which shows the assessed man days for the preparation of each
drawing and name the resource who will produce it. Then we are getting
down to the creation of a proper monitoring tool. Any production
slippage can be addressed and doubts about the availability of the named
resources checked by a head count in the contractor’s office. Not only
should heads be counted but also CAD terminals, their operators and
level of shift working. Figure 5.1, typical programme for production of
drawings, was produced by the author for BSRIA TN17/92 Design
Information Flow, the principles of which are just as applicable for
working and BWIC drawings.

The BS contractor should be informed that the drawing production
programme must have sufficient ‘front end’ allowance before
commencement on site for the drawings to pass through an approval stage.

If no prespecified approval circuit or status protocol has been advised
to the BS contractor, these details must be negotiated, e.g. drawings will
be approved:
 
• A: no comment;
• B: approved subject to comments;
• C: redraw.
 
Before agreeing a procedure first check with the designer what his role
will be in the process and determine whether he will be giving approval
or comment. Talking to the BS designer will usually elicit if there is a
DT procedure in which working drawings are issued and comments
collated via the lead consultant or direct with each design discipline.
Control via the lead consultant will add time to the approval process.

Finally before leaving the subject of working drawings the site
manager should call up the BS contractor’s documentation for drawing
control, i.e. register of issue and approval status.

5.2.4 METHOD STATEMENTS

At this point in the production information meeting proceedings the BS
contractor in response to the site manager’s request for method
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statements should be saying something like, ‘I will extract the list of
Method Statements from the Quality and Safety Plans I am submitting
to you next week.’ The expected list may be similar to Table 5.5. Note
that even the general list contains a high number of sublets. These are
termed ‘Traditional’ sublets for which, on uncomplicated jobs, the BS
contractor will have no difficulty in integrating their activities into
methods of working prior to the subtrader’s appointment. On complex
projects the BS contractor may wish to revise his preliminary methods
after the appointment of the traditional sublets. The date for the
programme showing the release of these statements to the PC would be
agreed.

The privatized regional gas, water and electricity companies, with
British Telecom, Mercury and others in the utilities business, provide an
element of BS to a project, as contractors. Regrettably, the previously

Table 5.5 Coverage of (a) general method statements and (b)
method statements for typical specialists and subtraders
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public supply authorities still act with autocracy, and present the site
managers with great difficulty in obtaining programmes, method
statements and all the usual information normally provided by a BS
contractor. So difficult is this process of extracting the properly
documented, intended and delivered performance from the utilities that
they can jeopardize a contractor’s registration to BS5750.

The site manager should remind all of the BS contractors that he will
expect to see the H & S risks identified and assessed in the method
statements, and proposals included for safe working practices.

The programmes for method statements release should show the
latest date by which the BS contractor will be appointing his specialists
and traditional sublets. It is prudent to agree a ‘turnaround’ time for the
site manager’s commentary on the method statements. This should
allow for any requirement for the statements to be subject to the
comments of the designers’ and PC’s H & S adviser, both of whom may
be off site. In establishing a turnaround timescale the site manager
should make allowance for the need of any particular area of work that
may require the opinion of his H & S adviser. Such method statements
should be identified and given an agreed longer time. Coverage on how
and what to comment on will be found in Chapter 7, as we are only
concerning ourselves here with the timely delivery of information.

5.2.5 APPROVAL OF SAMPLES

At the information production planning meeting the BS contractor
should be requested to produce a list of the specified requirements for
the approval of materials, samples, mockups, trial site assemblies and
workmanship. Designers’ reasons for specifying these requirements are
for ‘setting the standard’, some aspects of which will not only be ‘fit and
tolerance’ but aesthetic and therefore subjective. Another reason is
innovation, where perhaps well-known materials are being applied in a
new way, or a new product is being applied. True prototyping may not
be obvious although many subscribe to the theory that every building
project is a one off. Whatever the particular reasons for specifying the
provision of samples some definitions may help to understand the
importance of planning for their delivery.

Material—the substance of which a thing is made or composed

Usually the material samples are concerned with what the ducting, piping
and electrical distribution systems are composed of. Therefore materials
here may include components such as fixing assemblies made up of one or
more materials. This may also apply to the finish of a product such as a
grille, luminaire or control panel colour, etc., etc.
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Samples

Most frequently applied to terminals, i.e. the fixtures at the end of
distribution systems in spaces of permanent or transient occupancy, e.g.
luminaires, grilles, switchplates and socket outlets. They could apply to
components built into or at intersections in services systems, e.g. fire
damper, distribution board or earth leakage device.

Mock ups

Care is needed here, as these may either be a fully fitted out part of the
BS installation integrated with the structural and building fabric
elements such as a perimeter module of an office, or may be purely
aesthetic. The latter gives the impression to the viewer that the hidden
workings are included, for example the same office perimeter but with
empty skirting trunking and builder’s work heater casing with air
discharge grille. It is not unknown for approved aesthetic mock ups to
have insufficient capacity to accommodate the essential contents of
their workings, e.g. the fan coil will not fit or all cables go into the
trunking. Full-scale mock ups are best.

Trial site assemblies

Normally these are concerned with setting the standard, for example in
the first toilet constructed in a building the DT may wish to approve the
arrangement of waste and water piping below a range of wash
handbasins. When approved this would be the ‘marker’ for all other
toilets of similar layout.

Workmanship—the degree of art or skill exhibited in the finished product

A standard setting exercise to be repeated wherever the sample example
occurs throughout the installation, e.g. the making of an on-site joint
between two offsite manufactured prefinished ‘colour coat’ sections of
ductwork.

Having got the BS contractor to list all of the above, which we will
refer to generically as samples, the exercise should be extended to create
a ‘samples file’ of all the specification clauses that refer to them. On
projects where the design engineer’s specification is available on disk
and the BS contractor has computers to read it, a search of the wording
along the lines of ‘the contractor shall provide samples—materials—
mock ups—trial site assemblies’ etc. makes the extraction task easier.

The site/planning manager should insist on a programme for the
delivery of samples as there may be some reticence on the part of the BS
contractor to do so. This is possibly due to a clash of financial interest
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within the BS contractor’s organization. It may be found that the BS
estimator has included prices where it was the manufacturer’s intention
to supply samples after receipt of the order. Many samples are required to
be approved early before the BS contractor can place the full order with
their source. In these circumstances the services firm finds that samples
are being treated by the suppliers as ‘specials’ at increased cost. Financial
tactics ensue, samples arrive late and, with the risk of rejection attendant
upon the approval process, can cause delay not only to the BS contractor
who may have proceeded at ‘risk’, but with following trades.

The status of samples must be controlled. Figures 5.2(a) and (b) both
from Drake and Scull Engineering are examples of sample control. The
simpler general sample submission form 5.2(a) was used where the BS
contractor was able to use a form of his own creation. Figure 5.2(b) was
prepared to meet more stringent requirements and was supported by a 10-
item dossier. The site manager should acquaint himself of the contracts
requirements for labelling, storing and access to approved samples. It is
important to know if the specification allows for approved samples to be
built into the permanent works.

Unfortunately a great number of building services specifications still
contain an onerous catchall worded, e.g.:
 

The BS Contractor shall include in his Tender for the cost of
submitting to the Engineer for approval such samples of
workmanship, materials and equipment as the Engineer shall require.

 
Financially punitive, the late call for samples of work in progress may at
worst become disruptive as the BS contractor proceeds at ‘risk’ while
the designer deliberates. Sympathetic support is the least that the site
manager can offer his contractor in these circumstances. Any pushing
by the site manager for the designer’s or client’s speedy approval would
do no harm to the working relationship.

5.2.6 TEST AND INSPECTION PLANS

As for samples so it is with test and inspection plans. The BS contractor
should be asked to produce a two part listing, the first of which should be
the provision of these plans as specified requirements, and the second
should cover the services firm’s own proposals. Remind the BS contractor
to include all specified or proposed construction testing. Many
contractors believe that test and inspection plans only apply at the
commissioning stage. This is not so. Taken simply, all BS distribution
ducting, piping, electrical trunking, conduit, cabling and busbars are
containment systems. As they are built they must be tested progressively
to ensure that they are capable of containing what flows through them,



Figure 5.2(a) Sample submission form from Drake & Scull Engineering Ltd.



Figure 5.2(b) Technical submission form from Drake & Scull Engineering Ltd.
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whether it is air, water, gas, sewage or electricity, etc. The BS contractor’s
test and inspection plans must include construction testing and a
programme agreed for the release of procedures. The procedures may be
considered as submethod statements to be cross-referenced to the main
method statements. Inspection procedures will be given a fuller treatment
in Chapter 7.

5.2.7 PROCUREMENT SCHEDULES

Not usually specified for circulation to the DT the importance of these to
the site manager should not be underestimated. At the pre-production
planning meeting the BS contractor should be requested to produce
schedules to indicate his intentions for placing on order specialist and
sublet trades, major plant, and high volume items such as radiators,
grilles, AHUs, fan coil units, luminaires, etc., etc. Proper scheduling can
tell us so much about the job—but more of this in Chapter 6.

5.2.8 OFFSITE MANUFACTURE

Combining matters pertinent to procurement schedules and test and
inspection plans offsite manufacture requires the BS contractor to
conduct another trawl through the specified requirements. The object of
this is to produce a list of plant and equipment that calls for
arrangements to be made for production stage inspection and test
witnessing by the designers and or client. From the extracted information
the BS contractor can produce a programme which may vary from simple

Table 5.6 Typical listing of plant and equipment
subject to offsite inspection and testing
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to complex, as appropriate. Table 5.6 is a typical listing of plant and
equipment subject to offsite inspection and testing.

Out of the monitoring programmes of the BS contractor will come
the specific production programmes, with inspection and test dates
indicated. Offsite prefabrication of major subelements such as plant
rooms, riser and toilet modules may be subject to more continuous
inspection. Figures 5.3(a) and (b) show production programmes for a
prefabricated toilet module prototype and its subsequent production
run for 14 units.

Whereas a few days at infrequent intervals to inspect pieces of plant
and equipment do not stretch site resources, the need to inspect large
numbers on a regular basis does. The availability of the BS contractor’s
resources to carry out these actions should be discussed at the
production programming stage.

5.2.9 SUMMARY

At this point it is hoped that the site manager can see the benefit of
sitting down with the BS contractor and agreeing what pre-construction

Figure 5.3(a) Prefabricated toilet module prototype production programme.
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information is required, when it will be released, to whom and in what
format. As a result, the listings of information to be prepared and
programmes for its release produced by the BS contractor can be used
by the site manager for monitoring the production performance, the
expectations for which have been clearly defined. If the BS contractor
goes on to fulfil delivery to the promised dates, then the foundations for
a good working relationship will have been laid. Should the early
promises to perform not have been fulfilled the site manager has to find
out the underlying reasons. There is always a tremendous amount of
work to be done on starting up any major contract or building services
subcontract and the site manager will be aware of this. He will need to
make judgements as to whether the BS contractor is underresourced or
has good resources but is a poor manager, making promises he knows he
cannot perform. We are entering an area where the site manager needs
to proceed carefully and he should discuss possible courses of action
with his contracts manager. Perhaps soundings can be taken from the
last job led by the BS contractor’s site manager. The feedback may be
bad, but as we are at an early stage in the project, the best solution,

Figure 5.3(b) Prefabricated toilet module production programme for 14 no units.
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though extreme, could be to request the replacement of the services site
manager.

5.3.1 GENERAL

The output that flows from programming the delivery of information will
see the amount of information in use on site take off on an exponential
curve. The future holds a reduction in hard copy as electronic data
transfer firms up its grip. This may bring with it not less information but
more. With computer literacy spreading is it unreasonable to predict that
before long we shall see interdisciplinary site meetings planning a cycle of
work, where each representative calls up his relative details on a laptop?
After all design teams do this with systems like the Autocad Workcentre.
Perhaps we may then truly see drawings and information ‘on site’ with
the foreman at the workface. But we digress.

In parallel with the delivery of information exercise and using the
insight it provides into the scope and content of building services,
programming for construction can commence. The quality of
information available as a starting point for post-tender construction
programming will depend upon the contractual route. The site manager
left to his own devices on a traditional contract has a lot of work to do
if the programmes handed to him only list services activities as a single
bar chart line for M & E or at best first fix, second fix and final
connections. The site manager supported on a management contract by
a resident planning manager, whose detailed planning in resolving some
difficult services aspects scored points in the evaluation of fee bid
proposals, is far better served. Reducing these extremes to the common
denominator, that there is always room for improvement, we will look
at the substance of what has to be programmed rather than the
programme methods. Arrow or precedence diagrams, line of balance,
critical path analysis (CPA), etc., etc., and hierarchies of programme
types such as ‘six week look ahead’, short-term and recovery
programme are taken as being understood in their relevance and
application. Once again we will concentrate on what is different about
building services, the range of activities, sequence, geographical
locations, e.g. plant areas, and resourcing. Differentiation of major and
minor interfaces with other works and the limitations of building
services dimensional modules with those of the building structure and
fabric will be covered.

5.3.2 IDENTIFY SERVICES

Site and planning managers are trained in depth and understand the
variety of structural systems, building envelopes, internal divisions,

5.3 Programming for
construction



floor and ceiling types that create a building’s footprint and what
stands upon it. They are less happy in their understanding of building
services that create internal space environments, detect and protect for
fire and security. They seem reasonably at home with the public health
services, after all underslab drainage, rainwater disposal and
sometimes the above ground sanitary plumbing is ‘billed work’. They
struggle with the BMS, Data (i.e. information technology) and
Telecoms, so what exactly does ‘Identify services’ mean? Table 5.7
could be subtitled ‘Know the Job’!, and is our starting point. When
going down the list refer back to Table 1.1. Using the job specification
tick off from the scope, content and description of services section the
range of services on your job. Using the same parts of the specification
it should be possible to extend the generic list to the right with system
types. Some designers confusingly mix these up, e.g. a specification
may say ‘the sales area shall be air conditioned (no mention of system
type) and provided with high frequency fluorescent lighting (type of
lighting is given)’. Next get a feel for how many systems, e.g. each air
handling unit (AHU) will be serving a separate ventilation or air
conditioning system; 6 no. AHUs=6 no. HVAC systems. Look for
descriptions of services zoning and what services serve which areas. To
find out what goes where? Look in the specification for descriptions as
to where the BS plant is located, along what routes they are
distributed, and where terminals are positioned. In all of this search
for information be armed with the BS tender drawings which should
confirm interpretation of the written word. Now reverse the process
and taking the drawings start to get a feel for the BS interfaces with
structure and fabric.

Table 5.7 Prerequisite knowledge for programming BS construction
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5.3.3 INTERFACES WITH STRUCTURE AND FABRIC

The way in which BS interface with fabric and structure are treated as,
major, minor, modular—at walls, floors and ceilings, and finally
specials. Only through knowledge of where and how BS relate to the
building structure and fabric when finally installed can we properly
plan for completion in the shortest possible time. It is the lack of
appreciation of services interfaces and an inability to integrate their
construction activity with those of the building works that can lead to
an unforeseen hiatus, e.g. services works stop for fire spray on
steelwork, or an area has to be vacated while the plant rooms are
screeded. Situations such as these lead to claims, particularly on jobs
where the programme shows M & E work as continuous. A little
diligence in understanding BS interfaces prior to drawing up
programmes can reap large benefits in productivity and site harmony.

Major interfaces for planning consideration are those where
relatively minor value services work must be carried out in tight
sequence with building work if delay to the latter is to be avoided;
examples are enabling works such as the building in of puddle flanges,
the provision of flue templates for casting bolts in bases, providing and/
or fixing lightning protection connectors, tapes and earth rod pits.

The laying of underslab drainage in close coordination with the
pouring of concrete bays is an example of a major interface occurring
over a large area. Moving up the building, air intakes and discharges
through the envelope and the building of riser shafts must be carefully
considered so that building and services work can proceed with mutual
efficiency. Externally the construction of ducts and trenches can play
havoc with landscaping if not properly sequenced; see Table 5.8.

Table 5.8 Major interfaces (controlling activities) for building and
services work



Minor interfaces need to be carefully searched out. If not given the
right attention they can become a big problem. Particularly look for those
situations where there are a number of repeated instances, e.g. location of
socket outlets and switch plates in dry lined partitions. Taking this
example further, electrical power run in conduit on the face of a blockwork
wall studded out and plaster boarded may leave conduit (fixed to the
blockwork) too far away from the socket outlet plate on the plasterboard
surface. Who is to blame, the electrical design or the installing
contractor? One will say ‘Your working drawings should have picked up
the difference between stud and conduit box depths’, the other replying,
‘You should have produced a co-ordination detail’. Followed by ‘We
weren’t paid to do co-ordination.’ Meanwhile the builder, although not
looking at costs attributable to him (unless the stud depth was wrong?) is
frustrated by the loss of progress that the rework will cause. In similar
vein, look carefully for any specified requirement of services terminals
needing to be coordinated with joint lines in tiled areas. This train of
thought takes us into another specific area, of providing better facilities
within buildings for disabled persons. The BS facilities disabled people
need to use for access into and movement through buildings, and in toilet
areas, are usually precisely dimensioned. If they are not, instructions
should be sought from the DT.

Walls, floors and ceilings take us from the minor interfaces largely
dictated by occupant usage of the services, into those related to
structure and fabric module dimensions. Here we have seemingly
impossible compatibility, at best limited rationalization. Consider Fig.
5.4(a) integrated with (b) Services Outlet Modules. The architect and
structural engineer have little difficulty on reaching agreement on a
structural grid of say 6 m to 9 m that will allow the architect to express
his thoughts and achieve coherence and beauty in the external
elevations. Within the structural grid further modular divisions of 1500
mm, 1200 mm or 1800 mm go naturally into smaller subdivisions of
500 mm or 600 mm. The architect has found reasonable freedom for the
choice of wall, floor and ceiling elements. Very importantly the letting
agent and client have their flexibility criteria for creating an acceptable
variety of cellular offices. These too can be accommodated. Enter the
villain. To create a suitable mechanically ventilated or air conditioned
and artificially lit environment of optimum design the BS designer
would wish to locate the outlets for those services in positions that
rarely coincide with the architect’s design model. The situation is made
worse the greater the number of alternative internal partition layouts
that the services designer has to cater for. Before we can make this
better it may get worse. Legislation and/or the insurers may demand
sprinkler protection. Much has, and can be done by the BS industry to
accommodate modular layouts, but with the penalty of increased cost.
The sprinkler design engineer cannot be so accommodating. To provide
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coverage according to the hazard rating for the risk category, partition
layout changes can mean more heads in different positions. There is just
about enough tolerance in sprinkler design for a head to be positioned
in the centre of a 600 mm×600 mm ceiling tile. To centre an outlet in a
1200 mm×1200 mm tile may mean that in order to avoid being ‘out of
distance’ it has to be offset to a degree that it will not provide adequate
coverage to the area it is protecting. Change sprinklers for heat or
smoke detectors and the situation is similar. Passive detection and
protection systems take priority in the discharge of their function over
accommodating building modularity.

Due to its brittleness the building module is king:
 
• It limits options.
• It requires rigid coordination.
• It supports abuse through bad management/coordination.
• It repays careful study in programming construction.

Figure 5.4 (a) Typical office planning modules; (b) typical office services outlet
modules.



Special interfaces are the wild cards of which security systems are a
good example. Look at Table 5.9. Not all, of course, are provided in
every building. The pattern of provision through the building may
sometimes be detected from studying the drawings and specification, e.g.
for card access along circulation routes into different departments.
Generally, though, it is security services relationship to the geography of
the site and the building layout that must be studied in this example of
special interfaces. The door phone that is provided at entry to a block of
social housing accommodation may be the one piece of ‘high tech’ in
what is otherwise domestic-scale building services. Tremblers embedded
in the external walls will need to find a route for the terminal wiring. The
location of CCTV cameras may require a dedicated duct or trench for
wiring through the hard or soft landscaped areas. Similar interfaces occur
with external lighting where boundaries between what is particular for
security or safety can become blurred. Taking both together they fall
naturally into two groups. Lighting mounted off the building creates
interfaces in its BWIC and access for fixing the terminals which may need
to be brought forward for installation before scaffolding is struck. If not
considered in depth, one can be involved in the expense of mobile access
towers or waiting until the facade maintenance equipment is operational
on very tall buildings. The second group are those positioned externally
along the site’s traffic and pedestrian routes, for car parks and flood
lighting. It is a pity not only for the time and cost lost, but for the visually
unattractive, albeit temporarily until weathered, look of remedial work to
hard and soft landscaping.

5.3.4 ACTIVITIES LISTS

Armed with the knowledge of what services are to be installed, where
they are located, and a clear view of their interface with the building
works, the activities for BS construction are easier to create.
Unfortunately this cannot always be left to the BS firm. A lack of ability
to provide adequate planning has a number of route causes: builders

Table 5.9 Example of special interfaces—security services
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may be uninterested in doing the job properly on traditional contracts
for reasons stated earlier; management contractors may hijack all
planning activities telling the BS contractor exactly where to be and
what to be doing during a particular week. In between there is a fair
amount of mediocrity. Those BS firms that plan well are regrettably few.
To the contractual route reasoning one can add the effect of the position
of the economic pendulum. Recession reduces management resources to
frayed shoestrings, a position from which, return to the security of a
belt, and the golden era of braces as well, is perhaps unimaginable. The
lack of skill and attention applied to the planning of building services is
the area of greatest managerial shortfall. By reversing the point it
becomes the area for greatest improvement in which the builder and BS
contractors need to come together if reduction in building costs is to be
achieved with increased profitability for both. Are you not sick of being
told that the Japanese build quicker and better than we do? They don’t!
They spend more time planning and programming, starting in design
and continuing in depth down to the toolbox meeting.

The riding of this particular hobby horse has not occurred here in
‘Activities’ by accident. The defining of activities must be done in a
depth that is appropriate to each job. Some projects are simple with
domestic-scale building services. Others are far more complex; the
activity lists will be stepping stones to sequences with other trades,
access to plant areas, high and low level sequences and resource cycles,
labour gangs and myriad interdependencies.

Appendix I shows a range of BS activities. It is not exhaustive, and its
application will vary according to the building function, form and
location. It has been created in a matrix of first fix, second fix, final
connections and terminals under the following headings:
 
• externals
• on building face
• internals (for water tightness)
• plant areas
• mechanical services
• electrical services
• controls
• range of mainly second fix and final activities (all services)
• telecoms and data
• generators and UPS
• special ancillary electrical services (second fix, final connections and

test)
• lifts.
 
Where the list does not provide sufficient detail for a specific project it
is hoped that it will be a framework for developing adequate listings.



Some activities occur in both second fix, and final connections and
terminals columns, for example ‘position and fix sanitary fittings’. In
work on domestic housing it is possible that because the house or flat
can be locked after activity, for the sanitary fittings, seats, plugs, chains
and tap tops to be carried out all at the same time. Where access cannot
be so controlled the fitting of seats, plugs, chains, etc., will be last
moment activities to be closely followed by ‘final clean’. Another
example of variable activity placement is in earthing and bonding. Most
usually carried out progressively this may be subject to ‘follow up’ work
teams, or where the installation remains exposed, left as a ‘finals’
activity.

There are situations where we need to take our knowledge of the
content of first fix, second fix and finals a little further. Once again
domestic type work gives us an insight. Study Fig. 5.5, in which the
insulating effect of quilt precludes the use of twin and earth wiring and
necessitates conduit. Elsewhere on the same job partitions occurred
without the fibreglass quilt. The differing construction affects the
content of the electrical activities in the following way:

Figure 5.5 Dry lined stud partition— section.
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Construction 1st fix 2nd fix Finals
Uninsulated partition Twin and earth Terminals –
Insulated partition Conduit and Wire up fix

draw wire terminals

Accepting that the conduit box is part of the first fix for both
constructions the insulated partition imposes a three activity sequence.
Without understanding this the site manager can be led into
misunderstanding the extent of progress on the electrical installation. The
twin and earth would be run before the completion of the plaster
boarding whereas the wiring out of the conduit is most likely to be
carried out after boarding out.

First fix activities are sometimes referred to as ‘carcassing’. Whatever
title the work masquerades under, knowledge of what is actually
included is important, sometimes critical. Some contractors define first
fix, second fix and third fix (finals) with inspection and witnessing hold
points. N.G.Bailey has kindly provided the activity category examples
in Fig. 5.6 (a) (b). BS contractors should provide similar listings with
their method statement. If contractors are reluctant to provide this
information they can be questioned as to, ‘How did you assess the
safety hazards without defining the content of the work?’ Pursuing the
safety line usually elicits an adequate response.

5.3.5 SEQUENCE

It has taken a long time to progress to this point, the point at which
most planners dive in straight away. Their philosophy of having the
rainwater disposal system and sanitary plumbing roof penetration
pipework follow upwards closely behind construction in order to ‘seal’
the roof at the earliest possible moment, makes sound sense. Coupling
this with insisting that the BS contractor starts with the lowest level
plant installations as soon as there are a couple of levels of floor
construction overhead, weakens the case. Whether the frame is in steel
or reinforced concrete (RC) and construction work is cleared from two
or three levels above, rarely makes for ‘weathertight’ plant areas at the
lower levels. Riser shafts and numerous small floor penetrations for
services will require ‘brick edging’ and a board cover to improve the
situation. Without plant rooms laid to falls with operational drainage
gullies, or permanent sump pits from which temporary sump pumps can
drain off the water, we will be forever faced with the ‘floating scaffold
board’ access route to inspect shrouded, desiccant laden chillers, rusting
boilers and sweaty switchboards. To avoid confrontation and disputes
over protection responsibilities, the site manager is advised to get
involved with the BS contractor so that both parties are aware of what



is expected from the other and define acceptable conditions for working
areas. It is good practice to get the BS contractor into plantroom areas
which he can ‘own’ and control access to. A number of specialists will
also require dedicated plant areas handed over to them as soon as
possible, e.g. diesel generator and UPS rooms, lift shafts and machine
rooms. It is well worth the site manager finding out when the specialists
want their areas rather than telling them when they get them, only to
find out to near to the end of the job that work will not be complete
because ‘You gave us our plant rooms and work areas too late’—‘But
you didn’t tell me’—‘But you didn’t ask me’—result conflict, cause lack
of communication.

Outside of the plant room areas the distribution systems of building
services have their own installation pecking order. A typical priority of
position and level would be:
 
• rainwater outlets and pipes to drain the external run-off areas;
• plumbing stacks go next, not only because they too may penetrate

the roof and will need flashing in, but any offsets have falls that take
priority over adjacent services which must set round them;

• heavy cabling with limited bending radii needs space for pulling up
ladder rack or tray;

• ducting usually comes next but depending on the system, i.e. type of
air conditioning—VAV terminals, FCUs and VRV cassettes may
precede ducting. Ducting takes precedence over pipework, not only
because of its size, but its limited ability to offset around other
services without possibly creating noise and certainly increasing the
system frictional resistance above that which the fans have been
sized to overcome;

• pipework, particularly that associated with water heating, has a
greater capability below say 100 mm diameter to offset around the
preceding services listed above. Although this too has difficulties of
noise generation, increased resistance and additional venting and
draining to be considered, it is nevertheless the service that usually
has to give way. Sprinkler pipework running horizontally will follow
in false ceilings below the other services and probably run just above
ceiling membrane;

• the horizontal method of distributing electrical services affects when
they are installed, e.g. a conduit distribution running on the soffitt of
a slab may go in before the HVAC ducting. This could also apply to
tray and trunking work above the false ceiling. Running in a floor
void the electrical distribution, probably now embracing data and
telecoms will take priority. In this instance, pipework running out to
serve some form of building perimeter heating would do the
offsetting.
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These then are the generalities, the framework around which the site
manager and planning support will consider the needs of their particular
project which may change the running order. Projects such as hospitals,
laboratories, silicon chip wafer fabrication facilities with dominating
street services management principles will create their own order.

5.3.6 HIGH LEVEL AND LOW LEVEL SEQUENCES

Previously we touched on the sequencing of services above false ceilings
and below false floors. Site managers who have achieved success doing
high level first and low level second should still be wary of the next
project where the right way to do it could be to reverse the order of the
last success. Proponents for the ‘Always do the floor work first’ argue
that the floor can be protected; they extend the argument by pointing
out that ceiling work takes a lot longer to finish because the ceiling is
always being re-entered for testing and commissioning the HVAC. This
is true; for the new building fully fitted out, services below the floor
could be the way to go. For refurbishment, or fit out of a ‘shell and
core’ office, high level first is shown in Fig. 5.7. This sequence was
chosen because there were fewer high level activities which could be
carried out more quickly and the VAV risers to the entry of the office
floor had been properly commissioned. If there were going to be any
variations it was anticipated that these would occur to the partition
layout and floor boxes serving electronic workstations which would all
be low level activities. So it proved in practice.

5.3.7 RESOURCES

With the knowledge gained from the thorough examination and
understanding of the BS and having them properly integrated with the
building trades the site manager should be comfortable in proceeding
with his planning support to discuss with the BS contractor the proper
resourcing of their work. The single line bar chart for M & E or a few
more lines for first fix, second fix and commissioning is a brushstroke
approach over which no intelligent discussion can take place. Without
proper planning the site’s health and welfare facilities may be put at risk
when a visiting H & S inspector correlates labour returns with site
facilities. You have no answer; you don’t want the BS contractor to
reduce his labour which you have just persuaded him to increase
because you thought (but could not prove from the sketchy programme
information) that he was well behind programme. With good
programming the site manager has the best of all monitoring tools and
is enabled to pinpoint any slippage. Recovery is possible in a controlled



way and expenditure quantified; even it is someone else’s loss it is under
better control. Naturally the site manager will want to see a smooth
build up and run down of labour resources; but be wary of
refurbishment and fit out work for they can cause peaks and troughs
about which very little can be done. See Fig. 5.8 (derived from Fig. 5.7)
on which the labour histogram is superimposed. This ‘city skyline’
labour profile has no scope for ‘resource smoothing’ on an individual
floor basis but, by looking at all the floors in five blocks, it was possible
to achieve steady build up to a plateau workforce and sensible decay.

Controlled resourcing is important in that it must be matched by
adequate plant, equipment, toolboxes, e.g. adequate numbers of
temporary flexible connections, pressure pumps and gauges. How much
better this is than thumping the table, being given labour whose
productivity is negligible as they rush from floor to floor, sharing tools,
bending machines and pipe cutters.

The message is plan, plan and plan again.

Figure 5.7 High level/low level fit out sequence for typical office floor.
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Figure 5.8 Typical programme for fit out of 1000 m2 office floor.
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Schedules
 

This subject may strike a discordant note and appear to be tangential to
the logical flow of managing a services contractor from pre-award to
handover and beyond. Nevertheless a careful study of the information
contained within schedules will reward the site manager with much
useful knowledge. For it is the way in which schedules are looked at
that creates knowledge from what are often apparently strings of
information. So we will apply some orderly thought to what a site
manager might learn from:
 
• schedules at tender stage;
• schedules created pre-construction; and
• schedules created during construction.
 
Schedules will be given further treatment according to their place in the
management of commissioning, defects and handover; see Chapters 9,
10 and 11.

The DT’s schedules will have been studied in a particular way in order
to win the job. Schedules in bills of quantities, in specifications and on
drawings listing plant, equipment and materials will have been
estimated by the BS contractor, who will have studied the schedules and
quantified their requirements. Some of that knowledge should by now
have been imparted to the building site manager and planner in
dialogue with the BS contractor during programming.

In section 5.2 the site manager and planner were exhorted to identify
services, and look for interfaces with structure and fabric. They were
told to look for major, minor, special interfaces and those with wall,
floor and ceiling finishes. To do this diligently they will have studied the
DT’s documentation issued both at tender enquiry, and ‘for
construction’. In looking at this material again not for the purpose of
tendering, but now for constructing the work, it is possible they will

6

6.1 Schedules, what
schedules?

6.2 Schedules existing
at tender stage
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Table 6.1 Petrol filling station camera and monitor schedules (sheet 5 of 6)

Table 6.2 Schedule of louvres



discover illuminating detail that takes on a different significance. Look
at Tables 6.1–6.3 for the information they provide and the questions
raised, now to be resolved with the BS or specialist contractor.

Table 6.1 provided information to the effect that security on this job
was extensive, as we were looking at page 5 of 6. It raised a question as
to who should provide the 4 m column for item 3, forecourt, and for
items 1 and 2; it also raised the question as to how the cameras were
mounted on the undersides of the canopies.

This schedule in Table 6.2 could be misleading in its simplicity. There
are nine louvres and they are large. This schedule was in the BS
specification for that contractor to supply. The questions raised and to
be discussed with the BS contractor, if not answered in the descriptive
part of the specification, concern fixings: how and by whom? Is the
opening steelwork trimmed? And lined with a hardwood subframe? Are
the louvres to be delivered in sections? Who is to hoist them into
position? Finally, before leaving this figure it is worth asking the
architect if the specified finish is correct. It is not unknown for the finish

Table 6.3 Schedule of specified emergency luminaires

Notes: 1. Where indicated on the drawings, general lighting luminaires shall be factory
converted to provide 3 hour emergency usage. Conversion packs shall be mounted
remote from the luminaires is sealed enclosures within ceiling voids and manufactured
by Menvier Ltd, their Convertalite range.

2. Low voltage luminaires shall be converted for emergency usage where shown on
the drawings by remote conversion packs, as manufactured by Bradley Lomas
Electrolok Ltd, model No. DC50 mounted in separate enclosures within ceiling voids.
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of items such as these, located as they are in the external elevation of
the building, but specified by the services consultant, to be different
from those the architect/client thought they were getting. For louvres to
have to return to works leaves the site manager without a credible
weathertight building. This can lead to conflict over the costs for
instructions for temporary weathering.

The first thing to note in Table 6.3 is that these units are special.
According to note 1 general lighting luminaires are to be converted in the
factory. According to note 2 B2 is to be supplied with ‘remote conversion
packs’. It would appear that the pack itself is standard as it has a
manufacturer’s identity number, DC50. But are the packs mounted in
separate enclosures specials? Plenty of scope here for these to be missed.
And, most importantly for the builder the pack in its enclosure is
mounted in the ceiling void ‘separate’ from the luminaire. It is most likely
that the luminaire location is clearly identified; but what of this separate
enclosure? Undirected, the electrician will most probably use his initiative
and fix it how and where he can in a position that is most suitable for
him, without consideration of accessibility for maintenance or repair. So
what appeared to be an innocent looking schedule becomes one of
considerable importance to workface coordination, particularly if the
emergency luminaires are in different types of rooms. In that case each
one is a different coordination problem as to where these separate
‘enclosures’ are to be positioned in the ceiling void.

Well in advance of start on site the site manager/planner should have
called for the BS contractor to programme the production of information
for which the source material would be schedules of the same name as the
agenda items—see Table 5.1. Remember all of the schedules covering the
delivery of information and subsequent output is required for each BS
contractor, some of whom may be specialists whose start on site is later
than the general BS contractor(s). It is easy to have scheduled all of the
pre-construction activities for the bulk of the services work and for that
to be in full swing, but forget later specialist contractors who must be
taken through the same pre-construction process.

There is at least one other important pre-construction list to be
prepared and that is the hoisting schedule. Here we must accept that the
site manager is competent, and on the larger projects, ably supported by
a construction manager also well versed in matters pertaining to the
movement of plant, equipment, people and materials up, into and
through buildings under construction. Nevertheless, many site
managers on management contracts have been taken unawares by the
BS contractor who arrives with a low loader and hired crane
accompanying the delivery of e.g. the boilers, for ‘dropping into the

6.3 Schedules created
         pre-construction



basement’, or for chillers to be placed on the roof. Do not be trapped by
the contractual arrangement that places hoisting responsibilities on
each works or trade contractor. If you want your site to be smooth
running then whatever the contract form, as site manager you must get
involved in coordinating plant, equipment and material deliveries that
involve hoisting. For all contracts the site manager should call up
schedules from the BS contractor that give each item details of volume,
packed size and weight. The trigger for requesting this information
should be delivery of information schedules listing offsite manufacture,
and procurement. It is at the planning stage that any need, scope and
attributable costs for having plant and equipment delivered in smaller/
lighter loads should be finalized. Of course, requirements should all
have been made known to the BS contractor at tender stage, but
sometimes the site realities negate tender theories. Hoisting is a subject
that must be revisited post-tender and pre-construction for each services
contract.

The importance of scheduling cannot be overemphasized and those
schedules of construction covering:
 
• the status of installation
• the status of construction testing
• instructions (including variations) and
• defects
 
will be positioned in practice in the following stages of controlling the
works.
 

6.4 Schedules created
during construction
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Supervision and inspection
 

Programming has given direction to our strategy for construction and
we can approach the workface confidently. Easy to say, but do we have
a right to feel confident? How well are we managing? Let us look at our
definition of management—planning, organization, coordination and
control, and examine where we are:
 
• Planning: this has been done through the proper programming of the

delivery of information and construction activities.
• Organization: information has been prepared, e.g. quality, safety and

environmental plans, methods and safe working practices set down and
approved, samples submitted, offsite production is under way and the
workforce mobilized.

• Coordination has been demonstrated in the programme by setting out
an activities sequence, and determining the content of services first and
second fix in relation to each other and preceding and following trades.

• Control: yes, we are right to be confident; so much has been done to
assist on-site production that control should be easy.

 
Regrettably, control of the work is not conducted properly due to
misunderstanding of what is involved. Before we go any further it is
important to understand more definitions.
 
• Supervision: instructing before and during an activity;
• Inspection: examination during and/or after an activity;
• Quality Control: compliance with specifications, codes of practice,

etc., at the workface (where specified requirements must ultimately
be achieved), verified by test and inspection.

 
Most builders have, or should have, statements in their QMS standing
instructions of how work should be controlled along the following lines:
 

All work carried out by Contractors shall be controlled by their
own management systems which shall be approved by the
Company. Contractors’ Quality Plans shall include for Method

7

7.1 Control of work
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Statements defining how the work is to be carried out and the
appropriate Test and Inspection Plans clearly identifying critical
stages of the work by hold points beyond which work shall not be
allowed to proceed until the preceding stage has been checked and
assurance provided that the work conforms to the requirements.

 
With clear simple definitions for supervision and inspection coupled
with a firm statement for controlling the work we can proceed to
consider the subject in greater detail.

In recognition of the impact that the CDM regulations have, from
this point onwards the builder will be referred to as the PC and all other
subcontractors and specialists, irrespective of how they may be termed
under the contractual arrangement of their employment on a project,
will be referred to as contractors, e.g. BS contractor.

7.2.1 GENERAL

In his regular column in Building, 11 February 1994, Colin Harding,
head of Bournemouth based contractor George and Harding, under an
article entitled, ‘Time for architects to relinquish their leadership’ [1]
described the origins of supervision in the 1923 Form of Contract that:
‘Divided our industry into two distinct halves: the “supervised”—
contractors, sub contractors and specialist suppliers; and the
“supervisors”—architects, engineers and quantity surveyors.’

In the same article Harding goes on to describe the changes in the
abilities in the two halves of the industry that have occurred
 

The old guard supervisors (architects, quantity surveyors and
specialist consultants) have been getting gradually less efficient and
confident in their project management role. At the same time the old
‘supervised’ builders have increased their management skills, raised
their standards of education and training (at the peak, builders were
recruiting 900 graduates a year), and have become more
professional and conscious of their clients’ needs. We now have
chartered building companies with Codes of Conduct as demanding
as any professional institution.

 
Writing earlier in Building Services, February 1987 in an article entitled
‘The building site minefield’, [2] Jack Torrance, a past president of CIBSE
states: ‘It seems to me that the whole question of supervision is so fraught
with uncertainties and misunderstandings’. In his article Torrance
describes the difficulty of marking a safe route through the minefield of
supervision due to misunderstandings in needs and expectations and
duties placed or not placed by the client and his advisers. With Harding’s

7.2 Division of
responsibility (for

supervision and
inspection)



view of the builder’s competency and Torrance’s description of the
pitfalls we will proceed with some basic thoughts on the responsibility for
supervision and inspection by the parties involved in a project. Difficult
though this may be, the site manager would do well to acquire as clear an
understanding as possible of the defined supervisory and inspection roles
that each party has been signed up to perform.

7.2.2 THE CLIENT

The client who is a regular procurer of buildings should be well able to
set out the marker flags through the supervision and inspection
minefield with some safety. The marker flags will be positioned in
conjunction with his own or externally appointed project manager and
the design team leader. According to the contractual form the
employer’s representative, architect or contract administrator will be
assigned responsibility for issuing instructions. It is well known that
those projects enjoying the regular involvement of the client’s ‘in house’
representative proceed with the least difficulty.

For the site manager who is constructing a job for the ‘once in twenty
years’, client, there are warning signs. For the inexperienced lonely
client given what sounds like good advice from quantity surveyors and
architects lacking project management skills, come the origins of poorly
assigned supervision and inspection roles. Beware, it is these clients
who, through no fault of their own, when engaging an architect to
‘supervise and inspect the works’ will expect his appointee to be on site
full time and look at everything.

7.2.3 THE DESIGN TEAM

Working for the informed client or appointed by an experienced PM
who can carry the case for making other appointments for him, an
architect or DT coordinator may have little difficulty in getting resident
engineers and building clerk-of-works on board. Fine for the architect
and structural engineer. As Torrance explains, the M & E consultant is
less fortunate when he seeks to appoint a services clerk-of-works:
 

The Architect who should support the proposal rarely shows any
enthusiasm for it to the Client, and the Client anyway believes he
already pays for supervision in the fees to the Consulting Engineer.
So, why pay more?

 
Members of the DT can usually only instruct by requesting the architect
or contract administrator (often one and the same) to issue an
instruction. Sometimes, but unusually so, BS consultants are
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empowered under the contract to issue an engineer’s instruction. The
scope of an engineer’s instructions (EI) is limited to matters of building
services workmanship. The site manager should be wary of any EI that
involves trades other than building services. Unless the site manager is
certain that the architect or structural engineer is in agreement with the
EI, he may find himself entangled in DT differences at a cost to his
project that will be difficult to recover.

7.2.4 CLERK-OF-WORKS

Although they come in all shapes and sizes there are only two types of
clerks-of-works, for buildings or M & E. Irrespective of skills in these
disciplines clerks-of-works fall generally into two categories: helpful or
unhelpful. It is not usual for clerks-of-works to be empowered to give
instructions and yet in their inspecting role the lists of defects they make
are implied instructions—‘the following do not comply with the
specification’—and are therefore instructions for corrective action.

The helpful BS clerk-of-works may try the ‘word in the ear’ approach
and allow a little time before judging that the BS contractor is trying to
avoid compliance, only then recording the aberrations. This clerk-of-
works is also likely to contribute to the solving of technical problems,
turning a blind eye when, for example, brackets on cable, pipe and duct
distribution systems are not exactly to specification, but still comply with
that indefinable good engineering practice. Nor will this clerk-of-works
run to his employer, the M & E designer, to get a ‘bad news fax’ issued.
No, this clerk-of-works is responsible, proactive and his support, which is
paid for by someone else, is well worth cultivating by the site manager.
The other type of BS clerk-of-works is the opposite. Pedantically
thorough at best, clerks-of-works of this type can reduce a services
contractor’s productivity through their constant questioning about what
is going to happen in the future:
 
• ‘When are you pulling cables into the switch room?’
• ‘How are you protecting the boilers?’
• ‘Are you bringing the lift car in in one piece?’ or the worrisome ‘I’ve

never used black enamel conduit in a lift motor room before, I’m
trying to get the engineer to change it to galvanized.’

 
Add to this the relay of tittle-tattle back to the engineer’s office about
matters that you, the site manager, are dealing with concerning BS
resources, time keeping or say the use of personal protective equipment
and we have a clerk-of-works making a negative contribution to the
site. At the risk of making a bad situation worse the site manager may
need to have the clerk-of-work’s terms of reference defined and limited
as to what he can and cannot discuss with the BS contractor.



On those sites where the building clerk-of-works also has to cover the
BS works, we have a situation where responsibilities are attempted to be
discharged by inappropriately qualified appointees. Even where the clerk-
of-works is of a helpful nature, as he seeks to become informed, he will
slow down the organization through the constant stream of questions. As
site staff seek to cooperate with the clerk-of-works with the helpful
attitude, they will most probably spend more time with him than with the
person of the unhelpful attitude whose lack of services knowledge and
pleas for enlightenment will be shunned.

7.2.5 PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR

Whatever contractual arrangement is in place traditional, management,
construction management or D & B the PC gives the instructions.
Instructions are the instruments of supervision and simply put, take two
forms. First they are instructions received by the PC, and secondly those
he wishes and has a right to give under the contract. The instructions a
PC receives come from two routes, one of which is the client/DT and the
other from what we will call here the external inspectorate. The former
will arrive in the standard procedural format of an architect’s or
engineer’s instruction (AI or EI) respectively. From the external
inspectorate, including local and supply authorities and possibly other
agencies such as insurers, instructions may come in letter or official
notification form. With respect to both types it is for the PC’s site
manager to decide what instructions are to be passed on to the
contractors and in what form.

7.2.6 THE BS CONTRACTOR

The BS contractor will receive his instructions from the PC and also
directly from the external inspectorate. It is possible that some members
of this group that we have called the external inspectorate, e.g. gas, water
and electrical supply companies may be in contract with the PC or BS
contractor. Where it is the latter the BS contractor should pass to the PC
any instruction received. Instruction may be implied through an
inspection report, e.g. ‘The plastic water main has been backfilled with
gravel containing sharp stones. It should be backfilled as specified with
pea shingle.’ Here is a case where the water company has commented to
the BS contractor on BWIC carried out by a PC.

7.2.7 EXTERNAL INSPECTORATE

Although we have already instanced some of the constituents of this
group it needs to be defined more clearly. These are the inspectors and
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officers of the local authorities and regional utility companies and a few
more organizations besides. Titles will vary for similar functions and
therefore the listing below is not exhaustive.
 
• The inspectors: Building inspector, Sanitary inspector, H & S

inspector;
• The officers: building control officer, fire control officer,

environmental health officer.
• The regional utility companies: regional electrical company, regional

water company and regional gas company.
 
The purveyors of telecom and data services by cable and radio consider
themselves national although this is not always geographically correct.

To all of these who will come during and at the end of the job we can
add client and tenant insurers who will show a particular interest in the
verification of fire systems, lift installations and pressure vessels, e.g.
boilers and cylinders.

The site manager should set up a project procedure that ensures that
the PC is informed of any communication received by the BS contractor
or his subtraders from the external inspectorate.

7.3.1 GENERAL

Supervision is one of the two instruments for controlling the works,
inspection being the other. Supervision gives direction to work. It may
precede work, e.g. ‘Start installing radiators on the 2nd floor next
Monday’ or arise from inspecting an activity during or after its
construction, ‘Your fitter on the 2nd Level south face dropped a radiator
when trying to position it. Make sure he has a mate working with him’—
notice of unsafe practice and an instruction during an activity. Or, ‘Some
of the connections to the radiators on Level 2 are like a dog’s hind leg and
need correcting’—an example of an instruction as a result of an
inspection after the completed activity. What the site manager wants to
see from his BS contractor is for supervision to be right: the Right
 
• work
• place
• time
• materials
• resources
• method.
 
Others will also be showing an interest in this under their
responsibilities for supervision and along with the site manager will
issue instructions if all is not well.

7.3 Supervision



7.3.2 INSTRUCTIONS, THE CLIENT AND DESIGN TEAM
INSTRUMENTS OF SUPERVISION

We have seen how the parties involved in a project issue instructions
down the routes of communication afforded to them by their
responsibilities under terms of engagement and contracts. By far the
most common route down which instructions are issued is that from the
client and DT. Perhaps 90% or more of all instructions received by the
PC flow down this route. Starting with the order, drawings,
specification and schedules to be used in construction, and requesting
information comprising regular, incident and status reports. This route
is also the conduit for instructing variations to the contract works
requesting more or less, but always different work.

7.3.3 INSTRUCTIONS AS THE PCS INSTRUMENT OF
SUPERVISION

How the site manager processes the client/DT instructions can have a
tremendous impact on the management of a project. Too many builders’
standing instructions cover the mechanistic handling of incoming
instructions, creating more paperwork in parcelling it out to
subcontractors—almost sight unseen. These PCs having passed down an
endless stream of unstudied instructions are genuinely surprised to
receive on the rebound a flood of BS contractor’s queries, perhaps
accompanied by a slowdown in productivity as uncertainty takes hold,
e.g. in response to a variation instruction for two shopping centre units
to be made into one—‘Which of the two metered water and electricity
supplies are to be omitted?’ Maybe cellular offices are added and
queries raised regarding the flexibility of HVAC units and ‘Where do
you want the light switches?’

Audited against the company standing instructions the site manager
probably cannot be faulted for acting as a postman, but unless the SM
understands what instructions he is passing on he will start to lose
control of his project. Even if for speed he issued client/DT instructions
under cover of his own PC instruction (PCI) he should follow it up as
quickly as possible with either his own interpretation, or request an
explanation from the BS contractor—‘What does this mean?’ Yes, we
understand how busy the site manager is and that on large jobs we are
talking hundreds, if not thousands, of instructions. On those projects he
is, or should be, supported by an organization that has written project
procedures operated by people who can recognize important issues,
particularly those instructions concerned with change, and keep them
alive.
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7.3.4 INSTRUCTIONS AS THE BS CONTRACTOR’S INSTRUMENT
OF SUPERVISION

Through the BS contractor’s organization there must be mirrored
similar processes to those operated by the PC for the receipt and issue of
instructions. The BS contractor must also avoid being a ‘postman’ by
understanding or seeking explanation for the likely impact of
instructions passed on to specialists and subtraders. The PC’s site
manager could request his company or site quality manger to audit this
instruction handling aspect of the BS contractor’s QP. With open lines
and workable procedures for the receipt and implementation of
instructions maintained ‘live’ by regular verbal communication, we
should not lose sight of what is happening at the workface.

7.3.5 VARIATIONS

Touched upon briefly earlier, and to be considered again in Chapter 10,
variations are so often mismanaged that it is no wonder they are the
seed corn of conflict. One difficulty contracts have is in the ‘what if’
situation where the client DT is considering a change but wants to know
what it will cost and whether it can be carried out without extension of
time. For the site manager this is usually a no win situation. Next week
his services contractor starts the 1st fix ceiling level on the top floor
offices and the last thing the site manager wants to do is issue him with
drawings showing conversion to a management suite with higher spec
finishes including English yew panelling. However secretive and sensible
the site manager and BS contractor can be, the word will out and we
enter the classic catch 22 situation. How can the intended variation be
accurately priced and programmed, and the effect be assessed when, by
the time the decision is taken, we can only guess where we might be
with the current installation? Assessed it is, but the decision is slow in
forthcoming and more work is actually installed by the time the formal
variation instruction is received by the PC. Upon receipt of the variation
order (VO) the BS contractor advises that his price and programme no
longer hold and suggests daywork. The PC has some sympathy with his
BS contractor and reports the situation to the client/DT. Relationships
become strained, meanwhile work to the original spec and programme
continues. The client considers he is being held to ransom and abandons
the variation leaving the builder and services contractor with no means
of recovering their expenditure. Worse still they are faced with a need to
recover productivity due to the effect of rumour slowing the job down

There is no such thing as a typical variation. They are infinite in their
variety and for this reason the site manager must always consider them
seriously if the supervision of his project is not to slip away from him.



7.4.1 GENERAL

Through the process of inspection the status of work changes from
unapproved to approved. The importance of this should be burned into
the mind of the site manager, for work of any volume, increasing over
time, that has not been properly inspected is putting his project at risk.
After all, whatever responsibilities others may have, it is the PC and the
contractors with their specialists and subtraders who have undertaken
to deliver the works on time, to the tendered cost, and to the specified
requirements, aka quality.

The signposts along the way to understanding the process of inspection
cover its resourcing, choosing what to inspect, and how to measure it
through the management of defects. It is only through the acquisition of
knowledge recorded through meaningful inspections that the site manager
will obtain a true feel as to whether or not building services construction is
achieving programmed targets with work of the right quality.

7.4.2 TYPES OF INSPECTION

For construction work there are two types of inspection:
 
• progress, which measures quantity; and
• compliance, which assesses quality.
 
If progress inspections are all about ‘is it there?’ compliance is to do with
verifying that materials, commodities (plant, equipment and fittings) and
the workmanship that turns them into BS systems, meets the specified
requirements. In addition there is also a whole range of builders’
compliance inspections which the site manager and his team will devise,
sometimes with the BS contractor. These inspections will cover:
 
• builder’s work marked out/completed;
• area acceptance;
• area completion;
• void closure.
 
Progress and compliance inspection come together at hold points. These
may be specified, e.g. a water or gas main buried in the ground may not
be back filled until it has been both inspected and pressure tested. The
builder’s compliance inspections listed above are also hold points on the
progress route.

7.4.3 RESOURCING INSPECTIONS

The site manager must concern himself with the subcontractor’s
resourcing of his supervision and inspection and that provided by his

7.4 The process of
inspection
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team. The resourcing of supervision and inspection will have been
covered strategically at the pre-award meeting, under Item 3,
organization (see Table 3.2). That skeletal framework will have been
fleshed out through the provision by the BS contractor of quality, safety
and environmental plans, particularly the QPs. Good QPs should list the
verifying checklists that the BS contractor proposes to use. Now is the
time to call up those forms. Ask the BS contractor to provide a list and
samples of the forms he proposes to use to check the installation of the
work. It is best to ask for a full set of forms first and follow this by
requesting confirmation of the resources they will be using. If you ask for
the latter first you may get a thinner level of resourcing than seeking
appropriate ‘full’ inspection sheets which then have to be supported by
inspection to discharge the responsibilities they impose. Doing it this way
round is the better approach to securing competent inspection.

In a perfect world it should only be necessary for the PC to organize
confirmatory progress inspections of the BS work in relation to
preceding and following building trades, e.g. the area acceptance,
completion and void closure aspects instanced earlier. These inspections
are checks to ensure that the work in progress is being carried out to the
approved method statements, particularly with respect to safe working
practices and will form an important part of the site manager’s
activities. Increasingly the site manager will become experienced not
only in those matters but also in the compliance and progress of the
engineering work itself.

On jobs with small site teams the site manager may be sharing the
inspection load with his general foreman. On larger jobs with
commensurate bigger PC teams it is probable, and certainly
recommended, that the level of supervision and inspection to be provided
by a prospective BS contractor is checked before the order is placed. Once
again the nature of services with their multidiscipline, multi-trade and
specialist content comes into play. If at the pre-award/management
strategy meeting the BS contractor was examined on the level of
supervision to be provided, at that time his response would have been
partial. Until he has gone through the same examination of his specialists
and subtraders that he was then facing from the PC he will be unable to
make firm commitments as to what their supervision and inspection
resourcing is going to be. With those sub subcontracts as yet unlet the BS
contractor is initially only capable of giving a firm commitment with
respect to basic mechanical and electrical systems. At best the PC can
only record the BS contractor’s own view as to what level of supervision
and inspection the subtraders and specialist ought to provide, which they
will be seeking. All of this means that as and when subtraders and
specialist contracts are awarded and their plans for quality, safety and the
environment are submitted, that is the time to investigate more fully the
‘what, where, when and by whom’ of supervision and inspection.



7.4.4 DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR INSPECTION

This is not a repeat of 7.2 with its almost identical title. In that clause we
looked primarily at supervision as the hierarchical conduit for the flow of
instructions, some of which found their origins in inspection. There is a
certainty that the client and DT representatives will be issuing
instructions under a contract. There is less certainty about their roles in
inspecting the works, and it is this that is given further examination.

A quick skip through the different terms of engagement for BS
designers used in the industry gives rise to an ‘optional service’ feel
about inspection. It is unwise for the site manager to make assumptions
as to what level of inspection to expect from the client/DT. At the same
time as he explores the division of responsibility for supervision (see
section 7.2.1) he should find out what inspections the client/DT
representatives will be making. There should be no surprise if upon
raising questions it is found that greater clarity attends the right to issue
instructions, but exposes some vagueness around planned inspections.
Some of that vagueness will be removed if clerks-of-works are
appointed. Their inspection lists carry with them the implied instruction
for corrective action.

The site manager may find it helpful to create a matrix of
responsibilities for supervision and inspection similar to the example in
Table 7.1, which ties in three levels of control for QA, management, and
supervision and inspection on a management contract. Under the terms
of the contract and in the preliminaries and preambles of bills and
specifications client/DT representatives will have set out some of their
assigned duties for inspection of information delivered by the BS
contractor, e.g. in relation to working drawings, QPs, safety and
environmental plans, etc. These will receive comment, if not outright
approval. The inspection of samples and mock ups submitted or
constructed before the ‘in place’ construction occurs are usually clearly
defined hold points for Client/DT approval. This applies also to offsite
manufacture and testing.

The BS designer’s responsibilities for inspection on site could be as
Clause 2.8(f) in Appendix 1 of the ACE Conditions of Engagement, 1995,
Agreement B(2):
 

Attend relevant Site Meetings and make other periodic visits to the
Site as appropriate to the stage of construction or as otherwise
agreed to assist the Lead Consultant to monitor that the works are
being executed generally in accordance with the contract documents
and with good engineering practice and advise the Lead Consultant
on the need for instructions to Contractors. The frequency of Site
Meetings and periodic visits by the Consulting Engineer shall be as
specified in The Memorandum of Agreement or as otherwise agreed
between the Client and the Consulting Engineer.
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What you get with that is ‘a look’ by the designer when he is on site.
The ‘look’ will be sharper if it has been focused by the designer’s site
staff who may be a BS clerk-of-works. The value of these ‘looks’ by
visiting designers can be variable and questionable in their contribution
to the management of the project. For the small BS job, say up to £0.25
million located no more than one hour’s travel from the representative
designer’s office or home, and with Site Meetings starting mid-morning,
the designer, limited by appointment to a monitoring role, might just
make a useful contribution through the observations made on a walk
round the job prior to the site meeting commencing. Appointed with the
same monitoring role to a larger job or even the small job which is
located so far away from office or home base the designer’s
contribution may be of negative value:
 
1. Unable to take a pre-meeting ‘look’ the designer may feel he has got

to say something and raises matters that he thinks are relevant, but
because he is out of touch do nothing but waste time.

2. The designer may be inadequately represented. The fee bidding by
multi-service designers precluding the attendance at site meetings of
adequate representation for all BS disciplines. The attending
representative is asked questions which are answered inappropriately,
inaccurately, or time is lost in their referral ‘to the office’.

3. After the site meeting the DT representative takes a look at the job
and tries to raise matters of concern with anyone who will speak to
him, not always observing the contractual routes, before making
tracks for home. The difficulty the DT representative faces in trying
to get to see the architect or site manager is that they are tied up in
the usual structured sub-meetings and inspections that have arisen
out of the site meeting held earlier in the day. The services designer
returns to the office and possibly up to the time of the next site
meeting creates a misconceived air of efficiency by telephone, fax
and letter as the issues of the site meeting and ‘look around’ are
addressed.

 
The above criticism of the design engineer should not be directed at
them but those clients, cost consultants and PMs whose concern is
lowest cost rather than the value they may get from money spent on
purchasing meaningful inspections. Years ago when buildings and
services technology were simpler, the ‘look around’ visit by an
experienced multi-service engineer was of value. The advances of
technology embodied in widening ranges of systems, many
microprocessor controlled, more closely integrated with building
structure and fabric and needing to comply with care based safety and
environmental legislation, have diminished the value of the ‘look
around’. Applying their talents on a quick look around in the spotlight
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of today’s stage even the best multi-service engineer is ‘hanging by the
fingertips’. Any inspector can only take to the job that combination of
knowledge and experience of his personal track record. Some inspectors
recoil at the enormity of what is expected of them, others accept the
challenge, are of a questioning mind and can sort and concentrate on
the key issues. These comments are made as guidance for the site
manager who having discovered the assigned roles for inspection learns
to judge and trust those that bring reliable information.

7.4.5 INSPECTION SHEETS

The biggest question the site manager has to ask of the BS contractor is,
‘You are responsible for installing the Works to the specified
requirements. How are you going to verify progressively that this is
being achieved?’ When the BS contractor responds with his proposed
forms, checklists or whatever other name the inspection sheets may be
graced with, their adequacy should be checked. It is important that
inspection sheets should be appropriate so that the content of what is
checked truly contributes to the avoidance of defects. Whether it is a
design engineer’s duty or not, it is suggested that it is in the interest of
the PC and BS Contractor to reach agreement on inspection sheet
content so that ‘the job is adequately inspected and our assigned
responsibilities properly discharged.’

BS contractors have inspection sheets that range from collections to
properly organized libraries. Those branded as collections are assorted
sheets from old, recent and perhaps current projects. Where they form
part of, or support, a QMS system these collections are becoming better
organized. Often they are a hotchpotch of ill considered content with
little standardization about them. Other firms have better libraries with
standard inspection forms for a range of plant, equipment and
distribution systems. These firms may also have standard sheets that
they expect their subtraders and specialists to use.

The content of what should be inspected needs to be appropriate and
to consider the function of the building, spaces being served and
whether or not the BS are exposed or enclosed. Wherever services
remain exposed and are reasonably accessible for maintenance and
repair, the detail of the inspection sheet may be less onerous than if those
services were enclosed and work on them later would be disruptive. Of
course, there are exceptions to the rules, for example where reliability is
paramount as in a continuous process factory or laboratory experiment,
or where the repair of services within a prison building attracts
consequential costs for access and attendance upon the repairer.
Wherever building services are installed in health care installations
above local GP surgery level, or their failure brings immediate threat to



life such as the release of pyrofluoric chemicals in wafer fabrication
plants, then the most stringent inspections (and associated tests) are
warranted. These definitions bring within their orbit domestic
installations such as electrical and gas services. There is, in fact, very
little that falls outside the need for meaningful inspection.

Some examples of inspection sheets associated with the general
distribution of building services and lifts are included for guidance in
Appendix J. The piping, ducting and insulation sheets are reproduced
with the kind permission of Haden Young Ltd. The reader is also
directed to the inspection sheets contained in the NALM quality plan of
their publication Principles of Planning and Programming a Lift
Installation [3]. For a job specific example refer to Fig. 5.6(a) and (b)
where N.G.Bailey related their inspections to the content of 1st, 2nd
and 3rd fix activities. Electrical installations must be inspected to verify
compliance with BS7671, 1992. Requirements for electrical
installations, formerly these requirements were embodied in the IEE
Regulations. There exists a comprehensive body of published work
available in the form of guides from the IEE, the Association of
Supervisors and Executive Engineers and others, containing
recommendations on inspection, much of which goes hand in hand with
testing.

There will be occasions where the BS contractor proposes the use of
inspection sheets of inadequate content, nullifying their usefulness. The
judgement on their adequacy may come from the DT or the PC. On these
occasions the DT/PC may be able to offer suitable sheets for adoption by
the BS contractor. In these instances the PC should insist that the BS
contractor adopt the inspection sheets as his own. Ownership is
important. The BS contractor must not be relieved of his responsibility
for providing work that is compliant with the specified requirements
when measured against an inspection sheet provided by others.

The BS industry is in continual change, for example in the application
of tungsten inert gas welding of pipework, the on-site assembly of sheet
metal ducting, and in the finishing of insulation. All of these bring
improvements in productivity enabling the work to be done right first
time, quickly. This rate of progress can quickly date inspection sheets and
serves to emphasize that what to inspect requires careful job specific
assessment.

7.4.6 WHAT TO INSPECT

The site manager cannot know all that the client and DT representatives
will inspect, but he can get the BS contractor to summarize from the
specification what the client/DT have said they are going to inspect.
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What the site manager should be interested in having properly
inspected is BS work at the interface with building works. Wherever
building services attach to, pass through the structure and fabric of a
building and are fixed into or on its surfaces, they should be inspected.
It is at these interfaces that the site manager will need to have both
preceding and following building trade work inspected:
 
• Services fixed to the structure must be inspected to ensure that

structural integrity has not been degraded, e.g. removal of fire spray
on steelwork.

• Services passing through structure and building fabric boundaries of
fire compartmentation will be required to be fire stopped.

• Services passing through structure and building fabric not forming
fire compartments may nevertheless require smoke barriers and
acoustical stopping.

• Services fixed into false floor and false ceiling membranes need
checking for position, alignment, sealing and stopping.

• Services fixed on building fabric surfaces, e.g. masonry walls,
partitions and on fixed pattern surfaces such as tiling, need checking
for location, coordination and alignment.

 
The site manager, in the first instance, may be looking for all of this to
be inspected and verified by the BS inspectors. In a sequence of first,
second and final fix BS activities interlaced with building trades, it isn’t
all down to the services firm. The situation in Fig. 7.1 occurs so

Figure 7.1 Who is to blame— the bricky, the ducter, the ceiling tile erector?



frequently it must be a ‘classic’. Sheet metal duct work manufactured to
engineering tolerance off gridline dimensions leaves a spigot turned
down to serve a grille in the position dimensioned on the architect’s
reflected ceiling plan. The masonry wall built in the wrong position but
to the usual building tolerances is not discovered until after the false
ceiling grids have gone in. The ceiling firm having used initiative rather
than querying the difference between the drawing and what exists on
site. Now we are at the point of discovery and it is cheaper for the
ducting firm to get out the tin snips and alter the sheet metal than it is
for the defaulting companies to correct their work. Summarizing the
situation, the services installer should inspect all of his works and where
they interface with other trades. For the builder inspections must be
concentrated on the interfaces.

7.4.7 WHEN TO INSPECT

Work should be inspected, before, during and after the activity. At the
interface of building and services work this means:
 
• confirming a work area is suitable for BS to commence;
• the BS contractor inspecting the work during the activity and
• confirming to the builder that the work is complete and
• commencing another defined activity in the same area or
• releasing the area back to the builder for following trades;
• the work of trades as they follow that left by the BS contractor

should be inspected to confirm the achievement of the interface,
without damage.

 
The site manager should arrange spot check inspections of the first piece
of work that is carried out by each new BS trade that is commenced on
site. This has a twofold benefit; it notifies the BS contractor that you are
serious about inspections and should ensure the achievement of
specified standards from the beginning. We all know how much easier it
is to lower a high standard than it is to raise a standard that is
unacceptably low.

The initial spot check should start as the material arrives on site:
 
• Is the drainage material as spec?
• Is the sheet metal ducting of the right gauge?
• Is the steel piping the correct weight (medium or heavy), mild steel

or galvanized?
• Is the cable on the drum the same as the drum markings?
 
That’s got the general M & E underway but it is just as important when
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the new specialists and subtraders arrive later in the job, to carry out
the same check on the first activities of their work.

The site manager should arrange inspection for the access routes to
be clear for the delivery of plant and equipment into the building. It is
not uncommon for plant to arrive and find that access which was clear
24 hours earlier is now blocked by sand, ballast, a water barrel and
concrete mixer. Do not release an area then through the activity of
building work render the space unusable. Having reached agreement
with the BS contractor that riser shafts are available for the installation
of distribution systems you will hear soon enough if the temporary brick
edgings at upper level have been removed and the shafts are being used
as refuse shutes. It is your project and you, the site manager, should be
inspecting that the BS contractor is working to his method statements’
safe working arrangements and not being put at risk by the unsafe
practices of others.

Returning to the subject of interface inspections and in order to avoid
conflict, arrange for inspections to take place as one contractor vacates
a work area and is followed in by another. Certainly BS contractors
have damaged the work of others; but in return they have suffered
greatly. Under many subcontracts they are responsible for the
protection of their works in areas that they are not working in, and the
nature of their work makes it unprotectable, e.g. all the services above
the false ceiling in an air conditioned, sprinkler protected office building
are at risk as ceiling contractors fix primary and secondary grids. In
turn, the ceiling contractor’s work becomes at risk as wiring is pulled
through and final connections made from AC terminals to grilles and
pre-wired light fittings plugged in. By making worthwhile inspections at
these interfaces the site manager can aid the development of a ‘caring
site’ culture.

7.4.8 DEFECTS

In an imperfect world defects will arise from a lack of understanding of
what is required and a shortfall in inspection by the person doing the
work. As that person moves along on the same piece of work or
commences a new activity believing it to be compliant with
requirements, he enters the domain of the inspector. But didn’t we
define inspection as an examination that could also take place during an
activity? We did, but during an activity the supervisor may issue a
verbal instruction instigating immediate corrective action in order to
avoid a recordable defect being noticed by others. This is a not
uncommon cycle of combined supervision and inspection at the
workface by the workforce’s management. It results in unrecorded
rework by the BS contractor which the PC has difficulty in spotting



unless it is obvious, e.g. prefabricated boiler header pipework being
observed in position one day and a few days later being ‘nowhere on
site’, having being returned to the prefab shop. Observations of current
incorrect construction may be recorded by the DT clerk-of-works and
notified to the site manager. From this example we can see the
importance of the site manager agreeing with the BS contractor that all
defects are to be recorded whether they arise from inspections during or
after completion of activities. Both parties must come to an agreement
as to how work is to be inspected, defects recorded and cleared.

The site manager should ask for copies of all the BS contractor’s own
recorded defects and reinspection or ‘defect cleared’ sheets and logs.
This information will repay valuable study from which the site manager
must judge:
 
• Are the defects considered to be excessive?
• How long after the raising of a defect does it take for the clearance

sheet to come through?
• Despite the defects and rework is the BS contractor still on

programme?
 
If the answer to the last question is no, it raises questions about the
impact on the following trades and risk of damage attendant upon the
BS rework. Answers to these questions and his own views repay study
time put in by the site manager and empower him to act. All of this
valuable knowledge has come about by the site manager making sure he
armed himself with the results of the BS contractor’s own inspections. It
is those inspections that should be the most expert and regular. Possibly,
and some may say not unreasonably, the BS contractor may be reluctant
to provide details of his inspections because he has not carried out
enough and/or the general level of workmanship is not up to standard.
In these situations the site manager becomes involved in an extractive
process that is nevertheless worth pursuing. Now is the time for the site
manager to look for leverage within the BS contractor’s QP and any
agreements made with him for his QMS to be audited by the PC. The
route to information on a reluctant BS contractor’s defect management
status is through a reminder of the promises made through his QP,
approved method statement and any right established by the PC to audit
them. BS contractors may have ulterior motives and cut back on
inspection hoping that others will tell them if their installation work is
not up to standard. Although the PC may only be left with the DT/clerk-
of-works and his own inspections of the BS contractor’s first work on
site and at the interfaces with other trades mentioned earlier, he should
avoid increasing his level of inspections. As a last resort where a BS
contractor defaults on verifying compliant work in voids, then the PC
may wish to notify the contractor that ‘arrangements will be made to
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have the work in voids verified before closure, the costs of which will be
to BS contractor’s account’. Regrettably, we are deep into conflict of
which difficulty over establishing compliant work may be but another
manifestation of a poorly performing contractor. Every PC with a QMS
will have a standard sheet for advising of a non-conformance. This
sheet may be used for other purposes. Intended primarily for use in
notifying work not complying with specified requirements it can also be
used in association with BWIC and temporary works, e.g. electrics etc.
To maintain the benefits of a recognizable format the non-
comformancies identified by the DT/clerk-of-works or any of the
external inspectorate parties could be attached to this sheet.

The great emphasis of this section on inspection has been on
compliance with specified requirements; but what about progress to
time?
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Assessing construction progress
 

All site managers should feel comfortable with the best practices for
controlling work. They were succinctly set out by G.J.Pinder in the
passage ‘Subcontracted Specialists, Construction Management in
Principle and Practice’ [1]:
 

The basis of any form of control is a realistic target and performance
measured against that target, enabling any deviation in performance
to be scrutinised and corrective action taken, where necessary.
Planning procedures are the normal means by which targets are set,
and regular progressing enables deviation from the programme to be
examined. If the specialists concerned have been a party to preparing
the targets and supplying supporting data in respect of the progress
made, then they are obligated to contributing towards any necessary
solutions which are required to bring a project back on to
programme. This form of control tends to be automatic and more
acceptable, and leads to more cooperation. Trying to exercise control
without the means of targets is fruitless.

 
Planning and programming are the most important of all management
functions. Projects whose construction programmes depict all the services
activities in three or four bar chart lines are certain losers as their
simplistic approach provides no basis against which progress can be
measured. Projects where programming has been given its rightful place
as the key management function should have a foundation for proper
progress measurement. Unfortunately, the shortfall in programming may
only be discovered by a site manager in seeking confirmation of his fear
that the BS contractor is slipping. Some site managers ‘freeze’ and do
nothing, or accept the BS contractor’s ‘stories’ that they are ‘on
programme’; ‘These activities are always a bit slow, but we’ll catch up
later’, ‘I’ll put another pair on next week.’ Other site managers may
sensibly seek support from higher up the BS contractor’s line
management, or their own, but lose time hesitating in making the case for
a planning resource that has not been costed. If they get the resource,
which in the circumstances needs to be the best, they may have to make
do with what is available. Meanwhile the project spirals downwards.

The better planned projects with their hierarchy of targeting tools—

8

8.1 General
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• design programmes
• BS contractor award schedules
• master programme
• managing programme
• sectional programmes
• short-term and/or stage programmes
• weekly programmes
• commissioning programme
 
provide a firm foundation for progress assessment.

It is only on a properly planned project that the site manager will be able
to use knowledge of the BS contractor’s activity content, method,
supervision and inspection in the measurement of progress. That
knowledge, coupled with good programming enables the SM to run regular
progress meetings with the BS contractor, acquire and evaluate the records
of production output and take effective action to keep on target.

Where even the best managed PCs get into difficulties is in the number of
BS contractors and specialists that are involved. The more BS contractors
and specialists directly employed by the PC, the greater the managerial
workload in controlling their works. The great advantage here is the direct
control this affords the PC, especially in programming. The PC is fortunate
if the contract allows him to package the BS works to his and the project’s
advantage. The client/DT, recognizing that PCs are not always capable of
doing this, often dictate the way in which services are packaged. So, we
may have a multi-service ME & P package which includes a number of
specialist subtraders, say BMS, security and fire detection and prevention
(see Tables 4.1 and 4.2). Alternatively each of these may be separate BS
contractors. If the PC is responsible for the way in which the BS works are
packaged and he chooses the multi-service route then he assigns the
detailed responsibility for the control of the works to that contractor, while
retaining overall responsibility for managing their integration with the
building works. If, to avoid profit upon profit attendant upon sublet works
he decides to opt for a greater number of single BS work packages, then the
PC retains a higher level of responsibility for overall and detailed control of
those works. In this instance the PC must recognize that any saving he
makes on the capital cost to him is eroded by the increase in managerial
resource that is required to control more contractors. The process of
control and assessment of progress that follows is one that must be
replicated either by the PC or the BS contractor for each services contractor
or specialist employed.

8.2.1 AGENDAS IN GENERAL

For the site manager, a simple objective of any meeting held on his site,
for whatever purpose, must be to aid and record the path of progress.

8.2 The site progress
meeting
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We will consider here the site progress meeting agenda for a BS
contractor who may be of single discipline, e.g. public health, multi-
service or specialist such as a catering equipment supplier and installer,
all in the direct employ of the PC. For all of these there is a core to the
agenda. This must address the key issues of:
 
• safety
• quality control
• environment
• drawing approvals
• information and/or decisions required or outstanding
• progress of offsite production
• progress on site
• variations.
 
This core shortlist will vary according to the geography of the job and
the scope of work of the BS contractor, be he general or specialist. So far
nothing in these general terms differentiates the BS agenda from any
other element of work. By now the site manager is acclimatized to the
difference in BS work and will not be surprised to find that the Agenda
needs to be ‘topped and tailed’ to make it appropriate to the start up of
a BS contract with its delivery of information programming—see
section 5.2—or to the change in emphasis for commissioning and
handover, to be dealt with in Chapters 9 and 11. The next sections
create two sample agendas. The first, for the front end of a BS contract,
covers the situation up until construction is in full flow, and the second
takes us down through commissioning and handover. It would be too
daunting to have an agenda which covered building services from the
beginning to the end, although from Chapters 9 and 11 the site manager
will perceive the need to keep commissioning and handover in his mind
at all stages. For it is the site manager, in the absence of a lead from the
BS contractor, who must decide the change in emphasis from the first
agenda to the second.

8.2.2 AGENDA FROM START ON SITE TO MID-CONSTRUCTION

Integrating the core agenda into one that will take us from start on site to
mid-construction we arrive at Table 8.1. The differences between building
and services elements begin to show and will become even more
prominent as the agenda is customized to take account of site geography
and services features. Having recommended the site manager to hold an
information production planning meeting he is now advised to use that
agenda, Table 5.1, again as items 1.1 to 1.7 in the site progress meeting.
By doing this the site manager is retaining a continuous firm managerial
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hold on his project. Too many site managers go adrift between award and
start on site. Not until three or four progress meetings have passed does it
start to dawn on them that the information by which the services should
be installed is not flowing through as it should. Without stamping his
authority on these issues with the use of a good agenda the site manager
will find himself talking to the BS contractor in terms of recovery
programmes for the delivery of information. Shortly, the same exercise
will need to be carried out on the real work.

There are no clear boundaries to define what scope should be covered
under any one meeting item. Under information and/or decisions required
from the DT it may be found that some matters have already been
brought up under item 1, e.g. the approval of drawings and samples
taking the DT longer to grant than under the agreed project procedure. It
is under item 2 that requests for information (RFI) and technical query
sheets (TQS) are reviewed. No one wishes to see meetings drag on
unnecessarily and these reviews of information often need to be no more
than the numerical status of the mailing system, everyone appearing
pleased when able to record that there are few outstanding matters. It is
worth the site manager throwing in a question or two to see how
important the RFIs/TQSs really are. Why not ask ‘Do any of the RFI/TQS
sheets answered since our last meeting affect progress of information
production or work on/off site?’ Beware the BS contractor who seems to
be raising a lot of unnecessary TQSs; they have been known to be a
smoke screen for not producing drawings, as the contractor strings out
the drafting process.

Gradually, after the last BS contractor or specialist has started on
site, the volume of information to be delivered, and its status to be
reviewed at site meetings, will diminish. With it production should rise
to a plateau.

Table 8.1 Agenda for site progress meeting from start on
site to mid-construction
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Item 3, the progress of offsite production, may also have been
covered earlier as a sub item of 1, sample approvals, or again in test and
inspection plan review. Unless a visit to the manufacturer has occurred
recently or is about to take place then information concerning status
may be vague. Without feedback from a recent visit and the next one
being some way off the site manager may request the BS contractor to
ring the manufacturer for a verbal update to be included as a post-
meeting note. At item 4, progress on site, we have reached the point that
most site managers consider to be the sole purpose of the site meeting.
Discussions about progress at the workface can quickly degrade into
differences of opinion about what has been done and what needs to be
done, with little or no evidence being produced by either side. Section
8.3, reporting methods, offers guidance.

If item 4 has measured the quantification of progress then item 5
looks at quality under inspection and defect clearance. Despite being
inseparable in theory, they can be looked at differently in practice.
Drawings marked up to show lots of installed pipework, ducting and
conduit are heartening and can be financially beneficial to the PC and
BS contractor when included in the monthly valuations. When welds
subsequently fail specified tests, air ducts leak at an unacceptable rate
and conduits have no draw wires or have been cast in the wrong
position, the job is in trouble; the necessary rework does nothing for
progress along marked up bar charts or coloured services plans. No new
work takes place as resources drop back on remedials. If inspection and
defect clearance closely shadow the installation work, recorded progress
is meaningful and work has not been ‘overbilled’.

There is a tendency to look only at recent variations (item 6 of the
agenda), and not the whole picture. Now and then it is worth taking a
broader view to consider the rate and value of work accruing from
variations. The hard times of the 1990s made PCs and BS contractors
more commercially astute in managing variations; unfortunately this is
not matched by control of their impact at the workface. So the site
manager should keep them under review, for many small changes can
attract drafting and office engineering costs in a way that far outweighs
the work content, causing drawings to go round another approval cycle
and end up with work at tender estimate rates being subeconomic.
Perhaps it is because the very word ‘variation’ is an emotive one in
construction that the impact upon programmed work is not properly
evaluated. When you say you want to ‘review the variations’ the BS
contractor comes to a meeting with his commercial team. He is
disappointed you aren’t talking money. You’re disappointed he’s not
talking progress. The site manager must set out the ground rules. There
is usually a contractual right for instructions to be issued which vary the
work. The same contractual obligation extends in most cases to the
recipient having to accept such instruction. Therefore the work that was
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originally contracted for now has to be built with the variation content
in it. It is that revised content which must be reviewed to ensure that the
resources of plant, equipment, material and labour are provided to meet
contractual handover.

8.2.3 AGENDA FROM MID-CONSTRUCTION TO HANDOVER

Unlike football, construction is not a game of two equal halves and the
exact point at which the site manager changes the agenda for his BS site
progress meeting needs to be chosen carefully. As the need for the
delivery of information fades away after the appointment of the last BS
contractor or specialist and those appointed nearer the beginning of the
project approach the mid-point of their construction, this could be the
point to change the emphasis to ‘handover’.

In the agenda of core issues, safety appeared at the top and it will not
have gone unnoticed that it does not appear as a main item on the
agenda of Table 8.1. It should, however, have featured prominently in
the subitems of 1.1, quality, safety and environmental plans and again
under 1.4, method statements. Here in the agenda of Table 8.2 it is also
covered in two areas. As the first item on the agenda to remind the BS
contractor of site wide safety arrangement meetings and special
training, etc. Safety will also be featured in item 4, production progress,
which must be to safe working methods. The comments for items 2–6
are as for the same numbered clauses in Table 8.1.

Remember that these are your meetings; you call the shots, you set
the agenda and because of this the BS contractor will rarely request to
talk about commissioning until it is too late for both of you. As the site
manager you must be proactive and raise the subject first. You can

Table 8.2  Agenda for site progress meeting from
midconstruction to handover
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always ‘try it on’: ‘Do you think at the next meeting we should put
commissioning on the agenda and talk about the preparation of your
method statements for system flushing and cleaning, pre-
commissioning, balancing, etc., etc?’. On a large project the designer
may have specified in the preliminaries the requirements for managing
commissioning through a separate series of meetings. If not, in response
to your question the BS contractor may suggest the separate approach.
For the smaller project for say heating and ventilation, low voltage
power and lighting, simple security, fire detection and protection, usual
public health, i.e. a simple job with no process services, then
commissioning may be dealt with at the general progress meeting. Even
though it is simple the job will go through the same process as covered
in Chapter 9. Judging the point at which to change the emphasis from
construction to commissioning is not easy, but it is better to start early
than late. For guidance the author suggests that on contracts of overall
duration of nine months commissioning should be put on the agenda
halfway through that main contract period. For jobs between 9 and 15
months’ duration change the agenda eight weeks before commissioning
is due to start. Getting to the bigger league, 18 months to two years and
beyond, the consideration of commissioning on your progress meeting
agenda should be four to six months before any related activity is due to
start on site. Jobs over nine months to a year in duration will almost
certainly benefit from separate commissioning meetings held just before
the general site progress meetings, which then need only summarize the
progress of commissioning. The advice on timing the introduction of the
subject of documentation for BS in the form of manuals and record
drawings follows the recommendations above for commissioning (see
also Chapter 11).

Item 9, training and instruction programme, must also be considered
along the same timescale as the commissioning and documentation. The
key consideration here is that the end user has competent staff available
who can be given specified training and instruction. What you don’t
want is a DT on the instruction of the client, or the client, trawling your
job looking for excuses for not taking it over because they have not
appointed anyone to run it. The subject of training and instruction is
covered in Chapter 11.

The active site manager will have thought ahead and considered the
preparation of his project for the final inspection and clearance of
defects process. The inactive site manager will stroll into a minefield.
The message is to set your stall out and get your BS contractor thinking
ahead with you to resource inspections and clearance of defects well
ahead. You will get a more comfortable ride from the client/ DT who
find their workloads reduced through your preparation. Guiding detail
on this is provided in Chapter 10.

The agendas in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 provide a framework that must be
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covered. Inform the BS contractor at the beginning of the job that these
will be your agendas, reserving the right to change them as necessary.
They should not be rigid or preclude the setting up of special site
meetings, or devoting a particular site meeting to a knotty construction
problem. Listen to the BS contractor and make your own judgement as
to the merit of their suggestions, always being wary of motives he may
have for diverting the way in which you are directing progress.

8.3.1 GENERAL

To accurately fix the position of BS progress at a moment in project time
is difficult. Precise assessment is costly for providers. By comparison, the
superficial and volumetric measurement of most building work elements
makes assessing their progress much easier. Preliminaries clauses of BS
specification and some PC’s own requirements for BS contractors issued
at tender stage make attempts to define what must be provided for the
assessment of progress. More usually this is left to be sorted out at site
level between the PC and BS contractor.

Once again it is down to the site manager, perhaps aided by his
visiting QS if it is a small job, or supported by a site QS and planning
resource on larger projects. The PC and BS contractor will come to an
agreement on the format and detail with which the latter presents their
progress report. The degree of confidence the site manager will have in
that report depends on the depth of meaningful detail he has been able
to get the BS contractor to provide. Bear in mind that in the negotiation
the BS contractor will have started with the attitude of providing as
little as possible, as the provision of information costs money, and the
site manager will be looking for the greatest amount of reassuring
documentation he can get. What is provided is a compromise and this is
why it is important for the site manager not to take the services progress
information at face value, passing it for valuation and writing it up in
the monthly report for the Client/DT. The PC, particularly the site
manager should form their own opinions of the BS contractor’s
progress. In doing this the site manager, and his team if it is a larger
project, will bring to bear their knowledge of:
 
• method of construction
• range of activities
• content of activities: first, second and final fix
• duration of activities
• status of construction testing.
 
Remember that by now on a well managed project the ‘aids to assessing
progress’ exist in the project files in the form of:

8.3 Reporting methods



• quality, safety and environmental plans
• programmes
• inspection and defect records
• status of witnessing.
 
Using these aids firm up your own views, which in the end become
subjective even when based on hard evidence. It is worth considering
what other information is available in the form of reports, comments, and
notifications that have been received from the client/DT, the external
inspectorate of regional utility companies and local authority inspectors,
between the last progress review and the one now under consideration.

The most valuable discussions on site progress are those where the
information on progress is provided prior to the meeting. This allows
time for the recommended research on its validity to be undertaken. It is
recognized that if meetings are held at weekly intervals the pre-supply of
information may be impossible but at fortnightly periods it should be
achievable. Certainly for the monthly valuation, the basis for information
provided by the BS contractor in terms of progress, for which he is
claiming payment, should be discussed at the preceding site progress
meeting. It is amazing how much overbilling occurs that the site manager
becomes aware of too late. The benefits of enhanced cash flow viewed
encouragingly at head office drain the site manager’s cost leverage at the
back of the job when there is much performance to be extracted from the
BS contractor. Commissioning and preparation of documentation can
easily cost 3–4% of the services job value for which the services firm finds
it has spent those funds on installing the work. The fools’ paradise
created by overbilling is a land not only inhabited by the constructors,
but one also visited by the design team where their fees are related to the
valuation of progress.

Two suggested BS contractors’ reports to be submitted to the PC prior
to a site progress meeting are included in Appendix K. The first report in
Appendix K is for use at the front ‘half’ of the job and is compatible with
the agenda in Table 8.1. The second report in Appendix K is suitable for
the second ‘half’ and relates to the agenda of Table 8.2. Referred to here
for completeness relative to reporting methods, it covers much that will
be more comprehensible after reading Chapters 9, 10 and 11.

8.3.2 THE DETAIL OF REPORTING METHODS

In support of their subcontract report BS contractors should provide
information on progress:
 
• marked up programmes and/or
• progress status sheets.
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To keep the information in digestible form the best method is considered
to be percentage completion of an agreed list of activities related to the
programme. Unless the activities correlate to the programmes,
evaluation of the percentages becomes difficult. The BS contractor who
earlier provided a paucity of programming information but who now
suddenly provides copious lists of activities with percentages against
them which cannot be quantified is probably heading down the route to
overbilling. In construction progress reporting the use of status sheets
can be most helpful on jobs with small repeated spaces such as hotels,
prisons, hospitals, apartments and office units. An example of a M & E
suite installation status sheet used on a multi-storey development is
shown in Table 8.3. Each of the 250 suites comprised an office of
approximately 100m2, self-contained with toilets and kitchenette. The
‘suite’ layout showing the four-pipe fan coil HVAC system is on Fig. 8.1
to be read in conjunction with the status schedule. It is only by
summating the individual status reports on such cellular projects that
overall predictions of percentage completion have any meaning.
Ferreting around in rabbit warrens will only give rise to empty ‘gut’
feelings that are a waste of energy.

8.3.3 MONITORING PROGRESS AND EVALUATING REPORTS

Monitoring progress commenced in Chapter 7; the recorded output can
now be used to evaluate the progress reports. By using information in
his possession—
 
• defect clearance sheets from the same source, together with
• signed, witnessed construction testing sheets and
• area release and void closure sheets.
 
the site manager can spot check to ensure that the claimed progress is to
standard. If it is not then the evaluation and progress records should be
written down and the BS contractor called upon to improve on what
should be a rolling programme of inspection and defect clearance.

What do you do if it goes wrong? Regrettably it will, for every
construction project is a prototype. In this prototyping situation the
theories of design solutions and the advances of technology are called
upon to be proven. We are back to the importance of assessing risks to
the construction of the project from the technology it involves. Even
with the best appraisal and management to mitigate risk we will face
the unknown. Being unknown it will be unexpected when problems

8.4 If it goes wrong
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occur. That puts framing thoughts to the risks of engineering
technology. But even the best-managed jobs may quickly run off course
for other reasons. Perhaps it would have been better to have entitled
this section ‘when it goes wrong’; but we’ll stick with the more
optimistic ‘if it goes wrong’, and plan our action to establish:
 
• effect
• cause
• how it is to be remedied.

8.4.1 INSTALLER

Sticking to the subject of construction progress or lack of it, as the
problem, it might be best to first establish the cause. No doubt the first

Figure 8.1 Office suite layout showing four-pipe fan coil HVAC system.



discussions will take place during a site progress meeting in which the
installer is examined to check: that his work is commencing on time and
in the right location;
 
• if labour resources are adequate;
• if material stores are adequate;
• if plant and equipment has been delivered;
• that construction plant and tools are adequate;
• that timekeeping is satisfactory;
• that supervision and inspection levels are appropriate.
 
The discussions of the meeting should be verified by a walk round the
site. The subjects of the above list are resolvable, but until the situation
is recovered the site manager should establish the effect of performance
shortfall with respect to:
 
• quality
• quantity
• other trades.
 
Cause and effect now having been established the PC and BS contractor
can sit down and agree proposals for recovery which may include:
 
• changing the labour;
• increasing the resources of material, labour, construction plant and

tools;
• increasing and/or improving the level of supervision, inspection and

defects clearance.
 
Pouring additional resources into the job may not be an efficient way to
correct defaulting progress. Recovery must be planned and monitored
against the use of short-term programmes. The BS contractor should be
advised of the knock on effect and consequential costs that will be
directed to his account by the PC when received from following trades
who have become delayed. Naturally, the situation is reversed when
building trades cause delay to the BS contractor through failure to
complete their works on time.

8.4.2 DESIGN

Where design is the cause of delay to the BS installer it may be for two
reasons: fit and performance. Both are areas of risk which may have
eluded the PC’s appraisal of the building services. The first of these, fit,
will be dealt with here, leaving the failure of system performance to be
discovered later, in the commissioning process.

By far the largest amount of BS design work is done on the basis of a
specification and drawings. It is the design drawings that are the source
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of the problem. When a designer says he is providing a fully designed job
there is plenty of scope for misunderstanding. This problem and the
proposed solution for the industry is well defined in BSRIA’s Technical
Note TN8/94 The Allocation of Design Responsibilities for Building
Engineering Services—a code of conduct to avoid conflict  [2], to which
the author contributed. Unless the designer has embraced the
recommendations of that document it is most likely that in saying he has
produced a detailed design, to which no further description is added, the
PC and BS contractor are led to believe that they are getting a higher level
of detail than that actually provided. In these situations the designer
produces drawn information along the following lines:
 
• a set of general arrangement drawings, say 1:100 scale;
• a set of schematics (this is a bonus);
• single line plant room layouts (possibly 1:50 scale);
• a few coordination details of obvious ‘pinch’ points where services

leave plant rooms (at their largest size); difficult crossovers; typical
services risers including toilet services duct;

• plant and equipment schedules (these may be included in the
specification or on the drawings).

 
All services design is a numerical solution the fit of which has to be
proven through the working drawings and installation. Herein lies the
difficulty. Take a simple case of radiators below windows, running
between columns that protrude into the occupied space. The designer,
who has after all declared that he has prepared a full design, may reach
agreement that the general arrangement drawings can be used, at the
installer’s risk, as the working drawings. On site the radiators are found
not to fit. The designer walks away from the problem, the PC resche-
dules the work and the claim starts to be built up against the BS
contractor. The BS contractor obtains shorter, higher, fatter radiators. At
the end of the job to the dismay of the client, an incoming tenant tries to
negotiate a reduction in rent due to the effective ‘net lettable area’ not
being provided by the protrusion of the fatter radiators into the space.
Who was at fault? The BS installer attempted to meet specified
requirements by putting scheduled radiators in the space shown on the
drawings. Surely he was right. The designer’s case is that if the BS
contractor had produced working drawings, as specified, this problem
would have been discovered and resolved. He thinks he is right. We will
leave this problem of ‘fit’ to be resolved by sensible compromise rather
than the court, and deal with the subject of ‘system performance’ in the
next chapter.

It is usual for PCs to have standing instructions covering the receipt and
logging of variations. Sometimes variations have to be raised by the PC

8.5 The effect of
variations



and BS contractor, as they are discovered ‘buried’ in all the general
information (drawings, schedules, answers to RFIs and TQSs, etc.)
emanating from the DT, and issued under an architect’s instruction (AI).
This system puts the onus on the PC and his contractor to study the
information issued by the DT for differences from that tendered upon.
The first instance of this is the receipt of the DT’s contract issue
drawings. The differences spotted are summarized and a request for a
variation instruction made out. The PC must also find out the power of
the clerk-of-works to issue instructions. For these and any verbal
instructions the PC will have procedures and forms for acknowledge-
ment of site instruction and confirmation of verbal instruction. The PC’s
site instruction procedures generally run back to back with the BS
contractor’s. Variations therefore fall into two categories: those that are
clearly instructed and those that have to be raised by the installers as a
result of discovered differences between the theory of the tender and the
practice of construction.

8.5.1 DESIGN CHANGES TO DRAWINGS ISSUED FOR APPROVAL

Between the two clear categories of variations referred to above there can
lie a disruptive grey area that the PC will become involved in.
Regrettably, some designers do indulge themselves and make changes to
their designs through the comments they make on the installer’s working
drawings issued for approval en route to acquiring construction issue
status. The range of changes may be along the lines of:
 
• adding or omitting a fitting, e.g. sink unit;
• changing sizes on distribution system, e.g. piping, ducting cable tray, etc.;
• changing the position from which terminals are served, e.g. from one

riser to another, or from low level to served from high level below.
 
Many of these changes will be seen to be minor arising from ‘preference
engineering’—‘I like to see it run this way.’ Much that falls into this
grey area means little by way of change in the work content. It is in the
drafting, engineering, commercial and administration time that the
costs, and they are considerable, truly lie. A drawing issued for
approval can be returned with so many minor changes causing no
impact to the work content, but requiring an awful lot of drawing work
and resubmission around the approval cycle. On large projects, if this
starts to happen, the PC is recommended to get together with the BS
contractor and set their case out clearly and early for if it is allowed to
continue, delay in productivity will become alarming.

Variations on technical aspects are observed to occur on a project in
the two halves that can be associated with the agendas of Tables 8.1 and
8.2. During the preparation of the BS contractor’s working drawings and
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Table 8.4 Variation data sheet



Table 8.4 Continued
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the building of the systems TQSS will be raised, the responses to which
can give rise to a variation instruction. Over that first half the variation
orders (VOs) will be very few compared to the second half. In this period,
as the building with its services approaches its final form and it starts to
appear to the client and DT that in three dimensions it is not what was
quite envisaged on the drawing board or on the CAD screen, so the VOs
start to flow. Coupled with the built works, variations attributable to the
stages of commissioning, e.g. system preparation, pre-commissioning,
regulation, control, validation of the BMS and structured cabling, etc.,
etc. start to rise on an exponential curve. At a time when a site is working
at the fine interfaces of finishes and services terminals and everyone is
getting excited about how the project is looking, or should look, we are
treated to some very indigestible fare. Under these circumstances it is easy
to understand why the control of so many jobs is lost. It is not the content
of the variations but the sheer number that cause the problem in even the
best managed teams. While drafting in more commercial aid gets a grip
on the money angle, it isn’t so easy to achieve the essential levels of
communication, resourcing and constantly updating the programmes that
has to be done with many subcontractors. The benefit of having a multi-
service BS service contractor is apparent; but only if he too can handle the
volume of variations. There is no easy answer to this problem. If the site
manager calls for more supervision and planning help, will he be able to
recover their cost in the variations? Unlikely, and the same will apply to
the multi-service contractor who is also being overrun. What can happen
is that the site manager and his contractors muddle along until with some
clarity it is obvious that the job is going to overrun on time and cost, and
quality is beginning to suffer. The author believes it unfair to expect the
contractors to solve the problems of others in an ever-compressing
timescale with liquidated and ascertained damages hurtling towards
them, A plea is lodged for those at the front end of the project process to
discharge the responsibilities of their function and not burden the
contractors with their shortcomings.

To end on a practical note PCs may find the variation data sheet
included as Table 8.4 of value in assessing the impact of variations on
construction progress. Fine for variations arriving at a steady flow, but
daunting to complete and evaluate in a waterfall.
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9.1.1 COMMISSIONING MANAGEMENT

The management of commissioning oversees a change in emphasis from
construction to the delivery of a functioning project. It is not a road to be
travelled hopefully in the time remaining after construction, but a journey
that must be planned, organized, coordinated and controlled. It is a
journey to be completed on time and for this there needs to be a strategy.
For the PC’s site management team the strategy for arriving on time is
simple. Using the handover date they should produce a backwards-
looking commissioning programme. The strategic management
programme of construction in Fig. 3.1, expanded with commissioning
detail, becomes Fig. 9.1, our backwards-looking strategy for the
management process. As the backwards-looking commissioning
programme meets forward moving construction there will be clashes to
be overcome and a carefully studied order of priority needs to be
established.

It was stated in BSRIA’s Technical Note 17/92 Design Information
Flow [1], that
 

All services systems must be commissioned and the Designer
should have no difficulty in specifying the general technical
references, standards, codes and guides for each service. However,
the Designer will need to think each system through and be
specific in identifying technical requirements.

It is normal for the activities of commissioning to be the
contractual responsibility of the building services installer i.e. the
installer must delegate or carry out in house, such activities as
system cleaning, pre-commissioning checks, setting to work,
proportional balancing and system testing etc. The installers will
also have the responsibility for their own management of these
‘hands on’ activities. Where the services are extensive, complex and
carried out by a number of contractors and their sub-traders, the
proliferation of managerial elements concerning commissioning

9

9.1 General
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cannot be left to them. Hence the need on complex jobs for an
integrating commissioning management function.

In truth commissioning must be managed on all jobs and the site
manager must acquire an understanding not only of commissioning and
its management, but also the impact of those activities on:
 
• the required condition of building work elements
• safety
• finishing trades
 
These aspects will brought out in the following sections:
 
• the commissioning management specification;
• planning and programming;
• the process of commissioning;
• post-contract—system proving and fine tuning;
• recorded output of the process.
 
As an aid to understanding some definitions would seem appropriate

Figure 9.1 Strategic management programme with commissioning detail.
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9.1.2 DEFINITIONS

The definitions of commissioning and its management in Table 9.1 are
drawn from the BSRIA’s Application Guides published in the late
1980s. The author contributed to these definitions as a member of the
steering committee for the production of the guides. The CIBSE use
similar terminology in their Commissioning Codes.

It is important for the site manager to note that the commissioning
specialist is usually the firm carrying out the hands-on commissioning
activities. There may be a number of these on any project, for plant and
equipment such as boilers, chillers and generators, and for systems such
as HVAC. The project’s specification may call for the appointment of a
commissioning manager with overall responsibility for the planning,
organization, coordination and control of all commissioning activities.
This appointment may be a firm independent of any of the commissioning
specialists. Alternatively, particularly in the case of a multi-service BS
contract, that firm may be called upon to provide a commissioning
manager from within its own resources. On many jobs the site manager
will find that the commissioning management process is not clearly
defined. In these instances, and they may be the smaller projects, the
requirements for commissioning management will be found dispersed
within the contract conditions, preliminaries and preambles, and
specification clauses such as those listed in Table 9.2. Even where a
particular commissioning management specification does exist it is well
worth a trawl through the contract documentation to ensure that there
are no conflicting or precedential statements. It is recommended that the
site manager asks the BS contractors to collate all of the commissioning
requirements specified in their contract and provide him with a copy.

9.2.1 GENERAL

The commissioning specification sets out the duties of an independent
commissioning management firm or calls for the assignment of a
specialist manager from within the multi-service or lead BS contractor.
A good specification will also define the roles and responsibilities of the
client and DT.

9.2.2 RANGE OF DUTIES

Drawn from the author’s Design Information Flow, BSRIA TN17/92
[1], Table 9.3 lists the range of duties for commissioning management.
The duties may vary according to the timing of the appointment of a
commissioning manager. Sometimes, usually on the larger projects, the
specification may include a division of responsibilities schedule.

9.2 The commissioning
management
specification
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Table 9.1 The definitions of commissioning for HVAC, BSRIA AG 2/89.1
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9.2.3 DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITIES SCHEDULES

As a proponent of the use of responsibility schedules the author wrote,
for BSRIA, Commissioning HVAC Systems: Division of Responsibilities,
published by them as Technical Memorandum 1/88 [2]. Appendix A of
the TM contains a 24-item schedule of activities, from taking the brief to
handover and beyond, with defining responsibilities for:
 
• employer
• DT
• managing contractor
• HVAC installation package contractor
• commissioning specialist.
 
Clause 8 of that document commented:
 

Most projects would benefit from a clear understanding of the
Division of Responsibilities. Whilst the Schedule has been
specifically drawn up for Commissioning HVAC works, its
principles can be applied to all building services, including those
where commissioning is carried out by the installer.

 
The key aspects of any division of responsibilities schedule are the hold
points it defines. TM1/88 listed the provision of reports as hold points
recording the state of HVAC at:

Table 9.1 Continued
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• post installation
• systems cleanliness (after flushing)
• pre-commissioning
• commissioning (after setting to work and regulation)
• testing (of environmental conditions and capacity)
• system proving
• fine tuning.
 
As chair of the subcommittee for the steering group that guided the
production of BSRIA’s Technical Note TN8/94 The Allocation of
Design Responsibilities for Building Engineering Services—a code of
conduct to avoid conflict [3], the author led the preparation of item 4 of
Appendix B, specifying system commissioning activities—see Appendix
L. These pro formas take us from the HVAC specifics of TM 1/88 to the
general and identify 28 activities, of which 24 refer to the management
of commissioning. These general purpose schedules may be used for the
management of any individual BS or, as primarily intended, for the
integrated management of all the BS of a project. Site managers can
expect to find these forms or others of similar principle forming part of
a project’s commissioning management specification.  

Table 9.2  The dispersed requirements for commissioning
management commonly found within contract conditions,
preliminaries and preambles, and specification clauses



It is possible that even on quite large projects the requirements for
commissioning and its management are distributed throughout the
contract documentation—see Table 9.2. For these types of projects it is
recommended that the site manager asks each BS contractor or
specialist in the contract to prepare their own activity and responsibility
schedules. In the absence of an assigned commissioning manager the PC
has to integrate the management of the schedules into a complete
process through planning and programming.

9.3.1 GENERAL

The definition of commissioning as ‘the advancement of an installation
from the stage of static completion to working order to specified
requirements’ is time related and will include activities described as
system preparation and pre-commissioning at the beginning of the
programme, and system proving and fine tuning at the end. The last two
activities have advantages for all if the nature of the project allows them

9.3 Planning and
programming
commissioning

Table 9.3 The range of duties for commissioning management, BSRIA, TN 17/92
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to be specified to be carried out post contract. Views on this will be
developed a little later.

Such is the optimistic ‘can do’ psyche of the human mind that every
chiller, boiler and generator manufacturer installing his own equipment
is confident in the answers they give to the question, ‘How long will it
take you to commission it?’ Every time, the answer is given on the rarely
stated premise of ‘Given full access, and availability of gas, water and
electrical power, etc., and all other necessary dependencies to be
provided immediately.’ Even the most experienced are prone to
overopti-mism based on this ‘if everyone helps me as they should, I’ll
get it done in the time I said.’ Unfortunately ‘everyone else’ also has a
lot to do in providing utilities, completing construction, preparing
systems and pre-commissioning them. They too could commission their
systems if no one else got in the way. The purpose of a commissioning
programme is to take the individual plant, equipment and system logical
sequences and integrate them from individual programmes into one
optimum duration commissioning programme. It is not easy.

En route to producing the overall commissioning programme clashes
of priority may be discovered, service to service and service to finishing
trades. The site manager must take control to ensure that as the
backwards looking programme for commissioning meets the oncoming
construction and finishing programme any clashes of priority are
resolved. Guidance was given in section 8.2.3 on the use of the agenda
in Table 8.2 and its associated contractors’ report in Appendix K as to
when to introduce the subject of commissioning into the site progress
meetings.

9.3.2 LOGIC DIAGRAMS

Each major item of BS plant or equipment has either an unavoidable or
preferred logic for its commissioning. This also applies to the BS system
that the plant/equipment serves. It is easier for the plant and equipment
manufacturer to be accurate in stating the time required for
commissioning its product than it is for the BS contractor to be finite for
the system. The former is usually dealing with a piece of proven
equipment while the latter, although he has dealt with many similar
systems previously, is dealing with the geography of the one in question
for the first time. The degree of completeness of the system, possibly
affected by other trades, contributes to the difficulty of assessing time.
But assessments of activity durations are made and block by block for
plant and system, logic diagrams become resourced programmes.
Figures 9.2–9.5 are examples of logic networks.

Figures 9.2 to 9.4 show examples of plant, equipment and system
logic diagrams that in very complex projects become ‘blocks’, as for Fig.
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9.5. On that diagram it will be noted how a number of system groups
can be commissioned partly in parallel, and how all are so dependent on
electrical power; and finally in series go through the eye of the needle in
modal operation.

If the project documentation has assigned the appointment of a
commissioning management firm, or called upon the multi-service
contractor or a lead BS contractor to appoint a commissioning manager
with overall responsibility, the site manager is fortunate. If not, he has
either to extract that resource from the multi-service BS contractor or at
worst undertake the coordinating role in order to create an overall
commissioning programme. This can develop into an area of conflict as
each BS contractor and specialist makes the point that their tender was
based on the economics of doing the commissioning according to their
own logic diagrams and related programme. This may not be true in the
sense that in order to tender it was not necessary for that contractor to

Figure 9.3 H & V mechanical/motor control centre typical completion logic.
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go into the detail that is now necessary to carry out the work. None the
less the contractor may be unable to help. A particular logic may have
no flexibility in it, e.g. its technology does not permit doubling up the
resources to halve the activity duration.

During negotiations with the BS contractors and specialists to bring a
commissioning programme to fruition, the site manager cast in the role
of commissioning manager may find that utilities will not be available
when required. Gas, water, electricity and drainage are critical to
commissioning, with being electricity of paramount importance.
Without electrical power to serve the plant rooms and drive fans and
pumps out of the motor control centres, systems cannot be prepared for
pre-commissioning. To do so using the site electrical systems may
overload their capacity and cause interruption and failure of supply.
Gas is equally important; the flushing of heating and hot water systems
has been proven to be more effective with warm water. Drainage must
be connected to facilitate the discharge of products from flushing and

Figure 9.5 Block logic diagram for a bank computer centre.



chemical cleaning. Any PC who has arbitrarily shown those utilities on
his programmes without checking the required timing of their
availability with the BS contractors has created an unnecessary
difficulty for himself.

Providing gas, water and electricity to the site is but part of the
equation. Managing their distribution to the parts of the building
where they are needed is the other part that should have been taken
care of in construction. With row upon row of lighting fittings being
installed and livened up good progress may be apparent, but perhaps
to the detriment of running the supplies to the plant room motor
control centres (MCCs), something the site manager may only be
reminded of by the mechanical services contractor who starts to get
concerned that the electrical contractor seems to have his priorities
wrong. Space precludes the provision of examples of overall
commissioning programmes which on complex projects can run to
hundreds of activities. Most will be able to envisage their content from
Fig. 9.2–9.5. Meanwhile we will consider Fig. 9.6. It is a variable air
volume job of some size showing approximately the last year of the
contract period. The client and DT have seen wisdom in not trying to
compress acceptance tests (system proving) and any necessary fine
tuning into the contract period. The overall commissioning period is
broken down into two overlapped groups of activities, the first
comprising system preparation and pre-commissioning, the second
commissioning in its true sense. The programme indicates that draft
and final O and Ms (including BMS graphics) are required six and
three months prior to handover. This is essential if they are to be
finalized for handover via the PC to the PS on time. Their handover is
a legal requirement under the CDM regulations. Progression through
the commissioning process is of hands on activities carried out by the
installer or his appointed specialist. A similar pattern is repeated for
every BS system or group under the control of the assigned
commissioning manager, the mantle of responsibility for which may,
by default of a proper commissioning management specification, have
fallen upon the site manager.

9.4.1 GOING THROUGH THE PROCESS

The specifications for commissioning management sometimes call upon
the process to be documented in manual form. The scope and content of
a commissioning manual shown in Table 9.4 is typical, but may vary
according to the technology of the BS system it relates to. The point of
having a commissioning manual is to provide definitive documentation
of the process the system was taken through, the results of testing and,
if appropriate, system proving and fine tuning updates. It may also

9.4 Making progress
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include certificates of compliance for manufactured plant and
equipment and any external inspecting authorities. Variants of
commissioning manuals may include a record of system defects and
their clearance. Manuals of this format may be called upon to be issued
as stage reports, building to a final document.

Advice was given in the previous chapter on when to introduce
commissioning into the site progress meetings (see Table 8.2). It is
through that agenda and the contractor’s report, or for those jobs where
it is a specified requirement, or the site manager’s choice, to hold separate
commissioning meetings, that the progression of commissioning will be
recorded.

Returning to our vehicle for progression, Fig. 9.6, we will
demonstrate the unavoidable logic to the commissioning process. As we
go through the process it will be noted that there will be requirements
for the building spaces to be in a particular condition. We are
concentrating on HVAC systems as these appear on the critical path of

Figure 9.6 HVAC commissioning for a project with six to eight motor control centres (MCCs).



commissioning most frequently and for longer than any other service.
However, comments will be made on other BS systems as appropriate.

All that follows in the subsections of 9.4 apply to HVAC systems that
saw their air conditioning elements originate in the USA, fan coil,
induction and VAV. Much still applies to the systems now firmly
embraced from Europe and Scandinavia, chilled beams and ceilings, and
displacement ventilation. The piping and ducting, plant, equipment and
terminals have a great deal in common in their commissioning
requirements with the air and water systems of America. They differ in
their need to be ‘proved’ and ‘fine tuned’ under occupation for optimum
performance.

The Japanese have taken the development of American unitary
systems seemingly out of retaliatory competitive reach with their
variable refrigerant volume (VRV) or flow (VRF). Each of the major
players—Daikin, Hitachi, Mitsubishi and Toshiba have their own
closely guarded variants to the underlying technology. The systems are
usually designed by the companies or their approved agencies and
installers. PCs and site managers must be aware of the divisions in
responsibility these systems create, as they complicate the provision of
HVAC through their partial nature. Marketed as air conditioning they
are really only comfort cooling systems requiring supplementary fresh
air which must be ducted if the building is sealed. The systems present

Table 9.4 Typical scope and content of a system commissioning manual

Notes: * These may be covered in 11 and 12.
** If copies only are provided, each manual should state the location of the ‘Master’,

e.g. passed to the PC in the BS Contractor’s H & S file.
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little scope for adding moisture and can give rise to humidity levels
nearer the lower end of the comfort range in winter. The ease of
commissioning benefits are considerable. They need negligible
preparation, limited pre-commissioning and the pipework design,
following rigid rules in its layout, is virtually self-regulating.
Microprocessor controls to exercise the installations complete the
commissioning picture.

9.4.2 SYSTEM PREPARATION

The systems of containment that distribute fluids, gases, including of
course air, and wires, also contain the detritus of manufacture and the
on-site construction processes. Offsite pre-assembled plant and
equipment should have been delivered to the project documented with
the quality control procedure through which it had passed, the last
stages of which included preparation, final clean and the plugging or
covering of open ends of pipes and ducts, etc. However well units are
protected in transit, in their passage across site into the building and
placement in position, they can be at risk. If the plant and equipment
have been delivered early due to the following construction of the
building enclosing their access route, they may need to be maintained to
prevent deterioration until and beyond the point when they are
connected to the distribution systems of which they form the heart.
Electrical motors and switchgear must be kept dry and the rotating
parts turned over. Even assuming that the best site practices have
managed to keep surface water out of the plant room the greatest risk to
electrical equipment is through condensation, the ravages of which can,
if not prevented, be greatly reduced through the use of chemical
desiccants, temporary heating and ventilation. To prevent one risk,
another is created. In order to maintain and monitor the condition of
early delivered plant and equipment it is necessary at least to partially
unwrap it, whereby it becomes exposed to any building works and the
by-products of the working environment they create, i.e. dust, dirt and
moisture. The risk increases when the services trades commence their
activities. To make connections to the plant and equipment further
removal of its protection takes place. Now the manufacturer’s bungs,
plugs, caps and seals are removed to facilitate the connection of pipes,
ducts, cables, trunking and conduit and the equipment subjected to the
debris of making those connections.

Electrics fare better than mechanical items with respect to the
preparation of their services for commissioning. Connections to plant
and equipment have more openness to them and can therefore be
subject to the progressive inspections of construction to ensure that the
burrs, offcuts and cable dressing waste are cleared out. Trunking for



wiring is also inspected for internal cleanliness before the lids are put
on. Not so with mechanical services. Ducting and pipework that look to
be superb examples of the sheetmetal workers’ and pipefitters’ skill
respectively, can hide unquantifiable problems arising from millscale,
welding slag, hemp and paste, excess solvent on plastic pipes, and the
excesses of sealants and jointing materials on metal and plastic ducting.
That is for systems that externally have given confidence in being well
constructed. Those systems that have suffered difficulties in achieving
the required standard of build quality, necessitating considerable
rework following inspection, may hold other terrors. Weld penetration,
excessive hemp and paste causing spiders’ webs across pipe bores are
not uncommon. The uptake of quality systems in the industry has seen a
reduction in the numbers of overalls, packets of sandwiches, rubber
gloves, tins of solvent, bottles, flange bolts—you name it, we’ve found
it—that have been removed from systems when it was discovered that
the media that were intended to flow through them would not pass.

Convinced at least that mechanical systems require some internal
preparation let us deal with the easy one first. With power on to the
MCCs and field wiring to the fans, they can be switched on to blow air.
This is done preferably before the air distribution terminals are fitted.
The site manager is advised to ask the BS contractor to inform him
when fans are being turned on so that building trades in those areas can
be warned. Dust and dirt discharged from ventilation systems have been
known to give an unspecified ‘stipple’ finish where painting is in
progress! There can be no doubt that the pipework systems present the
greatest challenge in their need for adequate preparation for
commissioning. The materials and their related method of jointing in
ascending order of preparation difficulty are plastic, copper, iron and
steel. Iron, where used in foul and surface water drainage systems,
presents less of a problem in its clearance due to the designed
accessibility of rodding eyes, manholes and access chambers.
Underground externally, it can be subject to damage from site traffic
and external works—but that is another story. Steel is the difficult one.
The degree of difficulty will vary according to the size of the system and
its construction. The good news is the wider use of grooved, clamped
and bolted systems pioneered by Victaulic, and tungsten inert gas
welding. The latter produces a very clean system compared with the
more conventional gas and arc welding methods. Welded joints can
generally be applied to pipework above 50 mm diameter and is
therefore more likely to be found on the larger systems. For smaller
systems, and on larger systems where the pipework is below 50 mm,
screwed joints using hemp and paste and other proprie-tary jointing
material prevail. Before entering into the process of preparing pipework
systems it is useful to keep in mind why this has become so necessary in
recent times. Better insulated buildings, complying with more stringent
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legislation concerning energy use have meant that for current building
sizes and types compared to, those of, say, twenty years ago, pipework
sizes and the terminal heat and cooling emitters are much smaller.
Coupled with this the flows down narrow waterways are
microprocessor controlled by finely engineered valves. The controlled
adjustments of these orifices are disturbed by the ‘ramping up’ of system
debris. The removal of this debris is a function therefore of a system’s
material, its method of jointing, its size (internal surface area to be
cleaned by the contained volume passing through it) and the specified
process of preparation, by flushing, chemical cleaning and final water
treatment. Procedures for the first two activities are covered in the
BSRIA Application Guide AG 8/91 [4]. This is commonly referred to in
specifications. The author was associated with BSRIA’s previous
guidance on the subject, Application Guide AG 1/89 [5].

Flushing

The basic requirements for the pipework system status for flushing to
commence are:
 
• The system shall be complete.
• Small bore orifices and automatic control valves, for example fan

coil units (FCUs) and air handling units (AHUs) should be protected
by ‘looping out’. The equipment is bypassed, usually with the aid of
temporary flexible connections across the flow and return.

• Containment baskets and fine mesh filters of the ‘Y’ strainers
located throughout the system protecting small bore pipework and
control valves mentioned above, are removed.

• The method statement should describe how the system will be
divided into sections for the progressive process which must avoid
flushing debris from one part of the system to another.

• A permanent water supply must be available.
• The drainage system must be connected.

Chemical cleaning

Used for static and dynamic flushing, water is limited in its ability to
clean a system. Where specified chemical cleaning follows the flushing
process and may also be a two- or three-stage exercise. The flushing
should have been carried out by the installing contractor but it is usual
for chemical cleaning to be the work of a specialist. That specialist may
also have been charged under the specification to have carried out the
flushing, in which case he would have directed the installing contractor



to attend upon him in the temporary works alterations to the pipework
system and in pump switching.

Chemical cleaning may involve acids or formulated products,
polymers and degreasing agents, each targeting different elements of a
system’s contamination. They are applied sequentially for specified
periods varying from 24 to 48 hours. Parts of these durations may be
static and parts dynamic running the system pumps. Intermediate steps
(chemical change) and final condition may be ‘witness’ hold points.
There is limited scope to play God and to accelerate the process of
flushing and chemical cleaning. Increasing velocities, raising
temperatures and strengthening chemicals have finite limits within the
laws of chemistry and physics which cannot be hurried without losing
their benefits. So if the reader considers that a questionable amount of
typeface has been devoted to the subject of wet system preparation it is
nothing but a reflection of the time it can take in practice. For the site
manager this can be a frustrating time. Nothing appears to be
happening to the system. There has been a sharp fall off in workforce
numbers, the few that are around don’t seem to be fully occupied by
holding up jars of liquid to the light or dipping things into them. Be
patient. The benefits of proper systems preparation are as
unquantifiable as the costs expended in chasing muck from one side of
the system to another, creating unrepeatable flow rate figures and the
need for remedial cleaning; all of which endanger the handover date.

Water treatment

This too is the domain of a specialist. The designer may have
preselected the process and the firm, or alternatively described it by
specification performance requirements. BSRIA’s Application Guide AG
3/93 [6] may have been prescribed.

Dependent upon the system to which it is being applied, i.e. open or
closed, and the material of its construction, water treatment will be
specified to inhibit corrosion, scaling and the fouling of heat transfer
surfaces. In open evaporative (cooling tower) systems rejecting heat from
air conditioning or process installations the water treatment will have
biocide components preventing the colonization of Legionella
pneumophilla. Pumped closed loop heat recovery circuits, taking heat
from discharged air, to preheat fresh air intakes to air handling units or
cold water feeds to hot water storage cylinders, are filled with a weak
glycol/water mix.

Holding the lead responsibility for safety on his site the site manager
must ensure that chemical cleaning and water treatment method
statements, including the chlorination of domestic water services,
address the hazards associated with the delivery, storage, deployment
and disposal of the chemicals. When water treatment is complete it
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must be maintained until the end of the contract when the responsibility
will be passed to the building user through the H & S File, which
includes the O & M manuals. It is quite possible on large jobs with
many separate domestic water systems that in order not to lose the
benefits of chlorination, tap running and cisten flushing regimes will
need to be introduced to avoid the stagnation of water in tanks and
pipework systems.

9.4.3 PRE-COMMISSIONING

Pre-commissioning checks that each piece of plant and equipment and
the system that it drives or forms some part of, particularly those that
are dynamic such as our HVAC example, is finished and ready to be
turned on. Pre-commissioning is carrying out a set of specific checks
with emphasis on safety as always, first for people and secondly for the
property that is being built. A few designers schedule the pre-commis-
sioning checks to be carried out, others ask for the installer to submit a
proposed list of checks with his commissioning method statement.
Others may cross-refer their specifications to the lists contained in the
BSRIA application guides. All designers are concerned with the
complete BS system, leaving detailed checks on plant and equipment,
e.g. chillers, boilers, generators, switchgear, etc., to the providing
manufacturer/ supplier. As part of their tender they will have been
called upon to pre-commission and then commission what they have
provided. Other than these specialists it is recommended that the
installer be responsible overall for setting up the system and declaring
that it is safe to operate it. In a multi-service contract he will coordinate
with electrical departments to ensure that the supplies to the plant and
equipment are safe. The commissioning manager should coordinate and
collate all of the method statements and pre-commissioning checklists.

With permanent water, gas, electricity and drainage connected or
satisfactory alternative temporary arrangements made, plant and
equipment can be individually commissioned and properly guarded fans
and pumps brought into service so that commissioning proper can
commence through the regulation of systems.

9.4.4 REGULATION

Water and air media of HVAC systems must be regulated to create a
built environment or serve an industrial process and perform as the
designer has determined. This also applies in creating the appropriate
flow rates at the draw offs from domestic hot and cold water systems.
Other pipework systems of fluids and gases to laboratories are
regulated by pipework design, pressure and flow regulators. Sprinklers



are a very special case and are perhaps the finite example of hydraulic
design of the pipework system to give density of flow over a unit area,
obviating the need for regulating devices. Rainwater and soil, waste and
vent pipes are also self-regulating. Compared to systems of local
geography, e.g. hosereels in service cores, soil, waste and vent pipes (SW
and V) in toilets, the environment-creating nature of HVAC systems
requires water to be circulated close to its point of use in a radiator, fan
coil unit or air handling unit and determines the need for the regulation
of stable flow rates. This is a slight oversimplification, but most HVAC
system require the regulating devices for air and water systems, be they
fixed (manually set) or motorized (automatically controlled), to be in
the fully open position at the commencement of regulation. This is how
they should have been set to facilitate the full bore system preparation
activities. In the case of motorized valves and dampers the linkages
would have been disengaged from the drives, and the ports and blades
respectively manually stroked to the open position.

The project specification should give the references of the CIBSE
commissioning codes [7] and BSRIA application guides [8] to apply. The
codes may be considered as the skeleton or framework of what has to be
done, while the application guides provide the flesh and sinew of how it
is to be achieved.

HVAC systems are usually balanced to a flow rate tolerance of
between +10% and -0%, although other criteria may be specified. Upon
completion of regulation the designer will want to see that the resultant
flow rates presented to him are repeatable. For the system to function as
specified for the lifetime of the installation these are the flow rates that
it must produce day in and day out. The witnessing of flow rates either
fully or on a ‘spot check’ basis becomes a quality control hold point.
Over time the condition of HVAC systems does deteriorate; they are,
after all dynamic and subject to ‘wear and tear’. Filters will get dirty,
increasing system resistance which means reduced volume. Fan
performance will fall away, damper linkages wear, control valve
efficiency reduce, and the debris of frictional fluid flow in water systems
and dirt in ventilation systems all serve to degrade the original recorded
performance values. This is why the results of commissioning are
important in their inclusion, as a bench mark, in the O & M manuals.

9.4.5 MAJOR PLANT

It will not have gone unnoticed that heat may have been applied to the
system during the preparation activities of flushing and chemical
cleaning. To do this the boiler plant will have gone through the pre-
commissioning and commissioning process as a local set of activities prior
to the main thrust of system pre-commissioning and regulation. Other
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plant and equipment may also have to be specially sequenced in a similar
way. It is not unknown for chillers, boilers and switchgear to be called
forward for operation under manual control for ‘drying out’ or in order
to provide an agreed internal climate for the application of materials used
in the finishing trades of floors, ceilings and wall panelling. Where these
are requirements they can add another level of complexity to
commissioning management as systems in temporary use are brought into
final condition. Commissioning management is not a soft option career.

9.4.6 CONTROLS

Look again at the strategic programme in Fig. 9.1. Not without
difficulty we are trying to hold the logic of sequentially overlapping
system preparation, pre-commissioning and regulation. Now let us turn
our attention to the controls. These were deactivated and isolated
during regulation to avoid their acting automatically and affecting the
flow of air and water. The regulation of flows are carried out using the
installed devices, i.e. commissioning valve sets on pipework, and
volume control dampers for ducting. Automatic controls are provided
to regulate the flows for that infinite variety of load conditions created
by daily and seasonal changes in external climate and changes in
occupancy usage. In parallel with system preparation, pre-
commissioning and regulation the installation of activators for
automatic valves and dampers, the fixing of sensors and the wiring out
of all of these from the control sections of MCCs, can take place. Now
with regulation complete system by system, linkages to valves and
dampers can be reinstated and each control device and sensor set up
according to the manufacturer’s requirements. System by system the
design functions can be verified until all that are served from the same
MCC have been proven.

The demonstration of specified control function may be another hold
point to be witnessed by or on behalf of the designer. On large jobs with
many MCC outstations and systems served therefrom it is prefer-able to
knock these off outstation by outstation, and reduce the load of
observations that have to be made via the control room housing the BMS.

9.4.7 BUILDING MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Every few years the sophistication of BS system controls goes through a
sea-change of advancement. BS system intelligence is becoming more
distributed, of higher level capability, particularly in its interactive
capacity. For a long while it has been possible to integrate fire, security,
energy and building operation controls, providing they were all of the
same manufacture. Now we have enabling technology allowing control



systems and components within them, of different manufacture, to be
capable of talking to each other.

There are other worthy works of reference but the BSRIA body of
documents below provides the most independent of insights into the
subject of how a BMS should be designed, procured, installed,
commissioned and handed over. BEMS Book RN1/90 [9] spawned
Standard Specification of BEMS [10], Guide to BEMS Centre, Standard
Specification [10] and Commissioning of BEMS: A Code of Practice [10].

Regrettably, many BMS specifications are not well written. They vary
from the oversimple to the overspecified, the former suffering from lack
of designer knowledge and the latter because the designer, without
naming the firm, has written the specification around a particular
supplier; and only that supplier is capable of meeting their
requirements. What purports to be an invitation to open tendering is in
fact a disguise for a single tender.

So where is all this taking me? asks the site manager. The answer to
that question is if at some point in your career you get deep into the
difficulties of delivering the technology of a BMS system and what is
being provided is not being accepted by the designer/client, then you use
the BSRIA documentation as a guide to evaluate what should have been
specified and what your system is capable of. If you are in that level of
difficulty you will need help and there are independent consultants who
can provide this service, as can BSRIA.

Optimistically for most site managers the situation will not get that
bad and we will return to demystify Fig. 9.4, where the activities are
divided into four groups:
 
• system design
• software design
• site installation
• system commissioning.
 
Many activities overlap and system and software design take place off
site, but they are not activities that the site manager should ignore. There
are words in the boxes of both those groups which will be familiar to the
site manager: ‘works test control panel’ and ‘witness and approve
software test’, both at the end of their activity groups. These should be
focused upon by the site manager who should call upon the BS contractor
providing the BMS to programme them as hold points. Obviously this
means all proceeding activities also have to be programmed. With these
programmes to hand, the site manager can monitor what is happening off
site by questioning his contractor. The site installation activities should
present no difficulty. MCCs are shown on Figs. 9.1, 9.3 and in our
detailed programme in Fig. 9.6. The activities in the last group on Fig.
9.4, system commissioning are those of greatest importance to the
commissioning management firm or manager, for they are to be
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integrated into the backwards looking programme. If there is one key
activity in this last group it is that of writing the BMS witness schedule.
Only with that schedule to hand can the duration of demonstrations be
assessed for all those functions that the client/ designer will wish to
‘witness’ before accepting the system. Without this schedule the whole
process of commissioning is impossibly open ended. To stand in the
control room while the designer invokes the meaning and intent of his
specification clause ‘to witness the demonstration of the functions of the
system’ when you consider yourself a few hours or at worst days away
from handover, is not an experience to be recommended. As the designer
goes through the ‘schedule’ that is only in his mind, a small army of
people are sent hither and thither into plant rooms, voids and false
ceilings turning plant on and off, and deliberately creating false settings
on sensors. The betting is a few gremlins will appear, confidence levels
will drop to the floor and signals posted that witnessing will take weeks.
Schedules must be requested of the designer so that the controls can be
demonstrated system by system back to their local outstation (MCC).
Finally the schedule should state what signalling is to be demonstrated
between the outstation and the head end computer, which should be in a
secure location.

9.4.8 FIRE ALARMS

The site manager should try to ascertain, if possible directly from the
designer, whether the fire alarm and control system is basic, meeting
only the needs of the fire authority, or whether it is being provided at
some higher level of sophistication, mainly because the technology is
capable of doing more. Beware the systems of added sophistication.
Once you have them the fire officer will want to see them proven. If
they don’t work first or second visit, the limits of the fire officer’s
patience may be reached with an icy remark, ‘I didn’t ask for all this
wizardry, don’t waste my time, don’t call me again until it’s 110%’.
This is not a criticism of fire alarm systems which have done much in
their addressability and diagnostic attributes to reduce spurious signals.
It is levelled at systems which are not modular but require the writing of
special software that in itself is defective or is let down by the installed
hardware. It is in the unproven elements of integrated job specific fire
control systems where difficulties manifest themselves.

9.4.9 SMOKE PRESSURIZATION

Of the two methods of controlling smoke,
 
1. extract ventilation, either powered or natural and
2. by pressurization



the second gives the site manager the most cause for concern. The
removal of smoke by extract ventilation is replaced by air from any
source purposely designed, e.g. the automatic opening of shopping mall
doors, low-level inlet louvres, and is supplemented by air movement
through any leakage path. When you reverse the process and pressurize a
means of escape route, it is the air leakage paths that can be the source of
major problems. It is relatively easy for the BS contractor to install a
pressurization system and demonstrate that it meets specified
requirements of volume and pressure at the ducted point of discharge.
The problem is in the shaft in which it has to perform. The pressurized
staircase is building work. So the site manager should check the
architect’s and structural engineer’s drawing and if necessary involve the
DT to verify that if constructed in accordance with their design the
pressurized zone is capable of retaining the designated pressure
differential.

If the design is satisfactory that leaves the site manager with the clear
responsibility of achieving an adequate standard of workmanship. Designs
where it is difficult to achieve the requisite standard are those that have
many openings off the treated area. Lift lobbies containing in addition to
the doors leading into the operational areas of a building, but which also
have doors to toilets, cleaners’ cupboards and services riser ducts, call for
stringent construction quality control. As pressurized staircases serve for
construction access routes for materials and workforce they are often some
of the last areas to be finished in a building and the site manager should
plan for the worst likely situation; that will be to allow time for remedial
work, ‘crackage’ closure and retesting.

9.4.10 ELECTRICAL LIGHTING AND POWER

The general electrical lighting and low voltage power usually present
few problems to the commissioning manager, and can be carried out in
parallel with the mechanical services. Priority must be given to testing
and enlivening the feeds to the mechanical services systems that are on
the critical path of the backwards looking commissioning programme.

9.4.11 IT AND ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

The constant churn and advancement of technology must be kept in
focus by the PC. Do not always assume that HVAC will remain on the
critical path to completion. The incorporation of structured voice,
vision and IT cabling in copper and fibre, and the certification of
electromag-netic compatibility compliance may take the longest. To
ensure electro-magnetic compatibility optic fibre cable connections need
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clean, dust free working conditions if repolishing the ends is to be
avoided as faults arise in testing. To test each point can take up to five
minutes and structured cabling installed as a BS is almost certain to be
of hundreds or thousands of points in magnitude. That’s a lot of time.

9.5.1 GENERAL

This clause could, alternatively, be headed ‘all together now’. As each
BS contractor on the job with his own specialist subtraders for
commissioning plant and systems reaches approved status, so we enter
the stage when the specified interdependencies between systems (read,
also contractors) has to be proven. One of the most important skills the
commissioning manager must have is to plan and programme so that
interrelated systems required to be demonstrated are available, in
sequence as close in time as is possible. On Fig. 9.1, with commissioning
detail, this is titled ‘Specific tests, demos, capacity, environment and
noise’. These are but a few words of what acceptance tests may be
called up in the specification. A typical example of acceptance test inter-
relationships is shown in Fig. 9.5.

9.5.2 MODE OPERATION

Further examples are acceptance tests of plant, equipment and systems
running in standby and emergency (or back up) mode. These usually
apply to part or whole of the project’s electrical infrastructure. An
example of this modal operation is where on-site electrical generation
lops power peaks to keep maximum demand meters from rising to
predetermined punitive levels. In the event of mains failure UPS systems
would be switched in to run the IT systems. In such an emergency,
generators may also come on and serve the essential services portions of
the main switchboards. It varies, but essential services are those which
will allow a safe and secure but reduced level of continuing operation.
By that definition fire, security, emergency lighting and life or product
threatened services for hospitals and super-market frozen food cabinets
would be maintained. In commercial developments in addition to their
IT systems an amount of low voltage power, say 10% and general
lighting, say 25% may be maintained. It is these sorts of overall system
operation modes that the client and DT will want to see demonstrated.
The lower order of standby arrangements of duplicate fan and pump
sets will usually have been tested progressively at each MCC outstation
and again possibly in demon-strating the auto changer function as a
hierarchical alarm on the head end computer.

9.5 Bringing it all
together



9.5.3 CAPACITY TESTS

If these are important they will, in most cases, have been specified as
being demonstrated off site at the manufacturer’s works, and witnessed
before delivery. Into this category fall major items of plant, chillers, air
handling units, high voltage switchgear, large air compressors, etc., etc.
The capacity of fans and pumps will have been tested under regulation
and balanced to provide the total system flow rate. The capacity of
electrical feeds serving mechanical systems are in many cases tested by
the switching on of those systems and this also applies to the ‘livening
up’ of electrical lighting systems. By its very nature the on-site electrical
generation plant, by virtue of its importance in supporting the building
in the event of mains failure, is usually subjected to an on-site load test.
This is done by connecting it to mobile (lorry mounted) resistive load
bank equal to the generator’s capacity.

9.5.4 INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT TESTING

Mainframe computer rooms, often remote complexes serving commerce
and industry, are regularly specified as having their internal HVAC
environment proven before computing equipment is brought in. Electric
convector heaters of capacity and location to match the configuration
of the computer equipment are placed in the hall and wired up
temporarily. The establishment and maintenance of a stable specified
environment for a continuous period of up to 72 hours is a test of the
HVAC system and its capacity.

Another example on the mechanical services front is the testing and
proving of a sprinkler system’s flow rate capacity. This is achieved at
the control set providing there is a large capacity drain nearby.

It is not only the capacity of BS that are tested prior to handover, but
sometimes the capability of the building envelope. Clients have become
very aware of the cost of energy that can leak through a building envelope.
Construction specifications are becoming more stringent. The external
envelopes of large trading and storage halls of air conditioned super- and
hypermarkets are called upon to be ‘airtight’ to limiting leakage rates. For
the site manager this all adds time to the programme as the workforce
vacates the building, all doors are sealed and a large mobile fan pumps air
into the building. These activities, the location of crackage and its sealing
bring real meaning to the term ‘build right—build tight’.

9.5.5 NOISE

There is noise testing for both the internal environment and the external
ambient condition. The environmental health officer may have imposed
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upon the designer ‘not to be exceeded’ noise levels at the site
boundaries, emanating from the building. Sometimes when running
under emergency generator power the EHO will allow the norms to be
exceeded for what is expected to be a short duration. Differing
allowable levels of noise may apply to daytime and night-time. All of
these have to be proven and witnessed by the parties declaring an
interest. The tests are usually conducted at night with all the normal
daytime operation BS systems running. It is not possible to carry out
these tests during the day and get true readings of the impact of the
project on the locale against a background of traffic noise and ongoing
construction work.

9.6.1 GENERAL

Commissioning cannot start without the paperwork that resulted in the
production of a backwards looking programme, nor approved method
statements covering its implementation. From its start, since its progress
is not quantified by linear or volumetric measure, the documented
evidence of results and status of progress must be recorded. It is a
fortunate site manager who is supported by the specified assignment of
a commissioning manager, or who has taken the responsibility for
appointing one. Less fortunate site managers must keep track of the
paperwork and through it monitor progress themselves. The paper is
prolific. It continues from the test results of construction, certification
with which plant and equipment arrives on site, continues with the
results of commissioning proper, ending with the certification by the
client, DT and external inspectorate. The site manager will perhaps now
begin to appreciate the benefits of a commissioning file or manual for
each system, with a separate one for those combined system acceptance
tests of capacity, noise and mode operation. All of this should end up
with the O & Ms in the BS H & S file handed via the PC to the PS for
onward passage to the client or building user, as directed. Most of the
above will be of academic interest. What really concerns the site
manager is whether all stages are reaching and being released at their
programmed hold points. It is critical to the success of the
commissioning process that a system of status reporting is set up and
monitored at the site progress or commissioning meeting; see
 
• Table 8.2, Agenda for Site Progress Meeting from Mid-Construction

to Hand Over.
• Appendix K, BS contractor’s report.
• Section 9.2.3, referring to hold point reports.
 

9.6 The paperwork



9.6.2 STATUS REPORTS—EXAMPLES

Figure 9.7 is an example from Drake and Sculls’ QP. Progress against
witnessing the hold points can be monitored. Each test sheet or certificate
is in itself evidence of status as can be seen from Fig. 9.8, Drake and
Scull’s test certificate for a gas installation. This sheet by a CORGI
registered installer is a combined safety inspection, specification confor-
mity and test sheet. Figure 9.9 shows mechanical commissioning for an
office building with three BS contractors, Rosser and Russell (R & R),
Balfour Kilpatrick (BK) and for the controls and BMS, Berkeley
Environmental Systems (BES). Note the structuring of the sheet. It
emphasizes the importance of collecting systems in groups related to the
MCC. The work of the mechanical and electrical contractor must be
coordinated so that ‘power on’ to the MCC and the field wiring from it
are installed, inspected, tested and witnessed ready for the HVAC systems
to be run. It is worth noting how the BMS is also a staged activity.

On the same job Fig. 9.10 is self-explanatory. On jobs with many BS
systems this is the only way to go. The continuous searching and
researching through sheaves of paper to establish the status of systems
does go on, but the time and effort that is spent by the end of an
‘unreported’ job defies belief.

A final example is Table 9.5 carried out with a multi-service BS
contractor. The prison project comprised 70 plant rooms, 64 boilers, 108
water (heating circuits) and 289 air (vent plus a few air conditioning)
plants. The figure shows the status of HVAC commissioning for the 17
buildings. This final example shows it is the only way to give accurate
percentage predictions and properly measure the commissioning process.
Similar status sheets can be produced covering the commissioning
progress of any BS system or groups of installations.

At the end of the project the status reports are on the project file and
the commissioning results and certificates are in the O & Ms—see
Chapter 11.

In section 8.4, under the subheading of design, we dealt with the risk to
the project of the services failing to fit and left the issue of performance
to this chapter. The records of commissioning status are very important
to the BS contractor and the site manager for those instances where the
system is unable to achieve the specified criteria of flow rates, internal
environment (temperature, humidity, levels of illumination and noise),
or capacity and mode operation. The records serve to point up those
moments in project time when unforeseen delays strike.

It is possible that despite the BS contractor having installed the
systems to the specified requirements and proven through their

9.7 Design problems
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construction that they fit into the building, some aspects still don’t
work properly. Disbelief reigns and confidence goes into free fall as, on
what has hitherto been a harmonious project, polarized attitudes set in.
The installer argues, ‘It’s all in to specification: the designer sized the
cables, pipes and ducts, terminals, plant and equipment. He also sized
the pumps and fans. It’s not my fault.’ The designer finds it hard to
believe that the system does not work and sends the installer off with a
whole raft of things to investigate. These ‘things to be looked at’ are
rarely issued under an architect’s instruction. The job has gone into
delay, money is now expended at a frightening rate and may be
unrecoverable. Of course, it is possible that the designer is right and
some aspects of the installation have failed despite passing through all
inspections, tests and checks laid in their path. Regrettably, the history
of the industry is charted with failures that have been as much the
designer’s as the installer’s. The worst situation a project can face is
where the installer is sent off on a search for solutions that just do not
exist in the design, which is incapable of meeting its own specified
performance. Guidance on what to do is given in Chapter 12.

Design failure exposed during the commissioning period is a most
difficult situation for all and emphasizes the need for those firms that

Figure 9.7 Inspection and test plan, Tadcaster Swimming Pool, by Drake & Scull Engineering Co Ltd.
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Figure 9.8 Test certificate for a gas installation, by Drake & Scull Engineering Co Ltd.
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can, to do something about it. The firms that trade in the contractual
arrangements of CM and MC, and PMs can ensure that proper
technical appraisals are carried out in the design stage to ensure the
technology is capable of being delivered. The technical appraisals must
be carried out by experienced competent people and will do much to
give confidence that the designed technology is deliverable. For the D &
B contractor it is naturally all down to them. The PC most exposed is
the one in traditional JCT lump sum contracting who may have limited
in-house BS resources and be largely reliant on his domestic BS
contractors. He must ensure that they bring their best brains to an early
technical appraisal.

9.8.1 GENERAL

We are all confident that the building will stand up and that the external
envelope will defend it from the elements. We are not so confident that
the BS will create and maintain the specified internal environment, or
that the protection and detection systems will keep us safe and secure.
Our employers may have doubts about the ability of the services
systems to allow us to do the work for which we have attended the
building. A degree of system proving is always required and some level
of reliability established. The purpose of the building, the density of its
services and the level of reliability to be demonstrated within the
contract period are functions of building type. Within the building there
will be a hierarchy of importance. All of this affects the extent to which
building services are called upon to be proven and fine tuned within the
contract period. The requirements create high risk for the site manager
and his ability to meet the handover date.

9.8.2 SYSTEM PROVING

Hospitals, prisons and the computer and dealer rooms of commercial
business are building examples with high risk to life, public safety and
money for which failure of function has enormous consequences. The
easiest contracts to complete are those where the greater extent of system
proving is carried out post contract. The benefit of this is that it allows
the PC to proceed to the final account stage of the main contract works,
reduce site establishment and under a separate, but related, contract work
closely with the client, DT and BS contractor on system proving. For
other types of buildings, e.g. wafer fabrication plants, hotels and defence
establishments it allows the proving to be undertaken concurrently with
operational training. All can benefit from these periods. Under

9.8 Post contract



operational training the building services are exercised in real use, and the
defects of the main contract carried over into the liability period can be
mopped up. Those enlightened contracts which create clearly defined post
contract periods for system proving should not be abused by the PC or
site manager. If they become the carpet under which are swept too many
of the main contract defects clients/ DTs teams will become disenchanted
and insist upon system proving being carried out under what then
becomes a very hard main contract.

Post-contract system proving will be carried out in a period that
should be contractually no less tight than the main contract itself. It
should have its own specification, logic diagrams and programmes for
the constituent parts and an overall programme. There is no reason why
the quality, safety and environmental plans of the main contract should
not be continued into this post-contract period. Naturally, system
proving involves the preparation and approval of method statements in
which the building user’s staff must also be considered and protected
from risk. The precious period of system proving can also be the
opportunity for observing that the BS systems in use comply with the
CDM Regulations.

Through energy and environmental performance being well
established in the minds of the public and the pockets of clients, the
specification for testing these aspects may be drawn up from the
guidance of BSRIA’s Technical Note TN 5/95 [11] and AG 2/94 [12].

9.8.3 FINE TUNING

All BS are exercised by the operation of their systems in the functional
operation of the building. Setting aside defects for the moment there is
usually a need, in varying degrees, for some fine tuning. This applies
most frequently to the HVAC systems, but other examples are
adjustments to pressures (and thereby flow rates) in domestic water
systems, or in adjustments to the sensitivity of automatic light switching
sensors. Having set up systems and got them signed off contractors are
reluctant to return to make frequent adjustments for which they are not
paid. On larger projects these return visits can become expensive. There
is a more harmonious way forward through the supplementary fine
tuning contract.

When tendering for the BS works the contractor is called upon to
submit a tender that covers for attending a ‘fine tuning’ site meeting for
one day each month for 12 months. That meeting will be chaired by the
designer or the client’s representative, e.g. facilities manager or works
engineer. They discuss the need for any ‘fine tuning’ based on occupancy
feedback. For any adjustments that are different from the specified
parameters the BS contractor gets paid according to rates submitted
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with his supplementary tender. The designer is, of course, paid for his
additional input and for the preparation of a report that builds
progressively to a final document at the end of the 12-month period.

The benefits in all round satisfaction far outweigh the costs involved
and if after, say six months, the environmental systems are satisfactory
for say, January to the end of June, then the remaining six months of
fine tuning support can be terminated by mutual agreement.

Possibly at the fine tuning meetings the feedback reports will advise
of defects which must be remedied by the BS contractor under the
defects liability period of the main contract. Should the installing BS
contractor also be appointed as the term maintenance contractor with a
permanent ‘on-site’ workforce, the adjustments to be made following a
fine tuning meeting may cost nothing at all.

9.8.4 INTEGRATED (LOW ENERGY) BUILDINGS

The future is now and from the analysis in use of pioneering integrated
buildings will come the knowledge for new design guides and codes that
will make such buildings standard. These ‘greener’ buildings bring quite
different requirements for the commissioning manager to learn. The
landmark buildings of
 
• Gateway 2, Basingstoke
• Queens Building, De Montfort University, Leicester
• Linacre College, Oxford
• Anglia Polytechnic University, Learning Resource Centre
• Birley Health Centre
• The Inland Revenue Office, Nottingham
• Powergen’s HQ near Coventry and
• BRE’s new low energy office and seminar unit, Watford
 
have all made new demands on what can be proven inside the contract
period. It is, however, in the lessons from their post-contract system
proving and fine tuning that they will advance commissioning
management. Functions will be tested during the contract, e.g. louvres,
light shelves and automatic windows activated. It will take post-contract
time for intelligent facades and controls to self-learn a building’s thermal
properties and occupants’ preferences.
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Final inspections
 

10.1.1 GENERAL

This should be the shortest chapter in the book. Not only the imperfect
world but another major change of emphasis in the project cycle
determines otherwise. All of the site manager’s skills have been stretched
by directing his team to deliver the project on time, at the contract price.
His good management will naturally have made sure that the specified
standards were met along the way. Or were they? Beware, for you are
entering a high risk time zone. ‘Surely not? Quality control procedures of
inspection and witnessing hold points have been met in construction,
commissioning is going well and defects are being cleared at a reasonable
rate. Why the doom and gloom?’ In a word, confusion. The very best site
managers recognize the need for a change in emphasis from the general
management of defects into the round of final inspections. They control
the change and don’t let it happen around them. Far too many potentially
well managed jobs fail to make a high grade because the site manager has
not been aware that client/DT have commenced final inspection without
his knowledge. It only needs the BS contractor to have organized the fire
officer to witness the fire alarm and the insurance man to witness a
sprinkler test and we have management of the project being invisibly
taken from the site manager’s control. It is essential for the site manager
to be proactive and he can only be this through understanding. With the
commencement of the first package of construction work defects are
recorded in a volume that can easily be controlled. As other elements are
brought on line the complexity and total volume of defects starts to grow,
but these are still very control-lable, being applied to static ‘in place’
works, such as drainage, foundations, superstructure, lightning
protection, roof, floors and cladding. These construction defects can
usually be typecast into matters of size, content and appearance. As the
number of packages increases so does the number of defects that occur at
trade/package interfaces (coordination). By this time in the construction
sequence services are appearing on the scene in the plant room areas and
down the distribution routes. Finally, with internal partitions, floors and

10
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ceiling finishes, services second fix, final connections, pre-commissioning,
preparation and regulation, the scope for the total number of defects
being dealt with on the site, both in individual packages and at interfaces,
is enormous. The early anticipation of the time, and the setting in place of
the ‘final inspection mode’ please, not ‘snagging’, for recording defects is
a critical choice for the site. It is from that moment onwards that the
defects lists will contain more deviations of the types related to function,
performance and finished product appearance.

The site manager must take the lead in setting up and controlling this
change from the ‘normal’ individual package/trade/work element
inspection attitude into the ‘final inspection mode’. The site manager
must start looking at his job in the same way that the client and DT will
look at it. If not, he will be surprised by what they find. They will be
taking a holistic view of the completeness of the finished product, not the
narrow trade or BS system view that has prevailed hitherto on site.

To be effectively proactive the site manager needs a strategy which,
after agreement with the BS contractor, can be rolled out in front of the
client and DT. The unfolding of a planned and programmed strategy
should give confidence to the client and DT, enabling them to plan their
workload for integration into the programme. It will be a great help if
everyone can talk the same language in defining defects and their
categories.

10.1.2 DEFINITION AND CATEGORIZATION OF DEFECTS

There is certainly confusion in terminology and it would aid the
harmony of a project if all parties could agree on what is a defect and
for that definition to be used consistently. Definitions may differ but the
following seems to pass most tests.

‘Defect: An unacceptable level of deviation from specified
requirements in one or more aspects of size, content, function,
performance and appearance.’

Defects are usually categorized as:
 
• Inc—incomplete work
• Def—deflect (as definition)
• Dam—damage
• Var—(late variation).
 
Specific to a project, defects may be further identified by location:
 
• building
• floor
• area or room.
 
Completion of the classification would be the addition of the trade or
trades involved in its clearance. This does not necessarily mean an
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assignment of responsibility for remedial cost, but which trade or trades
will be involved in bringing the work to standard.

The inclusion of Des: (design) as a category has been avoided as for
BS it is considered to be a ‘special case’ and is dealt with a little later.

10.1.3 THE IMPACT OF CONTRACT TYPE

The MC ManCon 87, does not have a contractual requirement to
prepare defects lists or offer the project as a whole for practical
completion. There are, however, obligations on the MC to comment on
works contractors’ notifications of completion and to deal with the
architect’s instructions to rectify defective work as and when they are
received. In essence there seems to be no difference in any of the
mainline contracts, construction management, traditional JCT or D &
B. This leads to the recommendation that the PC and his site manager
should gear themselves up to control the final inspection process rather
than drift towards handover.

10.2.1 STRATEGY

Contractors have little difficulty with the easily made statements to the
effect that their policy is the ‘early identification of defects’ and that
‘these defects will be corrected during the progress of the works and in
any event before practical completion’. Doing what they say is the
difficult bit. It is easier for the static building works which by their
linear and volumetric nature make progress measurement and ‘ready for
final inspection’ status recognized. Yes, here it comes again; BS are
different. From the previous chapter we have seen how commissioning
goes on to the end of the job and how by nature and or wisdom it is
taken beyond. Commissioning involves much toing and froing and
playing with the ‘finished’ article. They never stand still. Systems given
their static final inspection weeks ago have been interfered with to
demonstrate repeatable flow rates, modal function and performance
against false loads simulating climatic seasons other than the current.
All of this activity provides scope for the previously inspected work,
including the adjacent work of other elements, to be damaged. Late
variations also arise from the BS commissioning. Towards the end of
commissioning, instruction and training in the operation and
maintenance of the BS should be given to the end user’s staff and
operatives, all to specified details. Here is further opportunity for
damage, defect and late variation to undo the work of earlier
inspections. Nevertheless if the job is to finish on time final inspections
must commence early.

10.2 Planning and
programming
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Advice was given in Chapter 8 on when to bring the subject of
commissioning on to the site progress meeting agenda and these timings
should also serve for starting to organize for final inspection—see section
8.2.3. Too many site managers fall into the trap of not approaching the
client and DT at all. They hope they won’t carry out any inspections or
perhaps because the job is running tight to the handover date, inspections
will be a last minute rush around. Those site managers always are, but
shouldn’t be, surprised when they fail to get their practical completion
certificate because the client and DT refuse to be hustled and think the
site manager is trying to get away with something—he is. So they take
time to inspect the job and create lists of lengths beyond the site
manager’s worst fears. Resources for defect clearance cannot be
mobilized in time. Practical completion is refused and the rumble of
liquidated and ascertained damage gets louder. Face up to it; there will be
inspections, so get organized. The site manager’s strategy should be to
talk to the contract administrator with some idea of timing and method,
and proposals, for an escorted walk round. If clerks-of-works are present
on site, find out whether and when they are to be instructed to carry out
the final inspections on behalf of the professional team. It is important to
ensure that members of the professional team are escorted by a
responsible, project knowledgeable representative from the BS
contractors. By his knowledge of the job the BS escort can do much to
keep the designer’s defects lists to a minimum. A word in the ear about
‘last week’s variation to change the insulation specification to “hammer
clad” in the pump room’ and ‘don’t you remember you gave us a waiver
to drop the pipes in that corner’ and ‘we’ll have the belt and pulley
change finished by tonight’ all serve to keep items off the list that
subsequently would have become difficult to remove. The site manager
may have to bring pressure to bear on the BS contractor’s organization to
ensure the proper level of escort is available. But remember the designer is
also stretched by involvement in the parallel commissioning and possibly
training instruction activities. A key plank in the site manager’s strategy
should be to get agreement on an acceptance standard.

10.2.2 ACCEPTANCE STANDARD

Historically there has been considerable dispute on the part of clients and
their DTs on the definition of what constitutes practical completion.
Views range from the extreme of completion with ‘nil defects’ to the more
relaxed position of accepting that the proposed occupier is able to make
safe and reasonable use of the building in its incomplete or only
cosmetically defective state. In practice this view is determined more by
the availability or not of tenant or occupier than by the legal
interpretation of the contract. Commercial and retail projects attempted
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to be handed over at the end of a contract period that has seen the client’s
markets slump may find themselves being ‘nit picked to death’. Clients
are reluctant to take over a building for which they have no tenants—
involving themselves in costs for insurances, security, heating, running the
plant on tick-over, and business rate council tax, etc., etc.

Agreement on project condition at handover should focus on
sensitive areas which may need special treatment, e.g. ‘a clean room
area’ which will be in use on a 24-hour basis will need careful attention
since re-entry will be restricted. Similar situations will apply to prisons
and hospitals. This is not to say that other areas in the building may be
less sensitive, and any agreed relaxation should not become an excuse
for poor supervision. The agreement will take into consideration the
types of defects and their volume. High on the list of priorities would be
all items which could affect the issue of an occupation certificate.
Among these would be:
 
• fire protection and alarm systems
• emergency lighting systems
• means of escape—smoke management
 
The level of acceptance negotiable can have a very real effect on the
programme. For this reason it is important to establish this agreement
at the earliest opportunity. Figure 10.1 was negotiated by the author for
a major new prison.

10.2.3 RESOURCE MOBILIZATION

If the PC’s team has been effective and made sure that BS contractors
have set up and maintained proper supervisory and inspection levels
throughout construction the change to a higher gear will now be
smoother. The site manager may not have inspected that arbitrary 10%
of the BS contractor’s work earlier. He will need to intensify his
inspections now, concentrating particularly on priority areas. This
means he must have the resources. If the resources can be made
available from the team on site this is fine as they will have the all
important job knowledge which will help them get through a greater
volume of inspection than if new teams have to be drafted in.

A similar situation will exist within the BS contractor’s organization.
Many of them do not realize that it is the period during which they are
most likely to fail. Site office managements are blind to the demands of
paralleled working on the key streams of activity:
 
• commissioning;
• preparation of O and Ms and record drawings;
• training and instruction of end user’s staff and operatives;
• final inspection and defect clearance programme.
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It is, or should be, a period of high adrenalin flow for the achievement
of a successful project is in sight. Unless the site manager has started to
plan the final inspection and defect clearance programme early enough
with the BS contractor he will be making demands too late. Correct

Figure 10.1 Required status of commissioning at handover, Woolwich Urban
Prison.
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though those demands may be the notice will be too short, acrimony
will give rise to confusion and fall off in impetus. Just at the moment
when success is in sight the site manager’s firm grip right to the end will
pull him up short of the winning post.

Figure 10.1 Continued
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At an early meeting with the BS contractor the site manager should
ask how they usually go about mobilizing final inspection and defect
clearance. If such a request is greeted by the glazed mid-distance stare
from a contractor who has always plodded forward, expecting hassle
at the end of the job without really understanding why; then the site
manager will at least consider himself fortunate in being able to start
the proper management education process early enough. The more
enlightened, better managed BS contractor will be able to respond
positively saying for example, ‘We bring in a special team of electrical
inspectors. It so happens I’ve arranged for them to come in three
weeks time. We find this is essential, particularly with differences of
opinion we experience over earthing and bonding.’ Or the site
manager may find that the BS contractor wants to make arrangements
for members of his team to accompany the clerk-of-works on his final
inspections.

It is a time for the site manager to be tough. The offsite BS
organizations can need quite a bit of shaking of their trees for the
resources to drop. Quite often their resistance is born out of the awful
dawning that an overbilled, profitable job is about to be turned into one
of breakeven or loss by the site manager’s demands. It is a fault of the
construction industry that they cannot understand the considerable
amount of money that needs to be expended through resources on the
four stream activities above (see p. 237) which appear to do so little to
change the constructed work. After all, three of the four activity streams,
commissioning, documentation and instruction, do nothing much to
change the project’s appearance. Nevertheless meeting the specified
requirements of these activities must be of no less importance to the site
manager and BS contractor than the pulling in of a cable or fixing the
toilet seats. They are ignored because they don’t seem to be doing
anything. To change the industry’s success rate all parties from client to
specialist subtrader must improve their understanding of how the BS are
finished, and plan for their realization.

Contracts that have accelerated to recover time lost in earlier activ-
ities, possibly unrelated to BS, nearly always end up in difficulty during
the four stream activities instanced above. Whether acceleration has
gone well or not there is enforced compression of activities where none
in reality is possible. In pricing the cost of acceleration all contractors
should consider and include for the knock-on effect of speeding up the
final inspection and defects clearance through mobilizing additional
resources. The sensible justification of these consequential costs of tail-
end mobilization may bring client and DTs to more realistic appraisals
when acceleration is due to a variation. The PC will also be presented
with more accurate figures for acceleration due to the consequence of
his earlier action or inaction.



10.3.1 KEEPING CONTROL

As part of the planning and programming the site manager and BS
contractor will have agreed when and where, that is in what order, their
own final inspections will take place. On the smaller job and those with
large open spaces access for inspection need not be limited. On multi-
building sites, those with small cellular spaces or of special desig-nation,
e.g. clean rooms, operating theatres, board rooms, laboratories, etc. an
order of access may need to be established. The site manager is also
advised to discuss the BS contractor’s own inspection findings and needs
for remedial work so that it can be planned with other trades’ activities.

Damage

The site manager must share the blame when confronted by an irate BS
site manager who has just discovered on final inspection, damaged
work in spaces he completed and left long ago. Too many site managers
hide behind the contractual and subcontract clauses of making trades
responsible for the protection of their own works. The difficulty lies in
the impossibility of being responsible for work in an area inspected and
defect cleared weeks ago and in which you are not working. In the
greater number of instances any protection attached to the BS work, e.g.
on perimeter fan coil units, radiators or convectors, has to be removed
at some time for the following trades to do their work. The avoidance
of conflict is the more equable distribution of responsibility through the
site manager accepting that he must demand of the building trades the
same levels of supervisory control that we are saying he should have
from the BS contractors. Unless the PC and site manager adopt a site-
wide equitable level of control the dustbin of contra charges will
overflow with dayworks signed ‘for record purposes only’. It is amazing
the amount of damage ‘nobody is responsible for’.

Keeping control of final inspection and defect clearance means
controlling access to the iterative process of inspection, clearance,
reinspection re-clearance. Figure 10.2 may assist the SM to produce a
similar chart for his project.

The PC’s site management team will not, and should not, inspect all
of the BS contractor’s work. Concentration on key areas should give an
indication as to what the standard will be in less onerous areas. It is
recommended that inspection be concentrated on such areas as process
services, control rooms, clean rooms, kitchens, toilet areas and public
spaces, such as shopping malls, dining rooms, conference suites, etc.,
etc. Coupled with those pinpointed earlier in connection with safety and
security they will all move progress towards acceptability in the client’s
and DT’s eyes.

10.3 Inspection and
defect clearance
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10.3.2 KEEPING THE SCORE

There will be many score cards covering the play of the same game. The
site manager is responsible for their collection, collation and redistribu-
tion to the contractors, for clearance. By whatever process, manually
written, typed up or keyed into a computer, the paper work is volumi-
nous.

The computerization of defect records can provide useful flexibility
in that reports can be produced by trade, contract and location. The
latter can be provided in detail varying from room by room, floor by
floor and building by building. The day will come when every site will
apply the benefits of computer technology. Without a doubt the ability

Figure 10.2 Final inspection flow diagram.



to present updated information showing rapidly tumbling numbers of
defects, has psychological benefits for all.

The fixed to, threaded through and placed on characteristics of BS
come into play once more and the site manager may find his services
contractors and clerks-of-works are inspecting the works outwards
from plant rooms, down distribution routes (if unenclosed and not
subject to earlier final inspections) to the terminals. There is nothing
wrong with this approach but to avoid overlapping of precious
inspection resources the site manager could offer to carry out and
record with his resources, those defects to be noted in connection with
services terminals—after all the site manager’s inspectors will be
looking specifically at walls, floors and ceilings and what is fixed on or
into their surfaces.

10.4.1 WHEN AND WHAT IS PRACTICAL COMPLETION?

The site manager would do well to ignore the differences between one
contractual format and another. He could argue that practical
completion of works packages certified in advance of the project
completion as in the case of management contracts should be excluded
from client/DT final inspection. On long projects retention on such
early works may have been released. The difficulty for the site manager
is that for most contracts it remains within the power of the architect,
employer’s representative or contract administrator to issue instructions
at any time requiring rectification of any defect, shrinkage or fault due
to the works not being in accordance with contract conditions. So
earlier work completed by the lightning protection specialist which
subsequently is shown to have a coverplate damaged, probably by a
dumper truck that no one saw, remains the responsibility of the site
manager to ‘sort out’. In a similar way it is usual for the architect,
employer’s representative or contract administrator to determine ‘when
in his opinion’ practical completion has been achieved.

By now the site manager will understand, particularly if his project is
a large one, that there is unlikely to be one single final inspection, but a
round of them undertaken in accordance with the strategy planned and
programmed, see section 10.2.1. The inspections will be measured
against the agreed acceptance standard—see section 10.2.2.

10.4.2 THE CLIENT/END USER WALK AROUND

Unavoidable, but risky for the site manager. Probably having received a
flurry of even later variations which have yet to be distributed to the
trades the site manager should prepare himself for another wave of

10.4 At practical
completion

At practical completion 243
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instructions following the client’s walk round. Here we are not talking
about those projects that have been fortunate enough to have a client’s
representative continuously involved. No, this is the walk round by the
client or end user who has at best paid frequent visits, and who is now
faced with having to accept the project. These visits give rise to the ‘wish
list’. Whether they arise from fresh eyes seeing what others have passed
by daily, or arise through disappointment at the final product, or pleasure
at seeing the potential benefits of adding value, they say, ‘I wish I had
this, I wish I had that, I don’t want that and why is that there?’ Providing
nothing on the ‘wish list’ is there as being the fault of the DT, the PC or
the BS contractor in failing to meet the employer’s requirements so will
the approach to the ‘wish list’ be affected. The execution of items on the
wish list will depend on whether they are the fault of the DT, the PC or
the BS contractor. The content of the list will be evaluated by the DT. The
DT has probably organized the client walk round between the issue of the
defects on their final inspections and their clearance leading to the issue
of the practical completion certificate. Having ensured that they are not
in default the DT may issue all or part of the ‘wish list’ as variation orders
to the PC. In these circumstances the PC may need to search the contract
to see if it is possible to refuse to accept the instructions. Alternatively he
may pick off those that he can do with the resources on site and
recommend that others are dealt with post contract. With sense
prevailing a compromise may be reached to the satisfaction of all parties.
The site manager must be aware of the difficulties that a client’s wish list
can harbour for the BS contractor. Additional work can give rise to
serious differences of opinion between the site manager and the BS
contractor, the former seeing the work as being easy to include, the BS
contractor listing a number of difficulties. These may or may not be
reasonable. Regrettably it is unavoidable that the site manager sometimes
has to go back to the contract administrator and inform him that what
appears to be simple wish list requests attract punitive preliminaries costs
and could jeopardize handover.

In the end the job was handed over—see Chapter 11—and we are now in
the defects liability period. This period is also subject to inspections. The
most commonly used contracts have clauses that state something along the
line that, ‘Within fourteen days of the end of the DLP the Architect or
Contract Administrator should issue to the Contractor a list of outstanding
defects.’ Thereafter the PC has the responsibility through the BS contractor
to secure the making good of these defects within a reasonable time. When,
in the opinion of the architect, the defects have been made good, he is
required to issue the Certificate of Making Good of Defects. The receipt of
this usually triggers the release of outstanding retention.

10.5 The defects
liability period



For the BS contractor there are two difficulties with the defects
liability period, one of which he shares with the PC. The first is in the
dynamic nature of BS. Even passive protective and detection
installations are prone to the creation of spurious alarm signals that
must be investigated and corrected. They and all moving components in
terminals and the larger plant and equipment are prone to historic
patterns of failure of which the classic ‘bathtub curve’ is but one. That
curve shows an early pattern of failure, followed by a long period of
reliability until, through normal wear and tear, failure again increases.
Failures at the front end must be addressed and cannot be left to be
dealt with as defects at the end of the liability period.

The second problem, the one shared with the PC, concerns the
dispersal of staff and operatives with project knowledge. It may not be
within the site manager’s powers to stay with the project long after it
has been completed. If it has been successful and he has enhanced his
reputation he will be off on another job. The problem is therefore one
for the firm rather than the individual to resolve. Projects that set up
separate post-contract fine tuning BS agreements will derive most
confidence from the retention of knowledgeable resources, which by the
end of the defects liability period will have seen a seamless change over
from construction into trouble free operation and maintenance.

There is a major unwritten, unspoken difference of attitude in the
expectation of architectural, structural and BS design. The first two
appear to be asking for no more than they have specified to be delivered
by the PC. The BS designer wants, not only what he has specified to be
provided, but also, if it doesn’t work, to invoke the ‘standard’ wording
of the specification: ‘the installer shall provide everything necessary’. By
the dictionary definition of defect—‘a lack of something necessary for
completeness; deficiency’, the BS designer has specified that the project
shall have ‘nil’ defects, not only in what he has specified but by the
addition of anything that he has not specified, but subsequently found
to be essential. The inequality in expectation is born of the BS designer’s
cherished view of his professional status, that too frequently treats the
installer as of a lesser order, and yet, when things go wrong expects him
to have an equal or higher level of design knowledge, in order to make
the job work. It is a situation where the site manager can do much to
support his BS contractors and redress the traditional unfairness.

The raising of design as a defect category needs to be handled diplo-
matically. Who is to say, and has the knowledgeable right to do so from
the contracting side, that design is defective? Here at the end of the
project we have dealt with matters of fit and tolerance—see Chapter 7.
We have dealt with systems that cannot achieve flow rate, function or

10.6 Design—the
special case
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performance during commissioning—see Chapter 9. Or, perhaps we are
still dealing with those problems. Therefore with respect to BS it is
recommended that design defects are kept off of the final inspection
sheets and are dealt with as special cases. Taking this approach, and it is
not unreasonable for all parties to agree to it, enables the BS contractor
and PC to define clearly the extent to which they have met specified
requirements. Yes, we know we have not been able to show that the
HVAC systems, or lighting create the specified environment, but those
criteria were not selected by the contractor. It was the designer who
implied in the specification the words, ‘If you put in these systems
comprising the plant, equipment, terminals and distribution capacities
and sizes that I have specified—then these environments will be
created.’

The subject of design responsibility is a most contentious one which
is beyond the treatise of this book. There is much good work of recent
times allied to the coming of the Latham Report that bodes well for a
more harmonious and less litigious future.
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Handover
 

11.1.1 PROBLEMS

Preparation must take place early in the second half of a contractual
programme if the historical difficulties of handing over a project, listed
below, are to be avoided:

• specified requirements vary from vague to demanding;
• production of documentation is left too late;
• the cost of meeting the specified requirements is usually underpriced;
• it is a contractually onerous process;
• it is a long process with many interdependencies.

11.1.2 THE DISPERSED REQUIREMENTS

As it was with commissioning and its management so it is with handover,
the requirements for which will be found dispersed in contract conditions,
preliminaries and preambles, and specification clauses. Another trawl is
recommended to be directed by the site manager. The BS contractor
should look through all documentation in his possession and the site
manager should search any other contractual documents which may not
have formed part of the BS order. Table 11.1 lists document clause
headings where relevant information may be found. Only with that
information to hand can its delivery be organized. The main requirements
for handover are:
 
• documentation
• instruction and training
• keys, tools, and spares, etc.
 
Of these the provision of documentation is the area that usually causes
most difficulty. This is broken down into the subelements of:
 
• operating and maintenance manuals;
• planned preventative maintenance systems (PPM);
• record drawings;
• charts, diagrams and notices.

11

11.1 General
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Early drafts sometimes graced with the title Temporary Manuals may be
required to be available for commissioning.

All of the requirements should be met by programming backwards
from the handover date; Fig. 11.1 is an example that will be examined
in later sections.

11.1.3 HANDOVER AND THE H & S FILE

The HSW [1] provided legal leverage, rarely applied contractually, to
ensure that the end user was provided with the wherewithal to operate
and maintain the BS handed over to them. Now, with the coming of the
CDM Regulations [2] the leverage can be applied more clearly. Unless
approved O & Ms and record drawings pass up the chain from BS
contractor to PC and on to the PS for issue to the client/end user, the PS
will be unable to discharge his responsibilities. This is clearly set out in
Clause 125, Stage 5, ‘Commissioning and handover’ of the Guide to
Managing Health and Safety in Construction [3]. This states
‘Information which is required for the Health & Safety File needs to be
forwarded to the Planning Supervisor. This usually includes operational

Table 11.1 The dispersed requirements for handover—clauses where handover
requirements may be found
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and maintenance manuals for plant and equipment, and “as installed”
drawings.’

11.2.1 UNDERSTAND WHAT IS SPECIFIED

The BS contractor must have the greatest depth of understanding of the
documentation to be provided. The site manager must discuss with the
BS contractor any risk to its timely provision. Difficulties in providing
O & M manuals are not always down to the

BS contractor. Far too many projects have inappropriate and poorly
written requirements. Sometimes the requirements are vague, leading the
BS contractor to produce what he sees as compliant only to be rebutted
by the designer saying, ‘This isn’t what I want’, followed by a description
of current perceived needs. The BS contractor responds by saying, ‘What
you have just described is not what is written in the specification. What I
have provided meets specified requirements.’ Acrimonious debate ensues.
If either side gives way they are held responsible for any subsequent delay
in the provision of proper documentation. Meanwhile the site manager’s
site becomes a battlefield and the handover date is at risk. How does this
occur?

Too many designers will have concentrated on the design and
specification of the systems, turning their attention to the commissioning
and documentation needs far too late. Hurriedly they will either (1)
simply state that O & M manuals are to be provided, or (2) cobble
together a poorly conceived set of clauses, plagiarized from the last job
(that itself was produced in exactly the same way). Between these two
extremes, that rate on a scale from ‘dreadful’ to ‘awful’, there will be
found other bad examples. If the BS contractor and site manager have a
shared understanding of the O & M requirements that has been
acquired early enough they can query its appropriateness and avoid
conflict at project end.

Not all of the problems of specifying requirements emanate from the
designer. It is well worth trying to establish whether the designer asked
or was informed by the client/end user of the latter’s strategy for
operation, and particularly maintenance. Was it intended that the end
user would be deploying in house labour resources to carry out the
general maintenance, supported perhaps by term contractors for
specialist equipment, e.g. high voltage switchgear, diesel generators,
chillers and boilers, etc.? Or will all services be maintained by a term
contractor? Writing manuals for the former strategy requires knowledge
of the maintenance resource competence level, whereas for the latter a
high level of competency can be assumed and more simply written
manuals provided. Most term contractors have their own schedules of
periodic maintenance for all of the various systems, plant and

11.2 Operation and
maintenance manuals



equipment. If the designers have adopted the HVCA five-volume
Standard Maintenance Specifications for building services [4], produced
in collaboration with CIBSE and BRECSU, then the difficulty of
preparing detailed maintenance manuals specific to each project is
greatly lessened. These excellent standard maintenance specifications
aim ‘to provide a benchmark against which to measure the performance
of contractors or in-house maintenance departments’. They cover:
 
• Vol. I: Heating and Pipework Systems, 1990
• Vol. II: Ventilation and Air Conditioning, 1992
• Vol. III: Control, Energy and Building, Management Systems, 1992
• Vol. IV: Ancillaries, Plumbing and Sewerage, 1992
• Vol. V: Electrics in Buildings, 1992.
 
Usually the operating aspects of the O & M manuals covers mainly plant
and equipment usage procedures. So far in the history of BS development
little has been contained in manuals regarding the instruction of building
occupants in the use of systems at their workplace. It is an area that has
been much overlooked. Few building occupants are aware of how their
local environment is created, or the limits to which they can adjust it to
personal choice. This is changing. The greater integration of building
fabric and structure and services in the creation of low energy building
brings with it an essential need to explain to the occupants how their
building operates and what local scope they have in determining the
environment they work in. The site manager should understand the
content to be covered by O & M manuals. Drawn from BSRIA’s
Handover Information for Building Services TN 15/95 [5],

Table 11.2 The contents of an operation manual (Source: BSRIA TN 15/95, Handover
Information for Building Services.)
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Table 11.2 covers operation and Table 11.3 maintenance. Sections may
also be added in either or both covering specific aspects of:
 
• fault finding
• summary schedule of lubrication for all plant
• modification information
• disposal instructions
• names and addresses of manufacturers
• drawing and chart schedule.
 
Associated with both O & M is the documentation usually referred to
as Manufacturers’ Technical Literature (MTL). Even quite small jobs
attract an extensive bundle of such literature; it is now usual for these to
be retained in a separate manual cross-referenced to the O & M

Table 11.3 The contents of a maintenance manual (Source: BSRIA TN 15/95,
Handover Information for Building Services.)



manuals. The Manufacturer’s Technical Literature should provide the
information listed in Table 11.4, also from the BSRIA Handover
Information for Building Services.

11.2.2 FORMAT AND QUANTITY

A good test of how well O & M has been specified is to study the
specification to see whether the designer has clearly spelled out how the
information is to be presented. Any job over half a million pounds BS
value will find itself very hard pushed to contain operating,
maintenance and manufacturers’ technical literature in one manual.
Throw in the commissioning results and we soon find ourselves talking
about books and volumes. Designers with a full appreciation of what it
is they are asking for will clearly define the presentation along the
following lines:
 
• Vol. I: Operating Manual
• Vol. II: Maintenance Manual
• Vol. III: Manufacturers’ Technical Literature
• Vol. IV: Commissioning Records.
 
If the project is a multi-building site we could be in for four or five
volumes for each building. Depending on technical complexity there
may also be separate specialist manuals for:
 
• BMS (with or without HVAC controls)
• HVAC controls
• Security
• PABX
• Data
• Kitchens
• Cold rooms.

Table 11.4 The MTL manual—information to be provided (Source: BSRIA
TN 15/95, Handover Information for Building Services.)
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Of course, not all jobs are like that. For simple sites, e.g. social housing,
student accommodation with central systems, one book with three
sections will often suffice. Should the job be of domestic scale such as
social housing then simple ‘slim’ manuals and perhaps a user leaflet
(plastic encapsulated) will be adequate. Having given the site manager a
warning as to what to look for and expect from the point of format we
will now turn to quantity. If the manuals are all to come from one
source the site manager will consider himself fortunate. The designers
may have specified the appointment of a specialist technical author who
will deal with the BS contractor(s) and produce everything to a specified
‘house style’. The technical author may be employed in a number of
ways. It may have been part of the employer’s requirements for the PC
to employ the technical author direct. More often than not if it is a job
with a multi-service BS contractor then it could be part of their
requirements to employ the technical author. Another route is for the
designer to be the technical author and provide the documentation for a
separate fee.

Multiple sources pose more of a problem for the site manager. Each
BS contractor directly employed by the PC will have their own specified
requirements for providing documentation. The size of the managerial
problem is:
 

Number of sources×number of buildings×number of copies=
quantity

 

11.2.3 PLANNING, PROGRAMMES AND APPROVALS

Look again at Fig. 11.1. It is all there on this backwards looking
programme. From the approvals early in the job for samples of covers,
volume depth, material, lettering, binding and contents dividers through
to the cycles of approval for first and second draft on to handover. Two
points to note. Allow four weeks for an approval cycle of issue and
return. Certainly work to a tight fortnight (10 working days) cycle, but
the logging in and posting out from and to originator and recipient will
take the rest of the time even in the quickest teams. Be realistic;
documents are very rarely approved first time round and you must
allow for the worst case contingency of a third cycle. For the example
shown in Fig. 11.1 of a one-year contract on an air conditioned
building, three four-week cycles, say three months, is achievable,
providing you have the front end approvals.

On large multiple building projects such as prisons and hospitals
with many document sources all flowing through the PC on the
approval route, a dedicated management handling resource is needed.



11.2.4 MNEMONICS

Mnemonics are a risk area for the site manager. These alphanumeric
references for buildings services plant and equipment must be
coordinated and project-specific rules laid down if problems are to be
avoided. Inconsistencies manifest themselves in a number of ways.
Consider the following situation with separate mechanical and electrical
services contractors, and a separate BMS specialist. Take any motorized
valve. The mechanical services firm may reference this in manuals and on
record drawings as MV4 RP2—motorized valve No. 4 in roof plant room
2; the electrical contractor having installed the field wiring may call it
MV10LVL7—motorized valve No. 10 at Level 7 (the level of the plant
room); the BMS specialist will wish to continue using his own catalogue
reference supplemented by a locational address, e.g. M3P8OF/ A9L7, i.e.
a magnetic activated, 3 port 80 mm flanged motorized valve on air
handling unit 9, level 7. Quite rightly the frustrations of the end user are
turned in bewilderment at a BS industry that provides such uncoordinated
systems. The site manager can raise this subject early on in discussions by
asking the simple question, ‘are you all using the same plant and
equipment referencing?’ If the responses lead to a common system the site
manager will have merited the thanks of a grateful client and saved some
designers and installers from embarrassment.

11.3.1 UNDERSTANDING WHAT IS SPECIFIED

Record, as built or as installed—are they the same or different? Another
fabled area of BS confusion. To unravel this confusion and to point the
way forward with some clarity we will look at the usage of this
terminology by referring to three documents published between June
1994 and March 1995. They are:
 
1. BSRIA TN 8/94, The Allocation of Design Responsibilities for

Engineering Services [6];
2. the Association of Consulting Engineers Conditions of Engagement

1995, Agreement B (2)—for use where a consulting engineer is
engaged directly by the client but not as a lead consultant [7];

3. the Construction Industry Advisory Committee, A Guide to
Managing Health & Safety in Construction [4].

 
In the first of these references Appendix A. p. 29 defines a record
drawing as:
 

Drawing showing the building and services installations as
detailed at the date of practical completion. The main features of
the record drawings should be as follows:

11.3 Record drawings,
wall charts and
diagrams
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• The drawings should provide a record of the locations of all the
systems and components installed including pumps, fans,
valves, strainers, terminals, electrical switchgear, distribution
and components.

• The drawings should be to a scale not less than that of the
installation drawings.

• The drawings should have marked on them positions of access
points for operating and maintenance purposes.

• The drawings should not be dimensioned unless the inclusion of
a dimension is considered necessary for location.

 
This correlates with the second reference taken from the ACE
Document, clause I, Definitions, p. 14: ‘Record Drawings—drawings
normally prepared by a Sub-Contractor in order to provide the Client
with a record of the Works as installed.’ The final reference is taken
from Appendix 4, ‘The Health & Safety File’, in CONIAC’s A Guide to
Managing Health and Safety in Construction, which lists in clause 2,
‘Relevant information which could be included in the Health & Safety
File’; ‘Record or “As built” drawings and plans used and produced
throughout the construction process.’

Later the same appendix states:
 

12 The provision of ‘as built’ and ‘as installed’ drawings is a
common requirement in most contracts. Drawings are a good
vehicle for the transmission of information between designer,
contractor and back to the client. Drawings can also be a very
good way of providing information required under the CDM
regulations, particularly for inclusion in health and safety plans
and the health and safety file.
13 The accuracy and usefulness of ‘as built’ and ‘as installed’
drawings varies in common experience. While absolute accuracy
may not always be possible, attempting to achieve this will
improve the provision of information. There can be difficulties in
gathering all the information needed for accurate ‘as built’ and ‘as
installed’ drawings. On large projects, it may be necessary to set
up clear procedures to collect and validate this data. There may be
many ways of presenting and storing this information. This is
likely to develop over the coming years.

 
Some clarity seems to be emerging and the author dares to suggest that
the terminology should be refined and applied:
 
• record drawings as defined by BSRIA in TN8/94 [6];
• as built and as installed where greater accuracy of information is

required in part or whole, the extent of which is a specified
requirement.



Fortunately, no such difficulty exists with wall charts and diagrams
providing the designer clearly states what is required, i.e. wood framed,
under glass or encapsulated in plastic, etc.

Until there is a wider use of clearer definitions of drawings to be
provided at handover, the site manager is advised to find out what is
called for on his specific project. This can be done by forming his own
opinion of specified requirements, and following that up by asking the
BS contractor at the pre-award meeting, ‘What have you allowed for?’
Certainly it will ease any end of job difficulties if requirements for
drawings can be clarified at the beginning of the project, and be
properly costed, thereby avoiding scope for a claim.

If the contract has determined that dimensionally accurate
information is to be provided on the handover drawings, and this may
be necessary on jobs such as prisons, hospitals and MOD
establishments, the project programme can be affected. Time must be
allowed on the BS contractors’ programmes for the surveying of
constructed services before their enclosure. Beware of the BS contractor
under pressure on a site with a number of identical buildings who only
surveys one. The buildings will not be identical. Variations in
construction tolerance of the building elements and minor differences in
tradesmen’s practices, particularly, for example the conduit routes,
makes each building different. A good specification will state the
requirements for drawn information along the lines of Table 11.5.

11.3.2 PLANNING, PROGRAMMES AND APPROVALS

This follows the strategy of Fig. 11.1 and the comments of section
11.2.3.

Table 11.5 The specified requirements for record drawings, wall charts and diagrams,
etc.
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11.4.1 GENERAL

We enter another potentially risky area of activity. Risk will manifest
itself through the vagueness of the specification of the designer or under-
estimation by the BS contractor in complying with a good specification.

Looking at extremes, ‘vagueness’ is the clause that states, ‘Instruction
shall be given in the operation of the mechanical services.’ It may be
repeated changing mechanical to electrical in that specification, and
omitted completely from the public health section. It has even been
known for large specialist installations, for example of kitchen and
laundry equipment, to have had instruction and training omitted from
their specification, presumably, assuming that the operatives will be
‘expert’. This is not so. On those two specialist installations it is not
uncommon for the majority of operatives to be untrained or at best
semiskilled.

The better specification will describe what is to be provided, to
whom and for what duration. It will also describe the expected levels of
expertise for both the trainer and the trained. The best specifications
will probably describe a three level process in ascending order of
intensity:
 
1. familiarization;
2. instruction;
3. training for;

• general building services—operation and basic maintenance;
• specialist services—operation and basic maintenance;
• process services—production (hot/cold start) and maintenance.

 
Each of the three main levels have different but related, sometimes
overlapping, aspects of how, when, where, by whom and for what
duration.

11.4.2 FAMILIARIZATION

This can be a geographical walk around the engineering services
systems, particularly describing the purpose of plant and equipment,
given perhaps over one or two days, according to the density of services,
numbers of buildings and their size. The walk round should inform the
management e.g. facilities and premises managers, supervisors and
operatives with O & M responsibility. Familiarization should point out
what plant and equipment is manual or automatic in its operation, and
refer recipients to the O & M manuals and record drawings. It may be
specified as starting with a ‘teach in’, pointing to the available
documents and describing what will be found in them.

11.4 Familiarization,
instruction and training



Familiarization must be planned and given by persons with good job
knowledge who are capable of talking in front of people to impart
confidence in the services they will be responsible for.

11.4.3 INSTRUCTION

The specification should describe the level of information to be imparted
to staff operatives about the operation of the engineering systems in
normal, emergency and standby mode. Some instruction in basic
maintenance such as filter cleaning and changing, belt tensioning,
location and entry into plant, e.g. air handling units via access panels may
have been specified. The extent of demonstration for both operation and
maintenance should be specified, together with the anticipated duration
of the instruction and the level of competence the recipients will be
expected to have. From the above information the provider of the service
can assess their own and specialist resources required.

In his management role the site manager should call for a meeting
between the providers and recipients of instructions to review the abilities
of both before instruction commences. Unfortunately, left to their own
devices, both parties may start accusing the other of inadequacies. A view
from the higher level authority of the site manager’s position can do
much to bring the parties together at the right level of competency. The
site manager may form a judgement that the recipients need more
training, possibly outside the scope of the contract, before they will
benefit from the instruction to be given by the BS contractor. The site
manager may also call for improvements to be made in the level of
competency to be provided by the BS contractor.

11.4.4 TRAINING

Training is a specified level of trade skill to be given to staff and
operatives assigned by the end user. The training should have emphasis
on achieving the skill levels needed to carry out basic maintenance.
Training could also cover enhancing basic skills by upgrading operatives
to maintain specialist plant and equipment, e.g.:
 
• filters trained up to maintain boiler and refrigerant plant;
• electricians trained up to maintain HV switchgear, generators and

UPS systems;
• plumbers trained up to maintain water treatment standards;
• supervisor trained up on the BMS system.
 
Specialist training will require the identification of suitable staff and
operatives by the end user, and appropriate courses by the designer, BS
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contractor or specialist subtrader. In addition to a specialist BMS
supplier training course, the designer may specify some ‘on-site’ post-
contract training to be given.

Process training will almost always be the responsibility of the end
user but some processes require careful interfacing, e.g. continuous hot
process dough ovens must be demonstrated ‘hot’ and handed over to
user, avoiding cooling down which could damage refractories.

11.4.5 WHAT WILL PROBABLY BE SPECIFIED

The most likely description will be the specification of something from
each of the three levels, perhaps in the following way:

1. familiarization for: • management;
• facilities manager;
• maintenance manager;
• supervisors; and
• leading operatives

2. instructions for supervisors and operatives,
preceded by

3. training for BMS supervisor/manager and lead operatives.

All of the above may not be clearly stated in the specification and the site
manager can do much to bring the parties together to refine
responsibilities to ensure that what is required is delivered on time for
handover.

11.5.1 GENERAL

With O & M manuals and record drawings, instruction and training well
under control, risk has been tamed. Or has it? The provision of spares,
keys, tools and media can provide one last painful sting before handover.
By now the site manager is sick of being told ‘Understand what is
specified.’ What we mean is assure yourself that your BS contractor is
aware of the needs of this area. Less ambiguity surrounds these provisions
as quite clearly they relate to the ‘in place’ works. Of course, there is a
caveat—there always is. The specification that states, ‘Provide spares as
recommended by the manufacturer’, takes us into the area of trying to
define the difference between spares which are known to be required to
replace parts that wear to particular time frames, and parts the
manufacturer would like you to have because he sells them. Back to
basics, it is the responsibility of the designer to agree with the client a
policy for the provision of spares and clearly define the requirements in

11.5 Spares, keys, tools,
media and replacements



the specification. The site manager therefore must ask his BS contractor
‘Are you happy that the specification of spares, keys, tools and media is
clear?’ Into this category of loose collectibles to be handed over comes
any instrumentation requirements from the commissioning section of the
specification. Portable temperature and humidity readers, noise meters
and data loggers, etc., etc. are not unknown.

Meeting the requirements does not require the same depth of planning
and approving, but on a small job taking a close look at what is required
should start four weeks before handover. On a large job you may find
that spare motors are required to be held in stores and their delivery
period may be four to six weeks from order. The earlier the subject is
looked at the more comfortable the site manager will feel about his BS
contractor’s capability.

11.5.2 SPARES

The level of provision may well depend on the end user’s policy for
maintenance, i.e. in house or contracted out. It will also depend upon the
function of the buildings. Buildings functioning at the forefront of health
care, security and high volume finance transactions demand systems of
high reliability. Mainly this is covered by the designer providing duplicate
plant and equipment with appropriate levels of redundancy. Whatever
level of standby and emergency capability is provided, any outage for
these buildings is a serious matter and spares must be speedily available
from on-site stores or via the term maintenance contractor.

Spares frequently specified to be held on site are motors, fuses, drive
belts and gaskets.

11.5.3 KEYS

A subject in which site managers are well versed; so suffice to say they
need only examine the BS contractor to make sure he has keys for control
panels, switchgear, fire alarm panels, lifts, valve padlocks, valves, e.g.
lockshield not forgetting the humble radiator air vent keys.

11.5.4 TOOLS

In addition to what the designer specifies for tools, plant and equipment
can arrive on site and be erected and commissioned by specialist
contractors. It is not unknown when after handover and a key piece of
equipment has failed that the maintenance staff discover from the manual
that a specialist ‘deep reaching’ tool should have been provided to
facilitate a simple mechanism release that gets the equipment opera-tional
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again. Telephone/fax to the manufacturer (and they won’t always speak
or understand English) determines after frustrating delay that the tool
was left by the fitter inside the right hand end cover! The message for the
site manager is once again ask your BS contractor to trawl the
manufacturer’s technical literature and list any ‘special’ tools required for
the basic operation and maintenance of plant and equipment.

From the example above it can be seen that this is a pitfall into which
it is easy to fall unwittingly. Jobs can be signed off in good faith, but
ignorance of ‘special’ tool requirements go undiscovered.

11.5.5 MEDIA AND REPLACEMENTS

Bracketed with greases, oils, water treatment chemicals, ventilation and
air conditioning system filter media, we will couple the replacement of
lamps, tubes and other items of the permanent systems run under
contractual agreement prior to handover

Very crudely the fall off in levels of illumination, decay in potency of
water treatment and the dirt loading of filter media are related to the time
between turn on, addition, and commissioning respectively. The client
expects the installation to be handed over in pristine condition. Through
the specification the designer seeks to achieve that objective. If the
specification prohibits the use of the permanent installation other than
for testing and commissioning, after which they are to be turned off, the
site manager may seek a waiver to the contract conditions. Every site
manager is aware of the difficulties of trailing temporary electrics for
power and lighting through near complete building work. Door edges and
frames, floors and skirtings get scuffed adding to the difficulties of
builders and final clean. It is difficult to clean a building without
permanent lighting. This is but one aspect of site productivity. All site
managers will have experienced the increase in productivity of building
services and finishing trades when permanent lighting is on. There is a
need for both client/DT and the PC to come together to agree on the use
of permanent systems and negotiate sensible cost adjustments for their
use. After all there comes a point before the end of the contract when
permanent lighting, HVAC and all general services systems must go live.
What client and DT want to conduct their final inspections through a
temporary lit building waymarked by a hazardous trail of cables—silly
isn’t it? The other side of the situation is that no client/DT can condone a
PC who is profligate in the use of energy and water, etc., for which the
client has signed up supply agreements with the gas, water and electricity
companies.

Equitable negotiation can only come from both parties understanding
the other’s needs. At present there is an imbalance of understanding to
be addressed by most PCs.



11.6.1 COMPREHENSION

Some PCs still believe that the defects liability period is that time during
which the BS contractor must maintain the systems. Not so. Possibly the
BS contractor was asked to submit a price for maintaining the installation
for 12 months after handover, but most usually this becomes an
agreement that is quite separate from the main subcontract.

Generally BS contractors have the same contractual obligations as
the PC. Although on small jobs it is not unknown for the builder to have
a six month defects liability period and the services firm one of twelve
months. We know this is done so that the HVAC systems will have
operated through all of the climatic seasons and any installation defects
arising from the changed operational patterns can be attended to. The
difference in defects liability period between PC and BS contractor gives
the former difficulties in rendering the final account.

Depending on how the specification has set up maintenance, the
post-handover period may involve the site manager. If a planned
preventative maintenance system has been specified to be provided by
the BS contractor then the PC is involved in making sure that handover
requirement is achieved. Alternatively, if the BS contractors’ tender for
maintenance has been accepted, the PC should only be involved to
ensure that his contractor does not cut the corners of familiarization,
instruction and training because he feels he will be maintaining the
plant and there is little point in instructing his own resources. Any
reduction in the training and instruction programme may involve a
clawback being negotiated by the QS.

11.6.2 PLANNED PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE

It can be reasoned that planned preventative maintenance is covered in
the periodic schedules of servicing contained in the maintenance
manuals—see section 11.2. In this section we refer to it in its two
computerized guises. In both these forms it can be used in addition to, or
instead of the ‘normal’ O & M format.

Most BMS firms can offer computerized planned preventative
maintenance varying from the simple captured text of the maintenance
manual through a variety of forms up to the latest dynamic systems of
Table 11.6. Stand alone systems were the first generation of
computerized PPM systems. The systems were prepared by experienced
maintenance managers from the National Health Service and
petrochemical industry. These produce electronically generated hard
copy in the form Table 11.7.

11.6 Maintenance
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The integrated system is more suited for those projects where the
maintenance will be carried out in house supported by a few specialist
term contractors. The stand alone system is the type of arrangement
created by term maintenance contractors from the hard copy of the O &
M manuals. It is of less interest to the PC, whereas the BMS integrated
system will need to be set up and running for handover day plus one.
The site manager will come across the term ‘condition monitoring’ and
may find this is incorporated into the BMS integrated programme of
maintenance. The practices of condition monitoring are just one in the
study and reaction to wear and tear which is known as terotechnology.
Condition monitoring is moving from a form of research into a reliable
maintenance management tool whose application in the BS industry is
on the increase. Applied to moving machinery in the monitoring of, e.g.
shaft vibration and bearing wear, its objective is to forestall
unacceptable breakdowns, prolong life and make the timing of major
cost expenditure more predictable.

Condition monitoring is expensive and will need careful application
to provide the best value. We can see its use on generators, rotary UPS
systems, refrigeration and air handling units plant serving critical
operational functions such as trading floors, computer rooms, operating
theatres and continuous process industrial plants.

Table 11.6 Coverage of BMS integrated PPM

Table 11.7 Coverage of a stand alone PPM



11.7.1 AFTER HANDOVER

Not for long does the site manager float free after handover before the
fax and telephone notify some fault of varying magnitude. Section 9.8
dealt with the post contract commissioning activities of system proving
and fine tuning. Here we will look at fault analysis and rectification.

11.7.2 FAULT ANALYSIS AND RECTIFICATION

This will be a simple starting point approach from which, according to
the nature of the problem, the site manager may need to call upon
assistance from a wider field. This may be found in Chapter 12.

The resolution of a great number of faults will present no problem to
the PC. They will be latent problems in materials and workmanship
undetected by the inspection processes, manifesting themselves through
the stresses and strains of dynamic systems called upon to function for
longer periods than during commissioning activities. The difficult ones
are those that do not respond to initial remedial action where the fault
was not so obvious as first apparent.

In the investigation and rectification of any fault the site manager
should be prepared for it not to be as simple as it seems. It is essential in
those circumstances to have a strategy to put in place and Table 11.8 is
suggested as an operation framework for fault analysis. This will be
expanded upon in Chapter 12. Remember in any fault investigation the
search for causes should be divergent to the point of lateral thinking.
After the cause has been found the ways and means of its resolution
should be convergent.

It is imperative that accurate records are kept of defects attended to

11.7 Post contract

Table 11.8 Fault analysis procedure (Source: BSRIA.)
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during the defects liability period. Obviously it is in the interests of the
PC and BS contractor that they agree with the client/end user what
details are recorded, e.g.:
 
• the nature of the defect;
• any consequential damage to other services or building elements

arising from the defect;
• remedial action taken and by whom;
• date and time of event and related activities.
 
Unlike many elements of building works where defects can be held over

Table 11.9 Checklist for building documentation (Source: CIBSE TM 17.)



to a later date in the defects liability period and dealt with in an
economical manner, the BS contractor is not so lucky. Once again the
dynamic nature of building services dictates, more often than not, that
response to a problem must be immediate in order to secure the building
function and maintain safe occupancy for all.

Not all documentation that must find its way into the PC’s health and
safety file, for onward transmission to the PS and ultimate handover to
the end user, will be contained in the O &C M manuals and record
drawings. We will therefore end this chapter with Table 11.9, from the
Technical Memorandum Appendix B, Building Services Maintenance
Management [8]. The table ‘is a list of documentation that, where
applicable to the building concerned, building owners must keep. Other
documentation may be desirable but does not arise out of any statute or
regulation. All the documents are to be kept in the building and must be
freely available for inspection.’ This prefacing comment to the table,
published by CIBSE prior to the CDM regulations coming into force, is
recommended to the site manager for inclusion in the health and safety
file. By extending Table 11.9 by two columns the site manager can
create a project specific responsibilities matrix for completion in
conjunction with the BS contractors. The first column can identify the
provider of the requisite documentation and the second column its
location, i.e. contained with the O & M and commissioning manuals or
presented loose.
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Help yourself
 

12.1.1 INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE

Information is not knowledge. Its value is limited by individual, team or
corporate knowledge. The stocks and shares listings of the Financial
Times mean little to the reader without knowledge. Information is
therefore only knowledge if it is capable of interpretation by the recipient
and adds value to his other knowledge. An enquiry for a construction
project is ‘given’ information. The issuing authority has imparted their
knowledge in the form of information. Some tenderers return enquiries
explaining, ‘We are not in this area of business.’ Others, seeing the
enquiry as being on the fringe of their field of work, while recognizing the
extended risk will still submit a bid. Most tenderers confident of their
knowledge will interpret the enquiry, and its implied or explicit
requirements to comply with legislation, standards, codes and guides,
into an intended compliant bid. They may apply their knowledge further
and put forward alternative offers for the client’s consideration.

The contract will proceed with more information, e.g. contract
drawings and variations, issued under cover of an instruction from the
client/DT via the contract administrator. As work proceeds clarification
is required to issued information. It may be ambiguous, incorrect or
have different meanings according to the reader’s knowledge level. It is
the continuous ebb and flow turning information into knowledge, back
to information, and on to enhanced knowledge that ensures specified
requirements are met.

12.2.1 GENERAL

All work must comply with the legislation of the country within which
it is being constructed. For the UK that means complying with statute
law laid down by Acts of Parliament. This law is enabled through
regulations. Some establishments such as the Crown Estates and certain
areas of MoD activities do not have to comply with all legislation and

12
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are granted immunity from prosecution. No doubt the same situation
exists in other countries.

It is not necessary for all of the legislation with which a construction
project must comply to be referred to in the contract documentation.
After all, to comply with the law that bounds your business you must
understand that law. This is simply stated, but it is easy to move quickly
from black and white into the grey. Take the building regulations in the
matter of fire stopping. A designer must know the requirements and
should specify one of the ‘deemed to comply’ methods for sealing holes
around building services penetrations through structure and fabric. If the
designer is specific then the builder or BS contractor, if it is in his works,
only has to meet that specified requirement. Should the designer have
made the incorrect selection it is obviously his fault. If, however, the
designer has left the choice of fire stopping to the builder or his BS
contractor then in that delegated area of ‘design’ responsibility they need
to know all of the compliant alternatives that will meet the regulations.

According to the function of the building the designers will need to
specify particular legislation with which the project must comply. If you
are building a meat or poultry processing factory then the designers will
have to comply with the requirements of the Food Safety Act 1990 and
particular requirements of The Meat Products (Hygiene) Regulations
1994. These will be stated in the specification and the builder and BS
contractor should certainly acquaint themselves with the requirements of
the legislation, for they affect the way in which the building is
constructed, commissioned, cleaned and handed over. The constructors
may even need specialist help at tender stage in interpreting requirements
of the legislation so that they do not default during construction.

Much legislation is empowered by Parliament having received a
Directive, e.g. the Construction Products Directive, from Brussels. There
seems an endless expansion of legislation, the criticism of which is
deflected by politicians pleading not the Fifth Amendment but the EEC.
Returning from our travels in Community countries we bring back stories
of their apparent non-compliance in food hygiene, fire regulation and
construction safety. But who would want to see the annulment or
watering down of, for example legislation concerning Personal Protection
Equipment (PPE), COSHH and CDM regulations.

To conduct their business the PC and BS contractor must be up to
speed with the currency of their knowledge. Legislation is but one part.
They must understand the way in which standards, codes, guides and
related technical memoranda and technical notes are created and how
to get hold of them when they apply specifically to their projects.

12.2.2 THE NATURE OF REFERENCE INFORMATION

The reader will pardon the fuzzy logic of the oversimplification which



follows. The reader should be able to create his/her own sharp edges to
the interpretation and keep him/herself afloat on the grey seas of project
situations:

Legislation

All statute law is made by Act of Parliament. Common law is
established by decisions or judgments in courts of law and has evolved
over the years.

Regulations

These are the enabling instruments of the Acts. This legislation must be
complied with. Failure to do so is punishable under the law.

Standards

A hierarchy of organizations set standards. The main group we will
bracket as:
 
• International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO)
• European Committee for Normalisation (CEN)
• European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation (CENELEC)
• British Standards Institution (BSI).
 
These are the international, European and UK standards. In a few cases
the applicable standards are the same, as in the triple numbered Quality
Management System Specification, ISO 9000/EN2900/BS5750.

As common standards flow through from Europe BS standard
numbers are changed and given EN numbers.

Remember—these standards are generally considered as minimum.
The standards and practices of other organizations may be even higher
and considered more of a benchmark.

Other standards

Research organizations, professional institutions, trade associations,
universities, government departments and corporate bodies produce their
own standards. These too are recommendations and will be embodied
into contract documents on the route from client to designer to PC and
specialist contractor, and onwards to suppliers and manufacturers. In
reverse order manufacturers, suppliers, specialists and general trade
contractors will, or should, apply their standard industry norms to meet
but not take precedence over the specified standards.

Generally standards tell you what to do. Some may find that
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statement debatable, but that is only because of their knowledge level.
In reading the standards they draw upon their skill and experience. If
they have not acquired the level of experience which allows them to
understand the standard they will need guidance to implement it.

Codes

Codes mostly originate from the same sources as standards. Those
coming from the higher levels of standard setting authorities are given
the title, Approved Code of Practice (ACOP), e.g. L54, Managing
Construction for Health and Safety related to the CDM regulations and
was issued by the Health and Safety Commission.

Codes vary in their nature from documents which clarify
requirements and in doing so edge from ‘what to do’ towards ‘how to
do it’. Technical codes generally are skeleton documents, i.e. they have a
structural framework to them.

Guides

Guides are usually drawn up by the source organizations for standards
and codes. Guides flesh out the codes providing them with the ‘how to
do it’, e.g. The Guide to Managing Health and Safety in Construction
prepared in consultation with the Health and Safety Executive, by the
Construction Industry Advisory Committee (CONIAC). Another
example is BSRIA’s Application Guide AG2/89.1, The Commissioning
of Water Systems in Buildings.

Technical memoranda and technical notes

These are taken together, usually from the same sources as guides, codes
and standards. They may also go under other names such as bulletins,
digests and newsletters. For BS we will take the BSRIA definitions,
while recognizing they will not apply to all sources.
 
• Technical notes are reports prepared as a result of sponsored

research and other technical work.
• Technical memoranda are occasional publications on diverse topics

prepared from the deliberations of various specialists.

Bibliographies

A number of originating sources of standards, codes and guides, TMs,
TNs, etc. also produce bibliographies in the form of publication catalo-
gues general to their sphere of activity. You may also find that some



organizations, particularly BSRIA, produce subject specific
bibliographies.

Technical papers

These are available from the conference papers and technical journals of
the generic sources already mentioned. These provide information that
ranges from ‘what to do’ through to ‘how to do it’ and ‘how we did it’
on this or that job.

Directories

The industry is blessed with an excellent range of directories covering
such areas as standards, organization membership, certification and
registration of competency by companies, individuals and products, e.g.
registered firm to BS5750, the Heating, Ventilating, Airconditioning
and Refrigeration Register for operatives, and fire detection devices
complying with LPCB Certificate 126a respectively.

12.2.3 SOURCES OF INFORMATION

From an understanding of the nature of information related to building
services the PC and his site manager should be able to provide direction
to others, and lead where necessary, in the resolution of problems.
Involved as he will be the site manager should be able to drive others
towards the acquisition of the best subject information, question or
bring the parties together on its interpretation in the context of his
project. Questions such as:
 
• ‘What is the specified standard?’
• ‘Is a current copy of that standard on site?’
• ‘In the absence of a specified standard what authoritative guidance

is available to us?’
• ‘Is that guidance on site?’
• ‘What parts of the standard or guidance are we having difficulty

with?’
• ‘Is there a higher level of knowledge on this subject available in your

organization?’
• ‘Have you researched whether this situation has occurred previously

in the experience of yourselves or the industry?’
• ‘How was that problem resolved?’
• ‘Is it relevant to this job?’
• ‘Were any external experts involved’, if so
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• ‘Who were the experts?’
• Etc., etc….
 
Tracking down what is known about the subject ‘difficulty’ should
assist in defining the limits of current knowledge. In this BSRIA’s
Information Sources in Building Services [1] will be found most useful.
This provides contact details for organizations and a subject listing.
Appendix M has been developed from this to provide a listing of the
range of information services available from professional institutions,
consultancy associations and learned societies.

12.3.1 FAULTS NOT DEFECTS

All this checking of information, clarified and refined by knowledge is
fine for the static construction condition of building structure, its fabric
and services systems during construction. Work is inspected, defects
raised and cleared, the external inspectorate comes and goes. It is in the
dynamic mode during commissioning, system proving and defects
liability period that BS failures manifest themselves. What we are
looking at here are not defects as defined in section 10.1.2, or total
failure. We are concerned with a partial failure or fault in performance,
the resolution of which we will take through an analysis procedure and
the occasional need to call in an expert.

12.3.2 FAULT ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

This is an exercise in the iterative process of information converted to
knowledge and back into information, in problem resolution. The
procedure is based on ideas set down by BSRIA quite a few years ago
and which the author has found a helpful approach to trouble shooting.
 
• Don’t panic—unless safety is involved do not destroy the evidence.

Wrong conclusions may be drawn. If the subject failure presents
visual evidence and time allows, then photograph it.

• Stop further damage—despite the warning not to destroy evidence
there may be certain actions which must be taken promptly to limit
the consequential damage.

• History of the system—collect all known details from design,
installation, commissioning, operating and maintenance. A
chronological history of the problem is invaluable. Note any decisions
of political expediency that appear to impact the problem. However,
be wary of information born of vested interest.

• Compare with the design—question variations from the original
design, check on modifications and additions.

12.3 Dealing with faults
and failures



• Working order—make sure the system is working in accordance with
design. Automatic controls may be stuck and system performance
could be totally different to that expected. Controls in one part of the
system may struggle to operate and compensate for failures to
controls in other parts.

• System contents—check that the application of plant, equipment and
components and operational environment are not different from that
for which the system was designed.

• Drawing conclusions—can the cause of the problem be identified
from the information collected? Is it a typical failure which could be
expected?

• Call in the experts—you may want the problem investigated by
experts or decide that certain features need scientific services. This is
what experts are for.

Remember the majority of faults will arise from one of the
following sources:
• incorrect selection of materials or finishes
• design errors
• installation inadequacies
• commissioning, operating or maintenance malpractice
• incorrect or inadequate client brief.

12.3.3 ASSIGNING RESPONSIBILITY

In order to assign responsibility for a failure one must first understand
the responsibilities of the parties to the project. It is not unusual for
both designer and the installer to prepare reports of their investigations
which may lead the site manager to discover that they are incompatible.
If they both blame a supplier or manufacturer the situation is easier for
it is down to the BS contractor to seek remedial action. If stalemate
persists between designer and installer it may fall to the site manager, in
order to break a deadlock, to seek agreement to the appointment of an
external expert.

The resolution of major problems, particularly those concerning system
performance, are difficult to deal with. Occurring towards the end or
after the job has been handed over no one in the chain has any money to
put it right. Polarization is inevitable as the site manager witnesses a flow
of correspondence and ‘expert’ reports angled from each party’s vested
interest. The PC and site manager are unavoidably involved. The contract
is invoked and instructions flow from the client/DT which may not be
acted upon despite ‘7-day notices’. In picking the moment to strengthen

12.4 Calling in experts
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the intervention, and control draining expenditure, is not easy for the PC.
In any such dispute the site manager must always consider that a moment
in time may arrive when he has to spend his company’s money in a
controlled way, in order to solve a problem belonging to others, which is
burning off his profit with seemingly no chance of its recovery. For the
last time it is necessary to refer to the differences in contractual
arrangements and the nature of building services when compared to the
static elements of the construction works.

PMs, D & B contractors and, to a lesser extent, construction
management contractors can and must be responsible for preventing
debate on differences sliding into acrimonious dispute. The management
and traditional lump sum contractors may find their influence is
atrophied by being ‘the piggy in the middle’. Nevertheless all may find
they are recommending that an expert is called in.

If, for whatever reason, you as a project manager or PC are assigned or
contractually bound to take the lead in appointing an expert, then get the
best. Regrettable though it may be, the PC should always be mindful that
the expert may have to appear as an ‘expert witness’ in arbitration or
some higher level legal proceedings. It may not be so much as a dispute
over the expert’s technical findings, but the strength of views held on the
contract conditions that will cause the legal profes-sion to wet the fiscal
appetites. The special appointee must therefore be an expert in the subject
field, comfortable in writing reports and appearing in court. A presence
and equable temperament is important. It should not be too difficult to
determine the nature of the problem to be investigated although the
complexity of BS engineering in its mix of mechanical, electrical,
electronic and chemical elements can on occasion give rise to the need to
appoint more than one expert to deal with the constituent aspects.

As most disputes seem to occur between designer and installer or
installer and manufacturer/supplier there is no merit in appointing
another ‘general’ BS design consultant. If you do you may feel that their
findings are suspect. Naturally they will not wish to find against a fellow
consultant, which leads to the installer, manufacturer and supplier saying
unhappily ‘Well, what do you expect from another Designer?’ Unfair
though this may be it has not helped to resolve the situation. The reverse
situation also applies with some undoubted experts on ‘retainers’ from
their past employers in manufacturing. Their natural bias is towards the
product. Nevertheless some truly independent experts do exist in the
specialist fields of:
 
• HVAC
• comfort environments and building science
• refrigeration
• vertical transportation
• laundries



• kitchen installations
• security
• combustion
• electrical motive power
• information technology.
 
In addition to the independent experts who are sometimes difficult to
locate there is the specialist knowledge of the industry research
organizations, e.g. BRE, BSRIA, CIRIA, etc. and of course the universities.

When you have tracked down one or two potentially suitable experts,
check them out. We know time is short and the problem must be
resolved yesterday. But, the expert you are going to appoint will need to
have a success rate in the high 90s, whose findings will not be
‘rubbished’, and for this reason it is worthwhile spending some time on
a pre-qualification process. Consider:
 
• Do they understand the problem and have solved similar issues

previously?
• Are they just keen to get involved because the problem interests

them academically?
 
Check out what information they are going to need. Can a start be
made while the information is being compiled? Ask them how long they
will need to investigate and prepare their report. Experts are not cheap
but reflect the value to the project. Experts must be carefully briefed,
but don’t tie them down. You are not the expert and should not tell
them in fine detail what it is that they should be looking at. Restrict the
briefing to technical matters. If they are asked to look at the contractual
arrangements and form views on the political atmosphere of the project
you will be asking them to go outside the realms of their expertise. It
will also prolong the presentation of their report. Contractual and
political views could be non-expert opinions, ‘torn to shreds’ in the
courts as a way of belittling their views on technical matters.

When experts start out on an investigation they may for all their
expert knowledge come up with conclusions that will recommend
further avenues of investigation. Before proceeding, discussions should
take place and views expressed as to whether or not an ultimate
conclusion is likely to be achieved and at what cost. Hard though it may
be to understand, phenonoma do occur in our buildings, not only on BS
but with structure and fabric, the causes of which are only understood
following investigations. Fortunately building services phenonoma are
usually not dangerous, if we accept that they only partially contribute
to sick building syndrome. Take the incidence of harmonics in a
project’s electrical infrastructure as one such phenomenon. Existing as
they do in all jobs it is only when harmonics occur to an unpredictable
level that problems arise.
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End note

Buildings with the aid of BS defend the occupants and processes from the
vagaries of the external environment and enable the functions for which
they were designed to be performed safely. When the continuous presence
of quality is absent in part, or whole, it is usually manifest in some level
of BS failure. The boiler didn’t come on, the chiller packed up, the fuse
has blown, the sprinkler failed, the lift is broken, etc., etc. Frustrating but
mercifully not often life threatening, their impact is nevertheless more
noticeable than cracked floor tiles, peeling paint and sticking doors.
Comparing like with like is not possible, but BS probably do not fail any
more than buildings. When the latter fail the consequences can be
horrendous, as a read of Why Buildings Fall Down [2] graphically
explains. Generalizing, when BS fail it can be disruptive to a wide degree,
when buildings (structures) fail it’s frightening. Both risks can be reduced
by using expertise in design and construction and good management of
the whole process, not in investigating what went wrong. For all, the
advice of William LeMessurier, doyen of Boston Structural Engineers as
quoted in [2] is given, ‘Any time you depart from established practice
make ten times the effort, ten times the investigations. Especially on a
very large scale job.’
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Appendix A CAWS—Common Arrangement
Work Sections. R-X including first and

second level descriptions

R Disposal systems
R1 Drainage R10 Rainwater pipework/gutters

R11 Foul drainage above ground
R12 Drainage below ground
R13 Land drainage
R14 Laboratory/Industrial waste drainage

R2 Sewerage R20 Sewage pumping
R21 Sewage treatment/sterilization

R3 Refuse disposal R30 Centralized vacuum cleaning
R31 Refuse chutes
R32 Compactors/Macerators
R33 Incineration plant

S Piped supply systems
S1 Water supply

S10 Cold water
S11 Hot water
S12 Hot and cold water (small scale)
S13 Pressurized water
S14 Irrigation
S15 Fountains/Water features

S2 Treated water supply S20 Treated/Deionized/Distilled water
S21 Swimming pool water treatment

S3 Gas supply S30 Compressed air
S31 Instrument air
S32 Natural gas
S33 Liquid petroleum gas
S34 Medical/Laboratory gas

S4 Petrol/Oil storage S40 Petrol/Oil—lubrication
S41 Fuel oil storage/distribution

S5 Other supply systems S50 Vacuum
S51 Steam
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S6 Fire fighting—water S60 Fire hose reels
S61 Dry risers
S62 Wet risers
S63 Sprinklers
S64 Deluge
S65 Fire hydrants

S7 Fire fighting—gas/foam S70 Gas fire fighting
S71 Foam fire fighting

T Mechanical heating/Cooling/Refrigeration systems
T1 Heat source T10 Gas/Oil fired boilers

T11 Coal fired boilers
T12 Electrode/Direct electric boilers
T13 Packaged steam generators
T14 Heat pumps
T15 Solar collectors
T16 Alternative fuel boilers

T2 Primary heat distribution T20 Primary heat distribution
T3 Heat distribution/utilization T30 Medium temperature hot water heating

—water T31 Low temperature hot water heating
T32 Low temperature hot water heating (small scale)
T33 Steam heating

T4 Heat distribution/utilization T40 Warm air heating
—air T41 Warm air heating (small scale)

T42 Local heating units
T5 Heat recovery T50 Heat recovery
T6 Central refrigeration/ T60 Central refrigeration plant

Distribution T61 Primary/Secondary cooling distribution
T7 Local cooling/Refrigeration T70 Local cooling units

T71 Cold rooms
T72 Ice pads

U Ventilation/Air conditioning systems
U1 Ventilation/Fume extract U10 General supply/extract

U11 Toilet extract
U12 Kitchen extract
U13 Car parking extract
U14 Smoke extract/Smoke control
U15 Safety cabinet/Fume cupboard extract
U16 Fume extract
U17 Anaesthetic gas extract

U2 Industrial extract U20 Dust collection
U3 Air conditioning—all air U30 Low velocity air conditioning

U31 VAV air conditioning
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U32 Dual-duct air conditioning
U33 Multi-zone air conditioning

U4 Air conditioning—air/water U40 Induction air conditioning
U41 Fan-coil air conditioning
U42 Terminal re-heat air conditioning
U43 Terminal heat pump air conditioning

U5 Air conditioning—hybrid U50 Hybrid system air conditioning
U6 Air conditioning—local U60 Free standing air conditioning units

U61 Window/Wall air conditioning units
U7 Other air systems U70 Air curtains

V Electrical supply/power/lighting systems
V1 Generation/Supply/HV V10 Electricity generation plant

distribution V11 HV supply/distribution/public utility supply
V12 LV supply/public utility supply

V2 General LV distribution/ V20 LV distribution
lighting/power V21 General lighting

V22 General LV power
V3 Special types of supply/ V30 Extra low voltage supply

distribution V31 DC supply
V32 Uninterrupted power supply

V4 Special lighting V40 Emergency lighting
V41 Street/Area/Flood lighting
V42 Studio/Auditorium/Arena lighting

V5 Electric heating V50 Electric underfloor heating
V51 Local electric heating units

V9 General/Other electrical work V90 General lighting and power (small scale)

W Communications/Security/Control systems
W1 Communications—speech/ W10 Telecommunications

audio W11 Staff paging/location
W12 Public address/Sound amplification
W13 Centralized dictation

W2 Communications—audio- W20 Radio/TV/CCTV
visual W21 Projection

W22 Advertising display
W23 Clocks

W3 Communications—data W3 Data transmission
W4 Security W40 Access control

W41 Security detection and alarm
W5 Protection W50 Fire detection and alarm

W51 Earthing and bonding
W52 Lightning protection
W53 Electromagnetic screening
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W6 Control W60 Monitoring
W61 Central control
W62 Building automation

X Transport systems
X1 People/Goods X10 Lifts

X11 Escalators
X12 Moving pavements

X2 Goods/Maintenance X20 Hoists
X21 Cranes
X22 Travelling cradles
X23 Goods distribution/Mechanized warehousing

X3 Documents X30 Mechanical document conveying
X31 Pneumatic document conveying
X32 Automatic document filing and retrieval
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Appendix B ACE Agreements 1995 A(2), B(2)
and C(2) Appendix 1, work elements

correlated to CAWS

ACE Engineering (Building) Services Nearest
Work elements CAWS

Reference

Acoustical design and treatment *(1)

Air compressors and compressed air services S30
Air conditioning and mechanical ventilation services U
Automatic blinds and shutters L11, L12, *(3)

Bedpan washing and disposal equipment N20–23 *(3)

Boilers and auxiliary plants T10–14
Calorifiers *(1)

Central dictation services W13
Central vacuum cleaning installations S50
Clock installations W23
Cold water services S
Combined heat and power installations None
Conveyor installations and equipment X23
Cooling water services T21
Distribution mains for any services included in R, S &T

Electric lighting and power installations V2
Electric generation plant and systems V10
Electric substations and switch gear V11, V12
Electrical transmission services V11, V12
Energy management systems W6
Exhaust gas treatment and flues T10, T11, T13
Fire detection and alarm systems W50
Fire protection services S6, S7
Flood lighting systems V41
Food preparation, cooking, storage and serving equipment N12 *(2)

Fuel gas distribution systems S32, S33
Heating systems T3, T4
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Hot water services S11, S12, S13
Incineration plant R33
Information technology (IT) systems W1, W3
Intruder detection and alarm systems W4
Laundry equipment and services N20–23 *(2)

Lifts, hoists, and escalators X10, X20, X11
Medical gas and vacuum services S34, S50
Pedestrian mover systems (travelators) X12
Pneumatic tube conveyor systems X31
Power-operated louvres None
Public address, personnel location and call services W12, W11
Radio and TV reception services W20
Radio and TV transmission services W20
Public health and plumbing services N13, R1, R2, R3
Radiography, and similar medical investigation and
treatment plant N20–23 *(2)

Refrigeration and cold store installations T60, T61, T70, T71
Refuse collection, compaction, incineration and disposal systems R31, R32, R33
Security and access control systems W40, W41
Steam and condensate return services S51
Sterilizing equipment N20–23, *(2)

Street lighting V41(4)

Telephone installations and exchanges W10
Thermal insulation applied to the engineering services systems *(1)

Vibration control applied to the engineering services systems *(1)

Water filtration and treatment systems S20, S21
Window cleaning and other external access equipment X22

Notes:
(1)Covered under other CAWS references where the application/treatment forms part of meeting the
specified requirements for that element.
(2)Included under CAWS References for: ‘N—Furniture/equipment*
(3)Included under CAWS References for: ‘L—Windows/rooflights/screens/louvres’
(4)Street lighting is only listed in ACE 1995 Agreement C (2), for a design and construct contractor.
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Appendix C Suggested duties for a
consultant appointed by a D & B contractor

It is assumed the contractor has received a services brief in the employer’s requirements and
intends to use a designer contractor for design development.

Tender period

1. Receive and appraise employer’s requirements (building services brief).
2. Confirm to the D & B contractor the adequacy of the brief, and/or raise any queries for

clarification.
3. Submit a design risk appraisal to the D & B contractor.
4. Suggest alternative criteria/systems that would (a) reduce the contractor’s exposure to risk

and/ or, (b) be commercially beneficial.
5. Set any building services design criteria that were left to the D & B contractor’s choice.
6. Select any systems that were left to the D & B contractor to choose.
7. Prepare draft scheme:

(a) calculate and evaluate building services loads;
(b) prepare schematics;
(c) produce outline scheme drawings for services installer to tender upon.

8. Prepare concurrent with (7), information for other consultants:
(a) establish plant room sizes, horizontal and vertical distribution routes, together with any

floor and ceiling services spatial zones;
(b) give approximate live and dead load requirements to the structural engineer with respect

to building services;
(c) advise of building services penetrations through structure and building fabric;
(d) agree insulation (thermal U) values.

9. Discuss and agree with design team and D & B contractor the requirements for building
envelope air tightness.

10. Produce a building services specification for the installer to tender upon comprising:
(a) the employer’s requirements (Brief) as modified by consultant and design team;
(b) material and workmanship standards;
(c) schedules of plant, equipment and terminals for installing tenderers to complete with

duties, capacities and numbers (of plant and equipment); Schedules should include a
column for the tenderers to insert make, model and manufacturer;
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(d) specification of BMS, HVAC controls, and motor control centres with associated standard
references to Codes and Guides, etc., e.g. CIBSE, BSRIA, Building Energy Management
System (BEMS);

(e) specify requirements for the commissioning of each separate system and service. This
should describe facilities to be incorporated in the HVAC systems for air and water
regulation, and the specification of system preparation, i.e. flushing, chemical cleaning and
water treatment;

(f) specify requirements for operating and maintenance manuals and/or computerized system
of planned preventive maintenance;

(g) specify requirements for end user familiarization, training and instruction on operating the
systems in normal, standby and emergency modes.

11. Coordinate with the D & B contractor proposed building services preliminaries and preambles
for inclusion in the consultant’s specification.

12. Prepare building services budgets on a basis agreed with the D & B contractor.
13. With or on behalf of the D & B contractor conduct negotiations with public and private

utilities suppliers for incoming services, supplies, and outflows, in the required locations and
of the necessary pressure and size. Seek initial advice/programme on the earliest availability of
the utilities.

14. If required within the scope of work agreed with the D & B contractor prepare a specification
and sized design drawings for underslab and external drainage. Note: The D & B contractor
may wish to include this as billed work in the substructure.

15. Agree with the D & B contractor and architect what fittings are to be provided by the
installation tenderers, i.e. sanitary, lighting and kitchen, etc.

16. If requested give advice on suitable designer/installer contractors for the tender list.
17. Provide a suggested building services tender summary and breakdown (see Appendix F).
18. Evaluate designer/installer tender proposals and report to D & B contractor The report should

also cover evaluation of any alternative proposals submitted by tenderers.
19. Produce as requested by the D & B contractor the following information for their submission

documentation:
(a) Technical appraisal of employer’s requirements highlighting proposals where criteria and

system selection was left to the D & B contractor;
(b) alternative—write up the merits of alternative proposals;
(c) provide details of energy consumption from basic up to the level of full life cycle cost;
(d) provide CVs and experience;
(e) join with D & B contractor’s team in preparing for presentation/interview.

20. Attend interview/presentation.
21. Support D & B contractor in post tender interviews and negotiations.

Design phase (D & B contractor award to designer installer start on site)

1. Assist D & B contractor in documenting the order for the designer/installer.
2. Attend design development meetings.
3. Monitor subcontractor’s design, including appropriate audits.
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4. Monitor BS information needs of other design team members, e.g. architect, structural
engineer and ensure needs are met through the designer installer.

5. Receive and approve via the D & B contractor the designer installer’s working drawings, shop
drawings, wiring diagrams, etc.

6. Comment on the installer’s programme.
7. Provide an inspection and meetings representation service throughout the installation,

commissioning, system proving, fine tuning, and handover periods, to an agreed indicative
schedule of attendance.

8. Receive and respond to all technical queries raised by tenderers and the appointed designer
installer with respect to building services.

Installation phase

1. Implement the site representation, see item (7) of design phase.
2. Inspect quality of installations for (a) compliance with design, (b) materials and workmanship.
3. Receive and respond to all technical queries raised by installers and their specialist with respect

to building services.
4. Comment on installer’s monthly claim for interim certification.
5. Attend and report upon the specified offsite inspections.
6. Comment on designer installer’s method statements.
7. Comment on appropriateness of designer installer’s proposed compliance inspection sheets.

Commissioning to handover phase

1. Comment on designer installer’s proposed method statements for HVAC systems preparation.
2. Witness the results of system preparation.
3. Approve designer installer’s pre-commissioning method statements and checklists.
4. Approve designer installer’s commissioning method statements, logic networks, programmes

and checklists.
5. Witness the specified requirements for repeatable flow rates, functions and performance.
6. Receive and evaluate commissioning results.
7. Receive and comment upon draft operating and maintenance manuals, planned preventive

maintenance (PPM) system, and record drawings.
8. Receive and comment upon designer installer’s method statement and programme for instructing

clients’ staff/operatives on the operation of the systems and familiarization of the installations.
9. Agree with the D & B contractor a programme of final inspections, record defect and carry out

‘defect clearance inspections’.
10. Carry out 12-month defects inspection.
11. Carry out final ‘defect clearance’ inspections.
 
Note: D & B contractors with building services managers (BSMs) and site engineers will wish to
tailor the consultants duties to avoid expensive overlap. The BSRIA TN8/94 division of
responsibilities pro formas will be of assistance. See also Tables 2.2 and 2.3, and Chapters 9 and 11
on Commissioning and Handover respectively.
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Appendix D Building services design risk: a
matrix for identifying potential pitfalls

Consider the following aspects and circle the appropriate risk score in the relevant project value
column. (Scores marked with an asterisk assume that the project is designed and staffed by
competent designers and contractors appropriate to the project is designed and staffed by a total
score over 16.

Overall value of building project

<£2.5m £2.5–10m £10–20m >£20m
Proportional value of services <15% 2 4 6

15–35% 2 4 0* 0*
>35% 6 8 0* 0*

Type of building Offices
Factory 1 1
Retail 1 2
Residential 1 2
Hospital 1 1 2 4
Other 1 1 2 4

Is there air conditioning? Yes 6 8 4 2
No

What type of air conditioning? VAV
VRV VRF 1 1
Chilled beams 2 2
Chilled ceilings 2 2 1 1
Displacement vent 2 2 1 1

What are the temperature ±2°C
performance criteria? ±1°C 1 1 1 1

±0.5°C 2 2 2 2
What are the humidity ±20%rh
performance criteria? ±10%rh 2

±5%rh 3 3 3 3
What are noise performance 45NR
criteria? 40NR 1 1

35NR 2 2 2 2
>30NR 4 4 4 4
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Overall value of building project

<£2.5m £2.5–10m £10–20m >£20m
Are there any complex
unusual services other than
air conditioning? Yes 1 3 2 1
Are there any innovative design
features? Yes 1 3 2 1
Does the scheme contain
multiples of the same design? Yes 1 4
Are fans or pumps speed
controlled using electronic
inverters? Yes 1 1 2 2
Is there a BMS? Yes 1 2 1 1
Is there adequate space
allowances for plant, risers and
voids? No 1 2 1 1
Is there a requirement for
builders work airtight shaft
or room? Yes 1 2 1
Does the scheme contain low
level fume exhausts? Yes 1 2 1
Is the specification clear on
responsibilities for firestopping? No 1 1
Capability and resources of
designer Unknown 1 1

Suspect 1 2 4
Construction programme speed Normal

Fast 1
Very fast 1 2 1 1

Is designer appointed on
standard duties? ‘Spec. & Drwgs’ 1 2
Completeness and quality of
design tender information Average 1

Poor 1 1 2 3
How much design development Extensive 1 2 1 1
by specialist subcontractor? Normal 1
Has subcontractor qualified
system performance in his
tender? Yes 2 1

Risk assessment Total
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Appendix E Building services manager—
job description

Contractual route

Traditional D & B MC/CM Project
management

Reports to
a line manager who may change as
projects mutate from office to site
based. In the discharge of his duties
the building services manager (BSM)
may also make direct contact with the
client, services consultant, estimator,
commercial manager, purchasing
manager, project and planning
managers and approving authorities
and organizations as appropriate to
the contractual route, viz: X X X X

Support for business
development activities X X X X
Support and attendance on
prequalification and
presentations X X X X
Establishing and
maintaining contact with the
building services industry
(consultants, research
organizations, service
contractors, manufacturers
and other specialists) X X X X
Evaluation of incoming
enquiries and advising
line manager of all matters
pertinent to the building
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Contractual route

Traditional D & B MC/CM Project
management

services content,
compliance requirements,
programme time, and
alternatives X X X X
Contributing to the
establishment and
maintenance of a vendor
database for expertise in
(a) consultants,
(b) designer contractors
(c) construct only services

  contractors, organizations X X X X
Building services cost advice
for initial budgets, and
procurement of specialist cost
plan services X X X
Advice on selection of building
services consultants, and
designer contractors. X X X
Advice on selection of
‘construction only’ services
contractors X X X X
Advice on building services
procurement routes X X X
Monitoring the progression of
design and its required output
to programme X X X
Advice to planners on design,
construction and commissioning
programmes X X X X
Lead role in the preparation of
building services consultants
schedule of duties and division
of responsibilities X X
Lead role in the preparation,
issue, query handling and
evaluation of enquiries and
tenders to building services
contractors and specialists X X X X
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Contractual route

Traditional D & B MC/CM Project
management

Contributing to design reviews X X X
Ensuring designers are aware
of and retain responsibility for
services design X X
Advising line manager of risks
implied in clients brief and
design proposals for buildings services X X X X
Preparation of contribution to
proposal document(s) X X X X
Attendance at the project tender
settlement meeting, as
required X X X X
Involvement in post-tender
negotiations as required X X X X
Advice on building services
project staffing X X X X
Monitoring building services
contractors’ performance for
compliance with specified and
contractual requirements X X X X
Contributing to the drafting of the
project quality plan X X X X
Commenting on design teams
project quality plan or system
particularly with reference to
building services X X
Commenting on the building services
contractors quality plan or system X X X X
Advising on the scope and content,
invitation to tender, and
evaluation of tenders for
maintenance contracts X X X X
Liaising with the estimator/
commercial manager to ensure
that building services tenders
are analysed and information
is added to the cost planning
databank X X X
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Contractual route

Traditional D & B MC/CM Project
management

Establishing for each project where
building services forms a significant
element, an agreed division of
responsibility for the coordination,
inspection and monitoring of
services during the construction
period. The division of responsibility
shall cover the design team,
construction services resources as
well as the building services
manager and their staff assigned to
the project X X X X
Responsible with training
department for ensuring CPD for
self and subordinate staff X X X X
Individual characteristics

Multi-service experienced
professional fully versed in the
management of design,
construction, commissioning
and project handover
procedures. Sound knowledge in
the commercial optimization and
cost planning of building services
system selection X X
Ability to influence through
verbal and written communication
and establish good working
relationships. Well developed skills
in motivating others—leadership.
Resilient nature, an ability to get things
put right, a sense of humour X X X X
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Appendix F Breakdown of tender—
summary of headings and listing of

subelements for customization

£
Sanitary plumbing, rainwater and drainage
Hot and cold water services
Gas, compressed air, vacuum, medical gases, steam condense and other

piped gases
Fire services (piped)
Electrical and ancillary services
Heating, ventilation and air conditioning
Utilities
External services
Lifts
Escalators
Free issue/fix only, e.g. hosereels
Final connections, e.g. to process machinery
Commissioning
Record drawings
O & M manuals
Instructing clients/tenants staff
Provisional sums
Aftercare—maintenance contract

__________
Total to tender form

__________

Notes: The form this takes may have already been determined in the employer’s requirements. In the
absence of any predetermined information a breakdown of tender should be produced that:

• enables easy accurate like for like comparison appropriate for the scale, technical complexity
and geography of the project;

• when analysed will provide useful data for a computerized cost planning system.

Repeat for each main service
grouping, i.e. M, E, P. F&L
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The following listing is for guidance in producing customized tender breakdowns, and while
extensive are not exhaustive.
For each separate trade enquiry (e.g. mechanical, plumbing, sprinklers, electrical services) the list
of tender breakdown items must include items for commissioning and handover documentation.

Listing of subelements for customizing tender breakdowns

Sanitary plumbing, rainwater and drainage

Foul drainage below building to terminate 1 m beyond building line, or nearer manhole
Surface water drainage below building to terminate 1 m beyond building line, or nearer

manhole
RW gutters and downpipes
RW outlets and downpipes
Supply and fix sanitary fitments (including sanitary towel macerators)
Soil waste and vent pipes to terminate at slab at lowest level
Branches to soil waste and vent pipes

Hot and cold water services

Cold water storage and rising main
Drinking water services (including service to DW fountains chilled water and auto vending

machines)
Cold water down services
Treated water system
Local gas/electric hot water heaters
Water treatment (softening, deionized, demineralization, etc.)
Central domestic hot water services
High temperature HWS to kitchen—e.g. dishwasher
Chlorination

Gas, compressed air, vacuum, medical gases, steam

Gas to boilers
Gas to kitchens
Gas to process
Bottled gas 0

2
, N

2
 (local medical gases)

Centralized medical gases and distribution
Vacuum
Pneumatic document handling (e.g. Lamson tubes, etc.)
Compressed air
Centralized soap supply
Steam and condense
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Fire services (piped) 

Sprinklers
Hosereels
Dry fire riser
Wet riser
Auto CO

2Halon
Emergency drenchers
Fire hydrant main
Foam inlets

Electrical and ancillary services

Substation
Transformers
HV Switchgear
LV Switchgear
Mains distribution
Sub mains distribution
Lighting (including luminaires)
LV power
Wiring to mechanical, public health and fire services
Emergency power—standby diesel generator
UPS
Emergency lighting
Fire alarms, manual/auto
Conduits, cable tray and circuit ways for voice/vision data
Conduits, cable tray and circuit ways for internal telephones
Wiring to lifts and hoists
Clocks
Staff call
Public address
Centralized aerial system for radio and TV
Heat/smoke detectors
Lighting fittings, tubes and lamps
Lightning protection
Snow melting
Ramp heating
Security services (CCTV, intruder alarms, doorphone, card access, etc.)
Earth leakage protection
Landlords metering
Tenants metering
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Electric heating
Kitchen ventilation (hoods, wall/window fans)
Toilet/bathroom vent (local systems for each residential unit)

Heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC)

Elements (heating)
Boiler plant (alternative title, work in boiler room)
External chimney
Oil storage
Primary pumped circuit to HWS calorifiers/cylinders (alternative addition to title, including

storage)
Low pressure hot water heating (outside boiler house) (including radiators, convectors,

pipework to AHUs, etc.)
 
Systems (types associated with H&V)

Low pressure hot water heating (complete)
Direct fired warm air heating
Gas fired radiant heating
Toilet supply and extract ventilation
General ventilation (lift motor rooms, stores, etc. plant rooms, substations, switchrooms)
Car park ventilation
Kitchen ventilation (domestic/commercial)
Pressurization (stairs/escape routes)
Smoke management ventilation (atria, shopping centres, factories—may comprise both supply
and extract systems)

 
Elements (cooling)

Refrigeration plant (including aircooled condensers)
Condenser water (pumps and pipework)
Cooling towers
Chilled water (pumps, tanks and distribution pipework)
Water treatment
Air handling units (AHUs)
Chilled beams
Chilled ceilings
Ice storage

 
Elements (general)

Ducting
Distribution pipework
Silencers
Insulation (ducting)
Insulation (pipework)
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Terminals (fan coil units VAV units induction, chilled beams, grilles and diffusers)
Louvres (air intake and discharge)

 
Systems (types associated with air conditioning)

Air conditioning (complete systems including plant, distribution and terminals, e.g. fan coil,
VRV, VAV, Versatemp, grilles and diffusers)

Displacement ventilation
Ventilation systems (including pressurization)
Smoke management

 
Controls

Controls
BMS/BEMS

Utilities

Connections to water main
Sprinkler main connection
Incoming gas main
Electric company charges (a) connection (b) contribution
Abandonment of existing services
Diversions of existing services
Facilities for incoming telephone and data services (containment and BWIC)

External services (including extending utility connections)

External water mains into building
External gas main into building
External lighting
Car park lighting
Hydrant main
Garden watering/irrigation
Lightning protection (see also electrical)

Lifts

Passenger
Goods (including scissors)
Disabled persons
Fireman’s
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Escalators

Façade maintenance
Motorized cradles and runways

Free issue/fix only

Allow for taking into storage/taking delivery, assembly, installation, testing and commissioning
when installed of the following items of plant/equipment which will be provided as ‘free issue’:

Sanitary fittings
Lighting fittings
Kitchen equipment
Laundry equipment
Process machinery

Final connections

Kitchen equipment
Laundry equipment
Machine layout

Commissioning

System preparation—flushing and chemical cleaning
Water treatment
Commission and testing
Commissioning management

Spares

Record drawings—number of sets required __________

O & M manuals

Number of sets required
Computerized planned preventive maintenance __________
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Instructing clients/tenants staff

Number of days M __________
E __________
P __________
F __________

Provisional sums

First aid and hand fire appliances
special lighting in __________

Aftercare

12 months maintenance (direct contract with client)
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Appendix G Declaration of management
strategy requirements for a building services

contract

Project . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Contract for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Building services contractor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The objective in setting out these requirements is to inform of the manner in which we require your
performance to be documented to us. The documentation required shall be evidence of good
management, and progress in:
 

1. the preparation of quality, safety and environmental plans;
2. planning and programming the delivery of information;
3. the planning and programming of on- and offsite construction;
4. the procurement and production and approval of samples, mock-ups, trial site assemblies, etc.;
5. the control of work through supervision and inspection;
6. the confirmation of construction progress;
7. the management and progress of commissioning;
8. the management and recording of final inspections;
9. the planning and programming of the production of manuals and drawings for handover;

10. the planning and programming, and progress recording of instruction and training of end users
in the operation and maintenance of the BS installations;

11. the setting up and management of any post-contract maintenance arrangements;
12. confirmation of the understanding of specified post contract responsibilities associated with

fine tuning and system proving.
 
This is a framework setting out the scope and content of the documentation that will be necessary.
It is not necessary to provide samples for approval at this stage, only a commitment to the proper
documentation of the building services works. In principle we expect you to manage your works
and present them to the specified standards. We require your cooperation to plan, organize,
coordinate and control your works at the interfaces with other elements not forming part of your
contract with us.
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The following is an expansion of the framework outlining the type of documentation we require
you to provide to us. The degree of detail to be agreed well in advance of its requirement to be used
on site.

The outline information below is not exhaustive but indicative of the range of information
required.

1.0 Preparation of quality, safety and environmental plans

Identify from the documents referred to in our order to you the requirements for the preparation,
submission and approval of quality, safety and environmental plans. In the absence of any
specified requirements your safety plan shall include details of your risk assessment and
management procedures together with proposals for compliance with the Construction (Design &
Management) Regulations 1994.

2.0 Planning and programming delivery of information

Comprising but not limited to:

2.1 Working drawings
2.2 BWIC drawings
2.3 Method statements
2.4 Approval of samples
2.5 Test and inspection plans (may be included with method statements)
2.6 Procurement schedules
2.7 Inspection and testing of offsite manufacture

3.0 Planning and programming of on- and offsite construction

Comprising programmes which, if necessary, must contain detailed activity sequences.
Programmes showing first, second and final fix or just M & E by locational level are unlikely to be
considered adequate for this project.

4.0 Programming the procurement, production and approval of samples, mock-ups and
trial site assemblies, etc.

The BS contractor is required to summarize all specified requirements for the above and produce
programmes showing dates including those for approval.

5.0 The control of work through supervision and inspection

The BS contractor shall produce an organogram for the on-site control of the work which shall be
supported by work inspection checklists, defects logging and clearance procedures. You will be
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required to attend our site progress meetings at intervals to be agreed. We enclose a typical agenda
for the ‘first and second half’ periods of the contract programme. In addition you are required to
complete and return to us prior to each site meeting a contractor’s report in the form of the
samples enclosed which are again for first and second half contract periods.

6.0 The confirmation of construction progress

By the submission of progress status schedules, including records of construction pressure testing.

7.0 The management and progress of commissioning

You will be required to prepare a commissioning programme for the works of your contract which
will be adjusted as necessary with your agreement, to integrate with the commissioning of other
building services, and building works which are expected to be primarily finishing trades.

Where you are specified as having been assigned a commissioning management role you will be
required to prepare coordinated programmes for all building services.

You will be required to chair/attend commissioning meetings which shall be on a regular basis,
possibly as frequently as weekly.

In addition to the specified requirements of recording commissioning results and obtaining
witness approvals, we require you to submit commissioning progress reports covering the status of
system preparation (flushing, chemical cleaning and water treatment, etc.), system regulation,
controls and BMS commissioning, witnessing and approving, etc.

8.0 The management and recording of final inspection

It is an essential requirement that you agree with us proposals for finally inspecting your own
work, recording and clearing defects and providing progress status information.

9.0 The planning and programming of manuals and drawings for handover

You are required to plan backwards for the preparation of the operating and maintenance manual
and record drawings, etc. and all related specified requirements. You shall allow in your
programming for three four-week approval cycles of the documentation.

Within four weeks of your appointment you are required to submit to us a summary of the
tender requirements for handover documentation.

Throughout the period of producing documentation we shall require from you status schedules
showing the progress of preparation and approval.

10.0 The planning and production and progress recording of instruction and training of
end users in the operation and maintenance of the installations

Within six weeks of our order to you we require a summarized abstract from the specified
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requirements covering the obligations to provide instruction and training. Six weeks prior to the
implementation of any specified instruction and training you are required to submit your
proposals, organization and programming for discharging these responsibilities.

At weekly intervals during the instruction and training programme we shall require a report/
status schedule.

11.0 Setting up and management of any post-contract arrangements

Eight weeks after receipt of our order you are required to submit a statement confirming the
specified requirements you are responsible for meeting. Eight weeks before handover you are
required to remind us of any obligations you consider we may have under our contract with you
for the discharge of these post-contract maintenance arrangements.

12.0 Confirmation of the understanding of specified post-contract responsibilities
associated with fine tuning and system proving

Six weeks prior to handover please advise us of your specified involvement with the end user and
designer in making fine tuning and system proving arrangements post contract.

Declaration of commitment

We agree to develop and implement a management strategy that meets the above requirements

PRINCIPAL CONTRACTOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BS CONTRACTOR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SIGNED BY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SIGNED BY. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

STATUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . STATUS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

DATE. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Suggested QP for unregistered BS contractors carrying out simple small works

It is suggested the following document could form the basis of a QP to be offered for adoption by
building services contractors unregistered to BS 5750 Part 2, engaged to carry out simple trade
works. It is assumed the contract value is within their trading range and they will not need to take
on additional resources to carry out the work.

The adoption of a QP along these lines should not relieve the contractor of any of their
contractual responsibilities.

Quality plan

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○Company:

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○Address:

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○Postcode:

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○Tel no:

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○Fax no:

Quality plan
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○For:

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○At:

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○Prepared by:

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○Signed:

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○Date:

Issue No Date Revisions Sign

(Trade)

(Site)
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Contents

1. General
2. Quality objectives
3. Responsibilities
4. Method statement work instructions
5. Inspection and testing records
6. Qualifications of operatives
7. Test equipment
8. Storage, protection and conformance of materials
9. Protection of our work

10. Sample materials, mock-ups
11. Offsite inspection/test
12. COSHH regulations
13. Hazardous operations
14. Quality control forms
15. Records
Appendix A—site organization

Quality plan

1. General
This quality plan is for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . work to be carried out
by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. Quality objectives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The work will be carried out to comply with the following:
(a) contract specification/bill of quantities;
(b) contract drawings as issued to us;
(c) other instructions issued under the contract;
(d) any relevant British Standard.

3. Responsibilities
The person responsible for progress, workmanship and quality on the contract will
be . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Position in company:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
and any complaints beyond his authority will be dealt with
by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Position in company: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4. Method statement/work instructions
The work will be carried out by our operatives in accordance with one or more of the
following:
(a) method statement;
(b) work instructions where deemed necessary;
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(c) the relevant British Standard;
(d) manufacturer’s instructions.
When work is sublet or is of a complex nature, a method statement will be submitted to
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .for approval prior to commencement.
The following are deemed to fall into this category.  
(a) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(b) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(c) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5. Inspection and testing records
Copies of the inspection sheets proposed to be used by us and our sub-contractors will be
submitted to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . for information/approval. Similarly, where it is a requirement
of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . or the specification to inspect and/or test any part of the work offsite,
inspection test sheets shall be submitted to . . . . . . . . . . . . . at least 7 days before the test/
inspection is to take place. Signed inspection and testing records will be submitted to . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . to confirm that the work has been carried out in accordance with the contract
drawing/specification and relevant ‘hold points’ established.

6. Qualification of operatives
We confirm that all operatives employed by us have the necessary skills and training for the
tasks to be carried out. Should any of the work be sublet to another contractor this will be
agreed with . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . prior to commencement and the above comments regarding
skills will also apply.

7. Test equipment
Any test equipment used during the course of our contract will have been calibrated and tested
within a time scale relevant to the equipment in use, or as required by the specification and
manufacturer.

8. Storage, protection and conformance of materials
All material for incorporation in the works will be stored and protected in accordance with the
specified requirements, good practice/manufacturer’s recommendation/BS: 8000. Where
required, a certificate of material conformance will be provided.

9. Protection of our own works
Protection of our own work will be carried out as required under the contract agreement with
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10. Sample materials, mock-ups
In accordance with the specification a sample/mock-up of the following work/materials will be
provided: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11. Offsite inspection test
In accordance with the specification offsite inspection/tests will be provided for: . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12. COSHH regulations
The use of any materials which are considered to be hazardous under the COSHH regulations
will be advised in advance to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . together with any assessment sheets/control
measures required.
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13. Hazardous operations
We have identified the following operations which we consider to be hazardous on this
subcontract and for which proposed safe methods of working will be agreed with you: . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14. Quality control forms (including inspection sheets)
The attached/listed forms are used for quality control or where applicable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
sheets will be used.

15. Records
Quality records will be retained for a period of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . years.

Appendix A 

Quality plan

Site organization

Contracts manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Site supervisor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Site foreman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Trades/labour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Appendix I Programming—range of BS
activities

These will vary according to building function, form and location
Item 1st Fix 2nd Fix Final connections

and terminals
EXTERNALS
Meter pits at boundary
Ducts/trenches to and between
buildings (s)
External drainage
Utilities connections off site
Ducts/trenches/containment—for external
water, lighting, security features
Earth rod pits

ON BUILDING FACE
Gutters and downpipes Continuous+Connect to drain
(including RWOs)
Lightning protection tapes including roof * * Spikes, etc.

External lighting (safety,
security, and feature) * * *
CCTV cameras * * *
Presence detectors * * *
Sensors for HVAC * * *
Louvres for air intake/discharge varies
Weatherings/flashings to roof penetrations To secure earliest weathertight
Telecommunication aerials/TV varies

INTERNALS (for watertightness)
Soil, waste and vent pipe *
Rainwater downpipes *
Dry fire riser, hosereel riser *
Sprinkler riser *

BWIC and installation of building services
timing of activity will depend on: site layout,
site roads, availability of utilities, extent of
hard/soft landscaping
Gas, water, electrics and drains must be on for
wiring up mechanical services panels before
system preparation

Roof penetrations
affect weathertightness
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Item 1st Fix 2nd Fix Final connections
and terminals

PLANT
Plant into lowest watertight
levels, e.g. boilers, chillers,
compressors, pumps, cylinders,
tanks, generators, etc. *
Plant and equipment into ‘guaranteed’
watertight lowest levels, e.g.
transformers, LV/HV switchgear,
motor control centres, UPS *
Plant and equipment as above into
watertight upper levels *
Plant and equipment as above into
watertight roof level plant rooms *

MECHANICAL
Prefabricate and install plant room piping *
Prefabricate and install sheet metal ducting *
NB including motorized valve bodies/
dampers *
Piping distribution from *
mechanical plant
Ducting distribution *
from AHUs/fans
Sprinkler mains distribution *
Pressure test all piping in sections *Varies *
Pressure test all ducting in sections *
Insulate ducting *
Insulate piping *
Install HVAC terminals—rads
convectors, VAV terminals, FCUs *
Pipe up HVAC terminals “ *varies *
Duct up HVAC terminals “ *varies *

ELECTRICAL
Install main electrical distribution
to distribution boards *
e.g. 1. tray, ladder support systems *
 2. trunking and conduit containment *

 3. cable (heavy-on cleats) *
 4. twin and earth (without containment) * *

Horizontal
and
vertical
main
runs
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Item 1st Fix 2nd Fix Final connections
and terminals

Position and fix domestic scale
electric heaters, HWS Heaters, fans, etc.,
install submain distribution to
trunking and conduit *
Wire out the above * *
Cable and wire out (1) and (2) *
Install containment trunking and conduit
for fire, security, PA, telecoms and data *
Wire out above by ‘specialists’ * *
Install mains distribution to mechanical
services plant rooms and lift motor rooms *
Wire up MCCs in mechanical plant rooms *
Install tray, trunking, conduit in lift
rooms and to mechanical services power
drives from MCCs *
Wire out above (may be mechanical
services own S/C) * *

CONTROLS WIRING—may be
specialists:
Fix motors and actuators, linkages,
etc. to valves and dampers *
Fix sensors *
Install containment trunking/conduit *
Wire out containment *
Wire up (final conns) *

MAINLY 2ND FIX AND FINALS
Fix thermostatic rad valve tops *
CW to local HWS heaters *
Position local gas/electric HWS
Heaters *
Pipe up to sanitary fittings from
local water heaters * *
Run out soil, waste and vent branches * *
Pressure test soil, waste and vent pipes
and branches * *
Position and fix sanitary fittings * *
Fix seats, plugs, chains, tap tops * *
Install hosereels, dry and wet riser
landing valves and pipe up * *
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Item 1st Fix 2nd Fix Final connections
and terminals

Install sprinkler heads and pipe up * *
Pressure test wet fire systems * *
Fix grilles and diffusers *
Fix luminaire shells, gear trays *
Wire up lighting * *
Earthing and bonding * *
Floor outlets boxes cut into
tiles and positioned *
Wire up power to floor
boxes
Wire up data to floor
boxes
Wire up telecoms to
floor boxes * *

TELECOMS AND DATA
Install plant and equipment into
weathertight clean dust free
dry and conditioned to spec
plantrooms
e.g. PABX switches, frame rooms *
Install main distribution
tray and trunking *
Carry out main horizontal and
vertical distribution * *
Install closet panels and
wire up *
Install secondary distribution
tray and trunking * *
Cable out above and wire to floor outlets * *
Test cabling *

GENERATORS AND UPS (STATIC/ROTARY)
These will interface with the
essential services sections of
electric switch panels.
Generally the work will be by
specialists in dedicated locations
closely lagging the activities of
the associated electrical works.

may be

by other

specialist
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Item 1st Fix 2nd Fix Final connections
and terminals

SPECIAL ANCILLARY ELECTRICAL SERVICES
The following are usually wired out,
terminated and tested by specialists,
from containment (trunking/conduit)
provided by the general electrical
subcontractor:

Public address
Telephones
Fire alarms
Fire detection (heat/
smoke heads)
HVAC controls and
building management
(BMS)
Security

Card access
Door phones
CCTV
Intruder alarms

TV

LIFTS
Plump shaft
Install Guides

Entrances
Hydraulic cylinder
Motor room equipment
Trunking, wiring and trailing
cables
Lift car and roping

Test

Generally

falling in

the category

of 2nd fix/final

connections
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Appendix J BS inspection forms
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Appendix K BS contractor reports—
requirements

Use in conjunction with Table 8.1 Agenda for site meeting: from start on site to mid-construction.

Contractor’s report no. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This report is to be completed and returned to the site office no later than . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

You are requested to attend a contractor’s meeting on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
when this report will be discussed with your representative.
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CONTRACTOR’S REPORT ON PROGRESS SINCE LAST MEETING
 

A reply is to be given to all questions. Support information may be attached providing it is clearly
cross-referenced to the report section.
 
(1) Report on information

Since the last site progress meeting:
1.1 What quality, safety and environmental plans (with status) have you issued?

 
Title Source Date

1.2 What BWIC drawings have you issued ‘for approval’?
Give details and dates of issue and approval required by.
Drawings/details Issued Approval required

 

1.3 What working drawings (including installation, coordination, wiring diagrams, shop
and manufacturer’s etc., etc.) have you issued? Give details, date of issue and approval
required by.
Drawings/details Issued Approval required

 
1.4 What construction method statements (including safe working practice proposals)

have you issued. Give details, source and date of issue.
Details Source Issue

1.5 What samples (including off site visits) have been submitted? Give details and dates of
issue and approval required by.

 Details Issued Approval required

1.6 What test and inspection plans have been issued and off site visits made?
Give details and dates of issue and approval.
Details Issued Approval status

 
1.7 What procurement schedules have you issued?

Details Date

1.8 Are you delayed in any way, by lack of approvals?
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(2) Information and/or decisions required from DT
2.1 What RFIs have you issued? Give details—dates of issue and information required by.

RFIs Issued Information required
 

2.2 What TQS have you issued? Give details and dates of issue and response required by.
TQS Issued Response required

 

2.3 Are you delayed in any way by lack of information?
 
 
(3) Progress of procurement and off site production

3.1 What off site visits for sample approvals, inspection and testing are due to be made
before the next scheduled site progress meeting? Give details, firms expected to be
represented and dates.

Details Visiting Attendees Date
 

3.2 Are you able to obtain materials to comply with the current programme we have
agreed with you?

3.3 What major deliveries have you scheduled in the period up to the next site progress
meeting?

3.4 Do you require craneage? If so, state the sizes, weights and date required.
Items/materials L×W×H×weight Date

 
 
(4) Safety

4.1 Have you received any safety related notifications other than those issued by the PC? If
so, give details, dates and attach a copy.
Details Issued Date received

 

(5) Site progress
5.1 What is your current programme position?

5.2 If you are in delay, substantiate.
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5.3 List activities of work completed since the last report.

5.4 What is your labour strength currently employed on the contract?

5.5 How many operatives and supervisors will you require on site over the next four weeks
to comply with the programe?

5.6 Outline any problems or delays you envisage.
 
 
(6) Inspection, construction testing and defect clearance Summarize the change in status of the

following since the last scheduled progress meeting.
6.1 Inspection.

6.2 Construction testing, e.g. pipework and ducting, pressure and air leakage; progressive
electrical testing, etc., etc.

6.3 Defect clearance (including clearance of defects notified by PC, CoW, visiting
Inspectors by regional utilities and LAs etc.).
(Note: Substantiation of statements may be called for.)

 
 
(7) Variations

7.1 What variation instructions have been received since the last scheduled site progress
meeting. Give details and dates of issue and receipt.
Details Issued Received

BS contractor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Signed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Position . . . . . . . . . . Date . . . . . . . . . . .
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Use in conjunction with Table 8.2, agenda for site meeting: mid-construction to handover.

Contractor’s report no. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

This report is to be completed and returned to the site office no later than . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
You are requested to attend a contractor’s meeting on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
when this report will be discussed with your representative.
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CONTRACTORS REPORT ON PROGRESS SINCE LAST MEETING
 

A reply is to be given to all questions. Support information may be attached, providing it is clearly
cross-referenced to the related report section.
 
(1) Safety

1.1 Have you received any safety related notifications other than those issued by the PC? If so,
give details and dates and attach a copy.
Details Issued Date received

 

(2) Information and/or decisions required from DT
2.1 What RFIs have you issued? Give details and dates of issue and information required by.

RFIs Issued Information required
 

2.2 What TQS have you issued? Give details and dates of issue and response required by.
TQS Issued Response required

 

2.3 Are you delayed in any way by lack of information?
 
 
(3) Progress of procurement and offsite production

3.1 What offsite visits for sample approvals, inspection and testing are due to be made before
the next scheduled site progress meeting? Give details, firms expected to be represented and
dates.

Details Visiting Attendees Dates
 

3.2 Are you able to obtain materials to comply with the current programme we have agreed
with you.

3.3 What major deliveries have you scheduled in the period up to the next site progress
meeting?

3.4 Do you require craneage? If so, state the sizes, weights and date required.
Items/materials L×W×H×weight Date
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(4) Site progress
4.1 What is your current programme position?

4.2 If you are in delay, substantiate.

4.3 List activities of work completed since the last report.

4.4 What is your labour strength currently employed on the contract?

4.5 How many operatives and supervisors will you require on site over the next four weeks to
comply with the programme?

4.6 Outline any problems or delays you envisage.
 
 
(5) Inspection, construction testing and defect clearance  Summarize the change in status of the

following since the last scheduled progress meeting.
5.1 Inspection.

5.2 Construction testing, e.g. pipework and ducting, pressure and air leakage; progressive elec
trical testing, etc., etc.

5.3 Defect clearance (including clearance of defects notified by PC, CoW, visiting Inspectors by
regional utilities and LAs etc.).

 
 
(6) Variations

6.1 What variations instructions have been received since the last scheduled site progress meet
ing. Give details and dates of issue and receipt.
Details Issued Received
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(7) Commissioning  Note: For a small job of say up to nine months overall contract duration and
basic services content, commissioning may be dealt with at the progress meeting. For jobs of
longer periods and greater complexity for which separate commissioning meetings are arranged,
it is only necessary to include a summary statement of commissioning progress here. What fol-
lows is the report format for a small job reporting on Commissioning in the general progress
meeting.
7.1 Commissioning management  What commissioning management proposals, or changes to

them, have been issued since the last site progress meeting? Give details and dates of logic
diagrams, commissioning programmes and method statements issue and amendment.
Details Dates

 

7.2 What changes have been made to the management structure since the last site meeting to
facilitate commissioning?

7.3 What method statements (including safe working practice, COSHH assessments and the
like) have you issued since the last progress meeting? Give details, source, issue and
ammendment dates for:
Details Dates

 

System preparation (eg blowing air, flushing & cleaning)
Pre-commissioning
Balancing (eg air and water flows)
Commissioning controls

7.4 What commissioning test and inspection plans have been issued and ammended, and offsite
visits made, since the last site progress meeting? Give details and dates for:
Details Dates
Witnessing by client/DT
External Inspectorate (eg regional utilities,

L.A. inspector, insurers etc.)

7.5 Is commissioning being managed to the agreed programme?

7.6 Outline any anticipated problems or delays yoy envisage.
Substanciation of statements may be called for.
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(8) Documentation (Manuals & Record Drawings)
As for commissioning, what follows is for a small job where progress on documentation is taken
in the general site meeting.
8.1 What programmes and ammendments have been issued for the production of the specified

documentation since the last site progress meeting. Give details and dates.
Details Issued Received

 

8.2 What samples for approval have been issued since the last scheduled site progress meet
ing. Gives details and dates of issue and approval for:
Details Issued Approval Required
Manual covers (material,

lettering and binding)
Manual Format (volumes, books

dividers, indexing)
Record drawing title block

Wall hung charts, framed, glazed
or plastic encapsulated

8.3 Report on progress of production and approval of documentation. Give details and dates.
Details Issued Date & approval status

 

8.4 Outline any anticipated problems or delays envisaged.
(Note: Under the CDM Regulations the PC cannot discharge his responsibilities to the PS
or the PS to the client end user until the H & S file is complete. The Contractor should be
aware that it is a legal requirement for the H & S file to contain the operating and
maintenance manuals and record drawings. The Contractor shall be held responsible for the
consequential costs of non-compliance in the event of the PC being unable to hand over the
H & S file on contract completion due to the unavailability of the BS documentation.)

 

(9) Training and instruction programme
9.1 What programmes and amendments have been issued for the specified training and instruc

tion of client/end user personnel? Give details and dates of issue and approval for:
Details Issued Approval required

 

9.2 Report on change in status of delivery of training and instruction. Give details dates and
reasons.
Details Reasons Dates
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9.3 Outline any anticipated problems and delays envisaged.
 

 
(10) Final inspection and clearance of defects

10.1 What changes and amendments have been made to your proposals (method, programme
and resourcing) for the final inspection and clearance of defects by your own supervision
and inspection. Give details of changes since last report.

10.2 What is the status of progress? Provide summarized quantification of defects and assess
ment of percentage clearance.

 
 
(11) Handover

11.1 What is the status of specified requirement for handover of keys, tools and spares, lamps,
tubes, fuses, etc.?

 

BS contractor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Signed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Position . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Appendix L Commissioning management
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Appendix M Professional institutions,
consultancy associations and learned

societies
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Range of information services
1. Standards
2. Codes
3. Guides
4. Technical memoranda
5. Technical notes
6. Bulletins/digests/newsletters
7. Bibliographies
8. Directory of members
9. Journal

10. Bookshop (B) Catalogue (C)
11. Library
12. Electronic database
13. Technical advice/centre

Notes to entries
 

1. Standards of professional practice
2. For members
3. Subscription information service construction information file
4. Bookshop is HMSO
5. Proceedings
6. Index of Fire Engineer Journal articles
7. Professional register
8. Services are primarily for members, although some technical enquiries from non-members are re-

sponded to
9. Incident and contract research reports

10. Reports
11. Bibliographic
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Other information and data sources
The following organizations also provide information services covering variously, legislation,
standards, codes and guides, products and research projects in the form of electronic databases
available on subscription

Barbour Index 01344 884121
Oakland Consultancy 01223 300475
(experts for industry, current
research in academia)
ODI 0113 230000
Technical indexes 01344 426311
Other references
British Library—business and
information services 0171 3237454
The Met Office 01344 856836
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Acceleration 240
Acceptance tests

capacity 219
environment 210
noise 219–20
see also mode operation

Access 142, 241
Agendas

information production
planning meeting 119,
177

pre-award meeting 69
site progress meeting

core 177
from mid construction to

handover 180, 180–2,
206

from start on site to mid
construction 177, 178,
178, 179

Approved Codes of Practice, see
Codes

Architect 36, 37
see also Design Team;

Professional Team
As built drawings, see Drawings
As installed drawings, see

Drawings
Association of Consulting

Engineers (ACE)
Conditions of Engagement

24, 38–9
Attendances 76
Automatic controls, see

Controls

BREEAM—The Building
Research Establishment

Environmental Assessment
Method 10, 108–10

BSRIA, Building Services
Research and Information
Association

building services legislation,
reading guide 9

commissioning guides 213,
231

Environmental COP 106, 108,
109, 113

design responsibilities 24, 188,
198, 255–6

handover information 251,
252

HVAC commissioning
responsibilities 196–8

information sources 273
performance testing

building energy management
systems (BEMS) 229,
231

buildings 229, 231
BS5750 Quality Systems 77, 81,

82
Builders work, see BWIC
Building

air leakage 217
compartmentation 23
complexity 7–8, 71
cost 35–6
design 28
form 7–8, 10, 71
function 7–8, 71
type 1–17, 39–40
services in cores 17, 19–20 ,

20
Building Energy Management

Systems (BEMS), see
Building Management
System (BMS)

Building Management System
(BMS)

commissioning 215–16
COP for commissioning

215
development and verification

203, 215–16
guide, to specification of

215
integrated planned

preventative
maintenance 263–4

mnemonics 255
specification 215
witness schedule 216

Building Regulations 8
see also Fire stopping

Building Services
distribution routes 17, 18–22
consultant engineer 24
elements 5
generic families of 6
grouping for contracts 5
in industrial buildings 22–3
integration with building

layout 10, 12–13, 15–16,
17, 19–22

interfaces with structure,
fabric and finishes 136,
137–8, 139

location of plant and
equipment 13, 14–15

manager 54–5, 290
necessity for 6, 7
to process machinery 22–3

Index

Page number appearing in bold refer to figures and page numbers appearing in italic refer to tables
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Building Services (contd)
scope and content 6, 134–5,

135
see also CAWS
space requirements 13, 14–15,

14–16, 19–21
specialist contractors and sub

traders 5, 19, 72, 73, 74,
80–1

specialist systems see specialist
contractors and
subtraders

terminals 22
see also building services

interfaces
work sections see CAWS
see also Cost; Design

engineer; Risk; Systems;
Utilities

BWIC, builders work in
connection (with BS) 118,
120, 121
see also Fire stopping;

Drawings
Buying gain 69

Capacity tests, see Acceptance
tests

Car park, multi storey 28
CAWS, Common Arrangement

Work Sections 12, 80, 279,
283

Certificate of compliance 206,
207, 220

Chemical cleaning 210–11
Chlorination 211
CIBSE, The Chartered Institution

of Building Services
Engineers

commissioning codes 213,
231

health, safety and welfare
guidance 91

maintenance management
266, 267

Client
approval 165
decision maker 37
knowledgeable 36, 43–4, 47

maintenance policy 250
the ‘one-off’ 36, 88, 157
representative 37, 43–4, 157
risk 44, 43–4
see also CDM Regulations;

Environmental Impact
Clerk of works 158–9
Climate

external 7
internal 7, 219

Codes 8–9, 88, 106, 108, 109,
269–70, 272

see also Commissioning
Codes of Practice (COP), see

codes
Commissioning

activities 194, 196, 198, 199,
205

BMS 214–16
codes 213, 231
definitions 195, 196–7
guides 213, 231
HVAC systems 196–8, 205,

206, 206–13
major plant 200, 213–14
manual 205–6, 207, 220
meetings 181, 200
programme

general 194
dependencies 200, 204–5
HVAC 206
logic diagrams 200–5, 201–

4
priority 193, 200, 217
see also Commissioning

activities
results 220
stage reports 197–8, 220
status 220, 221, 225, 227
test and inspection plan 222–

3
see also Hold points,

commissioning
see also Controls; Regulation;

System Preparation
Commissioning management

design problems 221–8
division of responsibilities

196–9

duties, range of 195, 199
planning 199
post contract 199–200, 228–30
programme 193, 194, 200
reporting 206, 220
requirements, location of 195,

198, 199
specification 194, 205
status reports 220, 223–8,

225–7
strategy 181, 193, 194, 206,

218
see also Fine Tuning; System

Proving
Commissioning manager 195,

199, 202
Commissioning specialist 195
Common Arrangement Work

Sections, see CAWS
Community centre 78–80
Compliance

with laws, standards and
codes 269–70

see also Codes; Legislation;
Standards

with specification, see Defects;
Final inspection;
Inspection; Testing

Computer centres 16, 29, 219
Concert hall 8
Condition Monitoring 264
Conduit 121, 137, 141, 141–2
Confederation of Registered Gas

Installers, see CORGI
Conflict, causes and avoidance

of 34, 34–5, 162, 241, 250
see also Project harmony;

Risk, causes of
Construction (Design and

Management) Regulations
35, 84, 88–9, 90, 156

Construction Industry Advisory
Committee (CONIAC)
255–6

Construction Industry
Environmental Forum 106

Construction Industry Research
and Information
Association
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Environmental Handbooks
106, 107, 111–13, 114

Greener Construction Guide
106

Construction management 89,
93, 117–18

Consultant 24
see also Inspection;

Instructions
Contamination, see System

preparation
Contra charges 241

Contract administrator 37
Contractual route, see Risk

from
Controls

commissioning 214
demonstration 214
see also Building Management

System (BMS)
Control of Substances

Hazardous to Health
Regulations 1994
(COSHH) 100

Co-ordinating Committee for
Project Information, CCPI
12

Co-ordination
of design 13, 39, 40

see also Building Services
integration; Design
integration

of work activities 136, 136,
137, 138, 139

see also Programme
activities, sequence

CORGI 103
Cost of building services

capital 27–9, 27, 36
operating 36
as a percentage of overall

project value 27–9,
27

pricing books 31
ratios

building type 29
material to labour 30

see also Labour rates
Cost of project 35–6

Debris, in systems, see system
preparation

Decision flow 74–6, 75
Defect

clearance 179, 237–9, 240,
241

definition 234–5, 245
design 235, 245–6
general management 172–4,

233
identity

category 234
location 234
trade 234

volume 233–4, 242–3
see also Final Inspections;

Fault; Failure
Defects liability period 244–5,

263, 265–6
Design

defect 245–6
engineer 26–7
fee 24
integration 24, 25
intention, effect upon 26
knowledge 24, 26–7
team 35–6, 37, 157–8, 161,

165–7, 166
see also Failure; Fault,

responsibilities
Design duties

abridged 24, 25, 38
allocation of design

responsibilities 24, 39–
42, 40–2, 43

conditions of engagement 24,
33, 38–9, 285

full 38
the installer 25–6
novated design 25
performance 39, 285
PSA The Property Services

Agency 25–6
see also Latham Report; Risk,

contractual route
Diagrams, see Commissioning

programme; System
Schematics; Wall Charts,

Directories 273

Documentation
control 119, 123, 254
see also Commissioning;

Handover; Samples
Drawings

approval 123
as built 255, 256
as installed 255, 256
BWIC 121
certified 121
programme 123, 124
record 249, 255, 256
structural engineer’s 120,

120–1
working 5–9

Economic pendulum 58–9, 67–
9, 136–7

The Electrical Contractors
Association (ECA)

operative accreditation 101
safety assessments 96, 96–7,

98–9
Electrical lighting and power,

commissioning 217
Electro magnetic compatibility

(EMC), compliance 217–18
Emergency, see Mode operation
Employers’ representative 36,

37
see also Client, representative

Enabling works 121, 136
End user

defect record 266
information for 35, 267
training 259–60

Energy 10
Energy Efficiency Office, The 9,

10
Environmental COP, BSRIA

108, 108, 109
Environmental Impact

guidance on 106
level of 9
signals 106
see also HCFC; HFC

Environmental Management
Systems (EMS) 105, 106,
107
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Environmental Plans by BS
Contractor

management 112, 112–4, 113
scope and content 110–12,

111
Environmental Policy 110
Environmental Protection Act

1990  4–32
Essential services 7, 218
Experts, the use of 274–7
External lighting 139
External works 139

Facilities management 36
Factories

costs of BS 27, 28
see also Manufacturing

facility
Factories Act 1961 84
Failure 51–3, 52, 274–5, 277–8

see also Fault; Defects
Fault

analysis 265, 265, 274–5
records 265–6
rectification 266–7
responsibility for 275
see also Defects; Failure

Filter media replacement 262
Final inspections

acceptance standard and
status 236–7, 238–9

access 241
by client/end user 233–4, 242,

243–4
design defect 245–6
design team 233–4, 242
flow diagram 242
impact of contract type 235
management 234
parallel activities 236, 237,

240
planning 237–40
by principal contractor 241,

242
records 242–3
resource mobilisation 237–40,

243
see also Defects; Handover;

Inspection

Fine tuning 198, 205, 228, 229–
30, 230

Fire
alarms, commissioning 216
compartmentation 23
detection 8–9
Officer 233
prevention 8–9
services to cores 23
stopping 23, 121, 122
see also Sprinklers

First fix, see Programme
activities

Flushing 210
see also Chemical cleaning

Food Safety Act 1990 270

Global warming potential 106
Government buildings

guides 272
see also BSRIA; CIRIA; Health

and Safety

Handover
on agenda of site meeting

180
documentation for 91, 181,

247–8, 249, 266, 267
drawings for 255–7
health and safety file 248,

267
problems 247
programming 248, 249, 254,

257, 261
the requirements of 247–8,

248
see also Instruction and

Training; Manuals,
O and M

Hascom Network Limited
health and safety risk

assessments 96, 96–7,
98–9

HCFCs,
hydrochlorofluorocarbon
refrigerants 105–6

HFC’s, Hydrofluorocarbon
refrigerants 106

Health and Safety

advisor 126
building services contractors’

Health and Safety plan
appraisal 94–100, 95–7,

98–9
scope and content 93–4,

93
see also Construction

(Design and
Management)
Regulations; Health
and Safety, training

client duty 88
competency 84–5, 89, 101, 103
competent person 85
contractor’s duty 89, 91
designer’s duty 89
guidance 85, 86, 88, 91–3,

94–100
hazard

analysis 87
definition 85

inspector 85
legislation related to Building

Services 91–2, 92
risk

assessment 87–8, 94–6,
96–

7, 98–9, 142
from building services 95
definition 85
management 87–8, 94

training 89, 100–1, 101–3,
104–5

see also Principal contractor
Health and Safety Commission

88
Health and Safety Executive 85,

88
Health and safety file for

project 35, 88–9, 90, 91,
220, 256, 267

see also Construction (Design
& Management)
Regulations

Health and Safety at Work Act
1974

general 8, 84
regulations 91, 92
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Health and safety plan for
project 88–9, 90, 91

see also Construction (Design
& Management)
Regulations

The Heating & Ventilating
Contractors Association
(HVCA)

COSHH Manual 100
health and safety risk

assessment 95–6
maintenance specifications

251
operative accreditation 101

The Heating & Ventilating Joint
Safety Committee (HVJSC)

safety guide 92
Toolbox Talks 101, 102–3

Hold points
construction 142, 156, 165
commissioning 197–8, 211,

213, 214, 215, 216
see also Inspection type; Test

And Inspection Plans;
Work

Holes, see BWIC; Fire stopping;
Making good

Hospitals 7, 27, 28
Hotels, costs of BS 27, 28–9

Ice rink 8
Information

for building owner and user
267

catalogue, risk from 121
flow 74–6, 75
the nature of 269, 269–70
reference 70
services 352
sources of 273, 352
volume of 66, 134, 178
see also BWIC

Information technology systems,
commissioning 217

Inspection
compliance, see Hold points;

Inspection type
defects liability period 244
definition 155

division of responsibility
building services contractor

168
clerk of works 158, 165
the client 157, 243–4
consultant 166–8
the design team 165
external inspectorate 159–

60
general 156–7, 165
matrix 165, 166
principal contractor 169–

70, 241
guidance 169–71
non-conformances 172–4
process of 163
resources 163–4, 237–40
sheets 168–9, 327
timing 171–2
types

compliance 163
see also Hold points

progress 163
see also Defect; Final

inspections
Instructions

flow 74–6, 75
issue by

architect 157
BS contractor 159, 162
clerk of works 158–9
employer’s representative

157, 159
engineer 157–8
external inspectorate 159–

60
principal contractor 159,

161
Instruction and training

on agenda of site meeting
181

at handover
competency 181, 259
familiarisation 258, 260
in operation and

maintenance 259
specified requirements 258,

259, 260
training 258, 259, 260

Instrumentation for handover
261

Interfaces, work
major 136
minor 137
special 139, 139
with structure and fabric

136
with walls and floors and

ceilings 137–8

Keys 261
Knowledge 269

Labour rates 30–1
Latham Report, Constructing the

Team 39, 43, 68, 101
Legionella Pneumophilla 211
Legislation 8–9, 91, 92, 269–70
Leisure centre 8, 28
Lightning protection 121
Load bank 219
Loss Prevention Council

(LPC) 24
Low energy buildings 230, 251
Lump sum tendering, see Risk,

traditional contracting

Main contractor, see Principal
contractor

Maintenance
policy 250
standard specification for 251
term contractor 250
see also Instruction and

training; O and M
manuals; Planned
preventative maintenance

Making good 121, 244
see also Fire stopping

Management, general
building services, 1–2
of construction project, 1–2
definition 66
keypoints 63, 64, 119
programme 63, 194
skills 66–7
strategy 63, 64, 133–4, 175–6,

301
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Management, general (contd)
see also Construction (Design

and Management)
regulations

Management contracting 89, 93,
117–18

The Management of Health and
Safety at Work Regulations
1992 96

Manuals
commissioning 205–6, 207
for health and safety file 248–

50
operation and maintenance

(O & M)
approval of 254
content, recommended

251–2, 251, 252
format 253–4
manufacturer’s technical

literature (MTL)
252–3, 253

programme for preparation
of 248, 254, 249

quantity 253–4
specified requirements

247–8, 248, 250–1
temporary 248

see also Planned preventative
maintenance (PPM)

Manufacturing facility 7–8
M & E, see Building Services
The Meat Products (Hygiene)

Regulations 1994 270
Media see Filter
Meetings

commissioning 206
see also Agendas for

progress
information production

planning 119, 119
management strategy 65
pre-award 67–70, 69, 257
pre site start 82
safety 100–1
site progress 176–7
see also Agendas

Metering 15–16
Method Statements

activity lists 142
approval of 76, 123–6
chemical cleaning 210–11
flushing 210

and health and safety risks
94, 126

list of 123–5, 125
and quality plans 78
system proving 229
water treatment 211
work defining 155–6
see also Programme

Mnemonics 255
Mode operation 218
Modular compatability of BS

137–8, 138

National Association of Lift
Makers

inspection sheets 169
Quality Plan 83
safety training 101, 104–5

National Association of
Plumbers

health and safety 100
Noise test 219–20

Occupants, instruction for 251,
254

Offices 8, 15–16, 27, 28, 29
Off site manufacture 131–2,

131, 179
Organisation chart, see

Organogram
Organogram 71–4, 72–4
Overbill 179, 184, 240
O and M, see Manuals

Partnering 59–60, 65, 67
Performance testing 231

see also Acceptance tests;
System proving

Permanent use of installation 262
Planned preventative

maintenance (PPM) 263–4,
264

Planning Approval 8
Planning manager 117–18, 134

Planning Supervisor 84, 88–9,
248

Plant, see BS, location of;
Commissioning, of major;
Off-site manufacture

Plan of work, RIBA 24
Practical completion 236, 243
Pre award meeting

agenda 69, 257
agreements 70, 119
attitudes at 68–70
purpose 68–7
representation at 68, 69
strategy 65, 67–70

Precommissioning 212
Prefabrication 132, 132, 133
Pricing books 31
Prime cost 37, 50
Principal contractor 85, 88, 89,

90, 91 92, 100–1, 110
Prisons 8, 72, 168, 237, 238–9
Process Services 7–8
Procurement

of BS tender (contractor) 55–6,
56, 56–9, 59

see also Pre-award meeting
schedules 131, 153

Professional team, see Design
Team

Programme
activities 117, 134, 139–42,

144–5, 322
construction 134
drawing production 121,

122–3, 124
fit out, see Sequence
handover documentation

production 249, 254,
257

method statement release
125–6

off site manufacture, test and
inspection 131–2, 131

pre-construction information
release 118–19, 119,
132–3, 152

prerequisite knowledge 135,
135

resources 146, 147, 148
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risk 117–18, 175–6
sample delivery 127–8
sequence 142–3, 146, 147, 148
strategic management 63, 194
targets 175
tender proposal 117, 119
test and inspection procedure

release 128
types 134, 176
see also Commissioning;

Handover; Progress,
slippage

Progress of construction
assessment 182
drawing mark up 179
effect of variations 188–92,

190–1
evidence of 65
measurement 175, 182–3,

183–4, 185
monitoring 184
programme mark up 179
recovery 187
report evaluation 184
report presentation 183,

183–4, 339
on site 179
slippage, causes of 52, 186–7,

187–8, 188–9, 190–1
status sheets 183–4, 185
targets 175
see also Agendas

Project
harmony 66–7, 70, 136, 234
management 47
manager 37

Protection 142–3, 208–9, 241
Provisional sum 37, 50

Quality control 155–6, 209
Quality Management System

77, 83
Quality plan

appropriateness indicators
78–81, 79, 80–1

definition 77–8
examples of 83, 305
as a management tool 78,

83–4, 164

scope and content for 82, 81–
3

sub traders 80–1, 80–1
utilities companies 81

Quality system, see BS5750
Quality Management
System

Quality vocabulary, BS4778 77–
8

Quantity Surveyor 27, 37, 45

Record drawings, see Drawings
Reports, see Commissioning;

Commissioning
Management; Progress

Resources, see Programme;
Defect clearance; Final
inspection; Handover,
instruction

Rework 178, 209
see also Defect clearance;

Final inspection
Regulations, see Construction

(Design and Management)
Regulations; Fire stopping;

Legislation
Regulation, of system flow 212–

13, 214
Replacements, filters and lamps

262
RFI sheet, request for

information 178
RIBA plan of work 24
Risk

appraisal 53–4, 57–8, 57, 58,
227–8, 288

cause of 33–5, 34, 52
to client and contractor 43–4,

44
in commissioning particular

technologies
building management

systems (BMS) 214–
16

fire alarms 216
information technology

217–18
smoke pressurisation

216–17

from contractual routes
construction management

56–7, 50
design and build 43, 48, 50
design, manage and

construct 43, 48, 50
general 43–4, 44, 50
management contracting

43–6, 50
project management 47, 51
traditional 44, 45–6, 50,

134
from design 52, 53–4
discovery 51–2, 52
division of responsibilities

39–43, 156–7
guaranteed maximum price

49–50
at handover 247, 255, 258,

260–61
mitigation 33, 39–43, 54–55,

56–9
terms of engagement 38–9
see also Health and safety;

Programme

Samples
approval of 126–8, 129, 130,

178
file 127
material 126
mock-ups 127
status of 128
trial site assembly 127
workmanship 127
see also Programme

Schedules
hoisting 152–3
information from 149
pre construction information

release 152
procurement 131, 153
status 153, 182–3, 183–4, 185,

221, 225–7
Schematics, see Systems,

schematic
Secondary steelwork 120–1
Second fix, see Programme

activities
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Security 9, 139
Selection of BS contractor 55–9

see also Pre-award meeting
Shopping centres, cost of 27, 28
Shops, Offices and Railway

Premises Act 1963 84
Smoke pressurisation, system

commissioning 216–17
Social housing 27, 29, 78–80, 79
Space requirements, see

Building Services
Spares 260–1
Sprinklers 24, 137–8, 212–13,

219
Standard method of

measurement 7 (SMM 7) 12
Standards 9, 269, 271–2
Standby, see Mode operation
Standing instructions 155, 161
Structural engineer 120
Student accommodation, cost of

27, 29
Supervision

definition 155
division of responsibility

building services contractor
159

the client 157
clerk of works 158–9
the design team 157–8
external inspectorate 159–

60
general 156–7
matrix 165, 266
principal contractor 159

instructions
BS contractors 162
clerk of works 158
the client and design team

161

principal contractors 161
variation 162

see also Inspection;
Instructions

Swimming pool 1–7
System preparation, for

commissioning 194, 206,
208–12

System proving 206, 228–9, 230
Systems

dynamic 6
element 5
failure 51–2, 274, 277–8
flexibility 137–8, 138
generic families of 6, 10, 23
layout 12–13, 25
passive 6
schematic 10, 11, 12
selection 10–12
type 23
use, see Occupants
see also Defects; Fault

Technical
author 254
bibliography 272
memoranda 272
notes 272

Tender
analysis 59
breakdown 58, 294
enquiry documentation 59, 65
periods 117
procurement 55–9

Terms of engagement 38–9, 42
see also Association of

Consulting Engineers,
Conditions of engagement

Test certificate 221, 224

Testing
construction 128–31
off site 131–2, 131
see also Acceptance Tests;

Test and inspection plans;
System proving

Test and Inspection Plans 128,
131, 222–3

Theatres 8
Tools 187, 261–2
TQS sheets, technical query

sheets 178
Traditional contracting 44–6,

50, 89, 117–18, 134
Tungsten inert gas welding 209

Utilities 5, 15–17, 27, 81, 200,
204

Variable refrigerant volume
(VRV) system (also
known as VRF [Flow]) 207–
8

Variations 162, 179, 188–9,
189–92, 190–1,  240

Vendor Database 56, 58

Wall charts 257
Warehouses, cost of 27, 28
Water treatment 211–12
Welfare, guidance for BS

engineers 91
see also Health and Safety

Witnessing, see Hold points
Work

control of 78, 83, 155–6,
160, 175–6

packaging 176
Works contractor 89, 266
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